PROPHECY DISCUSSIONS
GODLY WARNING PLEASE DISCERN
A real quick word to the wise heart, any of these prophecies and
prophets could prove to be wrong or become incorrect at any
time. There are also "non-prophetic" sources added to this
document to add additional information for your
discernment.

We All See Through the Mirror Dimly
1 Cor 13:12
For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then face to face. Now I
know in part, but then I shall know just as I also am known.
Tracking visions, dreams, and prophecies is always very
challenging. Remember the devil seeks whom he may devour so
we must always seek Jesus first, and trust in God alone, not
"man".
If you decide to track the prophetic information from any of these
sources, please watch and pray and remember that we must
discern and measure all things against the Bible.
Deut 18:22
Please Commit the Verse to Memory
When a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if the thing does
not happen or come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord has

not spoken; the prophet has spoken it presumptuously; you shall
not be afraid of him.
NKJV

NOTE:
SOME PROPHECIES (ETC) ARE REPEATED
THROUGHOUT THE DOCUMENT TO GROUP
SIMILAR THOUGHT S TOGETHER
Remember to Seek Jesus on Your Own Always
TRUST NO ONE BUT GOD

http://z3news.com/w/year-sudden-terror-hit-america/

NOTE: Already this prophecy can be easily applied to events that
began in last century. Unlike in the past, most people see the pope as
a mere figurehead and not Christ’s representative on earth. In

addition, after World War II, Germany was divided into East
Germany and West Germany and was reunited only recently after
the fall of the Berlin Wall. It is quite possible that the Antichrist has
already been born, because the doubters in this world seem to
outnumber believers, or his birth could come in the future.
“Toward the end of the world, mankind will be purified through
sufferings. This will be true especially of the clergy, who will be
robbed of all property. When the clergy has adopted a simple
manner of living, conditions will improve.
“A powerful wind will rise in the North carrying heavy fog and the
densest dust by divine command and it will fill their throats and
eyes so they will cease their savagery and be stricken with great
fear. After that there will be so few men left that seven women will
fight for one man, that they will say to the man: “Marry me to take
the disgrace from me.” For in those days it will be a disgrace for a
woman to be without child, as it was by the Jews in the Old
Testament.

“Before the Comet comes, many nations, the good excepted, will
be scoured with want and famine. The great nation in the ocean
that is inhabited by people of different tribes and descent by an
earthquake, storm and tidal waves will be devastated. It will be
divided, and in great part submerged. That nation will also have
many misfortunes at sea, and lose its colonies in the east through
a Tiger and a Lion. The Comet by its tremendous pressure, will
force much out of the ocean and flood many countries, causing
much want and many plagues. All coastal cities will be fearful and
many of them will be destroyed by tidal waves, and most living
creatures will be killed and even those who escape will die from a
horrible disease. For in none of these cities does a person live
according to the laws of God.
NOTE: The “great nation in the ocean that is inhabited by people of
different tribes” would almost certainly be the United States, even
though this prophecy was recorded many centuries before the
discovery of America. Or, it could refer to England. As for the
comet pressure which causes floods, this is highly feasible. The

moon’s gravitational pull causes tides to rise and fall; just imagine
the gravitational pull of a nearby comet. Or, perhaps, if the comet
were to crash in to the ocean, floods and tidal waves would certainly
ensue. It seems we may have witnessed a precursor to this time of
tidal waves in the earthquake and tsunami disaster in Southeast
Asia.

http://www.infowars.com/turkey-blockades-russian-shipping-black-sea-fleet-completely-cut-off/
/

http://www.infowars.com/russia-presents-evidence-of-turkish-support-for-the-islamic-state/

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2015/12/turkey-russia-inevitable-clash-titans151201112733785.html

http://seeker401.wordpress.com/2014/03/29/vilna-gaon-the-russianinvasion-of-crimea-is-a-sign-of-impending-redemption/

ERIC ENZ – North Korea Nuke
Attack on USA Dec 3 2015

PLAY - TruNews 11-11-15 - (Eric Enz)
North Korea Nuclear Attack on US Dec

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A1P79Q6Wec
Godshealer7 – Take Hold of Your Lamp (time is
measured not in hours, but in EVENTS)

Seals Events Timeline
 Libya Nukes Israel (Psalms 83)
 Other Nukes (Missiles and Ground)
o Israel -> Iran?
o North Korea -> USA
o Russia -> USA Cities Nukes from Ground
 Financial Collapse
 Chemical, Biological Attacks
 Disease, Riots, Chaos, Mayhem, Starvation
 EMP Attack (USA and Israel)
 Obama ratifies Israel Peace Deal Jerusalem Split
 Rodriguez Puerto Rico Meteor Slams Atlantic
US Splits in Half (New Madrid)
East Coast Tsunami
California Megaquake (splits into ocean)
 Horrible Winter & Three Days Darkness
 Aliens Arrive (Blue 21)
 Harvest, Glory Light
 RAPTURE
Final Nuclear Destruction (Babylon the Great)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/11/a-time-of-inbetween.html?mc_cid=87d6f47d68&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

I Am Calling You Now (Julie)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2015

MY BLUEPRINT IN YOUR BLOOD IS NOW ALIGNING IN PERFECT
HARMONY AND RELEASING MY GLORY IN THIS PLACE AS YOU
TRANSCEND
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2015/11/my-blueprint-inyour-blood-is-now.html?m=1
Daughter speak My words this day, for I wish My people to know the hour that
is upon you. I wish for them to know that the battle is in the spirit. This battle
has been going on since the beginning. It is the seed of satan against My
precious and holy seed- the battle of good and evil, darkness and light, the
battle of a created being against his Creator.
In understanding who you are in Me, you will understand the power wherein
you must operate. This is the time of the revealing of the manifested sons and
daughters. This is the time that My prophet Daniel spoke of- those seals that
are to be opened in an appointed time, in an appointed season, and that
season is now. Great understanding and wisdom are being poured out upon
My people- like the men of old- who did understand what I had done when I
created man in My image, what that truly meant, the authority that they
walked in.
Much has been hidden due to the darkness the enemy has perpetuated. He
has done well to deceive many, to blind the eyes of My people, to distort the
truth, to cause hearts to grow cold and ears to become deaf, to numb My
people to who they are. His greatest fear is that you My people would come to
this awareness in its entirety of what you are here to do, of your purpose, of
your destiny. He fears you will walk in your destiny for this time, for he knows
that to stand in this truth and to exercise this authority means his great
demise. His existence has been spent attempting to emulate Me in that he
wishes to create. He wishes to be a god. He wishes for power and control and
dominion, but these have not been granted unto him. He knows this, and now
My people must know this.

You are awakened, for in your spirits I am causing you to remember who you
are. I have spoken in the past of purifying your DNA, of resetting all of the
corruption that has been done. When I speak of a pure and undefiled people, a
holy and spotless Bride, this not only means walking in righteousness and
holiness, but it means a purified blood. For you see, it is always about the
blood.
The life and the power are in the blood.
The redemption is in the blood.
Eternal life is in the blood.
My son Yahushua came to establish with His blood the very life force that you
were created from. His blood, His DNA is My blueprint, and I wish you to
understand that with this there is a frequency and there is a vibration that will
only be found in those created in My image.
My blueprint is your Creator's code. I will use this word but it is so much more.
All of who I AM is contained in the blood, this life force, and this is what makes
up your molecular structure. My Son Yahushua brought this blueprint into this
realm, and He demonstrated that all of My created people also carry this
blueprint, because you are created in My image.
Your cells are now singing the harmony of My blueprint, of who We are. Your
cells are remembering, they are activating. The frequencies are changing and
your cells are recognizing what they are made in the image of. Your very cells
are responding to Me and the light that has been locked inside these cells is
now being released. Energy is being released as the cells are remembering, the
individual units are responding to the harmonic vibration that has already
been placed within you. I am allowing it for this time of now.
The enemy has covered up the truth. He has deceived many so that they are
not aware of who they are, who they were created in the image of. He envys
you. He wants the same thing. He wants to create because He knows that it is

the creating of that blueprint in the blood, in this is all the power. He wishes to
replicate this, but it is impossible, as I am the only Creator of all things.
The frequencies are aligning, the vibrations are increasing and rising, and
because you are energy, your energetic fields are being elevated. With the
release of energy comes the release of My light- My glorious light released in
My people, your cells crying out for release. They have been under the curse
and the lies. They are being freed from the bondage. This is the great
alignment.
As each one of you carries this light within you and this light is released,
imagine the glory that is released. My glory revealed through you collectively!
This is why you will do more than what My Son did. You are many, and We
together manifest this glory and nothing can contain it! It is limitless,
immeasurable, all powerful, all consuming! In this We have Our victory and
nothing can prevail against Us! The Creator's light and love being poured forth
through His vessels, in harmony, completely united in every way, knit together,
fashioned to be vibrationally equal. Such power My people! Such power has
been given unto you!
The greater the understanding you each come to, the more My light will
resonate and illuminate you, and people will see this. This is your
transcendence. They will look upon you and know! They will know that the
great I AM LIVES..
Your enemy, the adversary attempts to recreate this, but this is not possible.
What is happening now within My people is an activation of sorts. This is most
important at this time for you to understand. Ask Me to reveal this to your
spirits- what this means for each one individually, where I have placed you, the
positions you hold for this time, the end of days. For as My word speaks as in
the days of Noah, so will it be in the coming of The Son. As darkness surrounds
you, the darkness I am using as judgments against My unrighteous. They, from
the darkness, satan and his demons are not made in My image. Therefore,
they do not have power over you. Where there is light, the darkness must flee.
The two cannot co-exist.

Understand that the life force of your Creator is what is flowing through your
veins. This understanding of that which We share that was given to this earth
through the shedding of the blood of My Son- THIS is what you are to walk in,
this is what you are to know in this moment of now. Just as He held this
vibration and frequency while on this earth, you too, are now coming to the
awareness that you hold this same frequency. The power that is in His blood is
the power I have given you. Do you see? We are One in the same. We are not
separate. This is why I told you that you would do these things and more.
Collectively, My Bride, this awareness, this restructuring of the very core of
who you are, this revealing that I am opening unto you is what releases the
power within you- the power to move mountains, the power to speak forth
My words of truth and life, and watch the great manifestations, the glory that
will be exhibited through you. You have been sent here, placed here to alter
this reality. Your purpose is to ground that life force here as Heaven comes to
earth. You are part of My eternal plan to re-shape, re-create, re-seed with
purity and holiness. Pray on this My children for a greater understanding. I will
reveal much to all who come to Me.
All of Heaven is rejoicing as the Great Day of the Lord is here, for they too
know what this means, the culmination of all things- a new Heaven and a new
earth, and they are so eager to welcome all of those who will be gathered to
My heart. I ask you to step in fully and completely with full surrender and pray
for radical faith. It is time for My people to be radical! It is time for My people
to proclaim who they are, who We are together and what We are doing.
Announce it! Shout it from the rooftops! We are here to bring My glory to
cover this earth. We are here to take back what belongs to Us. We are here to
establish dominion in this place. We are here to ensure that all peoples, tribes,
nations and tongues will confess that Yahushua HaMashiach is Lord of all!!!
We are here to tether Heaven and earth.
Out of My infinite mercy, I will allow great judgments, calamity upon calamity
and distress of nations. I do this because of My love. I do this great shaking
because many will come to Me in their cries of anguish. I must show this world
who I am in order to save many. I must do this because I am just and
righteous, but not only for this reason; I do this to bring more souls to Me.

Know that every leader, every prince, every council that has been established
on this earth is only permitted because I have allowed it. Nothing is out of My
control. Have I not told you in My Word that I will always use evil for good?
Nothing is permitted that I have not ordained, so as you see, events and
situations that are seemingly out of control, insanity and such evil, know that
My hand is in this too. I will use all of this to turn cold hearts back to Me.
I will tell you this, many many people are about to perish. My heart's request is
that you would join with Me, everyone who reads these words, and pray like
you have never prayed before. There is nothing more important than praying
for the souls that will soon perish, for it is in your prayers that My mercy is
extended and My hand of grace reaches out to them. Pray for the lost. Pray for
your enemies. Pray for hearts to be convicted. Pray My children, pray, and
pray more... The effectual and fervent prayers of My saints avails much. This is
truth!
Pray for this radical faith I speak of. Pray for courage and steadfastness. Plant
your feet upon the Rock. You will not be shaken. Set your eyes upon Me, your
Creator and My Son your King and your Messiah. Hold fast to all of the truths
that I have taught you. Do not be frightened. Do not be afraid when all of this
befalls this earth. Men's hearts will fail them because of what they see. But
you My people have been warned, you have been prepared, for I always tell
My people what I am about to do. Hide your eyes for a moment while My
indignation passes, knowing that My great refining fire will make all things
new. I will never leave you or forsake you, for this I have promised you. You
are My life's breath here in this place and I cherish each and every one of you
as My own. There is no one like you. Never underestimate the importance of
each one of you in My Kingdom. Every one a precious jewel, fashioned and
molded in My perfection, destined to shine and bring glory to Me through all
that I have placed within you. I have set your feet upon the path and I am the
light that illuminates the way.
Prepare ye the way of the Lord for surely He is come!
THE TIME FOR THIS IS NOW.

ABBA FATHER

DAMASCUS A RUINOUS HEAP

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/11942480/Russia-posts-Syria-attack-dronefootage-amid-propaganda-drive.html

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/10/remember-that-i-amgod.html?mc_cid=b6b1c5c554&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U2jDh1bW50
(Note: from 4:50 – 10min)

Obama Will Be the Last President of
the US (prophet Jay Hudson w Glynda
Linkous)

NEW VELOCITY

http://www.fathersheartministry.net/the-father-says-today-october-29th-2015/

https://youtu.be/KHQDtRS9HpA

Pastor predicted the rise of Barack
Obama as the Antichrist in 1970

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/10/yourchoices.html?mc_cid=3cbe090503&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://z3news.com/w/simultaneous-glory-falling/

http://z3news.com/w/heidi-baker-americans-suddenlybread-lines-soup-kitchens/

http://z3news.com/w/great-persecution-coming-truefollowers/

Y

OU HAVE ENTERED INTO THE DARKEST OF TIMES-MY BRIDE

WILL ANNOUNCE THE NEW GLORIOUS KINGDOM
My children, at this time, there must be an absolute adherence to My
Word. For I tell you truly, this darkness has great power and will
overcome all those who do not take My words and My warnings
seriously. Darkness was conquered for all time that day, when I
displayed My victory over sin and death on the cross, on Calvary's hill.

My first coming was to bring light to the world and give the world a
way out of darkness, to offer the world a choice between life and
death, light and darkness, eternity in love, or eternity in darkness. The
world did not recognize what had come. The world did not know
Light, did not accept My offer of love. Therefore, I had given this
world over to its own devices.
However, you know this is not the end of the story, for My Word tells
of a time when I will return, once again, light and love offered to this
place, to all of My creation. This time, however, love has the victory,
love will win. Love is the final outcome!
For those of you who understand this truth, in an instant, you will be
changed, you will be transformed into My likeness because you are of
Me. You have surrendered your souls, your minds, your wills, every
earthly desire you have ever known, you have laid them down on My
altar. I have accepted this, your willingness to surrender all, I have
taken your hearts, and exchanged them for My own. It is in this that
the world will be brought light and love this time. It is not just I
coming, it is the body rising! It is all of Us, in unity, one Heart, one
Love, one Purpose. Together We will do this collectively, one Voice,
one Way, the only Way.
This is Me. I am the Light unto the world.
I have caused the hearts of men, the chosen ones, to burn for Me, in
that the brilliance of My Kingdom and all that is offered will be made
manifest in this place-- of this I promise you. You will see it. You will
begin this work here-- it has already begun.
I need not remind you the weapons of your warfare are not carnal.
Lay down all that rises up and speaks of carnal things. The sword you

are to use is My Sword of Truth. Raise My Word. Speak Light.
Exemplify Me in all you do and all you say. I come this time to light
the world on fire. Yes, this must be done through purification and
through judgment for I am a Just God, I am Righteous and I am Holy, I
am Pure and I am True, but I also come to light this world on fire for
Me. For this time, the world will know who is the Great I AM. They
will know Me, they will know Me in you. They will see Me
everywhere, they will hear My voice in all places. Everywhere they
look they will see Me, for it is I in you they will see. They will know
the truth of all that has been spoken. They will know the truth of My
first coming. They will know that I am a God that cannot lie. They will
know My faithfulness; they will know My Sovereignty. But most
importantly, they will finally know My love. For the greatest act that
was ever done was done in LOVE.
The winds of change are here, you know this to be true. You need not
look very far to see this darkness I speak of. What have I taught you?
It is always darkest before the dawn. You have entered that darkest
time My loves, but you are prepared. There is nothing that I have not
warned you of. There is nothing that will come your way that you will
not be prepared for or protected from. All of Heaven waits and
watches and prays for this time, the end of this age, and the beginning
of My new and glorious Kingdom. My Bride will announce this,
together as One, My glorious Kingdom upon the earth. This is what
awaits all of you if you would so just choose. The glorious times of
manifestations and miracles, healing and power, glory like has never
been seen before. Great exploits in My name shall you do, for you are
a royal people, My priesthood, co-heirs to My Throne. I have called
you My friends.
Ask for all you need and it shall be given unto you. Seek Me in the
dark, secret places and I will reveal more. You, My anointed, continue
to speak My words, My truth, and the wolves will scatter. Light and

dark cannot dwell in the same place. This is important to remember
as it will become grossly dark. You must continue to keep your lamps
burning brightly, filled to the brim with oil. Extreme focus now. For
your Bridegroom has delayed, but only for a short time. He is coming,
never doubt this. It is for an appointed time and season, but I will
come for you. Even now your adversary roars, he despises you and all
that We stand for. Great will be his demise. But always remember to
whom you belong.
I am doing a great and mighty work in My people, a great move in the
spirit that you are not completely aware of. But trust that I am
bringing you from glory to glory, and that even now, your individual
assignments are being carried out. Always seek to go higher and
deeper in your understanding, and I will counsel you, teach you, and
guide you in all things.
Your full surrender is all I require.
Allow Me to fashion you into My image for all to see. In this, I receive
the highest glory.
I give you My shalom.
YAHUSHUA

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/10/not-

Maurice Sklar
– War on Israel

aligned.html?mc_cid=1e44641b06&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

The LORD says, "War is coming against Israel! Just as I have
clearly spoken in My Word, and just as I have confirmed through
my holy servants the true Prophets, I will hold it back no longer.
You say to Me, "What do all of these signs converging together
this month mean? Many of My church are in fear, thinking only of
doomsday and despair. Some leaders are trying to tell fortunes
and predict days and times, thinking that I must do what they
say when they predict it. Some are making millions of dollars by
merchandising and sensationalizing these events to the point it is
idolatry and distraction instead of sound prophetic ministry. I
(the LORD) am far greater than your false prognosticators and
charlatans. Do not follow after those deceivers - you must judge
them and their ministries by their fruits and take everything you
hear and judge it according to My Word."
To My beloved Bride: Look and see the signs in the heavens and
upon the earth. Notice them, but don't focus on them! Keep
your eyes on Me! I am the LORD, not the sun, moon, or stars. I
am greater than any event that has or will come to shake the
heavens and the earth. Many of My people are crying out to Me
in prayer for clarity and guidance right now. So, I will answer
you... I will explain to you a little bit of what is shortly to come to
pass....So your heart will not be troubled...

I am announcing to the world through these four red moons
these things:
1. The Times of the Gentiles are coming to an end. The end of
Adam's dominion time-lease upon earth is nearly over. The time
of Jacobs' Trouble: the Tribulation period is about to begin. BUT
HE (JACOB) SHALL BE SAVED OUT OF IT. It is in this time that I
will sovereignly cause all the Jews to return to their home, Eretz
Israel. I will shake them out like a tablecloth that a lady would
take outdoors and shake all the crumbs out of it by flapping it
into the wind. But not one crumb will perish. All shall be
returned. Many of my people are hidden in the nations that have
descended from the 10 lost tribes. They are not "lost" to Me. I
KNOW THEM ALL. They shall return, along with all the
descendants of Judah and Levi. No man knows who or where
they are, but I DO. The time has come when the rest of the
family will come home to the land I promised them.
2. Satan knows that his time is short. War is coming to the
Middle East. It will bring every nation into it before it is all over.
Israel is my mousetrap, and Jerusalem is the cheese. Israel is
also my anvil on which I will judge the nations. Prepare your
hearts, for peace will be taken from the earth. For 70 years I
gave the Western nations peace and prosperity after World War
2. That was because of what the United States did along with the
Allied forces by defeating Nazi Germany and rescuing My people
Israel from extermination, and then paving the way for Israel to
be reborn as a nation in 1948.
3. Yesterday's moon signals the beginning of the final restoration
of Israel. No matter how hard the enemy attacks, he will be
destroyed before Me. For I am standing UP now as the LORD of
Hosts to fight for her. And when this is over, all her enemies will
be dust under her feet. It will be bloody. It will be painful. It
will be with great losses both to Israel and her enemies. But, for
each Israeli Jewish person, their enemies will pay with 1,000 of
their souls when they try to attack her. Beware! You CANNOT
and WILL not succeed as Israel's enemy.
4. The outcome in the coming battles and wars against Israel, I
will restore more and more of the land to her that I promised to
Abraham. Until finally, all that I promised will be theirs forever

when I return to establish My Kingdom and rule from the throne
of David in Jerusalem forever.
5. I am coming for My Bride, My faithful children who are waiting
for Me in this Midnight Hour. But you say, "I have heard that for
so long. And, oh, another prophet coming with the Rapture
message. I am tired of hearing it. After all, I have heard it my
whole life. So, is this yet another "boy crying wolf" prophecy?! I
have been disappointed too many times." But, Beloved, if I
stretch out time to allow more souls to come to Me, and so I can
bring more Bridal lamps to their full oil and light, does this offend
you?! If it does, you are only thinking of yourself and not others
that I have long patience for until all have come in. Then, the
Shofar will sound! Do not lose your Blessed Hope for I am at the
doors RIGHT NOW! Watch and Pray! Do not let disappointment
and bitterness quench out your Hope. Remember, I CANNOT
LIE! I AM COMING FOR YOU, MY DEARLY BELOVED BRIDE!
6. Do not get caught up in conspiracies and Internet social media
nonsense. Think to yourself, 'is this filling me with hope or fear?'
If your response to it is fear, then it is not what I am saying to
you. The world will indeed experience the worst seven years of
judgments and My Wrath. But, I have not appointed you to that,
but to obtain eternal joy in My heavenly Kingdom, as it is written:
Luke 21:36
36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be
accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to
pass, and to stand before the Son of man.
And...
Revelation 22:20-21
20 He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly.
Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus.
21 The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen.
God bless you from Jerusalem, Dear Ones!
Dr. Maurice H. Sklar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zl5PYW1xyxM

Godshealer7 - A Surprise Attack On
Israel Is Planned

FIND YOUR JOY

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/find-yourjoy.html?mc_cid=c2b9f223bc&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Begin Preparing Now

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/beginpreparingnow.html?mc_cid=13ab78d7b1&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/you-wouldnot.html?mc_cid=2a55dea3b7&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/your-time-has-come.html

Do Not Be Surprised When Dates Pass By

https://278pikelk.wordpress.com/2015/09/13/t6gto1vx1
cc/

" I will win the war on
Christmas" - Obama
https://youtu.be/K6xV4jFU2gw
I was on my knees in prayer this
morning and suddenly this quote came
into my mind.
12 24
666

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=2&
v=o_OIeBDoONs
Godshealer7 – The Time of Darkness
Begins Sept 24, 2015

The Time of Darkness begins Sept 24th"
Barb- So we're coming into the transition period..the
transition from light to darkness
"My children, those of the Light: I tell you this day,
that a change is coming on the earth.
A change.
a transition from the light-the time of light to the time
of darkness.
Woe to those who call good evil, and evil, good.
Woe to those who call sweet bitter, and bitter, sweet.
Woe to those who call good evil, and evil good, and
those
who call light, darkness and darkness, light.
Your days have been numbered and your kingdoms
marked.
this is the time of trial that will come upon the whole
world, a tribulation so great as has never been seen
before.
Husbands turn against wives, and wives against
husbands.

parents against children, and children against
parents.
your enemies are those of your own household.
Those that lose their life for my Name's sake shall
save their life.
the shadow of death shall cover the land.
The time of darkness begins Sept 24th, 2015"
Then Barb discusses some background info, as far
as the prophetic dream she was given back in Jan of
2012 when she was told to proclaim the Acceptable
Year of the Lord from that point forward until the Day
of Atonement, Yom Kippur, Sept 23rd 2015
She explained that back then in 2012 she did not
know what the Day of Atonement was/is...so she
researched, and it is a time of repentance, and then
a time of judgment.
She then said "starting Sept 24th 2015 I am
announcing the coming of His glorious Kingdom and
His majesty"
this prophetic timeline runs up to April 2019"

she then referred to a Utube video (but I could not
quite make out what she was saying in this portion
of the audio)
she said :
I will be in sackcloth and ashes announcing the
coming appearance of His glorious Kingdom and His
majesty with all power, authority, dominion over all
people of all nations and tongues"
she said she did not know if this time of darkness is
actual darkness or spiritual darkness.
She said no one knows the timing of the Raptureshe is not proclaiming timing of that event.
final word of this audio clip from Barb's prophetic Word
"get your house in order"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs5bvZxTEF0

Godshealer7 – I Shall Send Down
on Thee the Plagues of Your
Forefathers

http://www.spreaker.com/user/glyndalinkous/your-time-hascome-specialepisode?mc_cid=21f5cd88b9&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Wings of Prophecy – Your Time Has
Come II (Glynda Linkous)
Bullet points for you. Urgent message from Glynda.
Mainly about America's coming judgement.
1:00 Speaks of all the blood America has shed beginning
with the Native American and how their blood is crying out
5:55 It is too late for repentance for America. God has
told her that the judgement of God on America is set now.

7:9 America will be destroyed, it is only a question of
when
7:33 Hear me you Washington politicians and leaders,
YOU are no longer convenient for God. Judgement is
coming from His hand and it is coming for you. To every
person who refuses to repent and honor Him
7:50 It is coming to every pastor, politician, person who
agrees with and supports abortion and gay marriage in
defiance of His Holy Word
8:00 it is coming to avenge the blood of every native
American, slave and innocent baby you slaughtered… you
have become a filthy abomination in His sight. There will
be no where to hide from His mighty hand
8:50 Every knee shall bow, including YOU Washington
DC. What you sowed, you will reap
10:00 Prophet message she was given, right after she
recorded the message above
2:30am Word for Word...
A Dark and terrible destiny awaits America. Once the land
of the free, now the land of anything goes. America, once
a joy to Me…you have become a filthy stain of sin on the
world I created. I have watched for years as your cup of
iniquity filled up, I can delay judgement no longer. You
pridefully refused to turn from your wicked ways. Like a
shameless harlot, you flaunt your sins around the earth.
You are no longer my own. I cast you out. Your time has
come.

11:00 Glynda emphasizes that this is a very serious and
urgent Word from the Lord. She pleads for people to
repent. No one knows where this will strike first. When
God says something like this, He is not playing.

The message she gave rose up and rose up in her spirit until she got up in the middle of the night to record it. She pleads with everyone to witness to as many as possible (gently) for Jesus. If the person won’t receive it then pray that the Lord will send someone
they will listen to.

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/your-time-has-come.html

I HAVE PREPARED PLACES IN
THE WILDERNESS
Message received July 31, 2015 now to be
released.
My children and My sheep, to all those who
have learned to hear My voice, and who have
learned who is their true Shepherd, I speak to
you this day.
It has been given unto you to know the times
and seasons that you are in, the season of My
chosen ones to be protected in the wilderness
and nourished for a time. For the great
dragon has been unleashed. He is very wroth
and goes to make war with My saints. You
who have ears to hear, know this. The great
anti-christ system grows stronger everyday
and is becoming more and more evident in
every facet of your lives. These are dire and
urgent times My loves, times when I require
the utmost focus and discipline. Stay on the
narrow path children, for it indeed grows
darker and darker. The enemy forces seek to

tear you away from Me and all the plans I
have laid out for you.
Truly judgement comes and I will judge My
church first, this is already occurring in many,
many places around the world. For you see, I
must separate, I must know who will stand
with Me and who is against Me. For those
who are sealed and protected and in
relationship with Me, you will know great
peace amidst the storm.
I tell you-ready yourselves, ready yourselves
for the time is upon you when My church
must flee to the wilderness, to these places I
have prepared for her. Fear not where you
should go or what you should do if I have not
already revealed this to you. For with a
mighty hand and a strong arm, I will place
you where you need to be.
For those of you already securing places of
refuge for My people, know this: this is the
season, this is the season of My return, and
this is the season I speak of in Revelation 12.
Meditate upon this, ask Me to guide you and

counsel you in all I would have you do. My
angelic realm stands ready to assist. Fear not
My little ones, for the day of My return draws
closer everyday. Go in peace, be love, make
haste to be ready.

Stand for Me

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/09/stand-forme.html?mc_cid=cbded3be5e&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Julie - Behold I Come

Iniquity Shall Overflow

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/08/iniquity-shalloverflow.html?mc_cid=97097c4519&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/08/in-coming-months.html?mc_cid=eac9d711e6&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0T1qb5jLUUk

Godshealer7 – The Coming of
the Angels of Rebellion

Julie – Behold I Come
THE FALLEN ONES ARE
RELEASED, BE SEALED
AS THE ARK DOOR IS
CLOSING
I am Lord of all creation, He who holds all
things in His hands, He who is the Maker and
Author of all that you know. He comes to you
this day and again implores you to repent. As
My Word speaks, as it was in the beginning,
so will it be now in the end of days.
REPENT AND PREPARE YE THE WAY OF THE
LORD, FOR SURELY THE KING IS COMING!
THE CUP OF INDIGNATION IS FULL AND
JUDGMENT WILL BE POURED OUT!
Just as Noah in his great faith prepared an
ark to the saving of his family, I too have
given you instructions, My counsel and My
wisdom so that you too would be prepared.

You must enter into the Ark, the Ark which is
Me. You must be clothed in My Righteousness
and clothed in My most holy and precious
Blood. You must be sealed for your
protection, you and those that you love, for I
tell you again, the days of grace are ending.
There is only a breath of your linear time
remaining for those who have not chosen to
obey, repent and surrender all to Me, to enter
into this My Heart and My Ark of protection,
for the season of judgment is upon you.
Those who have not been sealed will remain
to experience great tribulation on this earth. I
have appointed times and seasons for all
things. Have I not shown My great and
mighty work in the stars of the heavens? Do
the sun and the moon not come and go at My
bidding? Have I not placed these signs there
for you to see and know the season you are
in? I always prepare those that I love, those
that have ears to hear. Do you not see the
season you are in? Do you not feel the
nearness of My coming?Just as it was in the
days of Noah, when the abomination had
reached its height and the sins of My people I
could bear no more, then-destruction came.
And so, too, will this be your reality. I will
wipe away all that is not of Me. I am coming

to cleanse and to purify this earth and to
make all things new. This time I purify with
fire and with smoke.
I have spoken of the gates of hell being
opened. Know that they are among you now,
these fallen ones, these wicked and rebellious
beings, these ones who have committed the
most heinous of sins in that they have tried to
exalt themselves above Me, their Creator.
These are the ones who have been released.
This is the darkness that is now covering this
earth. These are the ones that I am giving the
wicked over to. I will use these beings that
the unrighteous and sinful have so desired;
these ones I will use to inflict the greatest
punishment, for you My disobedient ones will
receive all that you have asked for. You have
chosen your god, and it is not I. They will
have their way with you, as you have granted
them permission in your choice not to accept
Me as your Savior.
For those of My children who are obedient,
who come to Me daily in humility and
surrender, who spend time with Me and
desire to know Me more, to you who have My
protection and My seal and are covered in My
blood, to you I will manifest Myself

powerfully. You will be given instructions and
great counsel, so fear not what you will see,
what you will hear, and all the evil that will
be perpetuated around you.
For My command has gone out, touch not My
anointed ones! My angelic realm stands
armed and ready. Continue to prepare your
hearts for you know not which hour I come
for you.
Many will die in their sins. Do not be counted
among these. I have given My daughter more
of these words to release at My timing, so
know that you will not be without instruction,
counsel and wisdom for these times. Continue
to make straight your paths, walking in
holiness and purity and righteousness.
Remember to walk in the power and authority
that has been granted to you as heirs to My
Kingdom. Be bold in professing all that you
know of Me. Shout from the rooftops all you
have heard in your secret places! Victory
belongs to the redeemed!
MAKE EVERY MOMENT COUNT CHILDREN!
BE SOBER AND BE VIGILANT. YOU CAN ONLY

LISTEN TO ME NOW. STAY VERY NEAR TO ME
AND I WILL GUARD AND PROTECT MY OWN.
LOOK UP! FOR YOUR REDEMPTION DRAWS
NIGH!!

https://youtu.be/ch3Rlgpn0HI
Godshealer7 – Brace
Yourselves, The Storm
Approaches, Nuclear War

PPSimons - No Third Temple
In Bible Prophecy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=
1318&v=iFWHwML9Leo

YOU ARE INVITED TO THIS SHAVUOT
WEDDING
In May of 2012 I was in tears crying before the Lord in my
living room asking Him, Father will I be part of the Bride? My
heart was aching because more than anything I wanted to be
part of the Bride of Jesus Christ at the Marriage Supper. I felt
this day was close and didn't feel worthy.
Suddenly I felt in my heart that I was to go to the mail box and
get the mail. I wasn't really sure why. But I did what I felt
was an act of obedience. When I got to the mail box I found a
letter from the Messianic Bible ministry in Israel and on the
outside of the envelope it said "You are Invited to this Shavuot
Wedding". I cried in joy I was so happy. I could not believe
what had happened.
Looking upon that event, and knowing that the "Three Days of
Darkness" (in Exodus) is a shadow of the Sixth Seal (ref. Rev.
6:12 "sun turns black") Three Days of Darkness:
Ex 10:22-23
(...) and there was thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three
days.
NKJV
And knowing that Obama is going to cancel the 2016 election
in the late fall of 2016; Adding all this up it seems very
possible that Passover of 2017 may be the time when the
Efraine Rodrigues prophecy comes true, and the meteor is

thrown into the Atlantic ocean causing the Sixth Seal events to
unfold and the "Three Days of Darkness".
Then I remembered the letter I got in 2012 about the Shavuot
Wedding. I remembered that many of the prophecies, dreams
and visions seem to indicate that after the Three Days of
Darkness the "Bride" will receive her glory light and begin the
FINAL HARVEST up to about 40 + days after the darkness
passes. IF this were so, how amazing that this would fall upon
SHAVUOT May 31st, of 2017.
Here is a photo of the Letter I received in May 2012. I have
added some event markers to make this more meaningful.
God bless you.

Stirring the Heavens

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/08/stirringheavens.html?mc_cid=424eb6f0d4&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Ps 33:18-19
Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear Him,
On those who hope in His mercy,
19 To deliver their soul from death,
And to keep them alive in famine.

NKJV
Ps 34:15
The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous,
and His ears are open to their cry.
NKJV
Ps 34:9
Oh, fear the Lord, you His saints!
There is no want to those who fear Him.
NKJV
Ps 34:17-18
17 The righteous cry out, and the Lord hears,
And delivers them out of all their troubles.
18 The Lord is near to those who have a broken heart,
And saves such as have a contrite spirit

Joshua 1:9
Have not I commanded thee? Be strong and of a good courage;
be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed: for the LORD thy God is
with thee whithersoever thou goes

Ps 91:10-11
No evil shall befall you,
Nor shall any plague come near your dwelling;
11 For He shall give His angels charge over you,
To keep you in all your ways.
NKJV

2 Tim 1:7
For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love
and of a sound mind.
NKJV
Job 1:9-10
9 So Satan answered the Lord and said, "Does Job <insert your
name here> fear God for nothing? 10 Have You not made a
hedge around him, around his household, and around all that he
has on every side?
NKJV

Great Change Coming

APRIL 2019 – The Coming of His Majesty
(Note: This seems to identify her as one of the TwoWitnesses)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjA20YC_MbI

Rev 11:3
And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy one
thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed in sackcloth."

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/07/oh-america.html

FIRST TRUMPET - EARTH BURNS

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/07/release-frombondage.html?mc_cid=f15fb5d3a9&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/07/i-am-yourrefuge.html?mc_cid=1ea42b6306&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c





http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/07/i-havewarned.html?mc_cid=c21e581835&mc_eid=aebea2b6e5&m=1






http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.ca/2015/07/signs.html?mc_cid=a2f8e3eac1&mc_eid=a8
b5c0097c






http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/grievenot.html?mc_cid=5624bd7f89&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-2coE7sXWg&feature=em-uploademail




 Godshealer7 - Prophesy to the
U.S. Supreme Court, The High
Court Of Babylon






http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2015/07/message-from-lord-to-warriorprincess.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BonsBlogHearingFromGod+%28Bon%27s+Blog+-+Hearing+from+God%29







http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/07/muchsuffering.html?mc_cid=9023b44baf&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c



The Running Man
Prophecy

THE YEAR AHEAD

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/the-year-ahead.html

Patricia Green - Judgments
Come While Obama Is President
Patricia Green – 5 More
Passovers for the Gospel to be
Preached
Patricia Green – My Vengeance
Will Be Poured Out (Sept 23)

Dr Patricia Green
"Sept 23rd is the day Obama makes a pact with the devil.
It is not by chance that the Pope & Obama are meeting on the
Day of Atonement, which is Sept 23rd 2015.
They will make a pact that will seal the fate of the United States of
America.
My vengence will be poured out from this point forward.
There is no turning back.
Tell my people to draw close to me in these Last Days.
Tell them to purify their hearts by the washing of the water of My
Word.
Tell them to ask my Spirit to expose any wickedness within
themselves so they
can repent and be clean."
He said "I am returning for my Bride without spot or wrinkle; I am
coming for a pure bride.
Only those who are purified by My Spirit and My Word are my
bride.
There will be no pretending when I return.
Many will say "Lord, Lord did I not prophesy in your Name, heal
the sick, cast out demons and bring people into your kingdom?"
and I will say to those who have impure heart's "Get from me, I
never knew you"
He continued and He said:
"this is the time for self reflection. If you judge yourself in this
season and repent of your hidden sin, your sin will not be
exposed to your shame. Now is the time to purify your own
hearts. Now is the time before my vengence is poured out"

EXCERPT FROM TRIBULATION NOW
PROGRAM -- JOHN BAPTIST HOST WITH
GUEST PATRICIA GREEN:
PATRICIA GREEN: This is a prophetic word
that I received back in 2008 during the democratic
race between when Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton because it ties in with what I will move
into.
Now, when I received this word from the
Lord, Hillary Clinton was slightly ahead in the
democratic race, and the Lord said this to me:
"Barack Obama will within the democratic
nomination," and he was going to be the next
president of the United States of America."
Quickly, I said, "Lord do you expect me to
vote for a man who supports abortion and
homosexuality?"
The Lord replied to me and said, "Child, I
did not tell you to vote for him. I'm telling you he
will be the next president of the United States."

He said, "Barack Obama is a fork-tongued devil.
Your country has been pushing for abortions and
homosexuality. So, I'm giving you a president
who will promote abortions and homosexuality.
But rest assured. My hand of judgment will come
against your nation while he is president."
Now, I don't know what hand of judgment -BY JOHN BAPTIST:
Q. Wait, wait. I have got to get you to say that
again.
A. Okay.
Q. Now, this is vital. This is vital. What you
have said prophetically -- I have to put you on my
-- what I would call the top shelf prophet list right
now. Hold on just a second. The Lord told you
that these judgments will come down while -- I
want to make sure I didn't hear it right. Keep me
honest -- while Obama is in the office of the
presidency. Is that correct?
A.

That is correct.

Q.

Praise Jesus. Hallelujah. Well, you go on

the
A-list with Glenda Jackson, with Pastor
T.D. Hale, with Sarah Menet, with C. Alan Martin
from 1971 who shows Obama is the last president
of the United States. Praise Jesus. So, right
there, as far as I'm concerned and I study
prophecies, dreams and visions and have for
years, obsessively, and your testimony right there
just validated the veracity of what the Lord
showed you in my heart because you know what?
I already knew that was the truth, but when you
spoke it, you confirmed it. Praise Jesus.
A. Amen, Amen. I received that in 2008 before
Barack Obama actually won the democratic
nomination.
Okay. Now, I want to jump forward to April of
2013, and this is regarding a couple of dreams
that I had. So, on April 17th, 2013, this is the
dream that I had. And in this dream, my husband
and I were traveling in a vehicle in North Carolina,

and we were driving up a mountain road, and we
saw this policeman with a blue light flashing as a
warning signal, and he had stopped the traffic
which prevented us from proceeding up the
mountain.
So, in the dream, I got out of the vehicle, and I
walked up the steep mountain road, and the
officer motioned for me to stop. Then, all of a
sudden, behind the officer, I saw this large wave
getting ready to crest over the top of this
mountain, and it was heading towards me. So, in
the dream, I placed my back to the wave, and I
was able -- the wave kind of washed me down
back to the bottom of the mountain.
Now, at that moment in the dream, I knew that the
Atlantic Ocean had washed in as far as this
mountain in North Carolina. That was my first
dream on April 17th. Then, ten days later,
on April 27, 2013, I had a second dream and, in
this dream, I was at a beach on the east coast,

and there were many people at the beach
enjoying the sand and the sun and the ocean, and
there were these college-aged boys who had
carried a couch and an area rug to the shoreline
as a joke, and I warned them that the tide would
come in and wash their couch away, but they just
ignored me, and they began to laugh.
Then, all of a sudden, as they were mocking me
and laughing at me, I saw this massive wave that
was taller than the hotels, taller than the buildings,
and it was just positioned to crash onto the beach.
In all my life, I've never seen a wave this high -in pictures or even when I have been to the
beach. It was literally towering over the top of the
building. That was the second dream.
Then, three days later on April 30th, the Lord
gave me -- it was a vision. Let me explain -- when
I say a vision, it's not an opened-eyed vision. It's
a closed-eye vision were the Lord will actually
form pictures, or sometimes, it will look like a

video clip that I see with my eyes closed. Then,
He begins to explain to me. If I don't understand
what I'm seeing, he begins to explain to me then
what he has just shown me.
So, in this vision, I was walking side by side with
Jesus, and He began to speak these words to me.
He said, "Patricia, I want to show you some
things."
Then, Jesus parted the clouds so that I could see
the earth below because we were like above in
the heavens and I could see myself on the earth,
and there was this mighty wave getting ready to
crash on the shoreline. But, before the waves hit
in this vision, I was lifted up. (HOPE NOTE - "lifted
up"...I believe this refers to the Bride's transformation,
everything that takes place in this vision MAY be
occurring during the Harvest of the church, the
lukewarm, and the lost) When I was lifted up, I
could see that the wave was like hundreds of feet

tall. It wasn't just a little wave. It was hundreds of
feet tall. Jesus spoke these words to me. He
said, "This wave will hit the east coast." He said,
"Warn the people to get out. This mighty wave
will devastate coastal cities and wash inland for
many miles. Florida will be decimated.
Washington D.C. will be under water. New York
Harbor will flood the city. In North Carolina, the
water will come as far as the mountains. The
water will not go beyond the Appalachian
mountains." He said, "There are those that will
not believe what you are reporting. They will
perish in the wave." He said, "Millions of people
will lose their lives." He said, "Nothing of this
magnitude happens on the earth unless I speak it
through my prophets. I have shown many of my
prophets this tsunami, and they are also reporting
it will happen."
We know in Amos 3:7, it says, "Surely the Lord
God does nothing unless he reveals his secrets to

his servants/ the prophets." The Holy Spirit said,
"The United States of America is about to swing
into a new season. At first, it will be a prosperous
time, but it will be short-lived. Next, it will be a
season of devastation from all directions. The
first devastation will hit and, when she is reeling
from that one, the next one will be right on its
heels. When it looks like it cannot get any worse,
indeed it will. This series of devastating events
will cripple your nation and bring her to her knees.
She will realize that she is no longer the powerful
nation she once was.
He said, "Look to the skies, and you will see the
first devastation. (HOPE NOTE - could this be
Nibiru? (colors in the sky) ) Look to the seas, and you
will see the next devastation. Look to the earth, and
you will see the third devastation. I, the Lord of the
Heavens, the earth and beneath the earth have
spoken."

And also, the Lord is talking about the national
distress for America. He also said this, "I want to
show you things that will happen in the United
States of America during these years of
tribulation.' He called them years of tribulation. It
will be a time of great national distress. He said
",,,all these things will occur in the final years
before I return". (HOPE NOTE - I believe He is
referring to His 2nd Coming)
This is what the Holy Spirit showed me, that the
dams would be breaking and flooding the people
below. He specifically told me that Hoover Dam
will be one that breaks. (many confirmations of
this) He said power supplies will be cut off to
major cities, and it will plunge people into
darkness. Then, interesting I saw a huge -- while
he was giving this message to me, I saw a vision
of a huge ash cloud, and I saw these little bits of
debris that were falling to the earth. Now, when I
saw that ash cloud, in my mind, I thought it had to

be either one of two scenarios. Either it was
volcanic ash, or it was debris from nuclear bomb.
I wasn't sure which.
Q. Well, let me ask you this: The nuclear thing,
so, was that just something that kind of hit you
randomly, or have you heard anything regarding
that because we have -A. Let me continue on with what the Lord said
because it will tie in.
He said that the -- buildings would be collapsing
and falling into water, the causeways that
connected islands to mainland would collapse,
leaving people stranded on islands. I saw the
deep fissures in the earth surface as a result of
great earthquakes. Many people were dying
because medicines were scarce during this time.
Then, I saw people being killed with guns, and
martial law was going to replace the civil law of
the land, and the imposition of martial law would,
of course, mean the suspension of all civil life,

and it would be replaced by military authority.
There would be curfews, road blocks, check
points in order to maintain control. And we know
that President Obama has already signed in
December 2013 -- he's brought the governments
power to enact martial law even in peaceful time.
He said, "The United States of America will fall
because of her wickedness." He said, "I raise
nations up, and I take nations down according to
my will. I bless nations that follow my command,
and I curse nations that disobey my command.
All that will happen to your nation will be a result
of your nation's sin. As a nation, you have
clamored for rights. People say that rights are
freedom, when, in fact, it is bondage.
Homosexuality is not a civil right. It is bondage to
sexual impurity and destroys the covenant of
marriage that I established." He said, "Abortion is
bondage because of the emotional destruction

that comes from taking the life of an innocent
child." He said, "Sin is bondage, and all sin is
abhorrent to me," the Lord said.
Then, He continued on to say that the United
States of America is a whelp" He said, "I gave her
birth to be an ally of Israel. The United States will
decrease, and Israel will increase in the end. At
the end of the age, there will be no greater nation
than Israel. I will cause events to happen that will
diminish the power and influence of the United
States of America." He said, "People will say,
'This condition happened,' but indeed it will
happen because I have spoken." He said,
"Nations that have great power in the past ages
no longer exist because I declared their demise."
He said, "My child, you will declare these things
and will people will scoff at you and say you have
not heard from me. But truly I say to you, these
things will happen before I return."

He said, "Do not fear to speak my truth. I am all
powerful. I can wipe out a nation with my breath.
With my voice, I can flatten mountains, move
islands, create earthquakes, floods and famine."
He said, "Man is frail compared to my great
power and my outstretched hand."
But this is the beauty of it. As children of the Most
High, he said, "I will protect, provide and possess
my chosen and Holy people. I want you to know
that no matter what I show you about these end
times," he said, "you are in the palm of my hand.
DO NOT FEAR or WORRY. Just know that I AM
with you, and I will bless you and your family."
So, you know, even when we get such -- all these
reports that seem to be so devastating and so
horrific, we can look to the Lord and know that He
is our mighty strong tower, that we can run to
Him, and He will protect us in this great time of
affliction.

During this horrible time, the Lord said, "Many will
get saved. He said, "The fear that the end is near
will cause people" -- listen to this -- "will cause
people to seek out Christians for truth. He said,
"Just know that all must perceive as the Holy
scriptures have stated. This is where he said, the
sword will be the nuclear war. So, he's talking
about a nuclear war. The famine will result from
the drought when I withhold the rain. The
pestilence will be a new strain of disease that is
not known, and there will not be a cure. It will
quickly kill people like the black plague. He said
the war will last five years, and the famine will
follow quickly. He said, "My children will need
wisdom to survive this tribulation. Food will be
scarce, but my children will be prepared for the
famine." He said, "I'm instructing my children to
begin to fill up their storehouses before the famine
strikes just as I instructed Joseph while he was in
Egypt."

He said it would be wise to begin storing
provisions.
What was next was: He said that the landscape
of America is about to change. "There will be
many signs I perform as a warning to your nation."
Now, this is interesting. He said the waterways
will become poisonous." I only record what he
tells me. I don't know how that is going to
happen. The hills will begin to tremble. The stars
will lose their brilliance. Your sun will begin to
emit flashes of radiation." He said, "Weather
patterns will change. My hand is on the weather.
These things will not happen by chance because
I will cause them to happen with my outstretched - "most meteorologists have an explanation for the
weather phenomena, but during this time, it will
defy all human reasoning." He said, "Until people
come to realization that I AM Yahweh, and I AM in
control, they will be confused about when events

will occur on this earth. He said -- he also talked
about in the central plains will see a great
hurricane that will dump great amounts of rain.
He also said, "The Appalachians will be the
furthest point east before the Mississippi River
expands its boundaries." And he said, "The
ocean will come as far as the Rockies in some
areas." So, that's out on the west coast. He said,
"The Grand Canyon will begin to fill with water.
He said the Great Lakes will combine to form one
large body. He said the geological plates will
shift.
This is another message I just received in July of
2014. He said, "War is coming to America. There
is wickedness in high places, those in the spiritual
realm and natural realm. They are plotting behind
the scenes to take America down. Important
information was given to the Russian government
regarding the United States, and the Russians will
use this information to attack the infrastructure

your nation. He said, "Many will hear of this plan
but ignore it thinking it can not happen to their
beloved nation. There is wickedness in high
places, in governments, banking and independent
companies who line their pockets with gold at the
expense of your people."
He said, "Truth has been suppressed. Your
country has become a nation of lies. Darkness is
about to overcome your nation. A deep darkness
will cover the people because they love the lies
and not the truth." He said, "But all is not lost. Do
not despair, my children, for out of the darkness
comes My glorious light."
Also, the Lord -- just right along the lines of what
you were just saying, the Lord said. "Tell the
people that hell is expanding. This saddens My
heart. I never created hell for mankind. Those in
rebellion and disobedience to their creator will be
eternally damned. The landscape of America is

about to change. I will establish cities of refuge
for the ones who know me intimately."
He started talking about getting intimate with Him.
Start spending one and one time with Jesus and
your Heavenly Father. He said, "These cities will
be a place of safety under My wing of protection."
He said, "Call to me, and I will show and you
guide you to a city of refuge in these perilous
times." He said, Stay close to me, and I will
instruct you." He said, "Do not fear, my little
children. I AM with you, and I will never leave
you, nor forsake you." So, like you said, it's not a
time to be fearful. It's a time to draw even closer
and closer to our creator and to our Savior.

Make Ready

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/ma
ke-ready.html

VISION OF YAHUSHUA AND
SATAN/PERMISSION GRANTED,
JUDGEMENT FALLS

June 19, 2015
BEHOLD I COME
I went directly into prayer upon waking, as I do
each morning. I immediately was in a vision,
standing behind Yahushua in a white robe and
hood, sitting next to satan in a black robe and
hood. They were having a conversation about the
hour we are in. The Lord was somber and very
contemplative as He listened to satan remind Him
of the agreement that was made so very long ago.
Permission has been granted to try the hearts of
men, and they were discussing the details of how
much power satan was permitted for these last
days. Yahushua then confirmed to me that satan
now has the most power to take souls away from
Him that he has ever had at any other time in
history. A countdown has begun, and it is
irreversible.
At times, it is hard for me to describe what
Yahushua reveals to me in words, as He often
communicates with me spirit to spirit. I can only

say that it has been confirmed that the clock
strikes midnight. I have never seen anything in the
spirit before as I did today with this conversion
between Light and darkness...
*MAKE READY TO SEE THE KING*
I then received words from our Father to give to
you. May His mercy cover you.
The greatest assault of all time has been launched
against My people. What has been set in motion now
cannot be stopped. The angelic realm are poised and
positioned and await their orders. Permission is
granted-judgment falls. Tremble ye, oh you
inhabitants of the earth, for the darkest hours are yet
to come.
Judgment will be measured out equivalent to the
stench of the unrighteous ones' sins in My nostrils. I
am a just Judge; therefore, punishment will be
rendered where punishment is due. You, the
murderers and idolaters, the liars and the proud, the
perverted and the wicked, you will now suffer the fate
that you deserve. The die is cast for the blatantly
unrepentant. There is no turning back now. You have
been examined and you have been found wanting.
You relish in filth and in darkness and this will now be
served in its entirety. You have chosen the lord of

darkness over Me, The only Creator and Light of the
World. It is you who makes the choice, and it is you
who will be accountable for your eternity without Me.
To My remnant I say- Believe! Believe with all your
hearts in My holy Word and all of the promises I have
given you. Stand firm! Stand in My strength and in My
authority. In Me, your mighty Fortress, you cannot be
shaken.
Don your garments of praise for the spirit of
heaviness, for your joy comes, He who is the Morning
Star. The whole earth will soon be filled with the glory
of My church as she arises to meet her Bridegroom. I
have promised you no more tears, no more sadness,
as the Great I AM readies to rid the world of its
darkness, once and for all.
Hide yourselves in Me, while I cleanse, refine, and
purify all that is not of Me. Trust Me and My words,
that it must be so, or I would not be speaking this to
you. Do not leave the Ark now, and do not look behind
you...
YAHUSHUA
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2015/06/vision-of-yahushua-and-satanpermission.html

Tuesday, June 9, 2015

A NEW DAY IS DAWNING, BUT FIRSTTHE GREAT PURIFICATION
The time is now My loves to fully engage on all levels;
powerful in love, courageous in Kingdom authority. Engage in
this moment of now, all that I have taught you.
A great and terrible evil covers this earth and it is only My
complete indwelling, the fullness of who I am within you, that
can stand in total victory, as the hordes of hell are unleashed.
I am a covenant keeping God, and I am faithful and true. I
will fulfill all of my promises to you My overcomers. You have
nothing to fear. The veil has been parted and the windows of
heaven are open so that you may draw from Me, the Source,
all that you require to be victorious. Doubt and hesitation have
been far removed from you and you have stepped into your
priestly roles.
I am about to shake the heavens and the earth mightily but I
am the solid rock on which you stand. Listen very carefully to
Me as I will guide you and give you My wise counsel in any
situation you face. You will perform mighty exploits in My
name. Watch and see what I am about to do. My great refining
fire rains upon the lands and I will purify once again, all that
is not of Me.
Mysteries upon mysteries are being revealed at ever-increasing
speeds as the culmination of all things has arrived. As I have
told you, obedience is your key, no matter how things appear.

All is not as it seems, so only listen to your Shepherd's voice. I
will lead you on paths of righteousness for My name's sake
and miracles upon miracles will astound you.
A new day is dawning, but first - The Great Purification.
Be at peace My love(s), for I carry you in the palm of My
hand!
Yahushua

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/if-mypeople-willpray.html?mc_cid=6c5dc630d0&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoNYpwiy9bU&feat
ure=em-uploademail

278pikelk - Vessels for My Majesty
(Holy Spirit Purification is in Progress)
SUNDAY, MAY 31, 2015

SUDDENLY-DARKNESS, THEN MY
BRIDE IS TRANSFORMED
It is I My daughter, the Lamb who was slain before the foundation of time, to atone
for the sins of the world. It is I the only Messiah, Son of God. I am He who is alive for I
did rise on the third day.

I show you these things so that your preparations will be complete, so that you can
continue to encourage others to never have fear. For those who walk with Me will
have no fear for I will keep them from all the evils and the all of the dark things that
must come.
What you are all sensing is the merging of Heaven and earth. You feel this within
your spirits because it is I who dwells within you. Just as I have spoken about all of
creation responding violently to the nearness of My coming, your very cells too, cry
out for the consummation of all things. You continue to experience the great tearing
away of soul and spirit, the re-aligning of your very DNA to the likeness of My image.
I show you what is about to befall this earth so that you would stay in an ever
constant state of preparation, repentance and grace. Come to Me often throughout
the day, examining your consciences', repenting, asking for forgiveness, continually
praying for My Holy Spirit to reveal anything in you that is not holy and pure as My
Bride must be holy and righteous before Me.
As I lift My hand from this place, the darkness descends and becomes increasingly
terrible and great. But here is a mystery you must understand, the greater the
darkness, the more brilliant you, My lights are in this place. For it is you who are
rising out of this earth and coming back home to Me. Darkness falls, My Bride rises.
Terror reigns and your lights illuminate all around you. This is a mystery so few
understand but it is important for the tasks that lie ahead, and for the purposes I
have created for each one of you individually as My Bride. For you will be ministering
to many, and many will come to a saving knowledge of Me because of your obedience
and because of your understanding at what is occurring.
This is why you can see the darkness around you but still experience such great
peace. For you know that these things must be for I have told you so. Although the
end is here, this also means a new beginning. For this I receive all the glory for I come
to make all things new. As Heaven comes to this place, there is much purification to
be done, purification by fire. My children know that this is only for a short time.

Many sudden-lies will happen at once. Do not be surprised or caught off-guard.
Sudden-lies are the twinkling of the eye My Word speaks about. For in the midst of
the darkness, My Bride will be transformed. Many things will be happening at once,
much chaos will surround you but you will only know peace. The transformation will
be complete and quick, this suddenly will be upon you. So be ever vigilant and ready
for it comes!
To those who continue to mock and speak against My messengers and My words of
warning, I warn you...ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. You will know who is God and you will
know what I have spoken is true. I will bring you to your knees and I will cause much
anguish as you are convicted of your words and your actions. You must stop your

doubt and your disbelief for the culmination of all things is at hand. I will soon show
you as this will become your reality, and for many this will be too late. For you will
not escape My judgment and My wrath for you have not heeded these warnings
before-hand. You have not come to Me in forgiveness and repentance, on your knees,
contrite and humble. For this you will pay. For many the cost will be your very lives.
But I have warned you and warned you time and time again. You will be without
excuse.
This darkness comes very quickly, so My Bride stay very close to Me, to My heart in
every moment. Do not fear that you will not know the hour in which I come for I will
reveal Myself to all of those who walk with Me and in whom I indwell. In this be
assured.
PREPARE! PREPARE! PREPARE!
FOR YOUR BRIDEGROOM COMES...
and together we bring in the harvest. Rejoice and be glad this day for victory is won
and you know the outcome. Together you will sing praise with all of the multitudes
around My Throne for all eternity. For you have been chosen from before the
foundation of the earth for this time. Thank you My Beloved for responding to the
urgency of My messages for interceding for all of those who need Me and My
salvation in their lives. Be faithful, be true.
Love one another as I have loved you.

YAHUSHUA - YOUR BRIDEGROOM
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2015/05/suddenly-darkness-then-my-bride-is.html?m=1

https://youtu.be/QXLOEvhIKwk

Godshealer7 – Fire Shall Consume
One Third of All That is Evil

MONDAY, JUNE 1, 2015

WHO WILL STAND
BEFORE THE GREAT I AM
Come to Me on bended knee, interceding for
the sins of this nation and those of the world,
for this is a most perverse and wicked
generation. You have seen the destruction
coming and know that it must be so, for
never before has sin reached a level such as
this. I have turned My eyes away for so long
at the injustices and the terrible deeds men
do in this place, but I can no longer turn a
blind eye to the great deeds of darkness.
I have spoken of a time when the cries of
those slain, that are under My altar would be
heard and their prayers answered. This is
that time. You ask why there must be so
much destruction, why so violent? I tell you
this, that a mere thought by Me could
vaporize the entire earth, taking My Bride and
leaving nothing behind. It is always out of My
mercy that I do all things. When I tell you
that you will see those that will be in great
terror and pain; when I speak of the wailing
and gnashing of teeth, know this is
something none of you has ever seen or

heard before, or will again.
This despair that will befall those who have
turned their backs on Me will be so great, and
what you will see is souls in complete and
utter despair. I cannot describe to you what
this will be like; I can only tell you over and
over. Prepare! Prepare! Prepare yourselves! I
need those who know Me intimately and walk
with Me to minister to these lost ones and not
be affected by their cries of anguish and pain.
What you will see will be chilling. It will be
the greatest horrors this world has ever
known.
But you see, My plan is perfect because
unfortunately for many it is only out of great
and intense pain and suffering that they cry
out to Me. Should I turn My back on them and
not care for their existence? Their pain would
be lessened for they would simply vanish. But
this is not My desire. There has been ample
time over the centuries for people to turn to
Me.
Now the end must come.
Although fiery and painful, tremendously
powerful in might, it will still offer the

opportunity for a choice to be made. Beauty
will come from the ashes. This is why it must
be done in this way. One day, I will show you
all things and you will understand. But for
now, it is enough to know that all of these
things must take place and it is out of My
great love for all that I do these things.
Pray unceasingly. Remain steadfast and be of
good courage My soldiers and My army, My
warriors. Fight the good fight of faith in
strength and honor, loyalty and bravery,
showing goodness, kindness and mercy to all
as it has been shown to you.
Who will stand before the Great I AM? Who
will stand?
YAHUSHUA

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2
015/06/who-will-stand-before-great-iam.html

LUKEWARM

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/lukewarm.html

SUNDAY, JULY 28, 2013

MY OUTPOURING IS A
HEART MATTER
This outpouring of My love for you has
several purposes. Because of My infinite
mercy, I wish to give each of you every
possible opportunity to make the choice to
follow Me as great judgements are upon this
earth. I have been warning you to prepare
your hearts, and put your spiritual houses in
order. It is a matter of your heart. I stand
outside the door of your heart, will you invite
Me in? There is a precise order to the events
that are coming upon you imminently, and
you must decide for Me or against Me. You
will all be shown your soul condition in the
presence of a Holy and Righteous God. If you
truly desire to fellowship with Me and accept
My will in your life, you will lay your burdens
and your will down at this time of
illumination, and allow Me to completely
cleanse your hearts of all iniquities. Your
spirit, if you are in complete surrender, will
then align themselves with Me, and We then
will operate as One. This is an outpouring as
was manifested for the Apostles at Pentecost,
a time of infusion and of power and might.

You will march forward courageously! You
will be imbued with My Glory and your entire
being will not resist being realigned with My
purposes for you. This will be an activation
for you, and will serve to equip your spirits to
hear Me directly and clearly. Many will be
healed during this outpouring of My Grace,
those who have completely surrendered, and
those in which I find no resistance.
Obedience is the key. I say this again My
children, obedience is the key. Meditate on
this. I am telling you of this event ahead of
time because of My great love for you. I
desire that you would sweep your house now!
There is no need to wait for Me as this
illumination will be much gentler to
experience if you have done all you can to
repent now and come to Me in all humility
and brokenness. I require those who will
deny themselves to follow Me. Deny all that
you desire so that only My desire may reside
in you. Do you see? In this way you are pure
and holy vessels through which My will can
not be hindered. Many, many people will not
fair well when this event occurs, as their sin
is great and the separation from Me is wide.
You will be used to minister, to love, to teach
and guide them towards Me. You will be My
equipped army. You will heal and perform

miracles and the world will know of Me and
know that

I AM.

There will be a cosmic event that will cause
complete darkness on this earth for three
days and it is then that I will make Myself
known to every individual soul. I have shown
some of you in dreams and visions this very
time. You must prepare for this time, I would
not have you caught off guard when this
occurs. I have always told My own what I am
about to do, and I am telling you now.
PREPARE. Do not be afraid. My angels are
waiting and ready to assist you. You are so
loved and protected. It is just for a short
time, and then.....your victory, and our
Wedding! I will use you for a season, again,
a short season, to help those around you to
see the Light, to see Me, their Creator. All is
in order. You have not chosen Me, I have
chosen you.
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2013/07/my-outpouring-is-heart-matter.html

Behold I Come (Julie)

THE TEMPEST COMES
These words are faithful and these words are
true. I come as One who was slain for you
and for the sins of the whole world. I come as
the Risen One, the only Son of the Father,
God Most High. I am He who lives and who
rules and reigns for always and forever.
I am He who holds the keys to death and
hades and who has won the victory for you. I
am He, the Keeper of your heart.
Fear not daughter to write these words that I
give unto you for this is why I have placed
you here. You must continue to shout these
warnings for one day, so very soon, the
warnings will cease. For all those who have
ears to hear, listen to My voice!
Make haste and prepare, ready yourselves!
Draw close under the shelter of My wing as
the tempest comes! You know not the day or
the hour that your life will be required from
you. So in this you must always be ready.
Come into My pavilion until My indignation is
past, for it is here and it is fierce. My anger is
kindled and the celebrating in the streets will

turn to weeping and gnashing of teeth as I
pour out My fury upon this earth. I ride on
chariots of fire and winds of destruction, for
I tell you not one high place will not be
brought low, not one stone will be left
overturned. I see all. There is nothing hidden
in the darkness that I will not bring to My
light and expose for what it is.
Just as I have said, like in the days of Noah
so will the end of days be. You are here! This
is the end of days, a time like no other. I have
walked among you, never leaving you or
forsaking you. Yet, why have so many of you
turned your backs on Me? Why do so many of
you refuse to hear My words of love as well
as My words of warnings through My
messengers and My prophets?
I hear every word that is ever spoken against
them and against Me for when you speak
against them, it is I you are mocking and
scorning. I see every deed done in the
darkness; I hear every lie spoken because I
know the hearts of men.
Shout from the rooftops and the mountains,
from the places high and the valleys low, all
that I have told you to say. Fear not what
man can do to you for I am the Supreme

Judge of all. I am coming to render judgment
where judgment is due. I will require the
blood of the unrighteous at My hand. My
mercy they will not see for they have not
asked. The eagles and the vultures have
gathered. They await to feast upon the
ungodly. Yet, so few tremble at these words.
Why then should I continue to speak? It is
only out of My great love for those who are
left remaining, who have attuned their hearts
and their spirits to Me, who do walk in
obedience and surrender to My will and do
live knowing My commandments. It is for
these that I still continue to speak, these
ones that are so close to My heart.
Continue to come to Me in sackcloth and
ashes, repent, for lamentations is upon you. I
tell you this, soon and very soon there will
come a moment -in the twinkling of an eye,
where one will be working and one will be
taken. One will be sleeping and the other will
be taken. Of this you can be sure.
I know the end from the beginning. I am the
Alpha and the Omega. Dare I not speak truth
this day? Dare I not reveal who I am to those
who love Me? All that has ever been written
or spoken by Me has come to pass and this

will always be.
You wicked cannot stop what has been
ordained from the beginning of time. Your
pride and your greed and your lust will be
your demise.
I WILL SHOW YOU WHO IS GOD.
And you will wish you had never been born.
Hear the seriousness of My words this day.
Come out of Babylon My people. Come out of
her this day, this hour!
I am the voice crying from the wilderness,
prepare ye the way of the Lord. For I am
coming! I tell you over and over again, I am
coming to take a people unto Myself. You who
know Me and walk with Me need not fear the
terrors of the night nor the arrows that fly by
day, for I am your Shield and your
Exceedingly Great Reward. Keep your eyes
Heavenward. Never fear. Do not be
discouraged for all these things must come to
pass. If it was not so I would not have
spoken it.
Trust Me.

Trust Me to lead you and guide you as I
always have.
YAHUSHUA-DEEP CRYING OUT TO DEEP...

PROGRESS

Many Souls

No Refuge

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/05/no-refuge.html?mc_cid=8130acebf6&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Forever Changed

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/05/forever-changed.html?mc_cid=10def907b9&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

THE EVAN ALMIGHTY
COINCIDENCE
Time of the Lord’s Vengeance
Godshealer7 – Barbara –
Acceptable Year of the Lord – Yom
Kippur - 2015

Isa 61:1-2
61 "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon Me,
Because the Lord has anointed Me
To preach good tidings to the poor;
He has sent Me to heal the brokenhearted,
To proclaim liberty to the captives,
And the opening of the prison to those who are
bound;
2 To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord,
And the day of vengeance of our God;
NKJV

JEREMIAH 51:6
Time of the Lord’s Vengeance

JEREMIAH 51:17
Time of the Lord’s Vengeance

JEREMIAH 51:42
The Sea Has Come up over Babylon

NETANYAHU PROPHECY

HAGGAI 2 PROPHECY
(Sister Terri)
The Coming Glory of God's House
2 In the seventh month, on the twenty-first of the month,
the word of the Lord came by Haggai the prophet, saying:
2 "Speak now to Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor
of Judah, and to Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high
priest, and to the remnant of the people, saying: 3 'Who is
left among you who saw this temple in its former glory?
And how do you see it now? In comparison with it, is this
not in your eyes as nothing? 4 Yet now be strong,
Zerubbabel,' says the Lord; 'and be strong, Joshua, son of
Jehozadak, the high priest; and be strong, all you people
of the land,' says the Lord, 'and work; for I am with you,'
says the Lord of hosts. 5 'According to the word that I
covenanted with you when you came out of Egypt, so
My Spirit remains among you; do not fear!'
6 "For thus says the Lord of hosts: 'Once more (it is a
little while) I will shake heaven and earth, the sea and
dry land; 7 and I will shake all nations, and they shall
come to the Desire of All Nations, and I will fill this temple
with glory,' says the Lord of hosts. 8 'The silver is Mine,
and the gold is Mine,' says the Lord of hosts. 9 'The
glory of this latter temple shall be greater than the
former,' says the Lord of hosts. 'And in this place I will
give peace,' says the Lord of hosts."
The People Are Defiled

10 On the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month, in the
second year of Darius, the word of the Lord came by
Haggai the prophet, saying, 11 "Thus says the Lord of
hosts: 'Now, ask the priests concerning the law, saying, 12
"If one carries holy meat in the fold of his garment, and
with the edge he touches bread or stew, wine or oil, or any
food, will it become holy?"'"
Then the priests answered and said, "No."
13 And Haggai said, "If one who is unclean because of a
dead body touches any of these, will it be unclean?"
So the priests answered and said, "It shall be unclean."
14 Then Haggai answered and said, "'So is this people,
and so is this nation before Me,' says the Lord, 'and so is
every work of their hands; and what they offer there is
unclean.
Promised Blessing
15 'And now, carefully consider from this day forward: from
before stone was laid upon stone in the temple of the Lord
— 16 since those days, when one came to a heap of
twenty ephahs, there were but ten; when one came to the
wine vat to draw out fifty baths from the press, there were
but twenty. 17 I struck you with blight and mildew and hail
in all the labors of your hands; yet you did not turn to Me,'
says the Lord.
SEPTEMBER 24, 2015
18 'Consider now from this day forward, from the twentyfourth day of the ninth month, from the day that the

foundation of the Lord's temple was laid — consider it: 19
Is the seed still in the barn? As yet the vine, the fig tree,
the pomegranate, and the olive tree have not yielded
fruit. But from this day I will bless you.'"
Zerubbabel Chosen as a Signet
20 And again the word of the Lord came to Haggai on the
twenty-fourth day of the month, saying, 21 "Speak to
Zerubbabel, governor of Judah, saying:
'I will shake heaven and earth. 22 I will overthrow the
throne of kingdoms;I will destroy the strength of the
Gentile kingdoms.I will overthrow the chariotsAnd those
who ride in them;The horses and their riders shall come
down,Every one by the sword of his brother.
23 'In that day,' says the Lord of hosts, 'I will take you,
Zerubbabel My servant, the son of Shealtiel,' says the
Lord, 'and will make you like a signet ring; for I have
chosen you,' says the Lord of hosts."
NKJV

MEANING OF ZERUBBABLE
On NetBible:
Zerubbabel: a stranger at Babylon: dispersion of
confusion
Greek - Strongs #2216 - Zerubbabel - born at Babel,
Babylon.

Aramaic - Strongs #02217 - Aramaic
Zerubbabel - sown in Babylon - returning exiles from
Babylon.
On BibleHub.com
Zerubbabel: "begotten in Babylon; leader of returning
Isr. Exiles. (Strongs concordance)
On Wikipedia:
Zerubbabel ; "the winnowed of Babylon" "seed of
Babylon"
Scroll down page while on Wikipedia - Zerubbabel and
read where it says Zerubbabel in Freemasonry and
also Zerubbabel in other texts. It says he is the receiver
of an apocalypse - Apocalypse of

Zerubbabel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtylbvQNX-Q&feature=em-uploademail

Godshealer7 – The Anointed Ones Have
been Called to Harvest the Wheat

Forever Changed

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/05/forever-changed.html?mc_cid=10def907b9&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/03/hand-of-death.html?mc_cid=0db736b651&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFMr7Ykj0oA&feature=emuploademail

Godshealer7 – My Kingdom of Glory
(Does not the Obedient Servant live in
Solitude)

SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 2015

YOU LIVE IN THE
TIME OF THE GREAT
DECEPTION
MESSAGE RECEIVED MARCH
11, 2015
Did I not say that all would forsake you in
this life? It is upon you. You are again alone,
set apart, separated, but you do not walk this
path alone. You were purposed for a deeper
intimacy in Me than others. You were not
purposed to have friends in this world; this
was not My design for you. Rejoice in that
you have been set apart. You have
experienced an intimacy with Me that few will
ever know. Very few will climb the summit.
Very few will cross over, but you children
have done so, and there is a price to pay for
your obedience.
You now know who you serve and your

purpose for being here. The Comforter is
always with you, leading you, guiding you,
and protecting you from the enemy. Fear not
what man can do to you and the words that
he speaks for they are futile and they are
without justification.
I alone am the voice you will hear, and it is I
alone that you obey. Seek not friendships in
this world for you will not have them here.
This too has been your experience here in the
past and will continue to be, for I have not
purposed those types of relationships for you
here. This was not My plan. All is being
played out exactly according to My design.
Trust in this. Do not question the ways in
which I operate. For I tell you this, My ways
are not man's ways. Leave all to Me. I have
all in hand. Truth will be revealed in My time.
As you already know, there are times and
seasons for all relationships and purposes for
why I put you together. As in this, there are
also purposes in which I take you apart and
separate you and draw you to Me. I am doing
a greater work here, a work most will never
understand. This is why this calling, this
election is so sacred and so pure, because it
is all of Me, and so few carry the intimacy as

you do.
Stand fast. Stand firm. Question not. For to
you alone is given the privileges that
accompany this type of responsibility. Give all
to Me. Do not see these situations as
negatives for they are not; it must be so. For
some, and for these few it is the only way,
the only way for them to continue on the path
I have designed for them for their greater
intimacy. They must be sifted just as you
have had your sifting. The timings, however,
are different. Trust in My timing.
All is well. I promise you children, all is well.
Do not lose faith; take heart. You are
surrounded on all sides, hedged in on all
sides, high and lifted up with Me in the
Garden of My heart in My Kingdom. You live in
the time of the great deception. You are
seeing and experiencing it first hand. This is
what was written in My Word. It is before you
now. This is why I have spoken of laser-like
focus. It is the only way to stay on My path.
I always warn those who are My own of what
is to come and it is here. Have rejoicing and
praise on your lips and within your hearts for
in this understanding that you now have; you

know that the timing of My return is so very
near. I wish to see exhilaration in your hearts
as the time is upon you and the hour is here.
I am come!
Stay near Me, always near Me. You have My
promise. You have My Word and I fail not.
You do not walk this alone. Soon you will see
Me face to face!
Continue to come to Me as often as you can
for as I told you, I am going to teach you
from the Tree of Life.
Forgive those who are deceived for they
know not what they do. Love them as I do.
Never cease praying for them. For they too
are very special in My eyes and are chosen for
this time. It is not personal , remember this.
It is just what must occur. My sword pierces.
My truth at times is painful, but you have
spoken it. Now lay it down. I will continue the
work in them that needs to be done, and I
love them no less because they have been
deceived for soon they will know as the
scales fall from their eyes and I bring you all
home.
Do not be troubled, although you are

perplexed on every side; you are shaken but
not destroyed, cast down by others but it is I
who lifts you up. Be not discouraged nor
dismayed as the terror by night surrounds
you and the darkness increases. You have
seen it coming and it is now here.
The race is almost finished children, you are
almost there. Do not grow weary now; the
hour is indeed late. Those of you who
continue to abide in the Garden of My heart
will be the only ones to know pure truth. The
others will be led astray. It is up to each
individual to come to Me personally to attain
that level of intimacy that I have only
designed for them. So, be not concerned of
the level of intimacy with others and where
they reside on the path that is theirs alone
with Me, this is not your concern. I only ask
you to continue to pray for them.
Guard your hearts and lean not to your own
understanding but to Mine alone. You will
only know truth. I will not allow you to be
deceived.
Be at peace in this. Be at peace.
YAHUSHUA

Weds Cathleen’s Dream

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/03/hand-of-death.html?mc_cid=0db736b651&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2015
BEHOLD I COME

YOU WILL INSTANTLY AND WITHOUT
EFFORT BE TRANSFORMED WHEN
THE EARTH IS PLUNGED INTO
DARKNESS
It is I Yahushua, your Messiah, the Lion of the Tribe of
Judah in whose breath I establish kingdoms and I
subdue them. I am He the Creator of all things. I raise
up, and I lay low. There is nothing that has been
created that was not thought of, designed, and
purposed by Me. I am He that speaks to warn you of
things to come. I am He that prepares your hearts to
receive revelation and mysteries, understanding and
knowledge.
This night I have come to share with you that it is
upon you. It is upon you children! Keep your focus,
stay ever so close for very, very soon you will engage
in a way that you have not done before. This is the
great unraveling. With great and terrible speed the
events come. I mourn for the loss that there will be of
so many but it must be so. Do not grow weary in the
day to day training and tasks at hand for in an instant
all will suddenly change. I tell you this so when all is
spiraling out of control all around you and people are
in complete chaos and fear, you, My own, will know no

fear for it is I who will operate from within. I assure
you, you will have My complete peace. You will
instantly and without effort be transformed, and from
there will go on to carry out many, many things in My
name for this is why you are here.
The darkness comes children, it comes quickly. The

Destroyer is near. The earth will be plunged
into utter darkness and fear will reign. Terror
such as the world has never know. You My lights will
all be protected, of course, for you know this already.
In this, you have My promise. I tell you this, not to turn
your attention towards events for they will continue to
escalate in intensity and frequency and they will be
terrible. But I tell you this out of My great love for you
so that you know that I care so much that I would
warn you and prepare you ahead of time. So you
would know that I am in every heartbeat and every
breath you take, that We are not separated. I in you,
you in Me, We are One in the Father.
Do not become fearful that you would not know what I
would have you do when these things take place for
this I promise you as well, you will have My
instruction very clearly and I will speak directly to
your spirits. You will understand all that I say, and all
that I ask you to do. So once again, I remind you, do
not allow your minds to engage in a thought process
that would take you back to the soul nature, in that
you would visualize these events and attempt to

prepare your minds on how to handle these
situations. This is not what I would ask you to do. Stay
with Me in spirit. Don't allow yourselves to feel what
you think this will feel like. This will only serve to
distract you. This is why I come and speak with you. I
do this because I am teaching you. I am teaching you
now before these events come.
These conversations We have been having are some
of the final instructions you will need. For I have
spoken many words of love and encouragement and
instruction to you, wisdom; all to increase your
awareness, to deepen the revelation of all these things
that I have been speaking about for so long now.
Truly, it is as simple as what has already been said,
trust and obey. This is all you need do.
May I ease your spirits with one more thing, do not
fret over things done or not done, things not
completed, timelines, things I have spoken of before.
For all is in My hands and I know what will be done
and what will not, I know what your needs are and will
be. All will be provided for. As always do what you
know to do each day, never striving, always abiding,
knowing that I have the outcome. I put no pressure on
you to finish anything that has been set before you, it
is about the journey, not the end. Remember this, this
is a wise, wise statement. It is about the journey.
Everything you do is a heart matter. I see the motives
and desires of your hearts for I have placed them

there. I wish to see you seek Me with all you have,
regardless of what you consider to be accomplished
or not. It is all in My flow. Just stay with Me children, it
is that simple, just stay with Me.
Be My voice-piece in this place, sound the alarm!
REPENT! REPENT! REPENT!
For the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand! Truly I come!!
*TIME IS NO MORE*
YAHUSHUA --IN WHOSE BREATH KINGDOMS ARE
ESTABLISHED AND SUBDUED
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2015/02/you-will-instantly-and-without-effort.html

US NAVY SHIP IS SUNK

http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/watch-out-america-north-korean-militarypractices-sinking-us-12168

http://youtu.be/1yI4ahJDU4g

PLAY - Owuor - North Korea Missile Attack
US Carrier S. Korea (THE TIPPING POINT)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tk-FbViip4
Godshealer7 - Vision Us Navy Ship Bombing

RED SKIES WARNING

RED SKY

http://www.theappearance.com/ne
w-page-78.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGTk2FWS0hA#t=96

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/p/confirming-propheticmessages.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Oy6G0bzmcNU
278pikelk - WARNING – Prophet
Rodriguez is True, Prepare for the
Calamities (7mins long)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Xh7T0RHlCeQ
Godshealer7 – Three Signs Before I
Come

http://youtu.be/Hpx3wp0cwqE
278pikelk – Warning to the Bride
(Three Days of Darkness,
Harvest, Light Bodies, Great
Tribulation)

The Bride’s Glorified Bodies
Transcript:"Warning to the Bride - 278pikelk 05/14/14I'm going to
be obedient and put this message up. Lord led to Revelation 22, I
will not leave you blind to what comes."My daughter, share this
message with those who have ears to hear. Catastrophic events
warned of by many of My messengers are coming to your once
great nation and world soon. Not one will be shielded from seeing
the destruction.
Destruction will come from the elements: fire and water primarily,
but you will also experience earthquakes and volcanoes
throughout your earth. Outer space will begin colliding with
your once great nation and the world like nothing you've ever
witnessed in the past.
Things will never go back to what you perceive as normal. Once
these things start, the end of the earth as you've known it will
have begun. Disasters that have taken place in the past and
recent past will not hold a candle to what is coming, My Children.
You will only have your memories of what once was.
There will be three days of darkness where My Bride will be
transformed into her new, incorruptible body. During this time
she will be visible to others, but they will clearly see the changes
taking place in My Bride. People will look on and off as My Bride
puts on the new and discards the old. She will be given a new
flesh, that is not flesh as you would recognize it as flesh: an
incorruptible flesh. She will be given heightened awareness into
the spiritual realm. She will be one in thought with the entirety of
My Bride, and they will come together to receive their garments
and their duties. There are many who will remain on this earth
who My Bride will be in charge of turning towards their
Creator. There will be an evil and a good. There will be evil and
good hearts, and the good hearts will truly know their Father and

will be able to see that MY Bride is of Me and that the others are
imposters. My Bride are spirit-filled believers that have
emptied their flesh of this world and fully surrendered to Me.
They are My warriors for this time and will be warring for the
hearts and minds left on this earth. To either eventually turn to
Me, or to take the mark of the beast.
My Bride is very important and will lead many Home to Me. When
they see the impostors - when people see the impostors - they will
think that they are part of My Bride, but people with Me will quickly
figure out the Truth.
Warn people! The "people of light" are truly dark and they are
put on this earth to be nothing but deceivers. There are very
many believers who have never received My Holy Spirit or who
have received My Holy Spirit but have quelled Him to where He
has never been able to bring them along on their journey towards
Me. There are many who believe in Me, but who have become
entangled in false teachings and doctrines of men. They will
not want to believe that this is the end.
My Bride will have to educate them. There are millions and
millions of people who know OF Me, but aren't seeking to know
Me. My Bride will introduce her Groom.The job of the Bride will
not be easy, but she will be equipped with her new and glorious
body, filled with My supernatural Light and Love.
The impostors - though children of light - will be filled with
darkness sent to confuse and mislead humans, choosing
Satan as their father, instead of their actual Father Creator.
These impostors will be arriving on the scene soon. Most of
the people of the world are completely unaware of all that is to
come and will be totally taken by surprise.Just remember
Children, that there is NO man good. Do not be deceived. Come
to Me in prayer for all of your questions. The deceivers will try to

place an impostor in front of you that is so real, if you did not
know My Word you would be fooled. But many WILL be fooled.
I must use My Bride to convince those that know of Me and just
don't KNOW Me OR My Word not to fall for this great
deception.My Children, I love you so! My Bride must know she will
remain protected until she reveals herself in her new, uncorrupted
body. My Bride needs to be aware of what is coming. I have
chosen some very unlikely vessels to be My Bride. Do not doubt
your worthiness, My Bride. Because NO one is worthy, but by the
blood of the Lamb. Prepare for battle, My Bride."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hpx3wp0cwqE

Tranformation Three Days of
Darkness

http://youtu.be/7wqE1T4HMI0

Heavenly – Instruction for the
Three Days of Darkness

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/11/j
udgment-is-set.html
EFRAINE COMET??

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/11/d
emeaned.html

BEHOLD I COME (Julie) The Hourglass is
Empty

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2014_10
_01_archive.html

WINGS OF PROPHECY

The Journey Home

EBOLA VISIONS
The Ebola Visions 10/11/14
Posted on October 12, 2014
Amos 3; 6-7
Shall a trumpet be blown in the city, and the people not be afraid? shall there be evil in a city, and the LORD
hath not done it?
Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets.
FROM THE MOUNTAIN PROPHECIES
BOOK TWELVE
CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED
The Spread of the Ebola Plague: A Great Dying!
After I prayed today with a friend, our Blessed Saviour gave me several visions relative to the ebola plague,
its spread in this nation and also its spread in some other nations.
I saw in that vision an angel, who poured out a large vial of a dark substance upon this nation, near the
middle of the nation. Soon after the angel poured out this vial upon this nation, which I understood to be one
of the plagues from the Book of Revelation, I saw dark tributaries began to form and these tributaries began
to enlarge and to flow outward across this nation. These dark tributaries grew quickly until they began to
spread out and become diffuse, fanning out their presence until a deep red mass began to cover this nation
from north to south and from east to west. It seemed that the whole nation was covered in blood and I knew
that I was seeing the rapid advancement of this ebola virus in this nation! Then, I heard our Saviour say,
“Because you have loved the shedding of innocent blood!” (How many slaughtered babies in this nation?
Perhaps as many as 100 million?)
After seeing this nation, which seemed to be covered in blood, I saw piles of dead people. The dead seemed to
pile up so quickly! In great heaps, they were piled up! Then, I saw workers, who took the dead, who were
stashed in plastic bags, and they began to toss the heaps of dead bodies into open box cars and onto long flatbed trucks. Thereafter, I saw them unload masses of these dead bodies and throw them into empty houses
and set afire those houses, which were stacked with dead bodies and they burned the bodies and the houses
together! Then, I saw these workers take more bodies and throw them into square pits, which had concrete
bottoms and concrete sides, but were otherwise open pits and on top of the bodies, they poured accelerants
and set afire these bodies and burned them in this way.
After I received the above part of this vision, I then was taken into an underground base and there I saw the
President of this nation. Along with him were a small group of people, though I cannot be certain that they
were all humans; and I say this because of the high-reptile hybrids, who look like humans. However, they are
not human, but can be up to 99% reptilian and they are very great enemies of all people.
I watched them there and I knew that they were in the midst of a plot, a very great plot, indeed; and that plot
was to determine how to spread this virus among the people in this nation at a more alarming rate. I saw
what they plotted, at least some of it, and firstly I saw that they were planning to put this virus into packaged
meat in some of the grocery stores. Then, I saw that they were plotting to put some of this virus into open
reservoirs of drinking water. Then, I saw that they were plotting to release terrorists into shopping centers,
who would run quickly from one to another shopper and inject certain of these unsuspecting shoppers with
the ebola virus, and thereafter flee!

I was deeply disturbed by what I was seeing, but I also knew that I was being shown only part of their terrible
schemes! For many years, our Blessed God has shown me the plans of the enemy and upon knowing the
schemes of the enemy, a few of us would pray and we would then see our Saviour intervene to stop their
schemes. Yet, sadly, Dear Ones, I believe that we are now reaching a point-of-no-return, not only in this
nation, but around the world!
Then, this vision carried me away from this nation and into China and there in China I saw someone turn on
a faucet and from this faucet ran blood, a great stream of blood and blood began to run out all over China. I
knew from this vision that that blood represented the ebola virus and this was our Saviour’s wrath against
China because of the killing of the unborn! Then, I heard, “One third died from this plague in China!”
Then, in another part of this vision, I was led to Europe and I witnessed a deep, black cloud as it descended
and covered Europe and I strained to see what was hidden beneath this dark cloud; for a great darkness
covered all of Europe! But, after some peeping into the darkness for a little while, I began to see there,
hidden beneath the grossly dark clouds, great numbers of white crosses, yes great numbers of people buried
in massive numbers of graves. As far as I could see, even for great distances, nothing but graves. And, as I
looked at the massive numbers of graves, I began to have a terrible discerning in my spirit, a terrible feel that
in certain of those nations, most of the people were dead!
And, then my eyes moved downwards to Africa and a red covering went across Africa and covered most of
Africa. And, I knew that many in mostl of the continent of Africa would experience this terrible,
hemorrhagic disease! As I was seeing this last vision, I began to hear our Saviour’s words; and they are as
follows!
Message from Jesus, our Blessed Saviour
“No more,” says the Lord, our God! “No more will I mercifully withhold My judgements regarding your
wicked ways! You are a wicked house, oh My house, and all over this nation, you parade your wickedness! I
will no longer strive with you, oh America; for you have perverted My word! You have rebelled against Me
and I am against you, oh America!
From nation to nation, I will look; and I will rise up now to judge in righteousness; for evil threatens to
devour the whole world! And, as you have loved evil all over the world and as you despise truth, I will cause
you to fall and to serve evil and to fall to every lie; for you love a lie! And, I will hide Myself from those, who
love evil, but the righteous I will keep, even in the midst of terrible wars! Yet, My Tried and True I will take
and they will be with Me; for as I am plucking up, I am also reaping!
Woe to the inhabitants of the earth; for Satan and all of his wicked hordes are being cast down and you, oh
My people, they hate with a perfect hate!
Therefore, you will either repent, and turn to Me with your whole hearts, or you will perish in your iniquities!
Woe to those, who take the mark of the beast! For, that mark is the end of the line for your souls!
I am a Righteous God and I am going to have a holy and righteous kingdom! Blessed is the One, who seeks
firstly the kingdom of God, that righteousness may be added unto you! For, sustained righteousness in you,
oh My Blessed and Faithful Ones, is your eternal freedom!
I am Jesus!
As witnessed, dictated and recorded this 11th day of October, 2014.
This is where we are, Dear Souls, at that time of dividing, that time of sifting. Go into your prayer closets!
Watch, and pray always! For, surely some will be counted worthy to escape all these things!

Jesus bless you, Dear Ones! I love you very much!
Linda

FROM THE MOUNTAIN PROPHECIES
BOOK TWELVE
CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED
Part II
BEWARE!
WE ARE LOOKING AT THE CRASHING OF WALL STREET!
Dear Souls, this vision was given to me about six weeks past, though I do not recall the exact date, so I say,
“six weeks, or possibly a few days less than six weeks.”
On that particular day, I was sitting on a sofa out in the Prayer House. (Blessed are those, who have helped
build this house!) And, on that day, and relative to that vision, as I sat there, I saw a wagon come gliding
down over my right shoulder. I looked to see that this wagon was being pulled by a giant bull!
As I focused on that wagon and on that bull, I saw that two of my precious friends were in that wagon, both
of them in their sixties. Suddenly, the whole room disappeared and all that I saw was the wagon, which was
gliding past me, with my friends in it; and it was on its way down!
However, quickly after this wagon passed me, I realized that the bull was in trouble! Pieces of hide began to
fly off the bull, along with masses of fat! In amazement, I watched the bull as he continued to glide
downward, fat, muscle, fur and other parts of the bull flying in all directions!
In a short while, the battered bull and the wagon, which was carrying my precious friends, reached a plateau,
down there somewhere; and I remember thinking that it might stay there on that plateau for a while and it
did stay there for a little while! But, only for a short while! And, as I was thinking that this bull may possibly
rest there on that plateau for a while, the bull suddenly took off running! It went downward and into a nose
dive! So fast, it went down, coming quickly to a stop in front of a lone tree! I looked to see that my friends
were okay, but the bull was not okay!
I was no longer looking at a great, strong bull, but an animal, which was devoid of all of its skin, devoid of all
of its fat and devoid of all parts, except for its skeleton and this bull was now the size of a dog, about an 80
pound dog!
I called my friends to warn them about the coming stock market crash and I advised them to use careful
discernment regarding any of their assets, which might be tied to this market! And, now, just some few
weeks after sharing that vision with them, we see that Wall Street has lost all of its 2014 gains and suffered
this recent loss within a very few days.
Relative to this market crash, note that the bull glides down! This crash did not come all of a sudden! So,
there is time to act, but you need to be circumspect! This warning not only involves those of you, who have
investments in the Stock Market, but who have pension funds, or other kinds of savings, which banks have
invested in the stock market! So, be advised!
This crash is going to be exceedingly bad for this nation! But, if you live overseas, do not say, “Oh, that is over
there!” There will come a world-wide market crash!
God is our Refuge! He is our Provider! He is our Victor! But, hold on! For, everything that can be shaken is
about to be shaken! Blessed is the Name of the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords, our Blessed Redeemer,
forever and ever! Jesus loves you! I do, too! Linda

Anne Graham Lotz: God’s ‘Judgment
is Coming on America and On Our
World’

By Michael W. Chapman | May 8, 2015
| 12:30 PM EDT
Christian evangelist Anne Graham Lotz, daughter of world-renowned Pastor
Billy Graham, is calling on Americans to pray and fast for nine days, May 1523, to ask God for help in these distressful times because, she says, God is
warning that “His judgment is coming on America and on our world, and it’s
going to be ugly.”
Anne Graham Lotz’s concerns echoed
those she made at a Watchmen on the
Wall conference, where she referenced the
story of Noah and the flood and people
eating, drinking, and giving in marriage,
while indifferent to God, and warned that
today many people “have no idea they are living on an abyss, and judgment is
getting ready to fall.”
In the invitation to the May 15-23 “Mayday! Distress Call for Prayer,” Anne
Graham Lotz, the author of 11 books and holder of six honorary doctorates,
notes that she recently was teaching a seminar on the first two chapters
of Joel in the Old Testament and said the “impact was profound.”
“I knew God had spoken,” she said. “The messages almost made the hair
stand up on the back of my neck. Why? Because God was clearly warning
that His judgment is coming on America and on our world, and it’s going to be
ugly. I knew it then, and I know it now.”

Referencing the evangelical belief in the
Rapture when Jesus returns, Anne
Graham Lotz said that when authentic
Christians are gone, “Institutions will
collapse. Banks will close. The Stock
Market will plunge. Planes will fall out of
the sky. Cars will crash on the road.
Government in America at every level
will disintegrate.”

“Families will be torn apart,” she said. “In the unprecedented turmoil, our
nation will be vulnerable for our enemies to seize the moment and attack us.
There will be mass chaos, confusion, fear, grief, despair, anger, threats,
danger … judgment.”
However, just as God allowed the Israelites to suffer through the ten plagues
before they were delivered in the Exodus, Christians may have to endure
“distress and trouble” before God brings peace,” she said, and thus Christians
need to pray, “to cry out to God on behalf of our nation and our world.”
The nine days of prayer, May 15-23, occur between the “Day of Ascension of
Jesus and the Day of Pentecost that have Biblically and traditionally been
days of prayer and fasting for an outpouring of God’s spirit,” said Anne
Graham Lotz.
The purpose of the “Distress Call of Prayer,” she said, is to ask for God’s
grace; to pray for “our nation to return to faith in the living God,”; to entreat
God for an increase in souls for His Kingdom; and to “delay or soften God’s
judgment that is coming on America and on our world.”
In her comments at the Watchmen on the Wall conference in 2012, sponsored
by the Family Research Council, Anne Graham Lotz said, “Jesus himself
gives us in verse 37 to 39 – I’ll just, sort of, quote it in a paraphrase, “As it was
in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man, men and
women eating, drinking, marrying, giving in marriage, and they had no idea
that judgment was coming until it came and swept them all away.”

“Indifference to God,” she continued. “Do you remember in Genesis 6, when
God said, I’m going to destroy mankind whom I have created from the face of
the Earth because all of his thoughts are evil all of the time. And it was as
though God were just speaking into the wind. No one was paying any
attention to Him at all. And then the Flood came.”
“Today, people eating, drinking, giving in marriage, there’s nothing wrong with
those things, nothing, there just normal everyday activities, right?” said Anne
Graham Lotz. “Except when they’re all done with no acknowledgment of God
at all – complete indifference to God.”
“This rising atmosphere of secularism and atheism is astounding,” she said,
“because there is a God in Heaven and I believe judgment has begun, in the
world and in this nation. We’re eating and drinking and giving in marriage, and
I think the malls are packed and the stadiums are packed, and people talking
about what’s on the latest sit-com and worried about all their entitlements.”
“And they have no idea they are living on an abyss, and judgment is getting
ready to fall,” she said.
Anne Graham Lotz is the second daughter of Billy Graham and his wife Ruth
Bell Graham, who died in 2007. Anne Graham Lotz is married, has three
children, and lives in Montreat, N.C. She is the president and CEO of AnGel
Ministries.

http://youtu.be/v8iN9V4dHBg
Dr. Owuor – Ebola Prophecy Fulfilled
from Oct 2012

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/10/restwell.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=fdb6763b3a-

http://youtu.be/rgeHh7zbSPw

278pikelk – Barb – I AM YOUR GUARD
(general encouragement to hang in
and focus)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/10/the-king-iscoming.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=bf6068a239RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-bf6068a239-301202041

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/10/the-time-hascome.html?m=1

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/08/finalanswer.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=592ce75eb0RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-592ce75eb0-

301202041

278Pikelek – Barb – Get Purged to
be FILLED (enjoy your blessings
and do not be frustrated my time is
not your time)

http://youtu.be/_k8twqDD4GM
278pikelk – Do Not Be Sad When
Witnessing Fails, The Ride of Your Life
is About to Begin

http://youtu.be/7wqE1T4HMI0

Heavenly - Instruction for the Three
Days of Darkness

Levels of Heaven and Universe
Travel

Lisa Visions
Outside she sees some waterfalls near her house, and believes that where
she lives, people are roughly 1 mile apart. She cannot see the City of
God because there are hills in the way. She feels that if she wanted to,
she could travel to her next door neighbor in an instant. She also feels
she can travel anywhere in the universe(s) instantly if she so desires.
This seems to be due to a reward and not everyone will be able to do
this. Lisa has seen a monorail in Heaven. I know many people have
seen ALL TYPES of transportation in Heaven so there must be a reason
for this.
While she is in Heaven, and in this vision, she has NO concern that her
children may be left behind during the Harvest. She knows that God
will take care of this. I will explain this more in her updated Training
Grounds vision later. She says her husband has a mansion somehow
attached to hers in this area. She also knows that he has a mansion near
God’s Throne. This is a good time to explain something that you may or
may not believe. It is something I feel God showed me by watching the
NDEs, but He shows others in a myriad of ways. If you are reading this
website consistently, then you are already open to what I am about to
share. I personally find it VERY encouraging!
We believe that there are “levels” in Heaven. The best way I can
explain it is to have you watch this video (less than 5 minutes) Please
watch this and then continue reading.
Lisa believes that some of her family members that really did not seem
to come to Christ during their lifetimes, may be in this Paradise or Outer
Court area. Those in that area are not able to travel to the “Inner Court”
where Lisa’s house is and so is not able to be there for that dinner. Yet
she feels during the vision, that they are in Heaven. The Inner Court is

in the City of God, but the Outer Court is not. A confirmation of this
comes from Alex Malarky whose story is written in The Boy Who Came
Back From Heaven. On page 49 we see this,

"When I went to Heaven, I arrived on the inside of the Gate. I was with
Heavenly beings, but the other people who came to Heaven were all on
the outside of the Gate. "
A few paragraphs later, this is written,
"The outside of the gates is like a waiting room. Things don’t move on
the outside like they do on the inside. They move, but it’s not the same. I
can’t describe it."

I think this is one of those things in the book that most people skip
over. We never learned about another area in Heaven. Certainly I never
learned it growing up. But during the NDEs I’ve read and watched,
many people see their loved ones during their experience, but they don’t
see Jesus. Sometimes they see His Light and feel His Love, incredibly
overwhelming love, and they know then that God exists. But they don’t
see Him. In one of my favorite stories from Howard Storm, Jesus tells
Howard (after rescuing him from the gates of hell) that he (Howard) is
not yet a candidate for Heaven. So I believe Jesus was taking him to
Paradise or this outer court area. Please note these are only guesses but
over time they seem to find confirmations in other things I read.

Lisa feels there are at least three areas of Heaven or places where we can
walk as the Bride. It is my speculation that those who are lost NOW, but
come to Christ at the end of their life will reside (and are residing) in
Paradise. A Biblical confirmation of this may be the thief on the cross
whom Christ told, “Today you will be with Me in Paradise.” This was a
last second salvation so it is possible that like Howard, this man had not

earned the right or blessing or reward…to be near God’s Throne…which
is like the Holy of Holies. I have been told through a Word from
another sister in Christ, that I “reside near the altar of God”. At the time
I read this Word, I thought everyone resides there. But it seems they do
not. But the Bride surely does! Or at least we can have a mansion there
if we want to. I know others have said Jesus allows us to live wherever
we want. Lisa also believes that we as the Bride and those like us who
have died, will have more privileges if you will..than those that are not
allowed in the Holy of Holies. Please note too that I am merely using
the words the man in the video used, I have no clue what these areas are
called.
So how does one get to be allowed in the Holy of Holies? Lisa feels we
MUST be obedient to God. Now is certainly the most important time
for the Bride. So many of the lukewarm church are not obedient, but
some try based on what they have learned. So we don’t want to guess as
to who lives where, and has what privileges or blessings or rewards, but
we do feel there are at least three areas. Mr Johnson says something in
his video that I do not agree with but it is ONLY my opinion. I believe
people CAN move forward in Heaven because we have learned that we
are also learning in Heaven. There are schools etc. and it may take
MUCH longer, but people can move forward. God tells us that we only
get to live one life here and so we need to make sure we are obeying
Him as much as possible in this life.
I hope this helps and encourages you, especially when thinking of loved
ones or friends that may not make it in the Rapture, even during the
Harvest. It seems that God has a plan for them too.
Finally I am reminded of 1 Peter 4:8 "Above all, love each other deeply,
because love covers a multitude of sin." Have we not been told over
and over that God sees the heart? We cannot judge or tell who will
make it to Heaven or which level. If we think we can, then we are full of
what Sue calls, "godly pride" in her message on the Pearls of Wisdom
page, and we need to repent of that. Only the Father knows who is truly
coming Home and where He is putting them.

MORE FROM LISA

CALL OF THE BRIDE (LISA)
(Call of the Bride)
http://www.thecallofthebride.com/

09/25/14 – Lisa had another vision today with
bombs exploding everywhere. You need to
understand that she has been “seeing bombs”
all week. Also she has seen “snap visions” this

week of power going out…lights flashing out
etc. She does not know if that means that the
darkness is coming or that power has gone
out, but feels confident that it could mean a
bomb or bombs may be EMP. She believes we
may lose power at least for a short time.
The bombs that she has seen are clearly for NYC and Wash DC. These seem to be
major bombs that will be very destructive and have the most impact, possibly nuclear.
Other places seem to be stadiums, malls, and she tried to look at California airports

here.

based on my dream
She did not see a specific place but thought of LAX
airport given the size. The other bombs seem to have less destruction, less deaths etc.
The stadiums make her think it could happen on a Sunday, and of course people are
shopping on that here in the USA anyway.
Lastly, one bomb that seemed to be different seemed to be in Israel. She could clearly
see “rings” coming out from the bomb. Possible that could signify nuclear or atomic
bomb, or perhaps EMP.
All the events above just feel imminent to her, and many of you too I know. Tied in with
my dream, we surely need to keep our eyes open on this weekend and keep our hearts
in prayer.

I also would like to mention that timelines are
NEVER given in these visions. The Lord is
just not giving us that information through
Lisa. So when you read these, keep that in
mind. I've had emails expecting exact events
on certain days and I apologize for any
miscommunication but we want to state

emphatically that dates aren't given. All
guesses are OURS and as humans we fail. We
speculate like many and are looking for our
Redeemer ALWAYS! But just know that
nothing is set in stone in these visions.
09/20/14 - I spoke with Lisa tonight and the Lord has given her more insight into her USA
bombs vision as well as the portal she saw during this past week noted here.
Bombs: She feels that ISIS is behind these bombs that are coming upon the USA and very likely
other countries as well. The government is aware of the planning behind the scenes and is
encouraging it. Lisa has strong feelings that there will be bombings in NY, DC and the Chicago
area. These events are tied to others but in a different way. The ones I mention are more scattered
around the cities. However she has also seen a potentially larger destruction of bombing of a
football stadium (see Paige's page here). Lisa has a sense of where it is and says that there is
enough water nearby to flood the stadium when she sees explosions. Lisa saw her vision from
overhead and says there is a partial roof over this stadium so we are not sure if that means a
partially retractable dome roof or not. That is simply what she saw. Others have seen different
variations of stadiums being bombed so it is possible that more than one will be attacked
simultaneously.
Black Hole – I wrote about this vision in a Blog to get some others comments. All emails were
forwarded to Lisa and she asked God about this tonight as He was showing her other things. He
showed her the vision again and said, “This is an opening for demons.” He told her this is what
will occur during the black mass being held tomorrow...Sunday...in Oklahoma City. (Sept 21).
He then told her , “Portal/Bombs”…she had the very distinct feeling of putting the two words
together.

09/02/14 - I spoke with Lisa last night right at the tail end of her vision. It
was a VERY interesting experience!
She was still seeing things so I just got pen and paper and stayed quiet
while she began to speak. This is the gist of what I understand to be
coming, followed by Q&A.

She began by asking God if she was one of the ones that would get a
Warning Message. The Lord said not only would she get one, but the
whole world would. Within this month she believes that the entire world will
start seeing the sky "change". It was hard for her to describe so
understand that these words are the only words we know to describe what
she saw. Something similar to volcanic ash was in the sky. She did not
know if it was actual ash from a volcano such as in Iceland or not, only that
there was something in the air. In our lifetime we have only seen the sun
and moon and stars and other typical space objects, but this will change.
Because the sky starts to change, people start to wake up to what is
happening. They will be "shaken"...Lisa used that word frequently but not
speaking of a geological event, but that initially people will be wondering
what they are seeing in the sky. It sounds as if it will get worse and worse
because people will be terrified and very frightened of what they are
seeing. These are not demons or aliens they see, but rather just space.
The sky will look "mixed up". That's the best she can explain it. She saw
"waves of dark" move over the sun, so not total darkness at first but a
darkening sky to be sure. She purposely looked for any event around Sept
11 but nothing was pointed out for her to see. She does feel that maybe
something manmade will happen in the USA first, perhaps a NWO thing or
false flag or just a guess here. But the manmade event would happen
before the 3 days of darkness. What we see in the sky will NOT MAKE
SENSE to people, most will not understand what they are seeing. She
says even those who do not believe in God will be shaken and it will get
their attention.
After she explained everything, she asked me if I had any questions as she
could still see into the vision. I asked her if the bomb that hits Israel will
start everything (see previous visions) and she said that the scenario she
believes will happen is that the bomb(s) hit Israel and then Israel and God
start to fight back. It sounded a LOT like the Psalm 83 war as she
explained it, only a very quick war because all Israel's enemies see that the
hand of God is with Israel and they back off and try to stay low for a while.
I asked her about all the "shaking" she saw. She said this is man waking
up. People will be shaken to their core. The earth wobbling comes AFTER
Israel is hit. That is why she has previously seen Israel shoot off 2
missiles, after that everything really comes apart.

I asked if the sky being all "mixed up" was because she could see
demons...or was it because of geological/cosmic things. Could she see the
sun? Moon? She said she did NOT see a second sun, but rather just a
darkening, like a wave of ash over and over and that is was not normal. It
was like nothing we have ever seen. Everything she explained to me was a
confirmation of Julie Whedbee's message found here:
http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-lion-of-tribe-of-judahroars.html
I asked her if it appeared that something hit the sun that was causing the
darkening and she said no. That happens later. What she sees is just
strangeness in the sky in the beginning.
I asked about Israel and she began to cry. She said she could see Jesus
heart and He was crying for what was about to come upon His people. He
is so very sad about it but knows that is what will happen; but we cannot
begin to know His pain. His heart is breaking. Lisa spoke in tongues off
and on so I just waited....Jesus' heart is very heavy.
Finally I asked her about the number 23 that keeps appearing to her. She
feels confident that the 23rd of this month will have darkness associated with
it. That somehow it is part of the 3 days. It is possible that it also
involves Sept 25 which is Israel's New Year. Do not take this vision as
"THE" warning....one of the main things I have learned over the past 4
years is that we will all be exactly where we are supposed to be when the
darkness hits, even if it is the bottom of the ocean. Continue your plans
around this date...this week...this month. God will have you be where you
are supposed to be and that is that. "Be strong and courageous!"
I am going to start a Blog about this and if you have questions, please
leave them in the comments. Sometimes certain questions trigger parts of
her vision and she sees something that she can better explain. I have total
faith in God that He will reveal what He wants revealed. He will even
prompt people to ask questions that He wants asked so do not hesitate to
do so.
http://www.thecallofthebride.com/apps/blog/show/42629157-lisa-s-visions

Finally, the one thing that she was adamant about the vision...was that we
do NOT LACK FAITH that this will happen! She says (like we all do) that
we have been hoping and waiting for so long and she was overwhelmed
with confidence that we are not to lack faith in this! This will shake us up
too but we know Who is in charge, and we listen for His voice and strive not
with ourselves or others at this time.
The Call of the Bride - Lisa's Visions

CALL OF THE BRIDE (LISA)
(Call of the Bride)
http://www.thecallofthebride.com/
The bombs that I saw going off the other day from Israel were made more
clear to me in this vision. They were huge bombs that could take out a
small city, and it's Israel that is shooting these bombs off at their enemy.
When they are provoked. After the bombs -- the bombs will be the warning
to the bride that we are very close to the three days of darkness. At first,
there's something that appears to hit the sun or some huge event in the sky
-- impact in the sky -- and -- there will be a delay, and then this phenomena
in the sky is what will cause the earth to start shaking violently. This is
when the darkness will hit, and the Bride will be translated at the beginning
of the darkness. There will be many many people that will die during this
three days of darkness, but the people that repent or give their hearts to
Christ during this time will be protected. Everyone's sin will be exposed to
them at this point, and they will clearly be able to see it and, at that point,
make a choice to repent or not. The Bride will be given instructions during
this three days, and they will be grouped together. At the end of the three
days, the bride will go out in their translated bodies and start to harvest
those that have repented. The Bride is going to go out and harvest those
who have repented or those who have newly accepted Christ. There will
be many people that will die during this darkness, and then, during the 40
days, God will protect his children that have repented during this time. At
the end of that time, asteroids are going to be falling, and one will hit Puerto
Rico and cause a huge tsunami, which I believe, at the point of impact is
when the rapture will occur because there will be many, many lives that will
be lost after this tsunami hits and goes up the east coast, and God will
make sure everybody is given a chance during the three days of darkness
to repent.

CALL OF THE BRIDE (LISA)
FRIEND VERSION - (night of 08/10/14) "The bombs that I saw going
off the other day (see vision below) from Israel were made more clear to
me in this vision. They were huge bombs that could take out a small
city, and it's Israel that is shooting these bombs off at their enemy,
when they are provoked. After the bombs -- the bombs will be the

warning to the bride that we are very close to the three days of darkness.
At first, there's something that appears to hit the sun or some huge event
in the sky -- impact in the sky -- and -- there will be a delay, and then
this phenomena in the sky is what will cause the earth to start shaking
violently. This is when the darkness will hit, and the Bride will be
translated at the beginning of the darkness. There will be many many
people that will die during this three days of darkness, but the people
that repent or give their hearts to Christ during this time will be
protected. Everyone's sin will be exposed to them at this point, and they
will clearly be able to see it and, at that point, make a choice to repent or
not. The Bride will be given instructions during this three days, and they
will be grouped together. At the end of the three days, the bride will go
out in their translated bodies and start to harvest those that have
repented. The Bride is going to go out and harvest those who have
repented or those who have newly accepted Christ. There will be many
people that will die during this darkness, and then, during the 40 days,
God will protect his children that have repented during this time. At the
end of that time, asteroids are going to be falling, and one will hit Puerto
Rico and cause a huge tsunami, which I believe, at the point of impact is
when the rapture will occur because there will be many, many lives that
will be lost after this tsunami hits and goes up the east coast, and God
will make sure everybody is given a chance during the three days of
darkness to repent."

FINISH STRONG – SOME WILL DIE

http://youtu.be/EoZotTXpC5A

Godshealer7 – Crop Failure, Food
Shortages, Hunger, Death

http://youtu.be/9SccPLBynCk

PLAY – Dr. Owuor - Prophecy Of The
Imminent Coming Of The Messiah
(righteousness, holiness)

PROPHETIC
RECAP

THE TWO MOST
IMPORTANT THINGS
1) The United States Attacking Damascus
2) Obama Signing the Israeli Peace Agreement
(splitting Jerusalem)

Set the Trumpet to thy Mouth
-David Wilkerson

Written in 1984
God does not need America to evangelize the world. We
have failed in this mission. Our nation still spends more
money each year for dog food than for missions. There will
be one last great ingathering, and it is even now
happening. The gospel will be published to all the world by
a great army of witnesses indigenous to every nation on
earth. It is the Lords LAST harvest. Even now the Spirit of
God is raising up a thriving body of witnesses in China.
South America and Africa will be covered with powerful
witnesses from THEIR OWN lands. Mexico and South
America are open to the Gospel and young evangelists
are being raised up. They will not need missions
boards, ordinations, large amounts of money, and
fancy equipment. They will live on pennies, as the early
disciples did; and in a short time they will cover the earth
with the gospel. And they will point to God's fiery
judgement on this careless, rich, modern Babylon as a
sign the end is near. Even then, the wicked will NOT
REPENT, according to John's revelation.
The rest of the world will see this awesome nuclear
holocaust and remain unrepentant. Two-thirds of the earth
will go on seeking prosperity, worshipping Satan, and
mocking God. The discipline on America will not humble
the rest of the wicked. "And the rest of the men which
were not killed by these plagues yet repented not of the
works of their hands, that they should not worship devils,
and idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and of
wood: which neither can see, nor hear,nor walk: neither

repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor
of their fornication, nor of their thefts" (Revelation 9:20,21)
What American could not do with all of its millions, all of its
electronic gimmicks, all of its expensive media methods,
the Holy Spirit will accomplish in a short time with a
GIDEON'S army of poor and simple evangelists from Third
World countries; and the rest of the world WILL hear the
gospel. A remnant of overcomes from ALL nations will be
raised up in righteousness. In spite of full gospel light
shining forth, the majority will turn to Satan and be given
over to lust. The Bible does not say that judgment on
America awaits world evangelism. It is only HIS return that
awaits the FRUIT of the harvest. I see it so clearly!

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/p/confirming-prophetic-messages.html

HORRIFIC WEATHER
TO INCREASE

http://youtu.be/ejdqDBvOxIAejdqDBvOxIA

PLAY - 278pikelk - PRONG - A
Heightened Sense of Pending Events

http://youtu.be/NCpvY0hbiEk

PLAY - Godshealer7 - The Pruning
Has Begun (2:07)

PLAY -Godshealer7 - Continue in Your
Servitude

http://youtu.be/Hpx3wp0cwqE

PLAY - 278pikelk - Warning to the
Bride (Three Days of Darkness,
Harvest, Light Bodies, Great
Tribulation) 5 minutes

BE AS DANIELS

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/05/be-as-daniels.html

PLAY - Glynda Linkous - Be As Daniels

POSSIBLE WWIII
SCENARIO
UPDATE
 Retaliation in kind
 Israeli mossad 911 attacks
 Israel attacks iran (nuke)
 >>> maurice sklar update
 Israeli mossad 911
 OBAMN NUKES IN NEW YORK
 EMP

THE GLORY LIGHT COMES
DOWN ON THE BRIDE
Enoch
50:1 And in those days there will be

a change for the holy and chosen,
and the light of the days will dwell
over them, and glory and honor will
be turned over to the holy.
50:2 And on the day of trouble, evil will
gather over the sinners, but the just will
over come through the name of the
Lord of the spirits; and he will show it to
the others, that they may repent, and
cease the work of their hands.
50:3 And they will have no honor before
the Lord of the spirits, but in his name
they will be saved, and the Lord of the
spirits will have mercy on them, for his
mercy is great
Henceforth I will not have mercy on
them, says the Lord of the spirits.
and that glory awaits them not in the
presence of the Lord of spirits; yet that
by his name they may be saved. The

Lord of spirits will have compassion on
them; for great is his mercy;
Enoch chapter 96
95:1Wait in hope, you righteous; for
suddenly shall sinners perish from
before you, and you shall exercise
dominion over them, according to your
will.
95:2In the day of the sufferings of
sinners your offspring shall be elevated,
and lifted up like eagles. Your nest shall
be more exalted than that of the avest;
you shall ascend, and enter into the
cavities of the earth, and into the clefts
of the rocks for ever, like conies, from
the sight of the ungodly; 95:3Who shall
groan over you, and weep like sirens.
You shall not fear those who trouble
you; for restoration shall be yours; a
splendid light shall shine around you, and the voice of
tranquility shall be heard from heaven

Woe to you, sinners; for your wealth
makes you resemble saints, but your
hearts reproach you, knowing that you
are sinners. This word shall testify
against you, for the remembrance of
crime.
95:5Woe to you who feed upon the
glory of the corn, and drink the strength
of the deepest spring, and in the pride
of your power tread down the humble.
95:6Woe to you who drink water at
pleasure; for suddenly shall you be
recompensed, consumed, and
withered, because you have forsaken
the foundation of life.
95:7Woe to you who act iniquitously,
fraudulently, and blasphemously; there
shall be a remembrance against you for
evil.
95:8Woe to you, powerful, who with
power strike down righteousness; for
the day of your destruction shall come;

while at that very time many and good
days shall be the portion of the
righteous, even at the period of your
judgment.
Enoch 100:4
And in those days the angels will come
into the secret places, and will collect in
one place all those who aided sin; and
the Most High will arise on that day to
pass a great judgment over all the
sinners.
Enoch 100:5
But over all the just and holy he will
place holy angels as watchmen to
watch them like the apple of an eye,
till an end has been made to evil
and to all sin; and even if the holy
sleep a long sleep there is nothing
to fear.

Enoch 100:6
And the wise among men will see the
truth, and the children of the earth will
understand all the words of this book,
and know that their riches will not be
able to save them in the overthrow of
their sins.
RETAILIATION IN KIND - THE BAR IS
RAISED
ISRAEL GEARING UP FOR 2014
STRIKE
Here are several recent headlines worth noting:






Netanyahu orders IDF to prepare for possible strike
on Iran during 2014 (Haaretz)
Israel said to be budgeting billions for Iran strike -Military chiefs reportedly say they were given toplevel orders to keep prepared for action despite
nuclear talks (Times of Israel)
Israel gears up for possible unilateral strike on Iran
(Xinhua Chinese news agency)



Defense minister leans toward Israeli operation in
Iran, as Obama portrays 'weakness' -- Moshe
Ya'alon says U.S. is acting feebly - from China
through the Mideast to Ukraine. 'I hope the U.S.
comes to its senses.' (Haaretz)




http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/p/confirming-prophetic-messages.html

Still Judging One Another?

STILL JUDGING ONE ANOTHER?
5/23/14

Friday

My daughter write my message for those
who have hears to hear & a spirit of
discernment. My children some of you
are called to the harvest, while some of
you are called to sow the seed. Some of
you are field workers, while some of you
are not called to the fields. The person
that is not called to the field is a sower, &
is not to be judged by the harvester, nor

is the harvester to be judged by the
sower. Work, each doing what he or she
is being called to do & is capable of my
children. If another child of mine is in a
season of fasting & praying, & you have
not been called to fast & pray then don't
be judgmental upon him as if you are
called to fast & pray but your brother is
not, there is no call for you to judge that
brother. This is a time of unity in my
spirit, but your outward appearance may
differ, your prayer life may differ. Your
dedication to me may not look the same
as another of mine, but you do not cast
judgement on your brother. Work out
your own salvation....not your
brothers....your own. This is what you
are called to do. Do not judge your fellow
field worker, if he is not assigned to the
same job as you. Securing a bountiful
harvest is the culmination of many
services. A bountiful crop requires much
planning. Just because a seed is planted
it does not always take root, but even so
if there is never a seed sown there will

never be a chance for the root to take
hold. Be patient my children....let the
sower sow...let the field workers tend the
field...let the harvesters harvest, & let the
gleaners glean. Do not back bite the
sower if you are a harvester or you will
not have any grain to harvest. Woe to
those who judge my children for this is of
your fleshy pride. Judge yourself under
the same scrutiny you judge your fellow
field worker but first remove the plank
from your own eye. this is not the time
for disparaging one another my children,
set your face on me & the job I have set
before you. Do not look to the left or to
the right to see if others are not meeting
your prideful standards.

http://youtu.be/r6Cmvv711I0

My daughter, there are those who did not have ears to hear my message
from yesterday...then they will surly be blind to the message of today.
My laborers, where is your fruit? You see..though you are not to judge
your fellow laborer...you CAN judge their fruit! If they fail to sow a seed
there will be no fruit at all. If they fail to tend my garden it will wither &
die....and if they fail to bring in the harvest it will remain in the field & rot
with the tares. If the gleaner does not do his job there will be much of a
good crop wasted, & that would be such a shame. But if my sowers sow,
my tenders tend, my harvesters reap, & my gleaners glean & they all
work together as one as I commanded there will be a bountiful harvest
come by the fall. Do not be a part of a body that does not function as a
whole, the right hand must know what the left hand is doing, & if the left
hand is off doing things of this world....it is simple....it must be CUT OFF.
Do not let it waste the time of the body, for it is not sowing, nor tending,
nor harvesting, nor gleaning & it can no longer then be part of the
body...as it has no use to me. Of this my children you may judge a
laborer by his labor. I will be the judge of his heart, as I alone am
capable of judging ones heart. Spur one another on being grace filled
towards one another, but do not interact with the tares in such a way that
you will be tempted to their spoils. The fruit of the tares will tempt my
children if they are not careful. Be aware of the world around you my
children, yes. Shine my light into it but do not allow the temptation of

the things of this world to become so great that they will over take the
longings of your flesh & lead you astray from my path. Pray that you will
learn you r duties now my children for they are diverse & many. Do not
be lazy now my loves for there will be plenty of time to relax & celebrate
once the harvest is in & the fields have been gleaned. Until then continue
to work hard & we will celebrate together my bounty when the time is
ripe. I love yo my children.....Yeshua Hamashiach

http://youtu.be/Hpx3wp0cwqE

PLAY - 278pikelk - Warning to the
Bride (Three Days of Darkness,
Harvest, Light Bodies, Great
Tribulation) 5 minutes

BE AS DANIELS

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/05/be-as-daniels.html

PLAY - Glynda Linkous - Be As
Daniels




http://seeker401.wordpress.com/2014/03/29/vilna-gaon-the-russianinvasion-of-crimea-is-a-sign-of-impending-redemption/

http://youtu.be/PmOh0MwnwxY

PLAY - Bill Oreilly - Blow the Trumpet in
Zion - There's WAR

The United States Attacking
Damascus
DANIEL 11:44 IN PROGRESS

DANIEL 11:45 HE SHALL COME TO HIS
END
(BABYLON DESTROYED)

http://www.examiner.com/article/prophecy-alert-this-war-on-syria-will-signal-the-start-of-thetribulation

Israel will Nuke Iran

http://youtu.be/2Disv6iMWec

PLAY – Owuor – Vision of Nuclear Missiles Explode in Iran

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfFEDeIv9Ok&feature=youtu.be

PLAY - Obama (Lord and Savior) I
Fear a Nuke in Manhattan NYC

FOX NEWS DISCUSSES THE COMING
FOUR BLOOD MOON TETRAD
PROPHECY (OCT 16, 2013)

PLAY - FoxNews - The Coming Four
Blood Moon Tetrads
THE WINDS OF JUDGMENT

FALSE FLAG (nuke) EVENT USA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jx0akWa7GcU#!

PLAY - Russian Kremlin Pastor - Financial Collapse,
Riots and Nuclear Attack

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San Andreas
Fault

ISRAEL IS DIVIDED, AMERICA IS DIVIDED

http://youtu.be/JrNqsnZHBIw
PLAY - God will Divide the USA within
24 hours After It Divides Israel

OBAMA RATIFIES THE PEACE ACCORD

Events Quick Succession

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/08/and-then-i-come-for-you.html

Cosmic Disturbance

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/09/cosmic-disturbance.html

EMP Event

http://youtu.be/12Erlbfk0zg

PLAY - Godshealer7 - I Shall Silence Mans
Machines, Darkness Covers

http://youtu.be/vOqma4Bygp8

PLAY - Godshealer7 - My Understanding was that it
was an EMP

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2hsL75mW8M&feature=share&list=UURS99cQZgYq3Y1uctCuX3w

PLAY - The John Moore Show 2-25-2014 Alert EMP

http://youtu.be/it-ZPKlRQ0o

PLAY - John Moore - US Government
Frantically Preparing for an EMP

MAURICE SKLAR
DREAM MARCH 2014

Then I saw three giant rocket missiles that took off into
the air. Two came from out of the ocean waters, and
one came from land and traveled a great distance. All
of them blew up in the air one, two, and THREE in the
upper atmosphere within five minutes of each other. It
was out near space. They were terrible nuclear bombs.
But the last one was the biggest and it created a huge
mushroom cloud over the Midwest part of America.
Then the ground shook and everything just went black.
There wasn’t any electric light coming out of any
homes. Then candles began to be lit and fires, and a
little light was seen.

Israel will Nuke Iran

http://youtu.be/2Disv6iMWec

PLAY – Owuor – Vision of Nuclear Missiles Explode in Iran

N. KOREA - THE TRIGGER EVENT
The Trigger: If This Ever Happens You
Know You’re Days Away From Nuclear
War

EMP
You may have two days notice when that attack in Korea
starts, before China launches on the United States.
And if you ever see everything blackout, because both Russia
and China will use a preemptive nuclear EMP strike to take
down the grid… before the nukes actually fall… anytime you
see all electricity out, no news, nothing at all… that’s the time
you need to be getting out of cities before the panic hits.

http://youtu.be/wPmg8EdUuw0

PLAY - Infowars - Skousen - Why North
Korea is the Trigger Event

http://youtu.be/1yI4ahJDU4g

PLAY - Owuor - North Korea Missile Attack
US Carrier S. Korea (THE TIPPING POINT)

NO TIME TO KNOW ME

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/03/no-time-to-know-me.html

http://youtu.be/XrRkfm0Q_Wo

PLAY - 278pikelk - (Barb) - WARNING Earthquakes, War, Otherworldly Visitors, Civil
Unrest

The Windows of Heaven are Open
for My Bride

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2014/04/the-windows-of-heaven-have-openedfor.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BeholdICome+%28
Behold+I+Come%29

PURSUE ME

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/master_file/tenworldregions.htm

http://youtu.be/Uh5rczhWn5w

PLAY - Jack Van Impe - Obama Named
Leader of NWO - The Ten Heads in Rev
17 (short 5 mins)

The Windows of Heaven are Open
for My Bride

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2014/04/the-windows-of-heaven-have-openedfor.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BeholdICome+%28
Behold+I+Come%29

PURSUE ME

A DREAM OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS
ACTIVITY

278pikelk "Barb"

http://youtu.be/XrRkfm0Q_Wo

PLANET X Prophecy Mentions

http://youtu.be/SLomzj76Eds

PLAY - Godshealer7 - I Shall Send You
A Sign In The Moons
Prophecy of Planetary Event Above
the Earth

http://youtu.be/r1usnCIPmCY

PLAY - Dr. Owuor - Prophecy of
Planetary Event Above the Earth

TRANSCRIPTION:
From the Throne of the Lord. This past night, the Lord spoke with me and in that
conversation the Lord, He lifted me up. He took me above the Earth, this past night and
He took me into the deep space. We crossed a section which was one stratosphere
and it is covered with cloud like substance that is another zone and then the Lord said,
"Look at the moons". I looked toward my right, I saw several moons. At one point I
thought they were planets because they were lit. On my right side..right deep into the
planets and the moons they went far and I saw them line up, as they lined up...the
moons, here above on this night...the Lord took me here above. And the way they were
lined up...here and here and here and here. (motioning)
Then the Lord spoke, He said, I shall now put a new moon here. That was now on my
left side. I saw the hand of Jehvoah place a new moon and He said, it shall soon be
discovered. What I am giving you today, you are soon going to see in your global news
telecasts. I saw the process of creation. The voice of the Lord said, "Let us now go, but
let us use another route". And we used a route in this direction, as we were now
coming back down to the Earth. And as we were going in this direction, He brought me
to an institution. It has a lobby area in that institution, I think a semi circle. And inside
that space, there were small booths, in those booths, there appeared to be computers
being used. Maybe doctoral students, astronomy, physics of the universe. I saw that
the booths were unkempt. A door opened, a type of door with interlocking fingers
(motioning) we came out and then I woke up.

Listen people, there is going to be a planetary event. Above, there is
going to be a wonderous sign and wonder above the Earth. Listen to
me, nations of the Earth...the Lord, He has spoken with me on this
day, this 5th day of the month of August, 2012. The Lord has spoken
to me, He has spoken to me about a planetary event that is going to
take place, above the Earth. I see several planets and moons that are
lining up in a straight line. They are going to line up, it may not be a
completely straight line...but generally a straight line. Then there is
going to be a discovery. The Lord has created a new planet and a
new moon and the scientists, the Lord is going to open their minds
now, to allow them to discover it. You will soon see it in your global
news networks.
When you see the planetary event, then you shall know that the mouth of the Lord, He
has spoken and the Messiah, He is coming! For a glorious church! That these are the
signs and wonders that the prophet Joel talked about, that would visit the Earth and the
universe when he said that there will be signs and wonders in these days. In the sky,
even above the Earth. Today, may it be known that from the mouth of the Lord, He has

BEHOLD I COME – February 21, 2015
(Excerpt)
This night I have come to share with you that it is
upon you. It is upon you children! Keep your focus,
stay ever so close for very, very soon you will engage
in a way that you have not done before. This is the
great unraveling. With great and terrible speed the
events come. I mourn for the loss that there will be of
so many but it must be so. Do not grow weary in the
day to day training and tasks at hand for in an instant
all will suddenly change. I tell you this so when all is
spiraling out of control all around you and people are
in complete chaos and fear, you, My own, will know no
fear for it is I who will operate from within. I assure
you, you will have My complete peace. You will
instantly and without effort be transformed, and from
there will go on to carry out many, many things in My
name for this is why you are here.
The darkness comes children, it comes quickly. The

Destroyer is near. The earth will be plunged
into utter darkness and fear will reign. Terror
such as the world has never know. You My lights will
all be protected, of course, for you know this already.
In this, you have My promise. I tell you this, not to turn
your attention towards events for they will continue to
escalate in intensity and frequency and they will be
terrible. But I tell you this out of My great love for you
so that you know that I care so much that I would

warn you and prepare you ahead of time. So you
would know that I am in every heartbeat and every
breath you take, that We are not separated. I in you,
you in Me, We are One in the Father.

SARAH MENET PROPHECY 1979
(Biological, Chemical, Nuke, Comets, a Year of Horror)
SARAH MENET PROPHECY
(Biological, Chemical, Nuke, Comets, a Year of Horror)

INTRODUCTION
As I tried to look away from my black surroundings, a small light
started to shine in front of me, and the darkness, sounds and
feelings that had so completely oppressed me started to fade into
the background. The light grew bigger, and a window opened up
much the same as when I had witnessed my life’s review. This
time however, a panoramic view of the entire earth lay before me.
It came closer and closer as if I had been out in space and was
flying toward it.I knew what was happening was intended to help
me make my decision about going back to the earth and my
terrible life. A part of me wanted to go back to the beautiful spirit
world, or paradise, that I had seen, and another part of me felt the
need to be reunited with my body so I could change my life. It was
a tug-of-war, and what I was about to see was to help me
understand what I would be going through if I chose to go back to
my ‘body of clay.’Again the view before me played out like a
videotape in fast forward motion, and yet I could see the scene in
perfect clarity and was able to comprehend everything that
transpired.
IRAN (LYBIA) NUKES ISRAEL
As the earth zoomed up into my view, I first saw the whole world,
and then various countries. It was made clear to me that in the
future there would be wars and troubles, including nuclear attacks
in various places of the world, and a view of how it would start

was given.I am not familiar with the geography of the world, but
as I looked a the various lands before my view I instinctively knew
what countries they were. Looking at the Middle East, I watched
as a missile flew from Libya and hit Israel. The mushroom cloud
that resulted from the blast was visible, and I knew that the
missile contained a nuclear bomb. I was aware that those
responsible for the missile were Iranian, but the missile had been
hidden and fired from within the borders of Libya.

OTHER NUCLEAR MISSILES FIRED
Almost immediately after this, other missiles began flying from
one country to another, quickly spreading war around the world. I
also saw that many nuclear explosions did not come from missiles
but from bombs of some kind on the ground.

THE PRECURSOR EVENTS
EVENTS LEADING UP TO NUCLEAR WAR
My focus then changed from the Middle East to the United States,
and I understood that I was about to see some of the things that
would lead up to the nuclear holocaust that I had just witnessed.
SHE SEES 911 NYC
As I looked upon the continent of North America, I zeroed in on
the eastern coast and then on New York specifically. I saw New
York City with all of its people and buildings. I then saw some tall
buildings crashing to the earth surrounded by tremendous
amounts of smoke, dust, and debris.I zoomed in closer into the
smoke and dust, and I saw a woman holding a little girl’s hand

and running from the crashing buildings. The woman had long
dark hair, hanging past her shoulders and curled inward slightly.
She wore a beige business suit, heels of a slightly darker color,
perhaps tan, and she was not wearing glasses. The little girl
appeared to be about 6 or 7 years old with short brown hair
reaching below the chin and cut in a type of pageboy look. They
ran together, holding hands and trying to escape from the falling
buildings. As they ran through the heavy smoke and dust, they
were forced to let go of their hands and became separated. The
child was terrified, and I could hear her screaming, “Mommy,
mommy!” over and over again.I don’t know their outcome, if they
lived or died, but I can still see the face of the woman clearly and
could easily identify her from a photo or describe her to a sketch
artist. I asked if an earthquake had caused the buildings to fall
and felt impressed that the answer was no. However, I was not
given any indication as to the cause of the destruction.
(Incidentally, I told this story many, many times before September
11, 2001. When I did see on television the World Trade Center
towers collapsing, I knew that this was what I had seen.

THIRD SEAL - FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
The next thing that came to me was more felt than seen. It was
the understanding that shortly after the crashing of the buildings in
New York City, commerce ceased. Shopping and buying seemed
to stop, and the economy failed **throughout the world**. Few had
any money at all, and those who did have it could not buy
anything of worth with it. Gold and silver and other commodities
had value and could be traded.
CHEMICAL ATTACKS

I then saw a man walk into a middle of a crowd of people and
drop what seemed like a quart jar full of liquid. The jar broke and
the liquid spread. I understood that people nearby had become
infected with a disease from the liquid, and ***they didn’t even
know it***.
A day or two later the people became sick and started dying. I
saw that this would happen in four particular cities: New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Salt Lake City.
The disease started with white blisters, some the size of a dime,
appearing the hands, arms and face of the victims. The blisters
quickly developed into white puffy sores. Those with the disease
would stumble around and fall over dead. Many died within a
short time, perhaps 24 hours.
EBOLA
I also saw other people with a flu-like virus that spread more
quickly than the first disease. The victims had blood coming from
their nose, mouth, eyes, and ears. These people died even faster
of this disease than the ones who had the first sickness.
DISEASE SPREADS MURDER MAYHEM
These diseases became wide-spread across the United States
with hundreds of thousands infected.As the people were fleeing
the cities in the hope of saving their lives, gangs were attacking
them and killing them.
In the towns that were struck with disease there was chaos, with
looting, rioting and murders involved in a complete breakdown of
society. Many people seemed to go crazy.
EMP NO ELECTRICITY (US & ISRAEL)

I sensed that the electricity had failed everywhere and that
nothing was running throughout the country, including any of the
communication systems. I watched people throw rocks through
windows to steal TV’s that would not work and thought it was very
strange.
While I watched all this happening in the United States, my view
instantly jumped back to the Middle East, and I saw the same
thing taking place in Israel. The same sores and the same types
of sickness and disease that were plaguing the U.S. had also
been unleashed in Israel.The switch in view only lasted an instant,
and I was back in the United States.
HORRIBLE WINTER
There was a tremendously long winter that caught everyone by
surprise following the siege of sickness. It started early and lasted
into the summer months. A famine had begun over the few years
leading up to the long winter because of storms, droughts, floods
and other plagues that had taken place; and the abnormally long
cold period seemed to cause the famine to suddenly increase to
its full measure.
In the period of time following the disease, which was quickly
followed by the long winter, things started going down hill very
quickly. Events piled up one on top of another without any
breaks.

(SENSE OF TIMING OFF)
My sense of timing was not very clear at this moment; however
because I was seeing several things happening all at the same
time or very close together.
CHAOS, STARVATION, MAYHEM, CONTINUES

During and after the long winter, the disease spread everywhere
and increased in severity. The economy and the electricity were
completely gone. Chaos and anarchy reigned over the entire
United States. Without any government there was a total
breakdown, and I saw people panicking everywhere. They were
trying in vain to find food. There was none. I saw people even
digging in the ground for worms to eat because they were so
hungry from the lack of food.Also, during this time I became
aware that there was very little drinking water, and the remaining
water had become contaminated, so that if a person drank it they
would contract the disease and die. Because of their great thirst
many people drank the water in spite of the danger of poisoning
and died.I mentioned earlier the gangs that killed people trying to
escape the cities. It seemed that some of the people had lost their
minds and went around in these gangs killing people just for the
sake of killing; others killed for food or to gain some material
possessions from their victims. Those that were killing for no
reason were like beasts: animals completely out of control, as
they raped, looted, burned and butchered people. I saw these
gangs go into the homes of those who were hiding. They would
drag them out of their hiding places, rape and dismember
them.For many there was an unnatural fear and hatred that came
over the people. Family ties that once existed between husbands
and wives, parents and children no longer mattered. The only
thing that mattered was individual survival. Men would kill their
wives and children for food or water. Mothers would kill their
children. For me, the events that then lay before me were horrible
beyond description and almost unbearable to watch.The air
everywhere was filled with smoke as many buildings and cities
burned with no attempt to control the fires.

HOMES/CITIES OF LIGHT & REFUGE
(ISAIAH 60:1-3)
(Glory Light)
As I looked upon this scene of chaos, smoke and destruction I
noticed that there were small pockets of light scattered over the
United States. There were, I would guess, about twenty or thirty of
them that I saw. I noticed that most of the locations of light were in
the western part of the United States, with only three or four of
them being in the east. These places of light seemed to shine
brightly through the darkness and were such a contrast to the rest
of the scene that they caught my attention.
I focused on them for a moment and asked, ‘What are these
things?’
I was then able to see that these points of light were people who
had gathered together and were kneeling in prayer. The light was
actually coming from the people, and I understood that the light
was showing forth their goodness and love.
I further understood that they gathered together for safety and
that, contrary to what I had witnessed everywhere, the cared
more for each other than for themselves. Some of the groups
were small with only a hundred people or so, but other groups
consisted of what seemed to be thousands.I realized that many, if
not all, of these places of light, or cities of light as I began to think
of them, had somehow been established just before the biological
attack, and that they were very organized. It was as if they had
known what was coming and had prepared for it. I did not see
who or what had organized them, but I did see many people
struggling to reach them with nothing but what they could carry.
(ISAIAH 60:1-3)

The cities of light had food that others outside of those groups did
not have, and within the cities of light food was readily shared with
those who joined their groups. In these places there was peace
and safety. The inhabitants were living in tents of all kinds, many
of which were no more than blankets held up by poles. I noticed
that the gangs made no threats on these groups and left them
completely alone, choosing to pick on other targets and
unprotected people, as many of the people in those cities had
guns that they would use for self-defense. The gangs also preyed
upon the people who were traveling, trying to reach the cities of
light.
CITIES OF LIGHT MOVED OFTEN
As I looked upon them, I realized that these cities of light were
temporary and that in a short time the people living within them
would go to another place. I do not know where they were to go
but seemed to think that they gathered in the mountains, to higher
places.

BABYLON THE GREAT DESTROYED
FINAL NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION
As I was viewing the cities of light, my focus changed, and I
became aware of missiles being launched and hitting U.S.
cities. I watched as mushroom clouds started forming over many
areas of the United States. Some of the clouds came from
missiles that I knew were fired from Russia, and others were not
from missiles at all, but from bombs that were already in the
United States. These latter bombs had been hidden in trucks and
in cars driven to certain locations and then detonated. I
specifically saw Los Angeles, Los Vegas, and New York City hit

with bombs. New York City was hit with a missile, but I think that
Los Angeles was hit by at least one truck bomb, if not several,
because I didn’t see any missile. I also saw a mushroom cloud
from north of Salt Lake City, but without the aid of a missile.

SIXTH SEAL - FIRE BALLS & COMETS
START FIRES
In the darkness I also saw little fireballs. I’m not sure if this
happened just before or during the mushroom clouds. The balls
fell from the sky, were of different sizes – most being the size of
golf balls – and were very hot. There were millions of them. As
they fell from the sky they left streaks of flame and smoke behind
them. Everything they touched started on fire: people, buildings,
trees, or grass. Everything burned. I didn’t ask what they were or
where they had come from because by this time I was sick
because of the scene before me, and so I observed without
asking many questions.
RUSSIAN CHINESE INVADE
(part of nuclear war)
At almost the same time and in the same locations as the
mushroom clouds, I saw Russian and Chinese troops invading
the United States. The Russians were parachuting at many spots
along the Eastern Coast; I also saw them parachuting in Utah.
Chinese troops were invading from the West Coast near Los
Angeles. They were met with resistance from those who had
survived the disease and bombs. I did not see any United States
military there at that time.The invasion was part of the nuclear war
that I had seen earlier, and I knew that similar events were taking
place all over the world as I had seen previously.
RUSSIAN CHINESE INVASION SHORT DURATION

I did not see much of this war, but was impressed that it was short
in duration and the Russian and Chinese armies lost and left. No
explanation regarding how or why was received.Now the smoke
became very heavy, dark and thick.
GLOBAL MEGAQUAKES TSUNAMIS VOLCANOS, US
SPLITS, MAYHEM
Just as things appeared to be as bad as they could get, the earth
began to quake. This occurred during a winter, seemingly the
winter that followed the very long one I had seen earlier. The
chaos had existed for almost a full year by this time.
The earthquakes began in the west, around Idaho and Wyoming,
and then quickly spread in every direction. I saw a huge
earthquake hit Utah, and then California. There were earthquakes
all over California, but they were especially devastating in the Los
Angeles and San Francisco areas. San Francisco appeared to
turn upside down.
The multiple earthquakes triggered volcanoes all over the west,
and they started spewing a tremendous amount of ash and
smoke into the air, causing it to become very dark and dirty and
blocking much of what was left of the sunlight.There were also
huge waves of water that swept over the west coast, and as I saw
them I realized that this same thing was happening to coastal
cities all over the world. The waves were so huge that Los
Angeles was nearly swept away.I saw a wall of water taller than
some of the buildings, perhaps as high as fifteen or twenty feet,
sweep through Salt Lake City. I thought this was strange because
of its location so far from the ocean, and wondered how a wave
could travel all the way to Salt Lake City. I was impressed that the
wave had not originated at the ocean, but was from under ground.
I quickly noticed great cracks in the earth around Salt Lake City
opened up and saw water shooting up out of the ground. I felt that

deep under the ground was a huge amount of water and that the
earthquakes had forced it up to the surface. Most of the buildings
were swept away or destroyed when the water swept over the
city. In fact there had been tremendous destruction, with only a
few buildings left standing. The water coming from underground
stretched from Idaho down to near Cedar City, Utah, and was
very destructive.As I looked, I could see that cities all over the
country had been devastated, and there was rubble everywhere.
Most of the buildings were destroyed.
However, I realized that even though there was tremendous
destruction from earthquakes, disease, floods, volcanoes, and
tidal waves, the majority of the deaths were caused by the gangs
of roving marauders that killed for pleasure.As I studied the scene
for a moment, the thought occurred to me that the earth itself had
become sickened at the terrible acts of cruelty that were
happening upon it and was finally reacting through these natural
disasters. The earth was attempting to cleanse itself of the chaos
and evil that had engulfed the people.
The ash and smoke from the volcanoes had increased, and there
was now almost complete darkness everywhere upon the
earth.The diseases also increased in devastation, and I saw
people literally dying on their feet. I saw another particular
disease that started with red blotches, and then the victims would
start to bleed from every opening in their bodies. Then the people
literally disintegrated, or melted into unrecognizable masses of
flesh and bone. The sight was horrendous, as death and the dead
were everywhere.After this second terrible winter, I saw the
survivors pile up the dead into huge piles to burn them. The
stench was sickening. Some of the bodies had been burned
during the time of chaos, but because people were more
concerned with their survival they had mostly ignored the dead
around them.

A huge earthquake occurred in the middle of the United States. It
was tremendous and seemed to split the United States in half
about where the Mississippi River is. The crack in the earth that
resulted was huge, miles wide, and as it opened up the earth
seemed to swallow everything. Water flowed in from the Gulf of
Mexico all the way up to the Great Lakes. The Great Lakes did
not exist any longer, however, as they became part of a large
inland sea.
MEGAQUAKES WORLDWIDE
Then I saw another series of tremendous earthquakes all over the
world. But they were not many, separate earthquakes, rather it
was all part of one gigantic earthquake that shook the entire
earth. Because of this earthquake waters overflowed their
boundaries onto land all over the world. There were again huge
walls of water along all of the coastal regions. This earthquake
and the walls of water made the earlier ones seem small by
comparison. I am not sure if the earthquake that split the United
States in two was a part of this worldwide quake or not.
PLANET X, HUGE WHIRLWIND, PEOPLE HIDING IN
ROCKS
(More Sixth Seal)
Next I saw a mighty wind come upon wind come upon the earth.
As the wind hit, I saw people go into caves and into the cracks of
rocks to try to escape its fury. It appeared to be stronger than any
hurricane or tornado. It seemed that everything that had been left
was now blown away.I understood, without asking, that the great
worldwide earthquake and the mighty wind were somehow
caused by a huge planet-like object, that had come very close to
the earth and had disrupted everything. It was also made clear to
me that it was very near the “end” when this happened.

FIRST TRUMPET (BURNING)
Now my perspective changed: I once again viewed the entire
earth from a distance. I then saw a huge fireball, much larger than
the earth, approaching our planet. It was extremely bright red and
gold in color, and it engulfed the whole earth. When I witnessed
this event I could not help but feel the difference between it and
everything else that had occurred, and so I asked what this was
that I saw. I was impressed that it was the burning of the earth
that is described in the Bible.
RAPTURE JUST PRIOR TO FIRST TRUMPET
(pre-wrath)
I understood that just before the fireball’s appearance Jesus had
appeared, and the good people I had seen earlier had left with
Him and were no longer on the earth. The few people left behind
were those wicked who had survived the earlier devastations. The
picture of the earth engulfed by this huge ball of red and gold fire
slowly faded away into blackness.
VISION ENDS
I was thinking that I have to go down and take care of my children
so that they could be protected from the terrible things that were
going to happen and then I don’t remember any more until I woke
up in the hospital.”Thanks for taking a gander at all the news I
have compiled here as always Stay Safe!

WHEN LAWLESSNESS ABOUNDS

NO TIME TO KNOW ME

THE WINDS OF JUDGEMENT

http://youtu.be/SLomzj76Eds

PLAY - Godshealer7 - I Shall Send You
A Sign In The Moons

http://www.eso.org/public/announcements/ann14021/

Prophecy of Planetary Event Above
the Earth

http://youtu.be/r1usnCIPmCY

PLAY - Dr. Owuor - Prophecy of
Planetary Event Above the Earth

TRANSCRIPTION:
From the Throne of the Lord. This past night, the Lord spoke with me and in that
conversation the Lord, He lifted me up. He took me above the Earth, this past night and
He took me into the deep space. We crossed a section which was one stratosphere
and it is covered with cloud like substance that is another zone and then the Lord said,
"Look at the moons". I looked toward my right, I saw several moons. At one point I
thought they were planets because they were lit. On my right side..right deep into the
planets and the moons they went far and I saw them line up, as they lined up...the
moons, here above on this night...the Lord took me here above. And the way they were
lined up...here and here and here and here. (motioning)
Then the Lord spoke, He said, I shall now put a new moon here. That was now on my
left side. I saw the hand of Jehvoah place a new moon and He said, it shall soon be
discovered. What I am giving you today, you are soon going to see in your global news
telecasts. I saw the process of creation. The voice of the Lord said, "Let us now go, but
let us use another route". And we used a route in this direction, as we were now
coming back down to the Earth. And as we were going in this direction, He brought me
to an institution. It has a lobby area in that institution, I think a semi circle. And inside
that space, there were small booths, in those booths, there appeared to be computers
being used. Maybe doctoral students, astronomy, physics of the universe. I saw that
the booths were unkempt. A door opened, a type of door with interlocking fingers
(motioning) we came out and then I woke up.

Listen people, there is going to be a planetary event. Above, there is
going to be a wonderous sign and wonder above the Earth. Listen to
me, nations of the Earth...the Lord, He has spoken with me on this
day, this 5th day of the month of August, 2012. The Lord has spoken
to me, He has spoken to me about a planetary event that is going to
take place, above the Earth. I see several planets and moons that are
lining up in a straight line. They are going to line up, it may not be a
completely straight line...but generally a straight line. Then there is
going to be a discovery. The Lord has created a new planet and a
new moon and the scientists, the Lord is going to open their minds
now, to allow them to discover it. You will soon see it in your global
news networks.
When you see the planetary event, then you shall know that the mouth of the Lord, He
has spoken and the Messiah, He is coming! For a glorious church! That these are the
signs and wonders that the prophet Joel talked about, that would visit the Earth and the
universe when he said that there will be signs and wonders in these days. In the sky,
even above the Earth. Today, may it be known that from the mouth of the Lord, He has
spoken. Shalom.

12 PRESIDENTS - A VISION FROM
1971
Note: The "LAST" is 2 presidents past CLINTON!

12 PRESIDENTS - A Vision (1971)
Message: < previous - next > : Reply : Subscribe : Cleanse
Home : July 2004 : Group Archive : Group : All Groups

From: "ANZAC Prophetic List" <revival4@...>
Date: Tue, 13 Jul 2004 13:55:37 -0500
MODERATOR:
or

I remember pubishing this vision back in 1996

1997, when this List first began. It is very interesting
- but somewhat
open to interpretation. I felt it was a good time to
publish it again.
**************************************************
THE 12 HOUSES - A Vision of the Night
-by C. Alan Martin.

(C. Hursey notes: I think I first saw this particular
prophetic word in 1994, during the Clinton
Administration. C. Alan Martin had at one time hosted a
"prophetic school" in the early days of the public
internet. Several years ago, he moved and then shortly
after that the web site vanished. This is the most
current copy of this dream/vision that I have been able
to locate. Since the time that this was written, we have
seen the Monica Lewinsky scandal erupt over the Clinton
White House, and in the sixth year of the presidency the
"Star Report" was published. George Bush then was elected
president, and we have seen the weeping for the World
Trade Centers. I am sure that his commentary on his dream
would be quite different now, but so far, this vision
itself has remained uncannily accurate.
-Source:

http://members.aol.com/chursey/prophecy.htm ).

The Vision (-comments updated June 1, 1997):
In 1971, I received a vision of the night in which I was
shown a row of houses. It was not until 23 years later
that the Spirit gave me a dream which held the key to the
meaning of these houses. They represent presidential
administrations, starting with Truman in 1953, and
extending into the future for two more presidents (beyond
Clinton).
Linear Recounting of the Vision of the Night:
"We were fleeing the persecution and calamity of the day.
A brother was fleeing with me. He fell and I paused to
help him up. We prayed "Lord Have Mercy". My friend
vanished, and I looked around to see that I was at the
top of a hill overlooking 12 houses. As I looked to the
west, I noticed dark and ominous clouds gathering over
one house (#10) and proceeding through to the last house

(#12). I looked into the sky over #12, and saw an arc of
what appeared to be 6 stars in the sky. One of the stars
fell to the earth like a fig that was shaken off a limb.
A voice came to me and said "look to the east!". I began
to turn to the east, fully expecting to see the Lord
coming in the clouds. The dark clouds opened up in two
places and I saw the sun darkened and the moon turned to
blood. As I looked to the east, instead of seeing the
Lord in the sky, I saw an army. This army was made up of
ancient armaments such as battering rams, catapults and
siege ramps. I ran down and joined the army at house #5.
Instantly I was transported into the future, and found
myself before what I can only call a "temple fortress".
The city was gray, in ruins, and desolate. A man had just
emerged from the huge double doors of the temple
fortress. He was dressed in a suit. A voice said to me
"He says he is god, but he is of the devil". Then the
vision ended.
Significant events indicated in the vision:
"6th star falls to the earth". -Understood to mean the
fall of a ruler (or president). I do not believe this to
be actual stars or a comet or any other such object. The
stars appeared to be within the atmosphere of the earth,
and there was not a huge explosion or calamity when the
red "star" fell to the earth.
"The blood moon and lightless sun". -More imagery that
represents the fall of nations and change in the ages.
The fall of a president is not enough to bring about
changes on this scale. There will be great changes in the
earth and alignment of nations.

"Ancient weapons of war" - which I believe to represent
the restoration the sign gifts: "SIGNS, WONDERS and
MIGHTY DEEDS".

The HOUSES:
I waited for 23 years to receive a clue as to the meaning
of these houses. In another dream in 1995, I was in the
back yard of house #3. I looked down at my feet and saw a
LIFE magazine, with a picture of JFK on the cover, and
the words "In Memory of Dead Presidents".
House number three is the house that represents the term
of John Kennedy.
The Houses
As Stated above, each house represents a presidential
administration.
House 1 - Truman:
Nothing significant revealed about this house.
House 2 - Eisenhower:
In a related dream, a model rocket was launched into the
air and was drifting down into yard of this house. The
rocket then turned into a glider and glided into the
yard. My aunt used to refer to me as her "rocket boy"
because of my early interest with model rocketry. It was
in the Eisenhower Administration that I was born. (1954).
It was

during this dream that I ran through the back yard of
house #3 (to retrieve the falling rocket) and was shown
the Life Magazine with Kennedy on the cover. It was then
that I knew that these housesrepresented presidential
administrations.
House 3 - Kennedy:
The yard in which I was shown the key to the meaning of
the houses. The Life Magazine with JFKs face on it with a
caption stating "In Memory of Dead Presidents" was in
this yard. It has been suggested that all the presidents
on this "street" must pass away before the events
discussed in the remaining revelation can occur. This
would mean all presidents up to Carter and maybe Reagan
(his house is on a corner lot).
House 4 - Johnson:
This house was occupied by a family of Jews named Levine.
It was during the administration of LBJ that Jerusalem
was returned to Israel during the 1967 Arab-Israel war.
Levine is a long form of Levite. This is a very
significant event in the history of the world.
House 5 - Nixon:
It was into the yard of this house that I ran down and
joined the army of God which was marching forward through
time (the backyards of these houses). It was also in the
Nixon administration that I was saved, filled with the
Spirit, an had the vision I am now describing.
Everything up to this point had already happened in time.
However,

everything recorded in the remaining houses had not yet
happened. It is significant to remember this president,
since it will be (according to the falling star and
darkened house #10) the 6th administration after Nixon
that will endure the beginning of judgment on America,
including the fall of that 10th president.
House 6 - Ford:
Nothing significant
House 7 - Carter:
Nothing significant
House 8 - Reagan:
A Major shift occurs in the time of this president. The
house sits on a corner lot, and the row of houses changes
direction TO THE RIGHT. It can be noted that the nations'
politics took a sharp turn to the right during the Reagan
administration. Rightly or wrongly, this shift
Undoubtedly was in the plan of God for the series of
events leading up to the last presidents and the fate of
the nation.
House 9 - Bush:
Nothing significant in this administration.
House 10 - Clinton:
It is this administration that is the main focus of the
vision of the night. Over the house was a very dark

cloud, so dark that it seemed like night. The cloud was
very low so as to almost touch the rooftop. There was
something very significant about the "back door" of this
house that may have some meaning. The lights were on in
the house and they stood out brightly in the darkness
created by the cloud. As I looked at this cloud hanging
low over the 10th house, I ;also saw an arch of 6 stars
in the sky to the west. The stars were of different
colors, and the last (sixth from Nixon) of them fell to
earth like a fig that was shaken loose from a limb. I
have taken this to mean that this administration will
preside over some very bad times in the USA, and that
this administration will "fall".

House 11 - President ???
In the yard of this house is a large weeping willow tree.
This tree represents mourning and sorrow. But under the
draping limbs of this tree are children playing.

House 12 - President ???
This is the last house that I saw in this vision of the
night. After this house was a dirt path that led toward a
collection of boulders arranged in a semi circle which
reminded me of a place where a trial was held and
judgment rendered. In another dream which took place
during the millennial age, I was standing among these
rocks looking at the ruins of a world rocked by the
tribulation. In the ruins of these Boulders I found a
witch doll. I knew immediately that one of the reasons
that the USA was judged was because she had gone after
the occult and witchcraft.

Across from the path after house #12 was a new row of
houses stretching off into the distance. These I believe
are the rulers of the land that Jesus will set up during
the millennium. In the vision of the night (after I saw
the star fall to the earth), I heard a voice say "Look to
the east". I began to turn and fully expected to see
Jesus coming in the clouds. As I turned I saw the clouds
part and I saw the blood moon and the dark sun. Both of
these are symbolic of judgment being levied on a nation
and the fall of a nation. I continued turning to the east
and saw the ancient army approaching from the east through
the yards of all the houses of the presidents. It was
then that I ran down to join this army in the yard of the
house of Nixon. This was 1971, the year I was saved.
Immediately the scene changed and I was in the middle of
a city in gray ruins. I saw a man emerge from what I
perceived to be a "temple fortress" who was dressed in a
diplomatic suit and carrying a briefcase. A voice said "He
claims to be God, but is of the devil". Then the dream ended.
Hold onto your hats, because the next dozen or so years
are going to be a roller coaster ride!!! (-C. Alan
Martin - 1997).

WINGS OF PROPHECY
BEFORE ALL HOPE IS GONE

http://youtu.be/v0qmLeMlRNE
PLAY - Glynda Linkous - Before All
Hope is Gone

http://youtu.be/PmOh0MwnwxY

PLAY - Bill Oreilly - Blow the Trumpet in
Zion - There's WAR

THE MABUS WARNING

http://www.tribulation-now.org/2011/05/05/the-mabus-warning/

Prophecy of Planetary Event Above
the Earth

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=G7W5rCpNi2M#t=71s
From the Throne of the Lord. This past night, the Lord spoke with me and in that
conversation the Lord, He lifted me up. He took me above the Earth, this past night and
He took me into the deep space. We crossed a section which was one stratosphere
and it is covered with cloud like substance that is another zone and then the Lord said,
"Look at the moons". I looked toward my right, I saw several moons. At one point I
thought they were planets because they were lit. On my right side..right deep into the
planets and the moons they went far and I saw them line up, as they lined up...the
moons, here above on this night...the Lord took me here above. And the way they were
lined up...here and here and here and here. (motioning)
Then the Lord spoke, He said, I shall now put a new moon here. That was now on my
left side. I saw the hand of Jehvoah place a new moon and He said, it shall soon be
discovered. What I am giving you today, you are soon going to see in your global news
telecasts. I saw the process of creation. The voice of the Lord said, "Let us now go, but
let us use another route". And we used a route in this direction, as we were now
coming back down to the Earth. And as we were going in this direction, He brought me
to an institution. It has a lobby area in that institution, I think a semi circle. And inside
that space, there were small booths, in those booths, there appeared to be computers
being used. Maybe doctoral students, astronomy, physics of the universe. I saw that

the booths were unkempt. A door opened, a type of door with interlocking fingers
(motioning) we came out and then I woke up.
Listen people, there is going to be a planetary event. Above, there is going to be a
wonderous sign and wonder above the Earth. Listen to me, nations of the Earth...the
Lord, He has spoken with me on this day, this 5th day of the month of August, 2012.
The Lord has spoken to me, He has spoken to me about a planetary event that is going
to take place, above the Earth. I see several planets and moons that are lining up in a
straight line. They are going to line up, it may not be a completely straight line...but
generally a straight line. Then there is going to be a discovery. The Lord has created a
new planet and a new moon and the scientists, the Lord is going to open their minds
now, to allow them to discover it. You will soon see it in your global news networks.
When you see the planetary event, then you shall know that the mouth of the Lord, He
has spoken and the Messiah, He is coming! For a glorious church! That these are the
signs and wonders that the prophet Joel talked about, that would visit the Earth and the
universe when he said that there will be signs and wonders in these days. In the sky,
even above the Earth. Today, may it be known that from the mouth of the Lord, He has
spoken. Shalom.

MAURICE SKLAR
DREAM MARCH 2014

(Note: Compare to TD Hale Nov 24 Dream)

Tribulation Dream:
The Angel of the Lord Over the
Statue of Liberty
This week I had a dream. It was a terribly frightening
dream. In it, I saw a huge angel standing suspended in the
air over New York harbor. It looked so large that it covered
the night sky. His body was clad in golden armor as if he
was going to war. His face and entire being were so bright
that I could not gaze up at him for long. White beams of
light seemed to radiate outward from him in all
directions. He was standing over the Statue of Liberty. It
was night, but I could hardly see the lights around him

coming from New York City as he blazed so brightly with
divine light.
He reached for his belt that was covered with a red sash
around his mid section, and drew out his sword. It was so
massive! It blazed with light and fire all around it. It looked
at least 100 feet long! I have never felt such fear when I
saw an angel before. I just knew this mighty warring spirit
had authority from the very throne of God. He had a grim
expression as he held this mighty sword over his head with
both hands. I could see that he was poised to hit the Statue
of Liberty and cleave it in two! I trembled and tried to hide,
but the angel was looking directly at me, and I knew there
was nowhere to go that he would not see me.
Then he spoke! His voice was like thunder and echoed
throughout the whole harbor. He said,
“How long will you refuse to humble yourself, O
America! You have been weighed in the balances of
God and found wanting. Your beginning was great and
noble, but your end shall be disgrace and destruction!
Thus saith the LORD of Heaven’s Armies, the LORD of
Hosts,

‘Time is running out. The bowls of My wrath are full of
My fury and judgment. They shall be poured out upon
you. You shall drink them down…to the dregs…every
drop! I have come to you day and night pleading with
you to return to Me for over one hundred years. I am
merciful and long suffering. It brings Me no joy to judge
you. But, you have hardened your hearts, scoffed at My
warnings through My prophets, and my holy servants. I
brought you from nothing and exalted you, O America,
higher than any other nation! But now you have fallen
lower than Sodom. You have sinned greater than
Egypt. You have become prouder than Babylon and
Persia. You have become more selfish than Rome. You
have exalted yourself in your own wisdom higher than
Greece. You have more idols and high places of
idolatry and luxury than any Gentile kingdom in
history. Your beginning was pure and great, butnow
the stench of your sin and filth fills My nostrils! I shall
cut you in pieces and you shall reap the harvests of
wrath from what you have sown! You shall no longer
be the Queen of nations. Now you shall bear your
shame and become the lowest of the heathen
nations! Now, as Agag, you shall be hacked in pieces!
O EARTH, EARTH, EARTH, HEAR YE THE WORD OF
THE LORD!”

Then, to my horror, that massive sword came smashing
down on Lady Liberty. When it hit the top of her head, there
was a blinding flash of light and that sword split her in two –
right down the middle! Then the sword came again and
again against her. It divided her in pieces. As the sword
would finish each strike, fires would burst forth. I heard
terrible explosions. The vision of the Statue ended with an
earthquake as it was hacked into pieces and sunk into the
harbor.
I was weeping and crying out to God for mercy. Never had I
seen this side of God before. I had only really known the
love and goodness of Him, never had I seen the Wrath of
the Almighty!
Then, as if I was watching from a zoomed-in close up…the
dream shifted and I started to zoom outward from New York
harbor and started traveling in the air over America. What I
saw was horror beyond anything I have ever seen! I saw
the United States seem to crack in two with a giant
earthquake – right down the middle! I saw the Southeastern
United States covered with a giant wave of water from the
ocean. I saw a massive earthquake that just seemed to
crack off the coast of California. It reminded me of a Saltine
cracker that just cracked in two! The great cities along the
West coast just fell into the ocean, all the way from Mexico

up to Alaska and giant waves flooded inland until much of
the West Coast just wasn’t there! It had disappeared into
the Pacific Ocean.
Then I saw three giant rocket missiles that took off into
the air. Two came from out of the ocean waters, and
one came from land and traveled a great distance. All
of them blew up in the air one, two, and THREE in the
upper atmosphere within five minutes of each other. It
was out near space. They were terrible nuclear bombs.
But the last one was the biggest and it created a huge
mushroom cloud over the Midwest part of America.
Then the ground shook and everything just went black.
There wasn’t any electric light coming out of any
homes. Then candles began to be lit and fires, and a
little light was seen. There were other nuclear explosions,
and many people perished throughout the nation. There
was just twisted metal and charred debris in cities that once
were tall and majestic.
There was widespread looting and gangs roaming about
everywhere with guns, stealing whatever food and supplies
they could find. Then I saw what looked like elite riot police
by the thousands go into communities and even cities, force
the people out of their homes, and brought into what looked
like concentration camps. Some, but not all of these “police

armies” had light blue helmets on. Hundreds of thousands
of people were arrested in this way. Many would not
“cooperate” and were just shot and left dead in their homes.
But, there were millions of hidden groups that escaped the
first wave of these terrible disasters. Revival broke out, and
great evangelists and prophets and apostles rose up and
began to preach to thousands out doors, and many were
saved and were born again. Miracles of provision,
multiplication of food and water, and astonishing healings
occurred. Millions of people cried out to God andhe heard
and answered.
I knew that this was not just happening in America, but the
Great Tribulation was upon them, and all over the world
these calamities were also taking place.
I saw multitudes of Tribulation saints refusing to renounce
Jesus as LORD. They were starving, many of them, but still
refused to take the stamp on their bodies so they could eat
and live. There was what looked like kiosks that were in
every little town. They advertised food and water, only if
you went inside them and took the electronic mark. Some
went in, bowed down to a holographic movie images of the
Antichrist and were branded in their hands and foreheads
with a electronic tattoo-like stamp. When they came out, if

they came out, they had a zombie-like look. Their minds
and souls were gone. It looked like they had a spiritual
lobotomy. Then these immediately joined the armies of
those police units, and were given weapons after they were
fed and drank and rested in the kiosk. They were like robots
doing the Antichrist’s bidding. I knew that they were lost
forever. But, quite a few did not make it out. They were
tortured mentally and physically inside the kiosk thing, but, if
they still refused the mark of the beast, there was a laser
that shot through their brain and heart, and sliced their
heads off. Then they were immediately incinerated.
Nothing but ashes remained. This was the most horrifying
of all. It made the Nazi death campslook like a picnic, it that
is possible. Millions of people were executed in this way via
computer systems automatically with such precision and
efficiency that I marveled that something like this was even
possible and could take place on such a large scale. The
technology was more advanced than I had ever seen.
Then, I was back looking at that terrible angel of the LORD,
and he said,
“Warn everyone! Flee from the wrath to come. Repent
and turn to Jesus while you still can. Pray that you may
escape these things that are shortly to happen, and to
stand in the Presence of the LORD. These things are

about to take place! Turn to God and cry out for mercy.
Come into the ark of Salvation before the doors of grace
close and it is too late!”
Blessings,

Maurice Sklar

MAURICE SKLAR (Follow Up)
21 EVENTS THAT
WILL HAPPEN
VERY SOON
Found Maurice's
revelation. https://www.facebook.com/mauricesklar/posts/10
203742727192947?stream_ref=10
21 Events that Will Happen Very Soon:
John 16:13-14
Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you
into all truth:for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever
he shall hear, that shall he speak:and HE WILL SHEW YOU
THINGS TO COME; he shall glorify me: for he shall receive of
mine, and shall shew it unto you.
The LORD spoke to me today AGAIN. So much is happening so
fast. As I am typing this, there is such urgency, that it is pouring
out of me faster than I can write. Oh! dear LORD, help me to be
accurate and faithful to your Word! AMEN.
I must write these down for you:

World War III (Pale Horse)

1. Israel is about to attack Iran. The whole world will become
even more anti-Semitic and despise Israel. Israel will succeed in
removing the nuclear threat almost completely, but there will
be war. Israel will be hurt, primarily from the rocket attacks.
This strike against Iran will provoke the neighboring Arab nations
and they will attempt to retaliate, which will then go nuclear.
War is coming!
(Agree: This is the start of the Fourth Seal Pale Horse and
World War III, and Ezek 38, 39, and Psalms 83 wars)

Financial Collapse (Black Horse)
2. The nations in the world, especially the west, will panic,
There will be a dramatic increase in the price of oil. This will
trigger financial disasters in Europe, America, and many nations.
The dollar will further dramatically lose its' value.
3. The Euro will suddenly just collapse. Then, the dollar will
follow. A new global currency will immediately take their place.
(Agree: This is the Third Seal global Financial Collapse)

Word War III (Continued)
4. Vladimir Putin is preparing the way for another leader to rise
in Russia. He will be the Magog of Ezekiel 38. But before this,
Putin will try to take over other nations that once were Satelite
nations of the former Soviet Union. He will be overthrown and
deposed, but will be replaced by a ruthless man who will try to
take over even the Middle East by sudden and rapid conquest.

Of course, according to Ezekiel 38-39, he, along with the nations
with him, his "hordes", will be defeated when he attacks Israel
from the north.
(Agree: This is a continuation of above)

The Rapture
5. The Rapture of the Bride will happen suddenly. This can come
at any moment now. It is not chronological with these
events...but, a mystery hid in God. HE CAN COME NOW AT ANY
MOMENT! Please make sure you are right with God!
(Kind of Agree: While this is basically true, through other
prophecies there are strong indications that the Bride will
endure the Fourth Seal and Sixth Seal "calamities" and amid
them will participate in the Harvest, receiving her "glory
light" Isaiah 60:1-5 and then be raptured)

Rise of the Antichrist
6. The whole world will collapse economically and a miraculous
leader will arise out of the Near East. He will be Satan
incarnate, but people will blindly follow him, thinking he is
actually the Messiah.
(Kind of Agree: Daniel 11:45 (attack on Syria) will be
completed, this attack will come from "He" who IS the
Antichrist, Obama. He will be brought to "an end" because
the USA will be destroyed by fire in one hour (Rev 18, Jer 51)
with tsunamis, earthquakes and finally a nuclear attack from
Russia. However Obama will escape, Lucifer will incarnate

into his "body" and he will go to Saudi Arabia (the Queen of
the South Matthew 24), and start his reign with the New
World Order establishing His Kingdom in Israel at the Al Aqsa
Mosque Temple Mount)
7. He will immediately establish some order, particularly in
europe, but it will be so bad that people all over the world will
be in a panic. They will just embrace anyone that seems to have
some answers...especially the man of perdition, who is
possessed by Satan himself and will be anointed with more
charm and charisma than any other world leader in all of
history. No one will be able to resist him, unless the Holy Spirit
supernaturally opposes and stops his deception on a person.
(Agree: However I believe this will in fact be Obama. Millions
of people, arguably billions of people across the earth,
particularly in the Muslim world already see Obama as the
Iman Mhadi or "Messiah". Obama is adored among many
already. His rise in this position will be a natural event
among all who see it (the unrighteous))

Final Harvest
8. God will release his end time Tribulation prophets,
evangelists, and apostles, who will demonstrate the authority of
God in the earth. They will preach the Gospel of Jesus, proclaim
judgments and calamities, and these will immediately follow.
Millions of souls will be saved, because of these men who
proclaim the gospel in fire and glory. Miracles will follow them.
Thousands will be raised from the dead, food and water and
provision will occur wherever they are preaching. Healing
miracles will be manifested that will arrest the entire world as
they watch on the television news, etc. The fear of the LORD

will be so great that they will call fire down even upon the
White House and Congress. I saw the Resolute Desk in the Oval
Office hit and cleaved in two down the middle. The entire
Government will fall on its' face and cry out to God for mercy.
He will answer and move in great Revival, not just in America,
but around the world.
(Kind of Agree: This is true, however the harvest will happen
amid the calamities of the Third and Sixth Seal (earthquakes,
tsunamis, and war, and the "three days of darkness" (the sun
turns black) in the Sixth Seal (Rev 6:12-14). The Bride will be
taken to Heaven AFTERWARDS and many of them will return
and take on new rolls as the "two witnesses" and the "144K"
continuing their harvest activities with the "Tribulation
saints")

Calamities (Third Seal, Fourth Seal)
9. Terrorists acts of terrible destruction shall begin to hit
throughout the world after the first of the four Blood moons in a
few weeks. Earthquakes and floods, fires, bombs, volcanic
activity, will greatly increase, particularly in the Moslem nations
and the ring of fire regions.
10. A word to the nations NOW! It is going to get really dark. We
haven't seen or even imagined the terrible calamities about to
come. The protective covering of grace will be removed and the
birth pangs will greatly increase over the next 18 months. with
each of theses heavenly signs, greater calamities will follow.
(Agree: Absolutely. The only thing is that these
manifestations of calamities WILL be part of the unraveling of
the Third and Fourth and Sixth Seals. As 1 Thess 5:9 says "We
are not appointed to WRATH; and "wrath" starts at Rev 6:17

"for the great day of His wrath has come and who is able to
stand")

Blood Moons
11. What do the blood moons signify in the heavens?
a) Wars coming in Israel to destroy it before the Jubilee of
Jerusalem.
b) the end of the times of the Gentiles - the age of Grace is
ending.
c) the beginning of Jacob's trouble...seven years Tribulation
d) The signals that the Day of the LORD is beginning.
(Kind of Agree: While there is the final seven years (Daniels
70th week, the first 3.5 of them are well in progress with
Obama as the Antichrist. I believe the Daniel 12 "1335" days
match up with the delay of the Bridegroom returning in
Mathew 25:5. This puts the start of the Great Tribulation
sometime in 2016 (after the blood moon events). There will
be no Third Solomons' Temple because Jesus said "An
adulterous generation seeks for a sign and none shall be given
it" (the only ones seeking for a sign are the "believers" so this
is the church looking for the Third Solomon's Temple clearly).
We are currently in the "sorrows" now and its going to get
way more sorrowful during the Third and Fourth Seal and the
Sixth Seal disasters etc.). The Day of the Lord is spoken of in
many places but particularly in Isaiah 13, and Joel 2, the
prophecy from Padre Pio about the three days of darkness,
had "evil angels" coming upon the earth just as these chapters
discuss. This does kick off the Great Tribulation (Jacobs
Trouble) which is 3.5 years not 7. Note that the Church of
Thyatira is CAST into "Great Tribulation" not "tribulation")

`12 There are four phases of the withdrawal of protection and
grace from the earth.
These four phases coincide directly with the four appearances of
the blood moons. There will be judgments during and after each
one as they appear...then there will be a respite of grace and a
harvest of souls after each one. The first one of these is coming
in a few weeks during Passover. Each of these four moons will
bring worse judgments upon the earth. Israel and the nations
will go into travail of the terrible darkness covering the earth.
13. The LORD gave me several indicators of exactly where we
are at in His timetable.
a) On the statue of the Gentile nations recorded in Daniel. We
are almost to the toes...Most of the feet of clay is now in place.
The mixture of clay and iron signify the erosion of authority and
leadership. The statue starts with Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon,
who was given more absolute authority of the Gentile empires
than any one. All the empires since had less power and authority
from then on. But, in the last almost 120 years, there has been a
collapse in leadership in all the nations...now we are well into
the feet of clay, which represents the very last of the rule of
the Roman Empire...it will be revived into 10 "toes", or regions
during the last seven years, led by the Antichrist. We are now at
the very edge of those toes on God's prophetic time clock.
14. b) the Horseman of Revelation chapter 5 will begin to ride these four blood moons are a warning of their approach! I pray
that they don't come exactly with each eclipse. But, the Holy
Spirit spoke to me that they are directly related and are
involved in their release upon earth.
1).The revealing of the Anitchrist bringing false peace. The
White Horse: At first he will not be recognized as evil by anyone

except to those filled with the Holy Spirit - the Tribulation
saints. The world will adore him, worship him fanatically, and
he will "conquer" at first with a bow and no arrow...flattery,
diplomacy, Mystery Babylon religion, etc. He will deceive nearly
everyone. This leader will emerge soon after the Rapture.
2). The Red Horse: Peace will be removed and war will be
unleashed on earth.
3) The Black Horse: Famine from confiscation of food and
resources: notice verse 6 - first it will be food regulated and
rationed by the Antichrist system: then, after that will come oil
and wine which is fuel, water, property and every essential
thing. EVERYTHING will be regulated...buying and selling will be
completely monitored when the 666 system is fully in place.
4) The Pale Horse: Death by war, starvation, and demonic
possession (verse 9b - by death and by the beasts of the
earth)...demons and evil spirits released that have the power to
kill, steal and destroy will be allowed to operate...BY THESE
MEANS, ONE QUARTER OF THE EARTH'S POPULATION WILL BE
DESTROYED ACCORDING TO THIS VERSE.
(Note: Obama is not this leader...he is what I would call a "minianti". He is possessed and operates in the same Antichrist spirit,
but he is NOT "the Big Cheese".)
The Antichrist cannot be revealed until the Bride of Messiah, the
overcoming church, is raptured. But he is alive now, I believe,
and ready to take his place in the right time.
15. There are evil angelic beings that are chained in hell. They
are about to be released upon the earth. These are not just
demons, they were once high ranking angels under Lucifer
before he fell from heaven. They are horrible beyond
understanding. They will bring such disasters and misery upon
those left on earth that you cannot begin to know...it will be

100 times worse than the worst horror movie you have ever
seen. They will bring torment, torture, and destruction upon
millions.
16. Hordes of demons will follow the command of these evil
angels. In the past 10 years, there has been a exponential rise in
the occult, false religions, satan worship, and witchcraft. This is
because "the great falling away" from God that has happened
progressively during the past nearly 120 years. Satan is raging
upon the earth even with the Bride's intercession and our
prayers restraining. He knows his time is short. When this final
restraint is removed, literally, all hell will break loose upon the
earth for seven years. There are already demons that have the
power on earth to appear in any form, perfect men and women
in beauty that cause the saints to fall into lust. The internet is
polluting the whole world. These demons actually manifest and
come out of computers and have sex and every depraved thing
with wicked people. Many "Christians" are in chains of bondage.
There are millions of children and babies being offered on the
altar of sex trafficking, abortion, perversion, satanic ritual
sacrifices, and even bestiality. The blood of the innocents is
crying out before the throne of God! This is fueled directly by
witchcraft. This is such an abomination that it hastens the Day
of the Wrath of God with every passing hour. If this is happening
now, "in a green tree, what will it be like when it is dry?!" Evil
abominations beyond what you can imagine will fill the earth,
after the rapture of the Bride...for then, ALL RESTRAINT OF EVIL
WILL BE REMOVED FOR SEVEN YEARS.
17. MEANWHILE IN HEAVEN...we shall join with the Old and New
Testament saints
of the past and present generations...the righteous dead shall
be raised first, then we shall meet the LORD in the air, and we
shall ever be with the LORD. Then we shall go to the Judgment
Seat of Messiah, and receive our rewards for what we did in our

lives on earth for Yeshua's Kingdom. What a time of rejoicing it
will be for those who forsook all and followed Him in obedience!
18. We shall - the Bride of our LORD - all gather together with
Yeshua in heaven to participate in the Marriage Supper of the
Lamb. It will be our wedding day! We shall be forever wed to
our Bridegroom King - Jesus!
19. We shall have seven years in heaven where we prepare to
rule and reign with Yeshua when he returns to earth.
20. At the end of this terrible time on earth, Jesus shall get
upon a white horse, and we shall ride heavenly horses also! We
shall follow behind Him as He returns to the earth to establish
His 1,000 year Kingdom. He shall destroy the armies gathered
together from all the nations in the valley of Megiddo in Israel,
with just a word from His mouth...the sword of Messiah's Word.
Like Martin Luther wrote in his famous hymn, "A Mighty Fortress
is Our God"..."One little Word will fell him (Satan and all evil.)
Praise the LORD!
21. We shall fight that last battle with Him. He will conquer all
evil and we will with Him also! Then Yeshua our Messiah, the
Son of David, shall take up His throne and rule and reign
forever! We shall rule and reign with Him.
May the LORD bless His prophetic Word.
By the way, this is all in the Bible...read it for yourself...
Are YOU ready to meet the LORD?
Luke 21:36
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to
stand before the Son of man.

Shalom!
Dr. Maurice H. Sklar
Monday, March 24, 2014

MAURICE SKLAR

June 28,
Warn of Financial Collapse

2014

"Warn America of the coming collapse of the dollar. When this
happens, all that you have taken for granted in life will suddenly
come to an end. You have never known such devastation. It will
come suddenly and spring upon you, O haughty nation, in a
moment. What will you do when there is no more water, food,
electricity, or fuel?!! Then you will cry to Me, and I will not hear
you, until you humble yourselves in holy repentance. There will be
riots, looting, martial law, rape, chaos, torture, and murder, as well
as imprisonment and disease, as all evil will descend upon you
suddenly. All because you refused to repent and turn back to me."
For more than 100 years I have come to you over and over,
pleading with you by My Spirit and through My servants and
prophets to repent of your sin and return to Me But now, your
house is left unto you desolate, for you have passed the point of
no return. Oh, United States of America, PREPARE TO MEET
THY GOD!"
"Warn the world of the coming war in the Middle East! For I am
about to judge and destroy the ancient enemies of My people
Israel. I am the Holy One of Israel. Now, Aha! I will arise and
judge the house of Esau and Edom. I will not tolerate their hatred
and savagery any longer. As it is written, in Psalm 83, and many
of My prophets have proclaimed in My Holy written Word, the set
time has arrived. It shall be held back no longer. I will destroy

Islam and smash its pillars and all of its dominion. It will stagger
as a drunken man, as it drinks My cup of fury down to the dregs. It
will fall down and vomit up it's filth up before all of creation, then it
shall fall into the pits of Hell and rise up no more. You shall
experience the fires of My wrath and the fullness of My cup of
indignation. You shall be forever humiliated before all of heaven,
the earth, the nations, and all the demons of hell. Ah! I will vent
My everlasting vengeance upon you, and settle the accounts for
all your sins and crimes in every generation against My people
Israel and My holy land. I am about to execute the vengeance of
the eternal covenant I made with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. As
you have cursed My people, it shall be done to YOU! Exactly as
you cursed and spoke again Zion and Israel, that shall be visited
back upon your heads! After this comes to pass, you, Israel, all
the nations, and indeed, all the earth shall know that I AM THE
LORD, YHWH, the Most High God of Israel!"
'How I weep for you, O America! How has the mighty nation of My
grace fallen! You will collapse and never regain your greatness
ever again. Yes, revival shall come after this, even a final
awakening, and indeed, because of the covenant I made with the
very first Americans, and the faithfulness of the saints that lived in
previous generations - I will keep you from perishing completely
from the earth. A remnant will continue into the Millenium. I will
spare many, in My depth of mercies, but your prosperity, idolatry,
ease, and pomp will descend with the lost into the depths of Hell."
"You shall no longer be called the Greatest Nation. The stench of
your sins, and the blood of the innocents is crying out and is
continually before My face. I will bear your whoredoms no longer!
Your hours and days are numbered. You have been weighed in
the balances of the Watchers, and, even as the writing came on
the wall by My Hand in the palace of Babylon, and interpreted by
My prophet and servant, Daniel, you have been weighed in the
balances and scales of the High Court of Heaven and are found

wanting. Prepare to meet Thy God in the wrath of My Holy fury
and judgment!"
"Who shall rescue you now? Will your idols of pleasure, pride,
perversion, power, and money? They are your gods now. Let
them deliver you! Who shall help you, O fallen queen of the last
days' nations? I will not hear your cries until you repent before Me
in wailing, sackcloth and ashes. When your entire government
falls on their faces in shame and cries out to Me with all their
hearts, then, and only then, will I respond. Woe, Woe, WOE to
thee, O Most wretched of men! How can you escape the
damnation of Hell?"
"A message to the Bride, My Holy Overcomers:
"I have seen your tears, I have heard your groans. I have been
suffering with you. Satan has come against you with all of his
malice and fury for the last ten years, as I have mercifully
extended the times, so that the nations could have every possible
opportunity to return back to Me during the final days of grace."
"Oh, America! How I have longed to spare you! But, you have
hardened your hearts, stiffened your necks, spit in My face, shook
your fists at Me, turned your backs to me, and ignored and
despised my prophets that I have sent to you - begging and
pleading with you to return to Me - that you may live and not die!
Your doom is meted out and sealed. You shall surely drink from
the cup of My wrath and reap what you have sown. You have
sown the wind and you shall reap the whirlwind."
"But, My Beloved Bride! You are faithful to Me! Still you watch and
pray in this Midnight Hour. Still you hold fast to My Name, My
blood, and My Holy written Word! All of heaven both weeps and
rejoices with you as they watch you and your purity and
steadfastedness. I have kept you. I have refined you as the finest

gold in the furnace of affliction, and because you have suffered
with Me, you shall sit on My throne and reign with Me forever and
ever. Amen." * see below
"I am shortening the days so that you, My Elect ones, will not
perish in the final deception that is coming upon the earth."
"I AM COMING FOR YOU! I am at the door waiting for the Word
from the Father, saying, COME! The heavenly shofar is in the
hands of My Archangel Gabriel and about to be lifted to his mouth
for the final BLAST that will call you home! Rejoice, My Beloved!
Look up, for your Redemption draweth nigh! I have prepared a
place for you! Soon I will meet you in the air and take you home!
My love burns for you, My Beloved! All of heaven is rejoicing to
receive you. All is now prepared. Hold fast that which you have,
that no man take your crown! Be ye holy as I am Holy! Keep your
hearts pure and keep your garments clean, that ye may be found
worthy to escape these calamities that are soon to flood the earth,
and to stand in triumph before Me! I am the Son of Man. I am the
Son of God. I am the Son of David. And, I am the soon coming
King of Glory! I Am the Heavenly Bridegroom awaiting our
Wedding and to feast together in joy and union with you."
"You are My predestined ones. You are My elect. You are My
chosen ones. I have called and chosen you from before the
foundations of the earth. You are the Crown of all My Desire!"
"AWAKE! AWAKE! AWAKE! HEAVENLY BRIDE!"
"Come out from Babylon, oh ye backsliders and sinners. Leave
the Laodicean false church and come out to Me in the wilderness
and join My Bride. Come outside the camp and bear the reproach
of carrying the Anointing! For My Bride has been cast out of the
lukewarm, reprobate churches that refuse to let Me in."
"I am standing at the doors knocking still, but not for much longer!

I have come to you with this word now, pleading with you to
repent and fully surrender to Me. Forsake all others and FOLLOW
ME! Forsake the love of this world which will soon pass away.
Purify your hearts. Be washed in My Blood and cleansed of every
spot and wrinkle. Be daily washed in the water of My Word, the
Bible. Pray and cry out to the Father to have mercy upon you and
to spare you. Forsake your idols while there is still a sliver of time
left, and run with all your might toward Me!Come in to the Ark of
Safety while there is still time!"

"The checkered flag is now being waved!
The final lap is HERE! The race is almost
over, My dearly Beloved. Win your race for
Me and receive your eternal Prize! Heaven is
ready to receive you. Soon You shall be
Home with Me forever."
"No more crying! No more sorrows! No
more pain! No more death!"
"I am Yeshua the Messiah! I AM your All in
All!"
"O Earth, Earth, Earth, Hear ye the Word of the
LORD!"
As received and given by the Holy Spirit to Dr.
Maurice Sklar on Saturday evening, June 28,
2014 at 10:27pm PST.

GOD'S WARNING TO THE CHURCH &
AMERICA
(Robert Foreman)
GOD’S WARNING TO THE CHURCH AND
AMERICA:TROUBLE IS COMING, AGAIN I SAY,
TROUBLE IS COMING, AND YET, MANY OF MY
PEOPLE CALLED BY MY NAME ARE UNABLE TO
HEAR MY VOICE.
Trouble Is Coming, Again I Say, Trouble Is Coming, And Yet,
Many Of My People Called By My Name Are Unable To Hear My
Voice.
I Said My Sheep Hear My Voice, But Only If They Stay Close To
Their Shepherd. Many Have Strayed Away And Their Sin Has
Separated Them From Me. Draw Near To Me, And I Will Draw
Near To You. So Many Of My Children Are Vexed With The
Ways Of The World, Just Like Lot And His Wife, Their Ears Have
Become Dull Of Hearing. Separate Yourselves Now From Their
Ways. Turn Off Your Television Sets And Stop Listening To
Them And Come To Me With Fasting, Prayer And Repentance
For The Day Is Evil And Time Is Short. There In The Secret
Place I Will Speak To You.
Now Take Heed And Hear What I Have To Say. Trouble Is
Coming To This Land, And To All Who Dwell In It. A Sword Of
War And Destruction Is At The Door.

Know Ye Now That I Will Allow This To Happen…
I Am Just, Righteous And Holy. I Take No Pleasure In This, But
America Is Leaving Me No Choice. Enough With Her Rebellion,
Lying, Enough With Her Blaspheming My Name. Enough With
Her Killing The Pure And Innocent, Enough With Her Killing My
People All Over The World.
I Will Wipe The Proud Look Off Her Face. I Will Utterly
Destroy Their Idols And Tear Down Their Unholy
Temples.
I Have Pleaded, And Pleaded, And Warned, And Warned, And
Pleaded Again, For America To Repent And To Come Back To
Her Roots, But She Would Not Hear It, And So It Is, Those That
Hate Me Love Death.
Yes, America Will Fall, And When Her Judgment Is Finished She
Will Be No More. Never To Rise Again.
But As For My People, Who Will Take Heed To My Warning,
Don’t Walk But Run Into The Secret Place Of The Most High
And Abide In The Shadow Of Your God. On Your Knees Cry Out
To Me, Seek After Me Before Trouble Comes, And I Will Receive
You And Protect You And Lead You And Shield You Even As
Daniel In The Lions Den. Those That Abide In Me, I Will
Become Their Water, Their Food, Their Shelter And Their High
Tower.

Yes, I Will Prepare A Table Before You In The Very Presence Of
Your Enemies. Those That Will Not Hear My Warning Will Be
Trodden Under Foot By Those That Hate Me, And They Shall
Perish.
Know This, I Warn And Rebuke Those That I Love. And Though
You Walk Through The Valley Of The Shadow Of Death, You
Have No Need To Fear, For I Am With You, And I Will Never
Leave You Nor Forsake You For I Love You. And Who Is It That
Can Take You Out Of My Hand?
But As For The Wicked, They Have No Protection But Only To
Be Plucked Up And Cast Into The Fire. So Repent And Walk
Holy Before Me, And I Will Show You My Salvation… Given To
Robert Foreman 3/19/2014
Mar 20, 2014

Urgent Warning Collapse is Coming

http://youtu.be/E-GyxwL1OqY

NITA JOHNSON WARNING:

Critical Warning
By Nita Johnson : May 17, 2013
CRITICAL WARNING
By

Nita Johnson

Seattle

This is not going to be an easy message, but it is an important one. God does nothing without telling His
prophets, so that His prophets will tell His people. (Amos 3:7) It is so important to Him that you know
and understand what He is doing. Nothing happens in the earth unless somehow His Spirit is in it. God
makes decisions, and for our part, we listen and obey.

Years ago, while ministering in Singapore, I was worshiping the Lord in a service when suddenly, I found
myself in heaven. I stood, unescorted, in a corridor. I wondered why I was there. Before long, the angel
of the Lord came. He said, “You are here to learn something about heaven and about God's government.
Watch!”

Then I saw the elders of heaven. They walked down this same corridor toward me. I stood next to a
doorway to a room that had three levels of benches resembling marble like bleacher seats lining the
walls,. The bleachers went around the circumference of the room so that the middle of the floor was

open. The elders walked past me as though they did not even see me. One by one, they filed into this
room and took a seat. I cannot say that I have met many non-Biblical saints in heaven, but I have been
privileged to have met many of these Biblical elders in heaven. So I recognized them as they walked by
me. I thought, as we neared the end of the line, “Gee, I wonder what they're all doing.” Then the last
one finally filed in.

After a few minutes, the Lord Himself entered the room. He stood at a podium at the head of the room.
He asked all of the elders, “Did you study the material I gave you?” You may be surprised to hear that
there is study in heaven! All of them responded with, “Yes!” He said, “Alright. Then we have a decision
we must make about Iraq. So I'm going to look at each of you and, one by one, I want you to tell me
your decision.” The material that they had been given to read, incidentally, was regarding whether or not
it was time to judge Iraq by war. That was the decision they had to make. Decisions like that are first
made in heaven and then transported into the hearts of the people on earth who have to implement
them.

One by one, they voted. Every single one of them answered, “It is time.” After the last person gave his
vote, the Lord said, “It shall be!” We began bombing Iraq that very morning. Remember, I was
ministering in Singapore at the time. I was not paying attention to the news and knew nothing about
what was happening in the Middle East. This experience was given to me so that God could help you
understand that He is involved in the affairs of man.

He is also involved in the affairs of nations, and America is one nation that is very important to Him. For
many years, we have been holding international prayer meetings for America many times a year. We call
them “The Gatherings of the Eagles,” “GOE’s,” or simply, “Gatherings.” The Lord gathers together people
who love to pray and who like to look at the things that are of concern to His heart. It is one thing to
pray about your family, home, friends, and all of the items on your prayer list which are important to
your heart. You wonder, “Boy, when is God ever going to answer my prayers?” It is one thing to do that.
But it is quite another thing to go into the prayer closet and know that everything you are praying about
today are the most important matters on His heart, and that you are actually interceding in such a way as
to bring comfort to the heart of the Lord. To me, it is an amazing thing that a human being can comfort
the great heart of God. So, that is what we do. We prepare with much prayer. Then we come together,
and we pray only about those things over which He directs us to pray.. From the first Gathering we held
some fourteen years ago, until the present, we pray only about the issues that concern His heart
regarding America.

We did not even know why He wanted these Gatherings in the beginning. The Lord visited me, and He
simply said, “You either do this, Nita, or America is going to see war with no revival.” With an ultimatum
like that, what are you going to do? I said, “Uh, no, Lord. I am sorry I can't do that. I cannot carry that
kind of heavy responsibility.” He replied, “I haven't created anyone else to do it. It's on your lap.” So,
needless to say, we are doing it, as commanded!

Here we are, after so many years of prayer. We are nearing a point in time where we will go through a
very difficult season. It is partially because God wants to shake the bugs out of the nest, partially
because the Church needs a little readjustment, and partially because America needs a little spanking.
This spanking is not because of His wrath. God is not standing in heaven, yelling and screaming with His
wind blowing hard against America, in order to see just how much we can take. That is not the heart of
God. Those things which are coming are for the purpose of preparing us for His glory, that we would
become a sort of dwelling place for God. His glory shall be here in our midst. He wants to do something
with America that will vindicate His decision for creating this nation in the first place. This difficult season
will bring forth the purpose and plan of the Father. He is wrapping up the discipline with a final heavy
dose, you might say, and beginning to rebuild our nation in the midst of it. The Prophet cried out, “In the
midst of the years make known!” (Hab. 3:2) In a time of great discipline make known your mercy.

Right now, America is like an untrained, undisciplined horse. Have you ever seen a herd of wild horses
running free over the hills and down through the valleys? Do you like the look of dominion and freedom it
bears? I love it! I think it is one of the most beautiful scenes in nature. As beautiful as it is, however, the
horses are not fulfilling their highest and best purpose for which they were created when they are
running free, untamed and untrained. They are not yet productive, only majestically beautiful. America is
like that. The Lord God has a great purpose for us, but left untrained, we will never accomplish it.

We Christians must view the situation realizing that what God is about to bring us through, He is doing
out of His love. It is like a father who knows that his teenage son has just gone a little bit too far, and it
is time for discipline. The father disciplines, not out of anger, spite, or ill will, but out of love for his son.
God lovingly disciplines us the same way, except with much greater love. He disciplines us that we might
be sharers of His holiness. (Heb. 12:10)

Recently, I shared with you a series of prophetic revelations in “Prophetic Insight: 2013 and Beyond.”
This is not part two of that message; I will share part two with you at another time. This message is
about an entirely different set of revelations. It is about three dreams and a vision that I have had over
the last ten days or so. They are very important for you to know about because you belong to Him and
because you are a person of prayer. I am so thankful that so many of the people who walk with us really
love to pray. God is going to invite you into His mission. He is going to invite you to the table of prayer
on His behalf so that He can bring forth His own desires for America. He wants to bring the people of
America through to that ultimate end. Please receive this message on that basis.

Isaiah 8:11-14 Amp. For the Lord spoke thus to me with His strong hand [upon me], and warned and
instructed me not to walk in the way of this people, saying, Do
not call conspiracy [or hard, or holy] all that this people will call conspiracy [or
hard, or holy]; neither be in fear of what they fear, nor [make others afraid and]
in dread. The Lord of hosts—regard Him as holy and honor His holy name [by

regarding Him as your only hope of safety], and let Him be your fear and
let Him be your dread [lest you offend Him by your fear of man and distrust
of Him]. And He shall be a sanctuary [a sacred and indestructible asylum to
those who reverently fear and trust in Him]; but He shall be a Stone of stumbling
and a Rock of offense to both the houses of Israel, a trap and a snare to
the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

When the Lord begins to outline His plans and purposes for the future, and those things seem to be
difficult or frightening, it is to prepare you. I remember when an angel, riding a huge, white warhorse,
visited me. He shared with me that there was coming a season of “treacherous days.” I describe this
visitation in my book, Prepare for the Winds of Change. This angel was many times my size. The horse
alone was the size of a house that you would find in a typical middle class neighborhood, so you can
imagine how big the angel was. His voice trumpeted. It was a frightening situation. One of the things
that he said was, “The days that are coming are treacherous times.” I remember thinking, “Oh my. This
isn't some prophet coming and speaking to me from the eyes or perspective of man. This is an angel
coming and giving his words from the throne of God, and He is calling the days ahead treacherous
times.” Those were not man's words, but God's words.

The days will be treacherous! They will be difficult, confusing, and chaotic. Your faith will be tested. Why
is it important that you know this? It is like Jesus telling his disciples about the cross He was about to
bear and the trouble that lay ahead. He told them in advance so that when they were in the midst of the
suffering, sorrow, confusion, and chaos, they would remember and find comfort in His words. So as God
speaks to His Church today, telling us that there is coming a very trying time, it is so that you will be
comforted when it happens. He knew what was going to happen before it ever transpired. Out of His
great love for us, He tried to prepare us.

About thirty years ago, the Lord gave me a vision that desperately shook me. That is the only way I know
how to describe it. In this vision, I was standing in a house that was old, rickety, and poorly maintained.
It was a house that I had run into for safety. I thought I would find rest there. However, through the
window I noticed that a huge tornado was ripping across the landscape, and cutting a direct path straight
toward this house. In desperation, I quickly considered my options for surviving the tornado. I decided,
“Maybe what I should do is try to hold up the walls.” So I went over to the wall and pushed on it, trying
to support it against the wind.. The wind, however, was getting so strong I soon realized the house was
going to topple despite my best efforts, and I found a place to hide.

When the vision was over, I was shaken. I said to the Lord, “This is frightening. What are You trying to
tell me? Help me understand.” He answered, “There is a storm that is coming. Your house is not ready

for it. You need to rethink how you see the Scripture, and prepare your house for the storm before it
hits.”

The Scripture talks about building your house upon the sand or conversely building your house upon a
rock. (Mt 7:24-27) A non-Christian cannot build his house upon the Rock, but a Christian can build his
house upon the sand. If you open the Bible to Matthew 5, 6, and 7, Jesus clearly identified for us how to
build your house upon the Rock. He clearly said to us, “If you do not do what I say, then you are building
your house on the sand, and your house will collapse when the storm comes.” (Mt 7:26-27) It is not
enough to know, love, or even memorize what He said in Matthew 5, 6, and 7. You must come to a place
of letting Matthew 5, 6, and 7 cut through your heart like a sword, dividing asunder between soul and
spirit, revealing to you the difference between where you live in conjunction with the Word, and what the
Word requires of you.

As an example; “Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled.”
(Mt 5:6) What does it mean to hunger and thirst after righteousness? It means that you must come to a
place of hating your own goodness and despising your own righteousness with a perfect hatred. Paul
said, “And that I may [actually] be found and known as in Him, not having any [self-achieved]
righteousness that can be called my own.” (Phil 3:9a Amp.) When the rich man came up to the Lord
Jesus Christ, he said, “Good master.” Jesus said, “Why do you call me good? There is none good but
One, that is, God.” (Mark 10:17,18) Our righteousness—our own personal works of doing and thinking
right, which are the fruits of the soul—are as filthy rags to the Lord. (Is 64:6) We will never come to a
place of hungering and thirsting after His righteousness until we have come to hate our own. Until we
have learned to hate our own righteousness, our house is not yet built upon a rock. Your house is built
upon the weak and shaking sand of self, even though you are a Christian.

“Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.” (Mt 5:5) If you have self-love, you do not have
meekness. If you are one that seeks to control friends, family, and situations, rather than riding them out
in the spirit of goodness, gentleness, and meekness, then your house is not built upon the Rock. It is
built upon the weak and shaking sand of self. Do you see where I am going? Study Matthew 5, 6, and 7
diligently. Let your heart hear the truth of those chapters. Let it convict you of where you lack. In every
area that you do not align your heart with this Word, your house rests upon weak and shaking sand.
When the storm comes, and the wind beats against the house, it will fall.

The Lord first tells us what is coming. If it is a difficult thing, He searches out His prophets, through
whom He will warn His people. We know in the natural what we must do to prepare for a storm, but
there is also something that we must do in the inner man to prepare. That is really what He is after. You
might say, “With all of the things that you share in this message, I'm not sure that I can prepare in time.”
But if you will prepare your heart, God will take care of the rest. That is what I want you to know.

Dream: The Obama Freeze

I am going to share with you two dreams that I had. Both of these dreams were about Obama, America,
the intercessors, and the Church. I cannot remember the details of the first dream except for one thing.
A man said, “The Obama freeze is coming.” That may not initially mean a lot to us. However, consider
what happened in Greece with the people's finances. Consider what you see on the internet every day
with regards to what may happen with our economy. Some will even go so far as to tell you what may
happen when the economy crashes. One of the things to consider is that when the economy falls, they
are going to do something to prevent a national rush on the banks; they will freeze the funds. You may
have prepared financially for the storm that is coming. However, if you did not take the extra step to hold
gold and silver in your hands, what will you do when the crash comes and you cannot access your bank
account? What are you going to do? You must prepare for this eventuality. How long the money will be
frozen, I do not know. It will not be long. However, there is a fairly good chance that when it is thawed
out, it is not going to be there at all, at least in the conventional way. So just making sure that you have
money in your account is not the answer. There is coming a situation similar to, though not exactly the
same as, what we saw happen recently with Cyprus. You need to prayerfully consider what God wants
you to do to prepare for such an eventuality.

I contacted my friend and colleague Fred, and I shared with him about this dream. He wrote back, telling
me what the Lord told him it meant. The Lord shared with him that the Obama freeze in my dream
represents the freezing of your funds. You need to keep an eye on your bank account and pay close
attention. I am going to share with you some additional things. I looked into several different sources
while trying to fully understand what the Lord was showing me, so that we are not all living with just
Nita's interpretation of things. In a moment I want to share with you what I learned through others who
know what they are doing for the sake of confirming His word to me.

Secondly, “The Obama Freeze,” refers to Obama putting a freeze on some areas of government
spending. This will be striking in its dimension. Finally the “The Obama Freeze” will encompass a
temporary freeze on wages.

Dream: Obama says, “A crisis is coming.”

After the dream about the “Obama Freeze” ended, I awoke and lay praying for quite some time.
Eventually I fell back to sleep, and had another dream. In this second dream, I was attending an Obama
Press Meeting. President Obama tried to tell the nation that a terrible crisis was about to come and the
nation needed to prepare. He did not tell them exactly what the crisis would be, but he did attempt to
allude to it with somewhat veiled words.

When he was finished speaking, I got up and left the room. I went walking down a corridor when
President Obama approached, walking toward me. I went up to him, and said to him, “The prophetic
intercessors have been praying for you.” He answered, “Listen. A crisis is coming. In fact, it has already
begun. There is nothing I can do about it. I tried. I'm asking you to believe that. I tried, but I could not
stop it. This thing was taken out of my hands.” He continued, “Please tell the intercessors not to hate me.
Pray for me. I really have tried to stop what is coming, but I couldn't. They wouldn't let me. Please don't
hate me. Please tell them to pray for me. He continued: It is the Elite that have taken control. The reason
this cannot be stopped is because they want to reorganize Europe, and the only method available to
them to accomplish their goals is going to cause suffering throughout the world. It is also going to
terribly affect America. It has to. This thing cannot be stopped because it must happen.” When he said
that it must happen, suddenly, I knew the Lord Himself was speaking through Obama. This is something
that has to happen. It is about a worldwide economic crash.

In the Gatherings, we have prayed over the economy for many years. We have seen God set back the
economic crash, time and time again. Every time the Elite set a date for it to happen, we prayed and the
Lord intervened. He has done it repeatedly. But we have come to a time now that if it can be delayed at
all, it is not going to get set back much more. This crash must happen. The Elite want to restructure or
reorganize Europe, and they want to bring in their own currency, which is a different currency from what
we are dealing with right now. The United States currency is really based on oil. We now function off of a
fiat currency, but they want to bring in a gold-backed currency. It will be a world currency as well. It has
to happen. That means we are going to go through the 1930s all over again. It is not going to be easy,
but it will be as hard as it will be, based on our preparedness.

When this crash comes, I saw homes that were worth millions - depending upon location, they might
have been worth one to three million dollars. They were beautifully decorated, well-appointed, and wellbuilt homes. These former million dollar homes were selling on the market for $200,000. Now that is a
drop! I thought, while walking through one of them, “Wow! This house would make a great house to
open up for kids who have been forced onto the street because their parents couldn't afford to feed
them.” I told the realtor, “This house is really only $200,000? We could buy this house for the
unfortunate street kids.” This is what the crash brought us to. It was a huge deterioration of an economy.

Obama said in the dream, “I tried to stop it.” When I shared this with one person, he said, “When God
shows you things like this, it seems like it always ends up being right. However, Obama—sorry? I'm
having a little bit of a hard time with that.” I replied, “Not only was Obama saying how sorry he was, but,
I saw sorrow and grief in his eyes. I saw hurt, pain, and desperation.” He comes across as a very
arrogant man, self-centered, narcissistic, who does not really care about what happens to America. Most
Christians can barely stand to look at him because of his attitude. However, the Bible talks about the
hard, unfeeling look of guilt in Proverbs 21:29. I think we see that look a lot in Obama. He does have
some of the personality characteristics that we think he has, but I want to tell you that deep in his heart,
he really does not want to see what is coming. He may look like a man who cares not, but he does care.

As destiny would have it, President Obama is at the head of this country at a time when he is going to be
drinking the floods of human sorrow. He is apparently going to be the man at the helm who will be
responsible for putting this country back together once again when the initial crash is over. He is not a
strong born-again Christian. He has confessed many times that he is Muslim. He has also confessed many
times that he is a Christian, so he might be a little confused. Nevertheless, in the level of grace he is
walking in, he will not have sufficient wisdom to know what to do, unless the intercessors are praying for
him. If we are praying for God to give him wisdom and grace, praying that he will walk with Christ,
praying that God will redeem his soul and redeem all of these terrible circumstances, and praying that
God will save him and his family, then it is very possible he can walk us through this crisis in the wisdom
of God.

You may have joined us in prayer when we prayed for Obama just before the election last fall. That
particular night, Jesus actually opened the threshold of heaven. I led prayer by listening to Him and
watching Him pray. He was kneeling in prayer at some kind of altar before the throne of the Father, but
He would, from time to time, stand up and turn around, look at me, and instruct me in how to pray next.
We prayed for Obama that entire night literally line upon line under the instruction of the Lord Jesus
Himself. He wept. He travailed. There was not one judgmental word that came from His mouth. Out of
His lips came only words of love and care. He shared with me things that happened in Obama's childhood
that created the wounded man that he is today, and his need for healing. So we prayed for that. It was
a very powerful night in intercession. How many of you were here that night? I see, many of you!

So when I think about Obama, I always think about how Jesus prays for him, and the kinds of prayers He
prays. His prayers are full of love, care, and compassion. While most of the Church would care less if he
were to pass to his eternity, Jesus cares about whether or not this man can lead this country. He wants
to see him healed of the things that hinder and the things that give him a perverted vision. He wants to
strengthen his back in righteousness. He wants to bring clarity to his spiritual vision and to his practical
vision. He wants to help him lead this country into a place where we will come through the storm and
fulfill God's destiny. However, that is not where we will be headed if we do not pray for him. We are
headed for hard times that are much harder than God wants them to be.

I want you to think about the great depression in the 1930s and about what happened in Cyprus. In
preparing for this message, among other things, I watched the video New Signs of the Elite by Lindsey
Williams. Lindsey talked about what really happened in Cyprus. He revealed that the Elite brought about
all of what we saw—but for a different reason than we were told. What really happened in Cyprus was
not about repayment of their national debt. Cyprus was a money laundering country for, not the Elite,
but for the very wealthy. Heads of large corporations, some bankers, mafia members, and others used
Cyprian banks to launder money obtained through evil transactions such as sales of illicit drugs,
contraband, or theft. What the Elite really wanted was the offshore bank accounts of these very wealthy
who had made their money in corruption. The Elite sought to wipe these accounts clean. In this case the
Elite did not accomplish all they desired. God moved on men to intervene before the worst could play
out.

The Elite are going to go to country after country and do a similar thing. They are going to rape the bank
accounts of these offshore banks and level the financial playing field of, not the Elite, but of the very

wealthy. Lindsey said to watch countries like New Zealand, Japan, Canada, the Cayman Islands, Dubai,
and Switzerland. We will see country after country go through a rupture like we saw in Cyprus. They will
not do it the same way, according to Lindsey, but they will have the same results when they are done.
People will lose whatever money they have in these offshore bank accounts which are used to avoid
paying taxes to their own governments. In the meantime, the countries will go through the monumental
shaking of economic earthquakes. This is all going to happen before America will be touched, according
to the Elite. I can promise you, if they are going to do this in country after country, it will affect the world
as a whole. When they get back around to America, it will send a mega eruption throughout the entire
world economy. The end result will force the people and the governments of the world into massive debt.

For twenty-five years, I have been telling the Church to get out of debt. Do not buy anything on credit.
Get every bit of debt you have paid off, and then borrow no more. I have been speaking about this for
twenty-five years because the Lord started telling me about it thirty years ago. Our ministry is run debtfree. It is because for thirty years, I have lived with the knowledge that we were going to have an
economic earthquake in this nation, and I did not want our ministry brought down through it. If we
cannot afford to buy something, we do not buy it. So the way I live is the way I am instructing you to
live. Get out of debt. Get rid of anything you own that is secured by debt. People say to me, “But, how do
you buy a car without a loan?” My response is that you save your money, and then you buy what you can
afford to buy without debt. If you can get your house sold and buy a cheaper house so that you do not
have to have debt to secure that house, that would be amazing wisdom. Do whatever you have to do to
get out of debt.

When this economic earthquake happens, the Federal Reserve will call their loans. By that time, it is likely
that most housing in America will be backed by a Federal Reserve note. They will call their loans, and if
you cannot pay your loan, you will lose your house. Now they may turn around and rent it to you. They
do not need a nation full of empty houses while the people are in the street. Yet, look at what you have
lost. You have lost years of equity and hard labor to maintain your home. If you can get the house paid
off, pay it off. Then they cannot touch it. If you cannot pay it off, then seriously consider downsizing.

They are thinking right now that they are going to bring us to a climax of this economic earthquake
around the end of 2014, or possibly in early 2015. The Lord showed me that through our intercession
things are going on under the cover of the media that continues to delay their plans. Towards the end of
this year, continuing through next year, they are talking about bringing the nation into what they call
hyper-inflation. This means that everything you buy, even down to a cup of coffee, is very expensive. I
think Alex Jones talks about taking your wheelbarrow full of money to get a tank of gas. It will not be
easy. Be prayerful! Be very careful with your money, and do not buy things you do not need. I am not
saying not to buy food, but do not buy frivolously. Only take care of your needs, and then pray and ask
God what He wants you to do with the rest of it. Get on the internet and do some research. Find out
about how to prepare yourself for the days ahead. There are those who are writing books so that even
the common person who is not wealthy can know what to do to prepare himself for the days ahead.
Please be responsible for your life. Prepare yourself for what is coming so that you are not taken by
surprise. You do not want to be caught like the proverbial ostrich with his head in the sand, who thinks
no one can see him because he cannot see them. Instead, find out what to do and then do it.

When the crash occurs, there will not be any new bailouts, such as the QE1, QE2, and so forth. We will
not see anything like that because when the crash occurs, they are going to take us from the old system
into the new system that will ultimately lead much of the world into the New World Order system. The
whole world will be going into this new system.

Further, they want to destroy the United States Constitution because they want to bring a single world
constitution into all the nations. So how are you going to pray about these things? They want to destroy
our government because they want it turned over to a one world government. They want to destroy our
courts because they want to turn our judicial system over to a world judicial system. They want to
destroy our economy because they want us to be brought into a world economic system.

As we are standing at the cliff looking at their plans to destroy this nation, I want you to know that God
has another plan and purpose.

Jeremiah 18:7 Amp. At one time I will suddenly speak concerning a nation or kingdom, that I will pluck
up and break down and destroy it; And if [the people of] that nation concerning which I have spoken
turn from their evil, I will relent and reverse My decision concerning the evil that I thought to do to them.
At another time I will suddenly speak concerning a nation or kingdom, that I will build up and plant it;
And if they do evil in My sight, obeying not My voice, then I will regret and reverse My decision
concerning the good with which I said I would benefit them.

There is a great evil that is planned against America. We do not talk a lot about that in our services
because we are praying for just the opposite. Yet, I have been very faithful to you to let you know that
the crisis is coming. I have not led you to believe that we are not going to go through a storm. I have
repeatedly told you that the storm is coming, but the severity of it is dependent upon our intercession.

If you were to take your little boy or girl to the doctor because the child was very ill, and the doctor said
to you, “Look, your child has cancer, and the child needs surgery.” If your doctor happens to be a
Christian, and he says, “However, though it would be a very invasive surgery, and though we're going to
uncover a great deal of cancer, it does not have to be as bad as it seems it will be—if you will pray. God
will intervene for your cancer ridden child if you will pray.” Would you spend nights awake praying for
your child? Of course you would. God is saying, “If you will pray for your nation, which in My eyes is filled
with cancer, I will intervene. My ears are open. I am ready to hear your prayer. I am ready to touch you,
to touch your nation, and even to deliver your nation both from the judgments that it has brought itself
into and from the plans and the schemes of the evil one.”

My dear friend, please listen to me. Prayer can shake this nation right out of the plans of the Illuminati. I
do not care what anyone says. I get the prophetic words too from so-called prophets who say that God is
fed up with this nation, and that He is judging this nation. They say that this nation is going to fall, and it

is never going to be a great nation again. I get very offended by these words. What I would say to the
people giving words like this is, first, you call yourself a prophet, but you are so immature you do not
really know the heart of God. Secondly, you are sending out these horrific words to the Church, scaring
people half to death, and convincing the Church that they do not need to pray for America because God
is through with her. So you are stifling the prayers of the saints. God has shown you a difficulty, maybe. I
am not even sure your vision is right, but let's say that it is. You are teaching the Church to succumb to
the works of the enemy instead of overcoming by believing God for His works. I get very frustrated and
upset, but it is because I feel so protective of the Church. I also feel so protective of this nation for which
we have been interceding for the past fourteen years.

We are going to go through hard and pressing times, but they are designed to bring us into the power of
God. If we do not go through the hard times, we will not know the power. Without the hard times, we
will not, as a nation know the intimacy and the beauty of Christ. Nor will we ever know our destiny, let
alone meet it. So the hard times must come. I have said it all along. Our purpose is to bring us through
the hard times and into the destiny for which God has created us.

People loved to pray until Obama was re-elected. Then people all over this nation quit praying. I think it
was because they thought God was not interested in hearing our prayers. They thought, “What's the
use? We prayed and prayed, and he was re-elected.” He was re-elected through corruption, but he is still
standing in the office that God must use to bring this nation through. As long as he is there, as
intercessors, we must pray for him. In the dream, when Obama said to me, “Tell the people not to hate
me,” he said it two or three times. He said, “Please tell them to pray for me.” He does not want you to
hate him. He looks like he does not care, but he, in his heart of hearts, really does care.

Obama has had to do many things in office that really were not his will. I knew that about Clinton and
Bush, and now I know it about Obama. There are many things he would not have done if he could have
stopped them. Some people who are Christians say that is not true, and that he can choose not to do
anything he does not want to do. However, what if there is a group of men who are telling you they are
going to kill your child if you do not do what they tell you to do? Believe me, if they are issuing those
kinds of threats to him, and it would not surprise me if they are, they would do it. In this way, they are
not threats; they are promises. Furthermore, we do not know what the puppet strings are, what they
look like, and how deeply they are anchored in his soul. All I know is that Obama has been forced to do
things he does not want to do. Somehow, he needs you to understand that, and he needs you to pray for
his freedom to lead. Pray for his freedom to bring this country out of the plans of the Elite.

In a vision given to one of Fred’s dear friends, the Lord showed America sinking into what looked like a
pit of quicksand. Suddenly, a man's hand came down from heaven and pulled America up in the very
center of the country where she was sinking. The man's hand established and stabilized America. That is
His plan, but we are going to do some sinking first. Let's look at Isaiah 10:27. This is a promise from the
Lord.

Isaiah 10:27 Amp. And it shall be in that day that the burden of [the Assyrian] shall depart from your
shoulders, and his yoke from your neck.

Isaiah 10:27b KJV And the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing.

Then look at verses 32 and 34. In this passage, the Daughter of Zion is the Church.

Isaiah 10:32,34 Amp. This very day [the Assyrian] will halt at Nob [the city of priests], shaking his fist at
the mountain of the Daughter of Zion, at the hill of Jerusalem. [But just when the Assyrian is in sight of
his goal] behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts, will lop off the beautiful boughs with terrorizing force; the
high in stature will be hewn down and the lofty will be brought low. And He will cut down the thickets of
the forest with an ax, and Lebanon [the Assyrian] with its majestic trees shall fall by the Mighty One and
mightily.

This is God's promise. The Elite think they have their plans and purposes for this nation all sewn up. If
the Church quits praying, they will be right. Nevertheless, if we will continue in our intercession, then at
the very moment they are positive they have won in their desire over this nation, God is going to come
with a terrorizing force. He is going to intervene. All you need to do is pray. Pray fervently with tears,
travail, groaning, and weeping. Pray fervently and passionately that He will intervene. If you do not know
what words to use, you do not have to worry about praying anything else. Just pray that He will
intervene and deliver us from the New World Order.

America is a nation that, being delivered from our worst enemy, will be put into a position where we can
help other nations who want to fight the antichrist system. We are the only nation that is really strong
enough to be able to do that. God needs us. He created us to help fight that system. However—can I be
very honest with you? The Church has been asleep. We love to entertain ourselves when we should be in
prayer. We should be on our knees for our nation.

With regards to the reorganization of Europe, I do not know what it will look like when it is over, but it
will not look like it does right now. This is not just a prophetic instruction. In the research that I have
done, there are voices out there speaking into the Eurozone, all saying the same thing. With the way
things are breaking up in Europe, the only way for this thing to travel at this point in time is toward a
complete reorganization. I have not been shown or told what the reorganization is going to look like, but
we need to start praying. This is how I want you to pray: “God, carry the nations through Your purpose
and plan regarding Europe. And let nothing happen in this hour that is not Your perfect will.” That way, if
you do not know what is supposed to happen, you are still praying in such a way that God can use your
prayers to move mountains in Europe. Also, ask Him to send Europe revival!

Vision: The Elite Meeting

The third recent experience that I want to share was a vision. In it, I saw the Elite. I saw Bill Gates,
David Rockefeller, Oprah Winfrey, Warren Buffet, Ted Turner, George Soros, Michael Bloomberg, and
many more faces that I did not know. These I have named were just the ones that I recognized. They
were the Elite heads of the International Corporations. They were meeting together. They acted like they
did not even know I was there. The topic of the meeting was: “how do we kill the ‘useless eaters?’” How
do we get rid of the millions in America who are not part of the Elite? I saw one person stand up and give
his spiel. Then another person stood up and gave his spiel, and so on. I was in horror and in awe. I could
not believe human beings could be sitting around, discussing how to destroy most of the people who live
in a nation.

I left that meeting when it was over, in horror, and I went over to my team. I said, “I've got to tell you
what's going on in that other room.” I began to share with them what I had heard, and how they were
discussing the best way to rid themselves of America's population.

When the vision ended, I thought, “I wonder if there really was such a meeting? I wonder if I could find
something like that on the Internet?” Do you know what? There was, and it is on the Internet. So, we
need to start praying that God will discomfit their plans. I am sure you are well aware of all of the
corruption that has been revealed in recent weeks, such as the IRS and many other scandals that are
surfacing. We have prayed about these things for years in the Gatherings that God would bring the
corruption to light, and He is doing it. Anyone who says God does not answer prayer on the biggies—you
need to join us and enjoy seeing it happen before your very own eyes. If He is answering the prayers to
reveal the corruption, then He will do what we need Him to do about these International Corporations.
Pray that God will discomfit their plans. Pray that He will reveal their plans to the American people. Pray
that He will confuse their purposes, and that He will stop their hopes and dreams against America.

God will answer your prayers. He loves America, and He cares about the people of this nation. I do not
know of any other country that has sent out more missionaries than America. Perhaps Germany did at
one point. I do not know, but I do not think so. I think we, as a nation, have done more to get the
Gospel out to the nations of the world than has any other nation. You may know that I am Jewish. It
matters to God that we have made a home for the Jewish people in this nation, and we have allowed
them to prosper here. Because we have taken care of Jewish people, God considers it His personal debt
to repay the kindness given to the natural seed of Abraham. Because this nation has allowed the Church
to prosper, and because we have allowed the Jewish people to prosper, God feels a certain debt of
gratitude towards America. He loves this country. He really does not want to see America destroyed. She
needs only to be disciplined and brought back into a place where He can bless us. So pray these prayers
in faith.

False Doctrines Embraced By the Church

I also clearly saw one of the things that will happen to the Church. We are heading there already. I was
in a huge room full of people, and everyone there was a Christian. I saw an Imam, an Islamic leader,
teaching the Christians about Islam. When he finished, he took an altar call for those who wanted to
embrace Islam. Everyone in the room raised their hands, and Chrislam was born in America. I saw
something like a veil of deception come upon the people the minute they raised their hands. It came and
fell down upon the people, and their vision was changed. I said to the Lord, “What is going on here?
These people are Christians. How can they embrace Islam?” The Lord said, “They are people of
compromise.” I am well aware that Chrislam has already begun. Nonetheless, I guess when I heard
about it, I did not give it much thought because it seemed so absurd to me. Now God is saying, “This is
an issue that's on My heart, and so it needs to become an issue on your heart.”

The day is coming when false doctrines will be preached and embraced in this nation. The Christians who
have hearts of compromise are going to embrace them, and they will be deceived and destroyed. I asked
the Lord, “Is this mixture the only one?” He replied, “No.” So I said, “What are the others?” He brought
to my attention another movement that is yet in its infancy in the body of Christ. People are getting
involved in knowing and understanding the roots of Judaism and how the Church is of Israel. Paul talked
about it himself in the Bible. They start getting involved in understanding the roots of the Judeo-Christian
faith, but instead of just understanding the roots and heading up to the glory at the top of the tree, they
get sunk in the roots, where they lose the beauty of their faith. What the Lord showed me is that this
deception will be propelled to a whole new dimension. It will be the Book of Hebrews all over again. The
people will hear this teaching, and instead of embracing grace and faith, they will go back to embrace the
law. They will lose their salvation over it.

There will also be those who will get involved in a hyper-grace message. They will begin to view grace as
being not the cure, but the Band-Aid. As a result, they will live lives of deep sin, thinking, “Well, the grace
of God will cover me.” They will cease to repent, cease to apologize, cease to know sorrow over their sin,
and cease to love the cross. They will lose their love for the Blood, thinking that grace has covered all of
their sins, while they continue living for the world. They will persist in going deeper and deeper into the
world. Even though they lose their salvation, they will cling to what they perceive to be the grace of God
still covering their sins, bringing forth a very impure sector of the Church. Again, I know that is already in
its infancy within the Church. These are not new things; they have already begun.

What He wanted me to understand is how bad it is going to get. It will get to the point that the Church
will start embracing the new age doctrines, looking to occultism and spiritism instead of to the blood and
faith. These doctrines are coming to the Church.

Further, He warned me many years ago about the pride of life, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the
eyes. There is going to be a wave of satanic power that will flow over the earth which will cause the
heart to become so lifted up in pride, you cannot teach or reach that one anymore. This will occur among
both the saved and the unsaved. When this satanic power flows over the body of Christ, as well as over
the world, it will also heighten the lust of the flesh. If there are issues in your life where you have an
inability to keep your flesh under control, and while it is happening right now but you do not deal with it,
then the day is coming, and is close at hand, when you will not be able to control it. It will control you, to
the loss of your soul.

The lust of the eyes is the love of power. One of the reasons the Elite are in the trouble they are, is
because they have a lust for power. Their lust is not necessarily for money; they have all the money they
need. Why would someone make plans to kill millions of people in a country? Is it because of the love of
money? They are beyond that now. It is the love of power. The Lord let me experience the love of power
that Hitler walked in. It was terrible. He rose up in this love of power to such an extent that he hated God
with such a vile hatred that he wanted to kill or destroy anything that even remotely resembled God.
That means he wanted to kill both the Jews and the Christians. If he saw a Bible, he wanted to rip it up
because of his hatred for God. His hatred was all rooted in the lust for power, wherein he felt that God
had more power than He needed, and Hitler wanted the power that God had. It was as evil a thing as
you could imagine. It expressed the very heart of Satan himself.

The spirit of these things is going to be sweeping across the body of Christ. That is why the Bible says
the Lord will not return until the great falling away. (2 Thess 2:3) It will come because the Church did not
let the Lord deal with these issues in the heart, until the enemy had established a stronghold. This is not
a day to walk in compromise. It is a day to seek the Lord while He may be found. Seek His ways. Seek
His holiness. Learn to love. Learn to walk in trials in a spirit of humility. Many besetting trials are coming
that will create in your heart persistent sins if you do not let go of the things you need to let go of today.
Pray diligently that God will correct you and that He will direct you. Pray that He will reveal those things
in your heart which you never wanted to see, and that He will give you the grace to see them and the
heart to change.

Jesus talked about the great trials that would happen in the last days, and He said that many would fall
away. The love of the great body will grow cold. (Mt 24:12) We are the only ones who can determine if
our hearts are going to be hot or cold. Trials cannot determine it. Other people cannot determine it. Not
even Satan can determine whether my heart is going to be hot or cold. I am the only one that rules that
part of my being. God cannot even determine it because He has given us the right to rule our own will.
So today is the day to begin to make Christ number one. Follow His ways. Get into the Word. Find out
who Jesus is and what He is like. While you are learning, ask Him to make you into His image.

Difficult times are coming, but when Jesus asked me to start the Gatherings, He told me that if we would
do this and be faithful to the vision and call, then He would release revival upon America before He will
let war touch her. Why is He going to send revival? Revival removes fear from the mind, heart, and soul.
Faith is put in its place, giving you a faith-filled mind, faith-filled heart, and a faith-filled soul. When faith
rules your being, you see everything that happens through different eyes. God wants to give you eyes
that see and understand how to walk through the treacherous path unharmed. Revival is His desire for
you. In the revival outpouring, He is able to establish faith in you so that there is no fear. Wouldn't it be
wonderful to wake up in the morning and not feel fear about the days ahead? Wouldn't it be wonderful to
awaken in the morning and think, “What can I do today to glorify my Lord? I don't have much to give
any more, but I can sure give myself, and I can give Jesus.” You are just as happy as any person can be
because there is no fear.

When you are in a spiritual environment of faith, you can do the impossible. You will see miracles
happen—not only miracles of healing, but the miracles of needs being met. You will see many miracles
because you have become a person of faith. Because you have become a person of faith, you walk very
close to Jesus. The Lord wants you to want Him. He wants to put in you the heart to know Christ. He
wants to put in you such a heart that you have no care for things outside of the Kingdom of God. That is
where your heart is. You are fixed on God. But it takes faith, and He wants to build that in you. How does
faith come? “So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God” (Rom 10:17) and by the
anointing that breaks the yoke.

You have plenty to pray about. Now you need the faith to believe God for the answers to those prayers.
We will go through hard times, but we will move forward through them into destiny. It is important that
you prepare for the hard times so that your heart is not over-awed and torn up within, but rather, you
are set in the faith that will keep you strong. Do you believe that America is going to make her destiny?
She is, if you will pray.

After thought given by way of a vision!

It is an awesome privilege to hear the Word of the Lord, even when it is difficult. Love His Word. Even
when it is frightening to hear it, love it. I cannot tell you what a privilege it is for the Word of the Lord to
come from His throne and into your precious heart. Love His Word, for in it is life. Even though it is
difficult, there is life in that seed for you. It will bring forth life. If we are going to share His glory, we
must share His suffering. In that truth, there is life for your heart and soul. There is strength to stand.
There is grace to run.

I saw a vision. I saw the Father sitting on the throne, and I saw the Word come forth from His mouth
and enter into your heart. I saw that His Word was holy, and I saw His own love for His Word. Then I
saw His love for you, and when the two became one, it brought Him great pleasure. It is because He
loves you that He wants you to hear His plans and the plans of the enemy. It is because He loves you
that He wants to birth in you the heart of the overcomer. How? Through His Word!

The prophet stood before the Father, and the Father said, “Eat of the scroll.” He ate it, and it was sweet
as honey in his mouth, but as it went down, it became bitter. (Rev 10:9,10) Sometimes God's Word does
that. It tastes sweet to the tongue but then bitter to the soul. You notice however, that the prophet did
not regurgitate the Word because it was bitter. He retained it, and it became life. You must do the same.
When you have retained the bitter, then you will understand the glory that I just saw.

“Come into Psalm 91. Let it be your hiding place,” says the Lord. “Be for me a priest, and pray and
intercede for this nation that I love. I will bless you for it. Hide in Me, and I will be the strength you need.
Follow Me, and I will bring you into sonship, and you will know My glory.”

In His Love,
Nita Johnson
<< BACK TO NEWEST ARTICLES

URGENT Warning For The Nation
(Collapse Is Coming!)
MENA LEE
~ FaithfulWalkHealing
Published on Feb 3, 2014
On Wednesday 1/29/2014, I was given a prophetic
word about what is in store for the economy of the
United States.
Matt 24:12-13
8:50 to 14:20ish (transcript is loosely paraphrased)
He spoke to me in the middle of the night, the first
thing I heard was "death to the finances", the
second thing He said was "a recession within a

recession". I asked, "Lord what are you talking
about?" the Lord began to speak to me and said
"Tell my children that a recession within the
recession is about to come. Many businesses will
close, small businesses will crumble and many more
jobs will be lost in this nation."
After He told me that, I saw a calendar appear
before me that showed the last four months of the
year; September, October, November and
December. As I saw these four months appear
before me, I then saw a rider on a black horse
galloping across these four pages of the calendar. I
said "Lord, you said death to the finances, I see a
black horse and this represents death." He said to
me "No daughter, you are talking about the pale
horse." I said "Lord you are showing me the end of
the year, when are you going to come to get us?
Things are getting so bad here. Lord you have to
sustain us and keep us." He said "Do not be afraid,
tell the people they must trust me, to put all their
trust in me. Do not put your trust in your bank
accounts, in your jobs or in your 401k or retirement
accounts. Do not put your trust in social security
or in any government assistance (food stamps,
housing assistance or any kind of welfare). These
things will fail. They must put their trust in me
and I will see them through." Looking for some

kind of confirmation, I said "Lord if this is you
telling me this, really you, give me a scripture to
back up what is about to unfold." The Lord told me
"Psalm 9" Loud and clear, I said "Okay Lord".
Psalm 9 is a Psalm of judgment on a nation, to
those who turn their back on God. But, in the
midst of that Psalm, which is declaring judgment
on those who turn their back on Him, it is also a
Psalm of refuge for those who place their trust in
Him. He says He will take care of those who trust
in Him and obey Him. There is a parallel here of
judgment vs. security in the midst of judgment.

http://youtu.be/gGF8213KlL8

Financial Collapse of the US before
13 Sept 2015

David Wilkerson Economic
Collapse then A Russian
Invasion

David Wilkerson had a series of visions and angelic visitations
from the lord during his life time until his death in 2011, about the
coming collapse of the U.S. economy and the destruction of
America. In the economic collapse there will be riots and fires all
across major cities in this nation. This will be a time of great
apostasy and persecution in the church like never before. After
the economic collapse of the United States the nation will be at its
weakest point. A hydrogen holocaust will then sweep this nation
in a Russian invasion of America. When Israel sees the
destruction of America Russia will try to invade the Holy Land
where 5/6th of the army's of Russia will be destroyed by Jesus
himself.
David Wilkerson Prophecy 1973
"Worldwide recession caused by economic confusion"
1. "At most a few more fat flourishing years, and then an
economic recession that's going to affect the life style of
every wage-earner in the world. The world economists are

going to be at loss to explain what's happening. It's going to
start in Europe, spread to Japan and finally to the United
States."
2. There will be a move toward a worldwide, unified
monetary system. The US dollar will be hit bad and it will
take years for it to recover.
3. The only real security will be in real estate (until a
somewhat later stage, at which point this apparent security
will also disappear).
"Nature having labor pains"
1. Environmentalists will come under heavy criticism.
2. There will be major earthquakes.
3. There will be a major famine.
4. Floods, hurricanes and tornadoes will increase in
frequency.
5. "A new kind of cosmic storm appearing as a raging fire
in the sky leaving a kind of vapor trail."
"A flood of filth and a baptism of dirt in America"
1. Topless women will appear on television, followed by
full nudity.
2. Adult, X rated movies will be shown on cable television.
Young people will gather at homes to watch this kind of
material in groups.
3. Sex and the occult will be mixed.
4. There will be an acceptance of homosexuality, and the
church will even say that it is a God-given gift.
"Rebellion in the home"
1. "I see the new number one youth problem in America
and the world as hatred towards parents."
"A persecution madness against truly Spirit filled Christians who
love Jesus Christ"

1. There will arise a world church consisting of a union
between liberal ecumenical Protestants and the Roman
Catholic Church, using Christ in name only.
2. There will be a hate Christ movement.
3. There will be a spiritual awakening behind the Iron and
Bamboo Curtains.
Others
1. There will be another wave of riots.
2. There will be a fall in moral conduct.
3. There will be a new drug that will be popular with
teenagers that will break down resistance and will encourage
sexual activity.
4. Homosexual and lesbian ministers will be ordained and
this will be heralded as a new breed of pioneer.
5. There will be nude dancing in church, but this will never
be widespread.
6. There will be occult practices in churches.

Testimony:
Nineveh is a Shadow of the
United States

Pastor T. D. Hale 11-24-2012 (THIRD)
I was immediately standing in front of the desk in the Oval Office. Standing in
the Oval Office, I was in front of the President. A voice came forth and said,
“Weep and howl for the misery that shall come shortly.”
There on the floor of the Oval Office was the eagle I saw him shoot back in
December. He walks from behind that desk with the same smirk I saw on his
face and puts his foot on the neck of the eagle. At this point, he picks it up by
its head and twists it three times until his head comes off of the body.
At that point that voice said, “The spirit of Rehoboam.” I knew what that meant
and I knew it rested upon the President.
The President of the United States was totally dressed in black: suit, tie, shirt,
shoes, pants, etc. As I was standing in front of him, looking directly at him, all
of a sudden his chest cavity began to open and his heart was exposed. As I
was looking at his heart, thick, black, dark mist was swirling around his heart.
At this point he, picked up a gavel which was part wood and part stone.
Handle was wood; head of the gavel was stone. He hit a document on the
desk and when he did an earthquake hit Washington.
All of a sudden, I was standing above the White House and saw the earth
open and it went toward the Washington Monument, then toward the
Jefferson Memorial.
At that point, an odd-color rain started falling, the color of fire. It started slowly
coming down and intensified little by little until the waters started rising; the
starting point was Washington, D.C.
As the waters started rising, I went up a little higher into the atmosphere and
saw the map of the United States. The waters left Washington and began
to flood the nation. I saw it hit MD, WV, OH, MI, KY, IN, SC and on and on
until it covered America. On the document on the desk of the President was
written, “The Final Abomination.”

WINGS OF PROPHECY (Jan 21, 2014)

THE TD HALE COINCIDENCE
1) The Jim Boyer discussion and mention to
Cathy

2) Immediately after shower opened email
and saw subject line "T.d. Hale" and read
this ....

TD HALE VISIONS
Urgent Warnings to America
Pastor T. D. Hale - 12-28-2011 (FIRST)
I had a dream last night: In my dream, I saw myself going across America, as
if I was floating but with no fear. The land looked like it was bombed, totally
destroyed. I saw people standing out around their homes, weeping, holding
onto each other; there were a few who laid dead. I heard someone say, "This
should never have happened; this should never have happened."
National destruction had hit America: no food, no water, babies crying,
grownups, men all crying, holding onto their families, begging God for mercy.
As I moved along the way, I saw people running, looking for loved ones
missing, totally out of their minds.
I quickly came over a large city; it looked like it was Columbus, Ohio. As I
came close, there it was -- the riots we have all heard about. Store windows
busted, grabbing what they could get but I could tell they were not too
concerned about TVs iPads, etc.; they were grabbing food, water, chips,
things to survive on. There were riots and fighting. I even saw one man shot to
death.
As I left that place, going at the speed of light I was standing on the back side
of the White House. (I heard a voice say, "Look up to the Truman balcony." ...
I did not even know it was called that until a friend contacted me. He said,
"Brother, you're not gonna believe this; that's what it's called.") I looked up and
there was President Barack Obama on the balcony, holding a shotgun. I
heard a loud scream, real loud I turned my head to see where the scream
came from. Flying high in the air was an eagle -- majestic, flying around
Washington. I saw Barack point that shotgun toward that eagle and then shoot
it dead and it fell to the ground. I looked up at him and he just had a smile on
his face, a smirk. These were the words I heard: "I've done it and I won't have
to deal with this in my administration." It was dead silent. At that moment, I
heard a voice that said, "Tell the people this is My will; this is My hand, both
upon the generation of the righteous and upon the cursed. The righteous will
find their way and know what to do; the cursed will wander around with no
compass. The cup is full!"

From that point on, I knew that we were coming to a showdown; it was going
to be between us and them -- good versus evil. I saw people gathering into
some homes that were not destroyed. I saw people having prayer
meetings, just praying in the Spirit.
And then I heard in the dream: "To My servants and handmaids, a special
anointing will reside on you in these last days. Hold not back thy voice but
speak your hearts, for out of them are the issues of life. Pick up the mantle of
prayer, cover yourself with it and find you a secret place to cover My servants,
who stand for truth in prayer. I see their hearts and the desires to understand
and know more. Their eyes have been anointed with a special anointing to
see. Others are blinded to My Word. All things will be revealed in their due
course. A supernatural wave of my Spirit will come over this generation soon;
the FINAL voices are in the land to speak one last time. (Through the
ministries of tapes, DVDs and books that people would have in their
possession, that God would give them that spiritual food to sustain them
during these times that are coming upon us.) Think it not strange the
happenings around you; they must and will come to pass but I have placed in
your hands the food to sustain you in the months ahead. I have spoken and
shown all that matter. Tell my servants, saith the Lord, there is coming harsh
days ahead!"
As I stood there hearing the voice of God, I saw a table, very old as if it was a
table that had many documents signed in times past of importance. I saw a
voting ballot lying there. As I looked, I saw two names on that ballot: Barack
Obama and Mitt Romney. It was check-marked beside Obama’s name. (“I am
100% sure” he will be re-elected.) I looked at the bottom of the ballot and
these words were written: “For this is the will of the Lord.” Then I woke up. (I'm
telling my church to just be prepared, to get their house in order and whatever
they need to do for their families, do it quickly.)

Pastor T. D. Hale - 12-29-2011 (SECOND)
I had another odd dream last night. In it, I saw myself walking through the
woods and I came upon people camping and in my dream I knew they were
hiding. They looked like they had been there for months the way the camp
was set up, living in tents. They were dirty, as if they had not had much water
to wash but yet I saw gallons of water jugs setting around. They had a small
fire cooking something but yet the fire was so small as not to bring attention to
themselves in the woods.

I stood there and watched them as they were huddled together and I could
hear two of the elderly adults praying. I could see children and they were very
poor-looking; their clothes looked as if they had not been washed in weeks.
Off in the distance I saw government officials driving up close to that area but
far enough away as not to alarm them or let them know they were coming. As
they approached the camp site, I heard the adults start to scream and cry and
the children started to cry wildly, as if they knew they were to be killed and
they started to run but the adults just fell to the ground and did not put up
much of a fight, as if they gave in. I saw the men in the uniforms approaching
and surrounding that campsite. I would say there were about six adults -- two
of them were elderly, like someone’s parents, and five children.
The next thing I saw was them putting handcuffs on them but not on the
children. They led them away to the cars and then the dream changed. While
they were putting handcuffs on them, I heard one of the men say, "We are
from the United States government. You are under arrest."
All of a sudden I was standing in front of a building as they were taking them
in and fingerprinting them, processing them to be put somewhere. But in my
dream I knew where that "somewhere" was.
The outside looked like something you would see in the days of Hitler. No
doubt they had been taken to an area where they were away from civilization;
they were old buildings but had a modern look on the inside. I felt as if I had
entered into a death camp. (I knew that they probably were old military bases
of some sort that had been modernized and painted and updated. And I
actually saw railcars. Railcars were up beside this place. I didn't go into the
railcar and I didn't see inside, but I did see the railcars down around this place
and that frightened me.) No kidding when I say this: it was if I had been
transported into the Great Depression times. Everything looked to me,
standing outside surveying the area, as if the economy had hit an all-time low.
Even on the inside of the area where I was, it was a poor place. I was
weeping, saying, "Lord, please. I beg You, help this family." But yet, somehow
in the dream I knew they would not make it out and then that was the end of
the dream.
I know where America is heading and I knew by this dream it was heading to
the tribulation!

Pastor T. D. Hale NOV 24, 2012 (THIRD)
I was immediately standing in front of the desk in the Oval Office. Standing in
the Oval Office, I was in front of the President. A voice came forth and said,
“Weep and howl for the misery that shall come shortly.”
There on the floor of the Oval Office was the eagle I saw him shoot back in
December. He walks from behind that desk with the same smirk I saw on his
face and puts his foot on the neck of the eagle. At this point, he picks it up by
its head and twists it three times until his head comes off of the body.
At that point that voice said, “The spirit of Rehoboam.” I knew what that meant
and I knew it rested upon the President.
The President of the United States was totally dressed in black: suit, tie, shirt,
shoes, pants, etc. As I was standing in front of him, looking directly at him, all
of a sudden his chest cavity began to open and his heart was exposed. As I
was looking at his heart, thick, black, dark mist was swirling around his heart.
At this point he, picked up a gavel which was part wood and part stone.
Handle was wood; head of the gavel was stone. He hit a document on the
desk and when he did an earthquake hit Washington.
All of a sudden, I was standing above the White House and saw the earth
open and it went toward the Washington Monument, then toward the
Jefferson Memorial.
At that point, an odd-color rain started falling, the color of fire. It started slowly
coming down and intensified little by little until the waters started rising; the
starting point was Washington, D.C.
As the waters started rising, I went up a little higher into the atmosphere and
saw the map of the United States. The waters left Washington and began
to flood the nation. I saw it hit MD, WV, OH, MI, KY, IN, SC and on and on
until it covered America. On the document on the desk of the President was
written, “The Final Abomination.”
I began to hear screams across the nation, as if it was a mournful sound. I
thought of Noah and what it must have been like for the people outside of the
Ark as the flood waters came in and they knew they had not listened to Noah
or the voice God gave to them to speak. The screams were as if their lives

were over and there was no hope.
As I was still in the air, and I am going to try and explain this as best I can, I
saw America in this state of being covered with flood waters and then, all of a
sudden, I saw beams of light quickly coming out of the flood waters like a
speed of light quickly going up into the air. Millions it looked like but at that
moment I was taken above the earth and then I saw it around the world.
Possibly they were the prayers of the saints.
After this point, now I was back to the earth, as if I was back to the beginning
of all of this. I heard a voice say, “The shifting has begun!” At this point, I was
looking over top of megachurches and, like a flash, a voice said, “A breeding
ground for sin. The people know not Me but play around their calf.” (I know
that as we enter into the “time of the end” it will not be large churches but
home meetings of where the saints will gather in secret where God will abide
and speak in the last days because of the persecution that will come upon this
generation.)
Then, at this point, I was looking again at homes of people I knew loved and
served God. I saw the homes of men and women who were gathered
together, praying in deep prayers across the nation and a voice that said, “The
season is upon the nation. Because you have set the abomination before my
eyes, I will set judgment before yours! When will these things be?" said the
voice, “After he will be sworn in.”

http://thecelestialconvergence.blogspot.com/2014/01/religious-literalism-kaduri-ariel.html

Sharon fell into a coma after a stroke on January 4,
2006. Kaduri died 24 days later and left a note that was
not to be opened until one year after his death. One
year is the traditional mourning period, during which

certain privileges are accorded the family out of respect
for the deceased.
More importantly, condemnation of actions of the dead
cannot be placed on the family after this time period, so
Kaduri was likely protecting his family from the
backlash he thought might come from his note.
In it, he stated:
Concerning the letter abbreviation of the Messiah’s
name, He will lift the people and prove that his word
and law are valid.
This I have signed in the month of mercy,
Yitzhak Kaduri
In Hebrew, the letter abbreviation spells Yehoshua, the
Hebrew name of Jesus.
It is impossible to know if Kaduri’s prophecy was
inspired or if it has any accuracy. Technically speaking,
the fact that the Messiah has not appeared means that
he was correct, but does it mean that Jesus will return
now? In a week? A month? A year? A decade? All is still
unclear.

Kaduri was one of the most respected Rabbis and
Jewish scholars of modern history, well known for his
memorization of the Bible. As with all situations of
signs, they are intended to show us when to watch and
for what to watch.
We know that there are many strange things happening
in the world today that coincide with inspired Bible
prophecy; Kaduri’s role is unknown until the events that
he predicted come to pass. From a our perspective, it’s
easy to see Kaduri’s note, Sharon’s passing, the
upcoming Jewish Holy Day Blood Moon Tetrad, and
everything else happening today as sign of monumental
changes ahead. - JCC. [Edited]

ARIEL SHARON DIES

PLAY - Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri Confirms
Jesus Returns after Ariel Sharon's
Death (5:02)

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2013/12/07/billy-graham-health-has-declined-quite-bit-son-says/

Billy Graham

Sister Billye Brim

PROPHECY ON THE PURIFICATION DURING
THE THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS (Isaiah 60:13)
From: Katherine Baltzell <mamacas102w@gmail.com>
Subject: Life is in the Blood
Date: January 12, 2014 7:28:52 PM CST
To: GodNews <godnews@me.com>
The "Life" is in the blood!
Word from Father on September 27,2013
10:00am
Father has spoken to me and instructed me to give this message to the world.
"I AM coming down from my Holy habitation to present Myself before my
people. In "Brilliance" I will appear before them. My Light will begin a process
within all living creations. To my children who have been obedient to My Son,
My Word, My Creative force, this will be a time of joy and transformation. My
Spirit will effect every cell within every created being. For the children of
obedience a transfiguration will begin within their bodies. For the Life is in the
blood. DNA will react to my presence and cause very notable changes within
your bodies. Do not be alarmed as this begins to take place. Increase in body
temperature will take place. Increase in thought abilities as well as heightened
awareness to your surroundings both physical and spiritual. You will notice
that you can "know" the thoughts of others. Your need for sleep will increase
and or decrease depending upon the Holy Spirit within your body. Some of
my children have fully consummated and will notice my coming sooner then
those who have yet to separate themselves from the "wicked one."
For those who have yet to be fully separated from the darkness, my coming
will hasten that process. My "Brilliance" will also manifest the darkness within
the hearts of my people so that they may repent of this willful disobedience
and be saved. Many of my children have believed the lie set in place by the
wicked one many centuries ago. I created all that is. I am responsible for my
creation. ALL OF IT!
A crime has been committed against you by MY CREATION! I will give you
every opportunity to be cleansed from the negative effects caused by this
crime. I am a God of righteousness and balance. I will set straight that which
became crooked. I will destroy that wickedness with the Brightness of my

coming. I have reserved for myself a pure and undefiled vessel in which to
dwell during my time on your plane. Elected from the foundations of all
creation, these vessels will become my tabernacles.
A time of great calamity and sorrow will soon take place on this earth. None
shall ever deny my presence again. Some of you will not make it through the
consuming fire that my presence brings. Some will be completely consumed
by it. The soul that refuses to heed the warnings given and separate from that
wicked one will be destroyed with it! I have given plenty of warnings through
the mouths of my chosen vessels but now comes the time when I will speak to
everyone of you MYSELF!
It is through my Brightness that I will speak. It is a language of a unspoken
nature. It is how I communicated with your physical parents Adam and Eve!
My Light reflected through their Spirits back into me. This is how I
communicated with all creation until that wicked one came into corruption and
taught others to do the same. To him I ascribed all the crime and have
already decreed his judgment and those that helped him accomplish that most
destructive of deeds. The son of perdition sits on the throne of
men's(hearts)and has portrayed himself as me! You have all interpreted this
erroneously and through your carnal understanding. Now, I am coming to
destroy this being and all who refuse to allow his departure from their hearts
for that is where he is. He is the head of the body of sin just as Christ is the
head of His Body. Just as the Body of Christ is made of many members, so
too is the son of perdition. I am coming with my Brilliance to destroy the
darkness from among you. My Brilliance will increase and the darkness will
decrease and if my Light is within your body/blood you will increase but if my
Light is not in your body/blood then the darkness within you will react in such
a way that confusion/agitation and terror will cause you to weep and gnash
your teeth! I have warned you all and there will be no excuse in that Day!
People will become enraged as the demons within them begin to stir.
Separate yourselves from among them children for unspeakable terror will
seize them. They will cry for death but death will not give them the rest they
desire, for the process of their destruction must be accomplished. Cry out to
me and I will in no wise turn you away. I am a consuming fire and will purify
you if you will agree to this process. For some it will happen quickly and
others it will take longer, depending on the level of darkness within you. I will
speak to you and you will know that it is I that is speaking to you. If I reveal the
darkness within you, let that darkness be removed.
The Day is at hand children and I am coming down from my Holy Habitation to

deal with the darkness, and if this darkness resides within you, how deep is
that darkness?"

http://www.profeta-de-dios-efrain.com/

http://youtu.be/Gv9K6LDwJNE

PLAY - Prophet Efrain Rodriguez ALERT NEWS CATACLYSM IN PUERTO
RICO AND THE US

FULL 2 HOUR TESTIMONY /
PROPHECY
http://youtu.be/EWhCZgID6tY

ISRAEL IS DIVIDED, AMERICA
IS DIVIDED

http://youtu.be/JrNqsnZHBIw

PLAY - God will Divide the
USA within 24 hours After It
Divides Israel

http://english.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=9107168122

http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/israel-iran-koreanukes/2013/04/12/id/499262?s=al&promo_code=1322F-1

Confirmed: Israel will Nuke Iran

http://youtu.be/2Disv6iMWec

PLAY – Owuor – Vision of Nuclear Missiles Explode in Iran

KOREA THE TURNING POINT

PLAY – Pentagon Says North Korea Capable of
Hitting US with Nuclear Missiles

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/north-korea-put-nuke-missile-us-intelligenceagency/story?id=18935588#.UWshM6Kk-Dk

The Defense Intelligence Agency has concluded with "moderate
confidence" that North Korea might have a nuclear weapon
that's small enough to be placed on a ballistic missile. But the
DIA also says that if that is the case, the reliability of the missile
would be low.

The alarming assessment came as North Korea has been issuing
threats that range from testing a new missile to nuclear war
against the U.S. and South Korea.
It was made public near the end of a House Armed Services
Committee in which Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Martin Dempsey were
testifying about the proposed Pentagon budget.
Rep. Doug Lamborn, R-Colo., asked Dempsey if he agreed with
a recent classified DIA report that contained an unclassified
section that said, "DIA assesses with moderate confidence the
North currently has nuclear weapons capable of delivery by
ballistic missiles. However, the reliability will be low."
Dempsey eventually admitted he had not seen this report so he
couldn't answer the congressman's question.

http://youtu.be/1yI4ahJDU4g

PLAY - Owuor - North Korea Missile Attack
US Carrier S. Korea (THE TIPPING POINT)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San
Andreas Fault

FINANCIAL COLLAPSE &
NUKE
DAVID WILKERSON MEXICO & MACY'S
David Wilkerson's prophecy about Mexico. This volcano, when it
blows, will cause Mexico's economy to collapse.
“It is just about to happen very soon; and I am speaking prophetically.
If I’ve ever heard anything from God in my life I heard it! About the
notions! Poland owes $30 billion and they haven’t even paid the
interest in two years! Saudi Arabia is behind on their payments on $8
billion – the richest country in the world as far as Arab states and it is
not paying its bills! Very soon a European or North African or Eastern
nation is going to default on its international loan and when that
happens within two weeks Mexico is going to default. Mexico owes
$100 billion – 80% of it to American banks – and here is what is going
to happen: About two weeks after the first country goes bankrupt we
are going to survive that because most of that money is owed to
European banks; German, Swiss and French banks. THe 2nd country
is going to go down probably Argentina or Brazil and we will kind of
live that out and people will settle down and say “Well maybe its not
going to hurt.” But two weeks!
after the first country goes down, Mexico is going to default on $100
billion. And When the banks open the next day at 9:00 am in the
morning $15 billion an hour is going to be withdrawn from our
American banks. They are going to be running our banks; the Arabs,
all the Latin American countries. They are going to be running our
banks – and before the day is over the United States is going to have
to declare a bank holiday. And we are going into six months of the
worst hell America has ever seen! THere is going to be chaos! Not
even the National Guard is going to be able to quiet it down. We are

going to have to call out the whole United States Army.
“Now I’ve had visions recently for I’ve been in New York City and I
was in Macy’s in vision and I say people walking around stunned
because they couldn’t get their money out the bank. Now I’m going to
give you a word of advice. The first country that goes bankrupt, and
I’ve documented this and I’ve got it sealed in an envelope and I’m
going to call all my friends and I’m telling you – this is the first time I’ve
said it in a public meeting like this – but the first country that bellies up
you get every dime you have – church get your money out of the bank
because you’ve got two weeks because there’s going to be a bank
holiday and you won’t be able to get a dime for six months. Now of
course, there is going to be order restored, but the nation will never be
like it is again. There is going to be fear like we’ve never known.
Judgment is at the door!
“When I was at Macy’s department store in a vision and I watched
people walking around stunned. They didn’t even know what to do.
They didn’t know what was happening. Then a bunch of young people
walked into Macy’s and suddenly went wild and began to steal. Within
an hour everybody, I saw their sprit, everybody in that store = and
they were robbing and stealing. They raped Macy’s and destroyed all
five floors of Macy’s. It was raped and ruined in period of an hour or
two. That is just the beginning.”

POPOCATEPETL, MEXICO CITY,
VOLCANOES, FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
Vision of What’s Coming to America

Aug 13, 2012
Randy Hecker
spiritofprophecy.maxforum.org/
www.randyhecker.wordpress.com
Anyway here goes. The sequence I am watching (as a
Watchman of the Lord) begins with Mt. Popocatepetl in
Mexico. There will be a sudden very powerful eruption
that will blow its lid off. Within hours an 8+ magnitude
earthquake will strike Mexico City and virtually level it.
Thousands will be killed. Hundreeds of thousands will be
injured. And millions will be displaced from their homes.
The economy of Mexico, bad as its, will collapse
except for precious metal values. There will be anarchy
throughout the land.
This event will radically increase pressure on the San
Andreas Fault to the north. The fault is locked up in an
area from Palm Springs in the south to Palm Dale to the

north. HAARP will be used to create a super earthquake
in this area. The magnified and duration n of the quake
will both be magnified. The earthquake will strike (I
believe) in the afternoon either this coming October or the
following May. It will occur just after a complete
economic meltdown of the American dollar. The
magnitude of this quake will reach somewhere
between 9.5 and 10.5 and it will last for nearly three
minutes. Two to three million people will be killed
outright. Millions more will be injured.
The worst part of this is not the earthquake itself but the
events that will be associated with it. The ground shock
from this quake will cause every other stressed fault
within 1,500 to 2,000 miles to release all pent-up stresses.
As the ground shockwave moves to the north the Sierra
Nevada volcanoes will be triggered, the Cascadia
volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone super volcano
will also be triggered. This is both a blessing and a curse.
The nation will be so disorganized after this event that
martial law will be declared , but it will be completely
unenforceable.

Two to four days after this earthquake America will be
further devastated a nuclear sneak attack on
American cities, that will coordinated and started by our
own Shadow Government. There will also be some
Russia n and Chinese nukes as well. The world will
very quickly descend into global thermonuclear war (Gog
Magog war).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9m8Zc0nBIA&fe
ature=youtube_gdata_player

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Cataclysmic Event, Pause,
The Sudden Destruction

BLUE 21 ARTICLE
ELECTRICAL GRID GOES DOWN
By remembering these visions, it will or can save you much
needless suffering.
The Lord does not want to hurt his bride.
The Appearance of a Large Sphere in the Sky
There is going to appear above the earth (in the sky) a strange
object, it will be large and sphere shaped, like a ball. It will look
like it’s been built in sections, like a football with huge rivets at the
seams. Many will call this a UFO, I don’t know. It will have the
color of copper or bronze. It will be on every TV around the world.
People will be shocked like the World Trade Center. People will be
glued to their TV’s but you don’t.
The minute you see this, run to the closest food store and get
enough canned food and bottled water for about three weeks,
because between one and 24 hours after this object is seen world
wide there is going to be a massive impact or collision on
our sun’s surface. It is going to happen on our blind side, we
can’t see it coming. It’s going to be a super size twin asteroid
hitting the sun in a vital spot, releasing a major solar storm,
knocking out all of earth’s electricity, all over the world.
Those of you who read this will save yourself and your family
much misery.
2 to 3 Weeks of Trial and Miracles
Now, this is what’s going to happen in the next 2 or 3 weeks, while
the electricity is off. Within a few days the whole world will start
to go crazy with hunger. The banks and ATM’s can’t work without
electricity. No gas pumps for food transportation, no
refrigeration, total darkness. The robbers, rapists, and
murderers will see right away that no one can call the police for

help, because the solar storm has burned up all communication
satellites, cell phones and telephones. The law can’t even call each
other. It’s going to be total breakdown in large cities. There
will be gun shots and screams all night long. Millions will be
behind locked doors, praying and begging for God’s
mercy, for help and protection. He will answer millions of
prayers. Millions will ask for forgiveness, and the Lord
and his saints will perform millions of miracles during
these three weeks.
3 Weeks Later “The Rapture”
Then after about 3 weeks of this, the Rapture will happen.
Although there are different time zones around the world, the
Lord showed it will be night here in Florida, USA. In this vision, I
was taken in the spirit out in the woods behind my house in
Florida.

THE AFFAIRS OF YOUR HEART

RUNNING OUT OF TIME

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com.au/2013/04/the-last-harvest-and-coming-antichrist.html

Posted on StanDeyo.com

http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_Prophecy/131210.whats.coming.html

http://youtu.be/12Erlbfk0zg

PLAY - Godshealer7 - I Shall
Silence Mans Machines, Darkness
Covers

http://youtu.be/vOqma4Bygp8

PLAY - Godshealer7 - My
Understanding was that it was an
EMP

http://youtu.be/LuXV6MyN6oY
PLAY - Godshealer7 - A

of Fire

Whirlwind

then Sudden Destruction

BON'S BLOG - GET READY!

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/09/cosmic-disturbance.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San
Andreas Fault

JOE BRANDT MEGAQUAKE
JOE BRANDT DREAM SUMMARY
1) Happens at 4:30 PM Pacific Time
2) Smell of Sulfur in the Air
3) Land appears to fall off into the Ocean
4) Boulder Dam (Hoover Dam) Collapses
5) Affects parts of Nevada / Utah
6) Flooding (tsunamis) inland (East Coast)
7) Earthquake affects Other parts of the Word
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/joebrandt.htm

OWUOR - EARTHQUAKE IN THE WEST

PLAY – pp – Owuor Earthquake in West (short)
http://youtu.be/ZDpRHTTm0Zc
Owuor - Second Earthquake Coming (East Coast
USA)

http://youtu.be/9_utwge9M0Y

PLAY – Owuor Second Quake

SAVE YOUR LOVED ONES

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/05/many-lives-are-lost.html

FOR THIS YOU WERE BORN

NOT EVER (The Churches will be Empty)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/10/notever.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=5fb95d66bcRSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-5fb95d66bc301202041

DAMASCUS, DANIEL,
PROPHECY AND THE
RAPTURE

DANIEL 12 = RAPTURE
DANIEL 11:40-45 MUST COME TO PASS

DANIEL 11:40 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:41 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:42 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:43 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:44 IN PROGRESS

DANIEL 11:45 HE SHALL COME
TO HIS END
(BABYLON DESTROYED)

http://www.examiner.com/article/prophecy-alert-this-war-on-syria-will-signal-the-start-of-thetribulation

Sister Lisa
Vision of the Glory Light
I had a vision Thursday night (11/7), the most powerful clear
vision probably that I have ever had. As I was sensing the Lord
coming to tell me something I asked Him if I was going to see
devastation tonight, (with what was happening in the phillipines
and with what I know is getting ready to happen here I figured I
would be seeing that!) and He said NO I am going to show you
my GLORY...so I thought yay..He is going to show me Heaven!!
BUT Heaven it was not, He started to show me a HUGE shaking
(like He picked up earth and shook it HARD!!) right before that
something had happened and I was trying to see what it was, but
He did not allow me to see the event (I feel it was a 'man made
event') then the darkness hit. And right away those who are Spirit
filled, clean, pure vessels serving Him were transformed. I will tell
you what I saw at my house. My home was filled with Angels, my
husband and I were filled with more of God than I have ever
experienced (and that is saying ALOT!!!) I could smell apple crisp
(?????) and saw the glow in my home, it looked like a Thomas
Kinkade painting....'the joy of love and holidays'. It was the most
beautiful looking picture...we were fellowshipping, worshiping and
praising God...it felt like the most perfect memory of Christmas
with family... (???) I am assuming the Angels were our family,
because we have none close. The power and presence of God
was SOOOOO OVERWHELMING ( I just cried and cried as I was
watching, saying Glory Lord, Glory Lord) After the 3 days of
darkness we were sent out of the house...people could SEE who
we were, we LOOKED different (transformed)(glowing) they either
ran to us and wanted to know about Christ (and I mean RAN to
us!!!) or they ran from us!! The Angels went out with us and
protected us everywhere we went. I was trying to see if the power
was turned back on, but I don't think it was. I had the sense that

this only lasts for a week maybe a few weeks..then the rapture
would happen.

Vision of the Rain of Fire
Susan Cummings

1-06-09

(Compare to TD Hale Nov 24, 2012 Fire Rain)
In the vision, I was looking at the world from a suspended position. I could see people
and areas from a panoramic position and also at times, I saw things close up. The
position varied with the scenes and messages I was given so I would understand what I
was experiencing.
I saw what looked to me like great fiery rain coming from heaven. It came in great
drops or elongated streams. It was not like the natural rain that we know of, but it was
like spiritually infused living molten lava, a real fire, but it was also Living Spirit. It
was the living fiery essence of the Father that was raining down towards the inhabitants
below.
As I watched, I saw that it fell simultaneously in one great event all over the earth. But it
did not fall everywhere, and it did not fall upon everyone. It rained down suddenly and I
saw that many people did see it coming from above as it happened, as it was a real
physical event that men could actually experience and see, but it was also a divine
event that not all men would experience. However, I understood that men would know
that God had entered into the corporate natural affairs of men divinely again.
It was not a slow natural event like a storm or a weather phenomenon that you could
track, or follow and monitor, actually, from my perspective it looked like a slow unfolding
event, but I understood that it actually happened very fast. I was just being given an
enhanced view for my understanding and learning.
The raining fire of the Father that I saw falling was the Real Living Essence of the
Father Himself that was being released upon those whom He had prepared to receive it
below. It was interesting to watch this happen, as it fell upon people whom you would
not expect nor think that it would, or even that it would not, by our thinking or reasoning
of qualifications.
The fiery rain would come down and fall upon a particular person who would be either
aware of it falling or not be aware of it falling at that particular moment, but when it did
hit them, they underwent a sudden tremendous change. I watched close up as the living
fire seemed to penetrate into them and infuse itself or radiate itself throughout their
beings and bodies. They literally became the very same Essence of the Father that the
rain was that had fell upon them. Their eyes burned with a new life and even their skin
was changed. It was not like ours now. It had a different texture or spiritual component
to it’s makeup, and the fire flowed throughout their skin like a radiance, but it was not
just an outward surface shining, but it was n internal radiance from within the skin layers
itself. It was not like human skin as we know it, the qualities had been divinely altered,
and the people now had new natures. I did not fully understand all of this process, but it
was real and it was new. They were of a different spirit, as they now embodied the
divine in such a way that we have yet to experience up to now.

The people who were infused would now physically embody the divine fire, but it also
lived through them and it became them as they became it, also. They did not lose their
individual personalities through the process, but each person was still their own unique
vessel, but they were also now divinely infused and were more divinely aware of God
and understood their earthly purpose now. The fire seemed to fully express itself within
them so that it flowed outwardly also by the transformation that was happening to them.
By this I mean that there was such a Holiness and a terrible Presence of the Father in
them and on them, that you knew that God the Father walked in them, and that He was
now walking through them in a manner that we have yet to experience in any generation
yet. God was manifesting Himself in a people just like He did with Jesus, when Jesus
walked amongst us. But now these people did it openly.
I then watched in the vision from a view further away, and I saw that it indeed only fell
upon some and not on upon others. The selection of who it fell upon was the Father’s
and not of any man. Most of those that I saw that it fell upon were some people were
very weary and very embattled people. From earthly standards, we probably wouldn’t
have thought that they would amount to anything by their current life and their struggles
that they have endured. But I understood that their unique trials and their life’s struggles
that they lived out had actually served to prepared them for this new infusion that now
came from the Father.
One man that I saw in particular that received the fiery rain was very emotionally and
spiritually broken. He had endured much physical hardship and I understood that he
had endured much persecution from the church. He had been misunderstood most of
his life and he also had thought that he had failed God and that he had missed God and
that he had lost his place. But God used these things in his life to lead him closer to
Himself and to purify this man to be able to be one that would become His chosen
vessel. He was very beloved by the Lord and he had learned humility through the
suffering which caused him to rise above the hardness and the hatred that’s in the
world, even though he did not understand why his life was this way.
Not every person that I saw was as broken as this man was that had received this
infusion, I was just given to notice certain ones for my own learning and for our
beneficial clarity. Many of the people I saw seemed to be living successful lives and
seemed to be spiritually healthy or spiritually active in their walks in spite of the hour in
which they lived in. But the common factor that I noticed with them all was that they
each had undergone recent trials and they were currently experiencing various levels of
spiritual warfare and were in various stages of purging by the Lord in their walks. Most
did not understand the full reason why their lives were embattled, nor understand the
full plan of God behind it all, but they did seek god in the midst of it all.
Another person I noticed was one that did not receive the divine infusion. But rather, this
person watched as others were filled and was angry and yelled at God. One man I saw
screamed out that he was one of the servants that had prophesied of it’s coming, and
had taught on it, so he should be one that received it and that he deserved it. He was
angry that the Father did not give it to him. I was afraid as I saw this in the vision, as I
knew that his anger was pride and arrogance and that the Father was just in this, for
this man’s heart was not truly right. I also knew that this man would fall as he did not
have the right heart necessary to stand in the next hour and to fulfill his course
successfully. He had allowed the pride of position and the pride that comes from being

used by God to bring forth revelation from God to others, to cause him to be disqualified
and to harden his heart. I feared the Lord as I watched, for I knew that we all stand by
Grace, and not one of us can receive anything from God unless we truly believe and
unless we truly are fully surrendered to Him in every way.
I divinely understood that it was a matter of the individual’s heart before God, and not
just on his outward qualifications, knowledge, or training. God walks with each of His
People, and He daily leads them on their life’s journey, and what they learn throughout
their experiences and through their dependence upon God through it, determines their
receptiveness or not. God desires that we utterly trust Him, that we utterly love Him, and
that we utterly believe Him. Even though we each experience different levels of trials
and events in our personal journeys, the lessons are the same for all men. We must
each come to a death of our own ego and self life and we must come to a deeper
personal knowledge of God and into an intimate relationship with God. Our responses
to God in our life’s process will determine if we will walk fully with Him or not, and if we
will allow Him to change us into what he wants us to be. God sees us all and knows
each of our hearts. He knows who will let Him have His full and complete way in their
lives. Even though we might think we have failed Him, because of the severity of our
individual paths and trials, and also because we did not understand the process of why
we were in the events, the Father knows the depths of what lies deep within each of us.
I watched as others were transformed here and there, and it was also a very shocking
event on the earth as it was so sudden and unexpected. It also did not come in the
manner in which we had been taught from the church leaders, but it came as it had
been ordained from the Father, for this generation. There was worldwide upheaval as
the newly infused people began to quickly then be sent out by the Father all over the
earth on the Father’s business, and the people around them realized that they did not
receive what the others had. There was a lot of crying out from people all around also,
as this event also produced a huge surge of spiritual searching and even chaos in the
church as the people who were not infused questioned the established church leaders
of their knowledge of this event and it’s significance.
I also was given to know that out of those who did not receive the infusion of the Fiery
Essence, this did not mean that they were not the Lord’s people. It just meant that they
had missed the divine release because of their lack of inner spiritual preparation and
that they had not fully developed their hearts before God in their relationships in a timely
manner for this event. They were still God’s children, but they had missed the
opportunity to be used in this higher divine manner for the next stages of events that
would come upon the earth. There was a great sorrow expressed over this reality, as
many of them realized that they did not fully lay hold of the higher call or obtain to the
mark that God had set for them all to achieve.
What I did see was that this divine event caused a great sobering wave to spread
across the church and also a wave of a great determination to seek God exploded
across the church and also across the globe.
Many began to rise up and decide to be purified themselves and they began to sacrifice
everything to obey God, but it did not come as a reality in their lives until after these
events happened. Nevertheless, this event served to bring about the corporate
awakening and the rising up of the majority of the true Body of Christ across the globe.
Many now questioned what they had been spiritually taught by others, and many

returned to studying the Word and they began to search it out for themselves. A new
respect for the Church began to also spread amongst the Christian people, as they
realized the reality of being the Body of Christ, and repentance began to burst forth and
a new sense of purpose caused them to not persecute one another, but to see each
other as Christ.
This event also brought about much chaos, fear, confusion, and anger amongst the
unbelieving Christians, and among the religious, and especially the general world
populations. Great persecution also immediately broke out against the divine fire, as
many did not understand it and they feared it. The newly infused people of God were
not like them anymore, as they had been divinely changed, and this caused much panic
and turmoil. But it also caused revival to break out and a great fear of the reality of God
to began to be spread worldwide.
The devil was also greatly enraged as the Divine Essence now was embodied again in
the earth, and he no longer had dominion over God’s people to prevent them anymore,
and a great resistance and opposition and war broke out in many areas as the Divine
Light now clashed with the darkness. I saw great upheavals and war in many areas, but
also great restorations and great Light begin to spread throughout God’s people all
across the globe. The Father is in full control of the earthly events, even those to come
and He is active in all of the affairs of men.
The vision ended.
Matthew 3:
10 And already the ax is lying at the root of the trees; every tree therefore that does not
bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.11I indeed baptize you in (with)
water because of repentance [that is, because of your changing your minds for the
better, heartily amending your ways, with abhorrence of your past sins]. But He Who is
coming after me is mightier than I, Whose sandals I am not worthy or fit to take off or
carry; He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire. 12His winnowing fan (shovel,
fork) is in His hand, and He will thoroughly clear out and clean His threshing floor and
gather and store His wheat in His barn, but the chaff He will burn up with fire that cannot
be put out.
Luke 3:
16John answered them all by saying, I baptize you with water; but He Who is mightier
than I is coming, the strap of Whose sandals I am not fit to unfasten. He will baptize you
with the Holy Spirit and with fire. 17His winnowing shovel (fork) is in His hand to
thoroughly clear and cleanse His [threshing] floor and to gather the wheat and store it in
His granary, but the chaff He will burn with fire that cannot be extinguished.
Matthew 20:
21And he said unto her, What wilt thou? She saith unto him, Grant that these my two
sons may sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on the left, in thy kingdom. 22But
Jesus answered and said, Ye know not what ye ask. Are ye able to drink of the cup that
I shall drink of, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? They say
unto him, We are able. 23And he saith unto them, Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and
be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with: but to sit on my right hand, and on
my left, is not mine to give, but it shall be given to them for whom it is prepared of my

Father.
Mark 10:
37They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the
other on thy left hand, in thy glory. 38But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye
ask: can ye drink of the cup that I drink of? and be baptized with the baptism that I am
baptized with? 39And they said unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall
indeed drink of the cup that I drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal
shall ye be baptized: 40But to sit on my right hand and on my left hand is not mine to
give; but it shall be given to them for whom it is prepared.

http://youtu.be/LTWVUHQB6T0

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Sudden
Destruction, Events Shall Happen
in a Whirlwind

THE AFFAIRS OF YOUR HEART

Posted on StanDeyo.com

http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_Prophecy/131210.whats.coming.html

http://youtu.be/LTWVUHQB6T0

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Sudden
Destruction, Events Shall Happen
in a Whirlwind

http://youtu.be/12Erlbfk0zg

PLAY - Godshealer7 - I Shall
Silence Mans Machines, Darkness
Covers

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/11/seek-solace-in-me.html

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2013/11/these-three-days.html?m=1

http://youtu.be/7IGIqPOpono

PLAY - Crystal Clay - Vision Moon
Breaks Up FINAL

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/11/a-time-of-great-preparation.html

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2013/10/your-journey-is-almost-complete.html?m=1

FOR THIS YOU WERE BORN

NOT EVER (The Churches will be Empty)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/10/notever.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=5fb95d66bcRSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-5fb95d66bc301202041

http://youtu.be/6eMjBJocfA4

PLAY - JesusLoverofMySoul - Word from
the Lord - It Comes

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-10-26/legal-glitch-has-potential-sink-obamacare

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/10/this-ministry-is-nearing-completion.html

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2013/12/07/billy-graham-health-has-declined-quite-bit-son-says/

Billy Graham

Sister Billye Brim

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/09/new-hope.html

http://youtu.be/s5SClDVuiOg

PLAY - Godshealer7 - The
Heavens Remain Silent

Sue Crumpler was given this
messages from the Lord on
September 19,2013:
Oh My little ones, thick blackness covers
the earth. Soon you will see what is
currently just before you. Gross darkness a
s man has never known will blanket the
earth. Confusion will Reign. You will bring
My Light into this dark world and will exude
hope. Much is coming. Even those who say
they know Me will panic as My disciples did,
but I ask you to stay strong in faith. The
time of prayer and preparation in the
Garden of Gethsemane is almost past. The
darkest hour is just before you. Know that I
am with you when all strength appears to
crumble. You have received proper training
and you will not fail Me in this hour but will
be infused with Power from on High. Wait
for Me, for I am coming and I will NOT
delay. Things are not as they appear. You

are not weak, as you feel, for it is in your
weakness that I am made strong. The battle
is Mine and We will win. It is an honor
Sparrows, to be part of My End Time

AMERICA IS SEPARATED AS
ISRAEL IS DIVIDED

PEACE TALKS TO PASSOVER

http://thegoldenreport.net/?p=1112

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/09/cosmic-disturbance.html

Annie Nelson

6 minutes
http://youtu.be/-lxM2pGXtAo

PLAY - ByHisGraceChannel - Israel
Divides, Americas Land Will Divide in the
Middle

Six Seal - Great EQ Divides USA

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/09/i-speak-to-wickednow.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=3c8e60b9c0RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-3c8e60b9c0301202041

http://www.heedthemessage.com/transcriptions/message-september-09-2013/

Home » Transcriptions » Message September 09, 2013

PropheticMessage–September09,2013

Link to YouTube message. Click HERE
A time of awakening is at hand. Yet, so many hearts are
hardened and far from me sayeth I, the Lord of Hosts.
Time is short, days are few where all shall see catastrophes
globally. The gift of discernment, I have freely given unto
all. Though many are blinded by the lies of man. Raise up
my children, do not look at the natural, but the
supernatural. I, Jehovah say the area they are delivering
to with supplies on hand will not be a place destroyed. Yet
a safe place. Do not be fooled. Why would food, water,
medical aide be provided if a place is to be destroyed? No!
Be wise, search deeper within. Pray out to Me for wisdom
and I shall grant it upon you.
Yes, war will ensue. Great war! The land, the land oh
America is an open wound. I the God of of Abraham have
poured down healing and it has been rejected. The Holy
Spirit has been rejected in family homes, churches and
upon the streets. I have shaken the earth and the
warnings are ignored.
Write these words oh child as I Jehovah speak forth.
Fires shall consume your cities, your crops will be no
more. Increase in animal deaths due to airborne viruses,
that no man shall cure. Division and discord as never

before seen. Churches shall fall. Woe unto you Priests
who teach a false doctrine in My name the Great I AM.
Your decorated halls shall crumble before your eyes. To be
no more.
Civil unrest will be upon the people as they scatter for
food. Fear and confusion will consume those who are not
firmly grounded in Me, the God of Jacob.
As war breaks out in the middle east look upon your
doorstep America. For there is trickery in your leaders to
rise up against my Holy Land, Israel. Deception has
already befallen upon them. They gather in meetings,
their ears are deafened by the father of lies.
My children prepare for the battle. Prepare now. You
shall see disasters one after another, do not be moved.
The time has come – cleanse yourselves of all unholy acts.
Repent of all sins. Do not hold back. Seek my face this
day. No time for idleness, pray for all. Pray! The battle
in the heaven-lies has been ongoing and shortly
will be poured down onto the lands. Take refuge in
Me Oh saints! Obey Me, Jehovah. Cleanse all
unrighteousness, lies and deceit. Every bitter root within
you, cast it down through the power in the name of My son
Jesus. I see, I hear, lying lips everywhere. Stop I say for
liars with devious plans will not be entering my Kingdom.
Time of preparation is over. You must be doers of the
Holy Word. Reap in the harvest now. I see family

members of ones household filled with unbelief, as the
believer in the same household turns their cheek. Hard
work and labor is at hand. Do all and when you have done
all, stand firm on the foundation of the Holy Scriptures.
I speak forth this day, what you shall witness, do not be
shocked nor moved. For it has been written and it shall
come to pass.
Your leader oh America shall fall. Yet he knows his destiny
and fears not for he serves satan. As do many who govern
the land. United States, your government shall fall – will
be overtaken. Evil plans that have been planned long ago
are coming into fruition.
Yes, death shall be surmounting. Streets filled with the
stench of death. Those who have turned their backs and
mocked I, Jehovah, will be weeping and begging for
mercy. It shall not be found.
Indiana, keep a watchful eye. For explosions will engulf
your area. Movement of military done in secret. Traveling
to the northern border so no one may enter in or leave. So
shall it be on all borders of the United States of America.
Firmly secure your anchor in your faith. For this will be
your sustaining wind. Though ye many will perish in the
days to come. Yes loved ones who have turned a blind eye.

Be wise my children to what you hear. The lies presented
are overflowing the cup the evil ones drink of. When you
hear oh disaster will strike here – it is false I say. Keep
wide awake, sober and diligent. The enemy is prowling
around to devour those whose faith is weak. Strengthen
your armor now.
Montana, there is no safe zone. Do not be deceived. For
those in power know all and will destroy.
Oh don’t you see America, don’t you see? The sins
committed are now turning against you. Yet you still do
not believe. I, Jehovah, my hand is removed. Protection is
no more for those who have walked in evil. Those who say
no judgment shall be cast upon this great land, you are
fools. Desiring a great escape as your fellow brothers and
sisters suffer. Selfishness has no place in Me. My back is
turned on those who have hoarded your materialism and
money. Not helping the poor. You shall reap what you
sow. I the God of Israel give these warnings this day for
perilous times are approaching. Those who have stored
water, share with your neighbor. What you give unto
others shall be given unto you, I seek a heart of giving, not
greed! Those who have came in My Name, yet have caused
your fellow man or woman to stumble - a heap of coals
shall be upon your heads. I despise those who abuse those
who are unfortunate and in need. You shall see my anger
upon you. You shall not escape.

Tennessee prepare, for the rocks will crumble. The ground
shall sink.
Georgia, massive craters shall be befallen upon your
homes, your land.
The beach fronts of Florida, touch the sand no more. For
poison has seeped into the oceans spreading up into the
sands. Terrible infections of the skin with no cure.
Louisiana, the massive hole of waters will triple in size.
Collapsing nature and homes in its path. Radiation is
seeping directly under the earth. Soon your state will be
no more.
Colorado, Arizona – rainfalls will overtake you, mud slides
will sweep away your earthly possessions.
New York City, where the tower of evil stands. A battle
will be upon you. Not one of flesh, but of spirit. The souls
mourn for the evil that is erected tall, crowned with the
hand of satan.
Plant explosions, bridges collapsing, earth separating will
be found to the east, to the west, to the north, to the south.
I the God Almighty throw down hailstones the size of
boulders.

I am entering your land oh America for your mockery,
your sins, your detestable acts seen by all men. The
mockery of my saints will be no more.
As your military rises up, the heavenly army rises too.
Who can fight Me the Great I AM? None I say!
Repent, repent oh America for your time of trial is at
hand. Your man made shelter shall be destroyed by my
Mighty Breath. The warring angels have been stationed.
My sword of judgment is swift. Those who have firmly
rooted their hearts, their spirits in the One True Living
God, shall find safety in the days ahead. Stay pure before
me always. Place the blood of the Lamb above your
doorways, cry out to me Abba Father, I shall hear you,
shall spare you against the evil schemes. Do not be swayed
nor step into fear for what you shall see. As it is written, is
to be. Woe unto you when found on that day in your
wicked sins. Mercy shall not be found.
Transcribed message ByHisGraceChannel Ministry on
YouTube. Ministry site HeedTheMessage.com

PADRE PIO THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS

Wisdom is Coming Down

http://youtu.be/ciOnuHYckqg

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore Special Word from the Lord Heavenly Ranks
Children of the Most High, this is your Lord and
Savior speaking, Yeshua Ha Mashiach.
Dearest beloveds, I speak now of the glory that

awaits you - all. Kings and Queens are amongst
you. Servants of the highest order. For their are
heavenly ranks just as there are upon earth. Each
shall have his own position with its specific
dominion, authority, prestige and intelligence.
Each shall perform according to the glory
bestowed unto His name, according to what has
been prepared before the foundation of the world.
Each has a purpose, a position irrevocable,
ordained by God from before the foundation of
the world ( * in the video message I completed
this line as "from the beginning"). Each has his
own title and function.
Beloveds, magnificent and never-ending is My
kingdom and all have a unique place within it.
That which has been destined shall be. You shall
come into that which is reserved for you from the
beginning. That which is prepared for you now.
You shall each be tried and rewarded for your
good works, established by your deeds and
conduct upon the earth. Riches and great wealth
are in store for many - many of whom shall

be returning to their former estates.
Children, there is much you know not about what
lies before you in My kingdom. Truly profound it
is. The Heavens, My Kingdom is not as simple as
many conceive. As vast as My creation - so is the
remarkable organization and bodies of rule that
be. In the New Earth I shall reign with My Father
form the New Jerusalem that descends down
form Heaven, Mount Zion.
Children, the whole earth shall be filled,
organized by regions and elected powers, all
flourishing, guided and upheld by the central
everlasting authority that is I. Believe Me when I
tell you, the Heavenly Kingdom is a reality truly
you can not fathom. Understand now these things
spoken unto you for it is but a glimpse of the way
of life ahead of you. My kingdom comes
children. Awaken to greater knowledge of the
Promise before you. Love,
LORD YESHUA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ciOnuHYckq
g&feature=em-uploademail

DAMASCUS, DANIEL,
PROPHECY AND THE
RAPTURE

DANIEL 12 = RAPTURE
DANIEL 11:40-45 MUST COME TO PASS

DANIEL 11:40 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:41 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:42 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:43 FULFILLED

DANIEL 11:44 IN PROGRESS

DANIEL 11:45 HE SHALL COME
TO HIS END
(BABYLON DESTROYED)

http://www.examiner.com/article/prophecy-alert-this-war-on-syria-will-signal-the-start-of-thetribulation

NUKE FIRST, HARVEST
LATER
(Warning Not a Rapture Believer)

http://youtu.be/z1dL5hThctQ

(Nuke First, Harvest Next, Cont'd)

You Are Nothing Without Me
(Judgment Upon the USA)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/09/you-are-nothing-withoutme.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=202ebe1ab2RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-202ebe1ab2301202041

http://youtu.be/dsJS0xZ7-vY

*Transcript:
Children of the Most High, this is your Lord and Savior
speaking. My precious beloveds - you have now My
works, how My words manifest true. How My ways
and ways are revealed in all forms, in all aspects of
human life. Children, you shall be no means lack any
good thing, what I have promised, spoken to you in
My word.
You are Mine, you belongeth to Me - the Kingdom of
God. I shall in all ways provide for you for I make the
way. I know your end, your life - your journey is in the
palm of my hand. Jealous for you I AM.

Not one thing escapes Me, that is - the will of your
enemies, the corruption that abounds, every wile of
the devil. Believe that I know you more than you know
yourself. I AM God. I created you. I have greater
things planned for you, a most profound destiny that
awaits you.
Children rest now upon My promises. Wait diligently
upon Me and fret not over that which you can not
control. My peace is your comfort, it establishes you
in Me.
My desire is for your complete surrender, for you to
live in outstanding submission to Me, all that I AM.
This is where My beauty lies, this is the place of My
holy sanctuary - the mount of Zion.
Children I go before you. I make your crooked paths
straight. I help you to climb the great heights, to walk
though all valleys. I calm your troubling waters. It is I
whom makes peace rain and the sun shine. I AM your
day, your morning light, your dawn.
Resist Me not but move with the directions of the
spirit. Remain harnessed for there are greater thins to
be done, more of the extraordinary to unfold. Beloved
I AM with you always - from your waking to your eyes

shutting close at sleep - I AM with thee. By your side.
Watching over you. Guiding you. You are covered.
You are safe. You are protected.
No harm shall befall upon thee My little ones. Love,
LORD YESHUA

http://youtu.be/KYJwEBoOj-4

PLAY - Owuor - Prophecy of Massive Earthquake
Coming to the USA 9.8.13

http://youtu.be/9n3ygS6SN2I
PLAY - Godshealer7 - Now is the Time to Unseal
the Vision - The Trumpet Blows Come
The time of indignation begins
He who hath an ear let him have understanding
Let not your heart be troubled
For these things shall surely, surely come to pass
As nation rises against nation, my will shall be done
There is no other, only I AM
The truth is come and shall prevail this day
Over the Beast and his armies
The battle is raging in the heavens and on this earth
There is no other, only I AM

Only those who have been refined in the fire can
hear my voice
And follow my command
Only those that were in the fire, came out of the fire,
And were cast back into the fire, for the final time,
Can stand this day with me
Wearing white raiment, the robe of righteousness, a
crown of fine gold, with precious jewels;
For you are my jewels shining brightly, for your
reward comes
Cry not for your sorrows for they must be, for I am
with you
Cry not wipe the tears away, for the refining has
come to its end
Stand tall for your redeemer lives and is with you
The trumpet blows, come

http://youtu.be/S9Vx9bhoRqU
PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - Damascus and
War
Dearly beloved children, I come to you now with words of
truth.
The time has come for the amassing of my wrathful
judgment upon the world. For sometime now it has been
spoken, for sometime now it has become ever more clear
- believe Me beloveds you will witness and see calamity
and fall out come to diverse nations. Most significantly Damascus.

There will be war and it shall touch all nations - all tribes,
all tongues, all peoples shall be affected, if not hit. On a
global scale shall these evils be. Children, it comes now rockets, fire, nuclear attacks, biological devastation.
Multitudes destroyed, multitudes thereby brought into
repentance.
Children of the Most High - seeing in believing. My word
shall come to pass. All I have spoken shall be revealed as
true. There will be no turning back. No recovery, only a
greater descent into chaos and destruction.
Those who are Mine will be safe, covered by My blood,
they will be kept and protected. Redeemed and therefore
delivered from such atrocities. They have faith, faith that
has set them free and brought them into new life, under
the shadow of My wings. Merciful I shall be unto them for
they are escaped, My wrath is not appointed unto them.
Children, each has there own end but My bride shall be
rescued, delivered unto Me in due time. Upon My Ark they
are. in My shelter they shall dwell until these calamities be
overpast. Until the moment of my call, the sound of the
last trumpet.
You My beloveds must continue to warn and make known
these biblical prophecies for war is come. It is upon you.
America shall be made desolate and every nation which
comes against the apple of My eye.

I warn you now - speak. Tell them. Are not the signs ever
more clear? Believe Me children, ashamed you shall not
be for declaring My truths. Speak. Sow. My words will not
return void. Do My will children. Now is the season.
LORD YESHUA

http://youtu.be/G74lxNd_MN4
PLAY - Owuor - Massive Healings & Jesus
Steps Out of Heaven

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/140b637880004857

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/08/the-clock-has-startedticking.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BonsBl
og-HearingFromGod+%28Bon%27s+Blog+-+Hearing+from+God%29

http://thebrideofjesuschrist.blogspot.com/

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/08/and-then-i-come-for-you.html

BEHOLD I COME
I WILL ROAR (NEW)

http://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2013/08/i-willroar.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BeholdICo
me+%28Behold+I+Come%29

http://youtu.be/KALXy0lZGEA
PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - I AM READY

TD HALE VISIONS

Urgent Warnings to America
Pastor T. D. Hale - 12-28-2011 (FIRST)
I had a dream last night: In my dream, I saw myself going across America, as
if I was floating but with no fear. The land looked like it was bombed, totally
destroyed. I saw people standing out around their homes, weeping, holding
onto each other; there were a few who laid dead. I heard someone say, "This
should never have happened; this should never have happened."
National destruction had hit America: no food, no water, babies crying,
grownups, men all crying, holding onto their families, begging God for mercy.
As I moved along the way, I saw people running, looking for loved ones
missing, totally out of their minds.
I quickly came over a large city; it looked like it was Columbus, Ohio. As I
came close, there it was -- the riots we have all heard about. Store windows
busted, grabbing what they could get but I could tell they were not too
concerned about TVs iPads, etc.; they were grabbing food, water, chips,
things to survive on. There were riots and fighting. I even saw one man shot to

death.
As I left that place, going at the speed of light I was standing on the back side
of the White House. (I heard a voice say, "Look up to the Truman balcony." ...
I did not even know it was called that until a friend contacted me. He said,
"Brother, you're not gonna believe this; that's what it's called.") I looked up and
there was President Barack Obama on the balcony, holding a shotgun. I
heard a loud scream, real loud I turned my head to see where the scream
came from. Flying high in the air was an eagle -- majestic, flying around
Washington. I saw Barack point that shotgun toward that eagle and then shoot
it dead and it fell to the ground. I looked up at him and he just had a smile on
his face, a smirk. These were the words I heard: "I've done it and I won't have
to deal with this in my administration." It was dead silent. At that moment, I
heard a voice that said, "Tell the people this is My will; this is My hand, both
upon the generation of the righteous and upon the cursed. The righteous will
find their way and know what to do; the cursed will wander around with no
compass. The cup is full!"
From that point on, I knew that we were coming to a showdown; it was going
to be between us and them -- good versus evil. I saw people gathering into
some homes that were not destroyed. I saw people having prayer
meetings, just praying in the Spirit.
And then I heard in the dream: "To My servants and handmaids, a special
anointing will reside on you in these last days. Hold not back thy voice but
speak your hearts, for out of them are the issues of life. Pick up the mantle of
prayer, cover yourself with it and find you a secret place to cover My servants,
who stand for truth in prayer. I see their hearts and the desires to understand
and know more. Their eyes have been anointed with a special anointing to
see. Others are blinded to My Word. All things will be revealed in their due
course. A supernatural wave of my Spirit will come over this generation soon;
the FINAL voices are in the land to speak one last time. (Through the
ministries of tapes, DVDs and books that people would have in their
possession, that God would give them that spiritual food to sustain them
during these times that are coming upon us.) Think it not strange the
happenings around you; they must and will come to pass but I have placed in
your hands the food to sustain you in the months ahead. I have spoken and
shown all that matter. Tell my servants, saith the Lord, there is coming harsh
days ahead!"
As I stood there hearing the voice of God, I saw a table, very old as if it was a

table that had many documents signed in times past of importance. I saw a
voting ballot lying there. As I looked, I saw two names on that ballot: Barack
Obama and Mitt Romney. It was check-marked beside Obama’s name. (“I am
100% sure” he will be re-elected.) I looked at the bottom of the ballot and
these words were written: “For this is the will of the Lord.” Then I woke up. (I'm
telling my church to just be prepared, to get their house in order and whatever
they need to do for their families, do it quickly.)

Pastor T. D. Hale - 12-29-2011 (SECOND)
I had another odd dream last night. In it, I saw myself walking through the
woods and I came upon people camping and in my dream I knew they were
hiding. They looked like they had been there for months the way the camp
was set up, living in tents. They were dirty, as if they had not had much water
to wash but yet I saw gallons of water jugs setting around. They had a small
fire cooking something but yet the fire was so small as not to bring attention to
themselves in the woods.
I stood there and watched them as they were huddled together and I could
hear two of the elderly adults praying. I could see children and they were very
poor-looking; their clothes looked as if they had not been washed in weeks.
Off in the distance I saw government officials driving up close to that area but
far enough away as not to alarm them or let them know they were coming. As
they approached the camp site, I heard the adults start to scream and cry and
the children started to cry wildly, as if they knew they were to be killed and
they started to run but the adults just fell to the ground and did not put up
much of a fight, as if they gave in. I saw the men in the uniforms approaching
and surrounding that campsite. I would say there were about six adults -- two
of them were elderly, like someone’s parents, and five children.
The next thing I saw was them putting handcuffs on them but not on the
children. They led them away to the cars and then the dream changed. While
they were putting handcuffs on them, I heard one of the men say, "We are
from the United States government. You are under arrest."
All of a sudden I was standing in front of a building as they were taking them
in and fingerprinting them, processing them to be put somewhere. But in my
dream I knew where that "somewhere" was.
The outside looked like something you would see in the days of Hitler. No

doubt they had been taken to an area where they were away from civilization;
they were old buildings but had a modern look on the inside. I felt as if I had
entered into a death camp. (I knew that they probably were old military bases
of some sort that had been modernized and painted and updated. And I
actually saw railcars. Railcars were up beside this place. I didn't go into the
railcar and I didn't see inside, but I did see the railcars down around this place
and that frightened me.) No kidding when I say this: it was if I had been
transported into the Great Depression times. Everything looked to me,
standing outside surveying the area, as if the economy had hit an all-time low.
Even on the inside of the area where I was, it was a poor place. I was
weeping, saying, "Lord, please. I beg You, help this family." But yet, somehow
in the dream I knew they would not make it out and then that was the end of
the dream.
I know where America is heading and I knew by this dream it was heading to
the tribulation!

Pastor T. D. Hale 11-24-2012 (THIRD)
I was immediately standing in front of the desk in the Oval Office. Standing in
the Oval Office, I was in front of the President. A voice came forth and said,
“Weep and howl for the misery that shall come shortly.”
There on the floor of the Oval Office was the eagle I saw him shoot back in
December. He walks from behind that desk with the same smirk I saw on his
face and puts his foot on the neck of the eagle. At this point, he picks it up by
its head and twists it three times until his head comes off of the body.
At that point that voice said, “The spirit of Rehoboam.” I knew what that meant
and I knew it rested upon the President.
The President of the United States was totally dressed in black: suit, tie, shirt,
shoes, pants, etc. As I was standing in front of him, looking directly at him, all
of a sudden his chest cavity began to open and his heart was exposed. As I
was looking at his heart, thick, black, dark mist was swirling around his heart.
At this point he, picked up a gavel which was part wood and part stone.
Handle was wood; head of the gavel was stone. He hit a document on the
desk and when he did an earthquake hit Washington.
All of a sudden, I was standing above the White House and saw the earth

open and it went toward the Washington Monument, then toward the
Jefferson Memorial.
At that point, an odd-color rain started falling, the color of fire. It started slowly
coming down and intensified little by little until the waters started rising; the
starting point was Washington, D.C.
As the waters started rising, I went up a little higher into the atmosphere and
saw the map of the United States. The waters left Washington and began
to flood the nation. I saw it hit MD, WV, OH, MI, KY, IN, SC and on and on
until it covered America. On the document on the desk of the President was
written, “The Final Abomination.”
I began to hear screams across the nation, as if it was a mournful sound. I
thought of Noah and what it must have been like for the people outside of the
Ark as the flood waters came in and they knew they had not listened to Noah
or the voice God gave to them to speak. The screams were as if their lives
were over and there was no hope.
As I was still in the air, and I am going to try and explain this as best I can, I
saw America in this state of being covered with flood waters and then, all of a
sudden, I saw beams of light quickly coming out of the flood waters like a
speed of light quickly going up into the air. Millions it looked like but at that
moment I was taken above the earth and then I saw it around the world.
Possibly they were the prayers of the saints.
After this point, now I was back to the earth, as if I was back to the beginning
of all of this. I heard a voice say, “The shifting has begun!” At this point, I was
looking over top of megachurches and, like a flash, a voice said, “A breeding
ground for sin. The people know not Me but play around their calf.” (I know
that as we enter into the “time of the end” it will not be large churches but
home meetings of where the saints will gather in secret where God will abide
and speak in the last days because of the persecution that will come upon this
generation.)
Then, at this point, I was looking again at homes of people I knew loved and
served God. I saw the homes of men and women who were gathered
together, praying in deep prayers across the nation and a voice that said, “The
season is upon the nation. Because you have set the abomination before my
eyes, I will set judgment before yours! When will these things be?" said the
voice, “After he will be sworn in.”

TD HALE - NOVEMBER 24, 2012
Another Visitation from the Lord –
Pastor T.D. Hale Nov. 24th 2012
Another Visitation from the Lord – Pastor T.D. Hale Nov. 24th 2012
I was immediately standing in front of the desk in the Oval Office. Standing in
the Oval office I was in front of the president. A voice came forth and said,
“Weep and howl for the misery that shall come shortly….”
There on the floor of the Oval office was the eagle I saw him shoot back in Dec.
He walks from behind that desk with the same smirk I saw on his face and
puts his foot on the neck of the eagle. At this point he picks it up by its head
and twisted it three times until his head came off from the body.
At that point that voice said, “The spirit of Rehoboam.” I knew what that
meant and I knew it rested upon the President.
The president of the United States was dressed in total black; Black suit, tie,
shirt, shoes, pants, total black. As I was standing in front of him looking
directly at him, all of a sudden his chest cavity began to open and his heart
was exposed. As I was looking at his heart, thick black, dark mist was swirling
around his heart.
At this point he picked up a gavel in his hand which was part wood and part
stone. Handle was wood; head of the gavel was stone. He hits a document on
the desk and when he did an earthquake hit Washington.
All of a sudden I was standing above the White House and saw the earth open
and it went towards the Washington Monument then towards the Jefferson
Memorial. At that point an odd color rain started falling (color of fire) and it
started slowly coming down and intensified little by little until the waters
started rising, the starting point was Washington D.C.
As the waters started rising, I went up a little higher into the atmosphere and
saw the map of the United States. The waters left Washington, and begin to
flood across the nation. I seen it hit MD, WV, OH, MI, KY, IN, SC and on and on
until it covered America.
On the document on the desk of the President was written, “The Final
Abomination.”
I begin to hear screams across the nation as if it was a mournful sound. I
thought of Noah and what it must have been like for the people outside of the
Ark as the flood waters came in and they knew they had not listened to Noah

or the voice God gave to them to speak. The screams were as if their lives were
over and there was no hope.
As I was still in the air, and I am going to try and explain this as best I can. I
saw America in this state of being covered with flood waters and then all of a
sudden I saw beams of light quickly coming out of the flood waters like a
speed of light quickly going up into the air. Millions it looked like but at
that moment I was taken above the earth and then I saw it around the
world. Possible the prayers of the saints.
After this point, now I was back to the earth as if I was back to the beginning
of all of this. I heard a voice say, “The shifting has begun!” At this point I was
looking over top of mega churches and like a flash a voice said, “A breeding
ground for sin, the people know not me but play around their calf.” I know
that as we enter into the “time of the end” it will not be large churches but
homes meetings of where the saints will gather in secret where God will abide
and speak in the last days because of the persecution that will come upon this
generation.
Then at this point I was looking again at homes of people I knew that loved
and served God. I saw the homes of men and women that were gathered
together, praying in deep prayers across the nation and a voice that said, “The
season is upon the nation. Because you have set the abomination before my
eyes, I will set judgment before yours!” When will these things be? said the
voice, “After he will be sworn in.”
BLUE 21 VISION OF 1996 (EXCERPT)

Then after about 3 weeks of this, the Rapture will happen. Although there are different
time zones around the world, the Lord showed it will be night here in Florida, USA. In
this vision, I was taken in the spirit out in the woods behind my house in Florida.
During the spring or early summer, it started at night. I didn’t hear any trumpets or
words (come up hither) but I know there’s going to be, because the Bible says so. As I
was standing there in the spirit of course, in the middle of some trees, a huge blue
beam of light came down like a big flashlight, about a thirty foot circle around me.
The blue light was identical in color to a welder’s arc light at night. It was so blinding I
put my hands over my eyes to see if I could see where or what this light was coming
from. Then I noticed in the distant night sky, north, south, east, and west of me, blue
colored stars jetting off the ground spiraling upwards traveling fast, they were heading
for the bright blue object that was shining that beam of light down on me. It could have
been the Lord or an open door to heaven. I really could not tell, it was so bright and
blinding.

Anyway, these little blue stars were going up in clusters. Different numbers
depending on the size of town around me. Then all of a sudden when they reached about
9:00 high they burst into 10 times their size. Then I realized it was those alive in Christ
joining those dead in Christ.

SORI PARK VISION – NASA
BLAMES ALIENS FOR RAPTURE
Vision 2)
http://www.heavenvisit.com/Sori_Park_2.php

It was in the middle downtown Los Angeles, California. Holy Spirit taught me that
was on the Wilshire Boulevard. A young man and woman were walking in the
sidewalk along the street. They were heading west with the man walking to the
bush side and the woman walking to the street side. The man was making an
impassioned speech to the woman, criticizing Jesus. Being lost in his rational
criticism, he called the Bible irrational and made comments to ignore Christianity.
The woman was walking carefully and praying inside without any response to his
remarks with her head down a little bit and a book held in her chest.
‘Have mercy on him, Lord.'
In the middle of her prayer, she suddenly heard loud trumpet sound from the sky.
"Rise up here!!!"
She looked up in the sky with her face full of joy and excitement. She had no time
to express her joy because she was raised up into the air the moment she looked
up. He suddenly found her gone and looked around in bewilderment to find her,
when there was a clash in the street. The downtown street was traffic jammed,
which means the car accident was a fender bender instead of a huge one. God
granted me spiritual knowledge as I was watching the scene
and taught me that the trumpet sound are only heard by
those who get raptured.
With much traffic in the area, cars were moving slowly. There would not be many
people who were ascending into the air in those circumstances, which gives some
idea about how much spiritually corrupted cities are. I was looking down at the
scene high up in the air and asked Jesus, “What will the world say about people
being raised up into the air, Jesus?”
He gave me accurate and detailed answers:

“NASA of the United States will make an announcement that
thousands of UFO from a distant planet in the universe
surrounded the entire earth and abducted numerous people
around the world with a powerful ultramodern sucking
machine in one moment, promising to make further
investigations into the matter and trying to cover it up.”

GO INTO ALL THE WORLD

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/07/go-into-allworld.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=59fff521f2RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-59fff521f2301202041

SHALL THE EARTH NOT SHAKE, SEAS
TURN RED, HIDE YOUR EYES FROM
THE BRIGHT LIGHT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZALKmFCCV0

PLAY - Godshealer7 - The Mystery of
God, Time of Revelation

http://youtu.be/KiQiDiyO7Hg
PLAY - Godshealer7 - Watchman Now is the
Time to Sound the Alarm

All is Ready - All is Set

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com.au/2013/05/all-is-ready-all-is-set-all-is-inplace.html?m=1

RAPTURE RED ALERT

NOTHING TO FEAR

LAST HARVEST

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com.au/2013/04/the-last-harvest-and-coming-antichrist.html

HARVEST OF SOULS

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/05/harvest-of-souls.html

FEAR NOT

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/04/nothing-to-fear.html

SAVE YOUR LOVED ONES

http://www.wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/05/many-lives-are-lost.html

READ SLOWLY - EMPHASIZE
VERY SOON THINGS WILL HAPPEN

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/06/very-soon-will-things-begin-to-happen.html

RELIEF FOR WORRIED PARENTS

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/2013/07/prepare-your-hearts-for-this-event.html

http://newbon-bonsblog.blogspot.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z_o7OwhKog&feature=youtube_gdata_player
Word from Almighty God himself to USA and all the nations!
WOE to you judgement has come down to you and is coming once again! Oh Mystery
Babylon whose sins has reached my throne room and her sins are like the days of old;
the old Babylon, but 10 times worst. I prophesy against you says the Lord God. I shall
rain down my judgement against you because you repented not to me or turn from your
wicked ways. When judgement comes you shall know that I AM GOD and when I speak
through my anointed ones it shall come to pass and you will know that I AM GOD. You
will see and envy those who were untouched by the storm that is coming against you.
Those who I protect are those that have truly accepted Jesus and truly love Him with
their whole hearts in obedience and their families and their pets shall be protected.
When you see this know that I AM THIER GOD. I will do to this nation as I have done in
the city of Sodom and Gomorrah! Just as I have spoken in my WORD shall come to
pass. Expect it! I shall come for my own now when the clock strikes midnight. Weep and
wail! I will not hear you! You have mocked me once, but you shall not when you see
every WORD I have spoken through my servents was true. Now I send my Angels to
loose the four winds of every corner of the earth and now shall it begin to blow. WOE
WOE WOE to them are caught in the midst of the storm them that have not repented to
me of their sins!

Distress Coming to the Great
Lakes

http://youtu.be/BWN8nAMsw7k
PLAY - Owuor - Distress Coming to
the Great Lakes (short)

Prophecy and Rapture Timing Table

PROPHETIC TIMELINE
ALERTS
Prophecy and Rapture Timing Table

This possible timeline of events includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Israel Send F-15 fighters to Iran and Attacks
Obama getting reelected November the 6th
Mega California Earthquake
Mega North East USA Earthquake / tsunami
RAPTURE

6. USA is Destroyed by Nuclear Attack (Russia)
Owuor - War with Israel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wohOUF45iHw

Elvi Zapata - Three Final Signs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqvPUM05Wq4

PLAY – pp – Elvi – Three Final Signs (Short)
Owuor - Historic Earthquake in the West
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDpRHTTm0Zc

PLAY – pp – Owuor Earthquake in the West (Short)
Lyndon Larouche – West Coast Earthquake Warning
PLAY – California – Larouche West Coast Earthquake
Owuor - Second Earthquake Coming (East Coast
USA)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_utwge9M0Y
PLAY – Owuor Second Quake

Owuor - Nuclear War with Iran
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Disv6iMWec&hd=1
PLAY – Owuor – Vision of Nuclear Missiles Explode in Iran

IRAN WWIII – Lyndon Larouche – Thermonuclear
WWIII
PLAY – IRAN-WWIII Larouche Thermonuclear WWIII Russia
China (SHORT)
PLAY – Godshealer7 – 3 Signs – Fiery Arrow, Sky Red,
Trumpet Sound
Godshealer7 - A Great Fire Shall Erupt in the Sky
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7keXCcZ88g&feature=plcp

PLAY – Godshealer7 – A Great Fire Shall Erupt in the Sky

N. Korea attacks USA & South
Korea /
Nuke Ed Dames

http://youtu.be/1yI4ahJDU4g

PLAY - Owuor - North Korea Missile Attack
US Carrier S. Korea (THE TIPPING POINT)

Israel WILL attack Fordow
Facility
(Tactical Nukes)
Owuor - Nuclear War with Iran

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Disv6iMWec&hd=1

PLAY – Owuor – Vision of Nuclear Missiles
Explode in Iran
Godshealer7 - Three Signs Before I Come
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh7T0RHlCeQ&feature=plcp

PLAY – Godshealer7 – 3 Signs – Fiery Arrow, Sky Red,
Trumpet Sound

Godshealer7 - Three Signs Before I Come
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh7T0RHlCeQ&feature=plcp

CONFIRMATION OF USA DESTRUCTION
PLAY – Dimitru Duduman – Warning to America – (4:34)
PLAY – Henry Gruver – Vision of Nuclear War Russian
China Subs
PLAY – TD Hale – Thermonuclear War – 1

A View to a Kill – PLAY – 007 James Bond
Zorin - Bond and Sutton infiltrate Zorin's mine,
discovering his plot to detonate explosives beneath

the lakes along the Hayward and San Andreas faults,
which will cause them to flood.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jx0akWa7GcU#!

PLAY - Russian Kremlin Pastor - Financial
Collapse, Riots and Nuclear Attack
This Russian pastor told him that Russia is about to
attack the United States west coast with nuclear
weapons, shortly after an orchestrated and planned
FINANCIAL COLLAPSE, AND RIOTS. Here comes
the martial law.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San
Andreas Fault

CIVIL WAR – RISE OF FEMA
The Honorable Senator John Cornyn, State of Texas
United States Senate
517 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re: Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and
that agencies preparation for war against citizens of
the United States of America.
Dear Senator Cornyn,
It is with gravest concern that I write to you today
concerning the recent appropriation of weapons by
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that
can only be understood as a bold threat of war by that agency, and the
Obama administration, against the citizens of the United States of
America. To date, DHS has been unwilling to provide to you, the
elected representatives of the People, justification for recent purchases
of almost 3,000 mine-resistant ambush-protected (MRAP) armored
personnel carriers, 1.6 billion rounds of ammunition (with associated
weapons), and other weapons systems, when, in fact, the DHS has no
war mission or war making authority within the limits of the United
States of America.
Significant is the fact that at the same time the Obama administration is
arming his DHS for war within the limits of the United States against the
People of the United States in accordance with his 2008 campaign
speech claiming,
“We cannot continue to rely only on our military in order to achieve the
national security objectives that we’ve set. We’ve gotta (sic) have a
civilian national security force that’s just as powerful, just as strong, just

as well funded [as the United States military]”--Candidate Barack
Obama, 2008.
[...]
We refuse to surrender our Constitution or our nation!
Resolved,
Captain Terry M. Hestilow
United States Army, Retired Fort Worth, Texas March 23, 2013

Dimitru Duduman
From the middle of the country,
some of the people will start fighting
against the government.

MAJOR ED DAMES – N. KOREA NUKE
ATTACK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1hc84x-nF0

PLAY - Ed Dames North Korea Nuclear Attack
Prediction (Full w Fukushima & C2C)

http://youtu.be/1yI4ahJDU4g

PLAY - Owuor - North Korea Missile Attack
US Carrier S. Korea (THE TIPPING POINT)

THE ALIENS

PLAY - The Days of the Seven Thunders Draws
Near (SHORT)

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - It Comes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFari0tha2M

Children of the Most High God, this is your lord and
Savior speaking,
My beloveds, surely I have told you that I come as a
whirlwind - unexpectedly, with brute force. My
tempest shall be cruel, quick and unceasing. I AM a
God who is to be feared, for My wrath upon My
enemies is terrible. My vengeance is merciless.
Repent and turn to Me in time or perish. The wicked
shall be eliminated from the face of the Earth. They
shall be scorched by My fire, they shall be burned by
the intensity of My righteous indignation.

Children, what unfolds now represents the end of all
things. The separation between the sheep's and
goats, the keeping of wheat, the burning of the tares punishment upon the wicked. Those of Me shall
witness My glory - deliverance form evil, the demise
and utter destruction of their enemies. They shall
meet with restoration, peace and joy while the
ungodly fall into greater peril. Children, evil is no
match for the power and glory of God. Your reward,
your recompense is with Me. I shall repay. All
evildoers shall be cut off. Slain, removed from your
midst. You My children shall suffer no more, in due
time I shall recover you - your shall be lifted up from
all your troubles.
My loves, the catching away of My bride is at hand. It
is more than just in sight - you are moments away.
The earth shall be pummeled with calamity and it
comes. I shall retrieve My Bride. There shall be
sudden destruction - complete darkness shall blanket
the earth.
My children i promise you - your present suffering, the
persecution, loss, oppression and struggles are only
temporary. Be focused not upon what is taking place
but what is at hand. Judgment comes. It is so. The
present time is the manifestation of the events in
which precede and lead up to the Great and Terrible

day of the Lord.
Children, this is the most volatile and elusive time for
the world and those of it. The worst period of human
history commences. Nothing lies ahead but grave evil
and darkness. Trust not in the world. There is no hope
in it but only in Me. El Shaddai, the Lord your God.
The kingdom of God is at hand, the reconciliation of
all things.
Children, be strong in Me now. You have My strength.
My power is in you. I AM with you, ever present,
close, always before you. Remain free from all
adultery with the world, all fornication and that which
would defile you. Keep that which is sacred, sacred.
You are holy sacrifices to the living God. Temples of
God. Be pure, remain focused upon the Kingdom of
God and righteousness.
Abide in me and Me peace now. The spirit of God is
upon you. I dwell within you children. Be not far from
Me. The wickedness of the world the forces of
darkness present are unprecedented. Remain where
you are safe. Do not stray My sheep form the Good
Shepherd. It is far to dangerous. Remain under Me
covering. Where I guide you. Follow My lead, do not
look back. Move forward and abstain form all forms of
corruption. The end is here. Your redemption draweth

nigh. It is at hand. Love,
LORD YHVH YESHUA

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - Courage and
Strength
Children of the most High God, this is your Lord and
Savior speaking - Yeshua Ha Mashiach,
My beloveds, now comes much distress amongst the
nations. GreatER tribulation is here - can you not
hear, feel and see My tempest brewing? It is the
gathering of the four winds children. From the four

corners of the earth My Elect shall be gathered. They
shall be caught up - delivered hence fourth.
My beloveds, be strong now, take courage. Do not be
afraid. As the world plunges into further disarray
you shall ever more be under the radiance of My
light. You shall bestow My brilliance. You shall
walk in My power and glory. Children, these are
tumultuous times that are before you. I warn you now,
you must not fall prey to fear, the lies of the enemy
nor the darkness that may surround.
I shall strengthen those who trust in me, I shall lift
them up and bless My people with peace, joy and My
steadfast, enduring love. Be patient now, observant of
the movements of the spirit, the increasing changes
manifesting in the world and in your lives now. You
My beloveds are upon a precipice, upon the brink.
You have come to the end. The resolution of all
things.
My beloveds, most dramatic are the events that lie
ahead.You My children shall prosper in Me like
never before. Those close to Me shall encounter
overwhelming supernatural support. Miracles and
wonders shall bless you way now. Keep the faith,
have confidence in your walk with Me. Do not doubt
but press onward, forward, upwards.

Children leave your past behind now for you are
entering into new territory. Greater revelations, new
found spiritual authority and gifts, deeper
understanding and knowledge of all things spiritual.
Have i not told you I have greater mysteries, hidden
wisdom and secrets to reveal, treasures for you to
know? Now My beloveds come near. Let Me share
with you greater riches of My glory.
As the world crumbles and fall you shall be abundant,
fat and flourishing. To you I make known My will, to
you I bless with insight. Seek Me children. Let Me
know the desires of your heart. Surrender all unto Me
and I shall bless you. Worship and praise Me like
never before. Unto you shall My glory descend. Lift up
your hands unto the Heavens children for your Master
is on His way.
Children, I come as a thief in the night. Be ready,
found in Me not wanting but filled. Filled and having
plenty. For unto you I shall give generously My little
ones. I AM your portion. Blessed are those who I shall
find waiting. Watching, having consecrated
themselves unto Me. Yours is the Marriage Supper
of the Lamb. The Great wedding feast. I your
bridegroom come for you My bride. Peace, be still.
Love,

LORD YESHUA

The Closing of This Last Hour
Sara Fatou Traore·164 videos
3,187

Like
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB6sr0sjGmA
Children of the Most High,
My dearly beloveds, It is My good pleasure to give you the Kingdom. It comes now. It is here.
You are at the end of the age. My Judgment unfolds before you.
Man has come to the end of all things, life upon earth as it has been known is no more. Never
have such times been lived before. Never has such darkness and evil ever been witnessed.
Children what has been unleashed is irreversible. There is no holding back. My plan move
forward without delay, on time across the earth. My fire fuels the wrath to come. My Judgment
that shall descend upon man shall be awesome. All consuming, tragic for the lost who have not
been found in Me. It shall be swift, unrelenting. Catastrophic only slightly describes the ruin that
shall amass upon man. Complete and utter ruin and chaos. There shall be no where to run. No
where to hide. Escape shall be desired yet there shall be none for except those found in Me - My
faithful and true. For I AM the way, the truth, the life. No one comes to the Father except
through Me. I AM the doorway that leads to deliverance. Safety. Eternal peace and bliss.
Children now comes Judgment unseen like never before. Now comes the manifesting of even
greater travail. The birth pains quicken. They shorten, with much force they come - with much
damage they are released. This shall be no easy delivery. Excruciating it shall be. The earth shall
be in agony, man in unbearable distress.
I have warned for it is written. Still man continues to walk blindly and refuse to accept the
condition of their existence. They look another war, forsake My calls, they heed not to the signs
of the times.
This is the end. The very end of the age of man. There is no future for humanity but that that is in
Me and My heavenly rest. Children, the time has come for the closing of this Last Hour. Surely it
is late. Much overdue. I can not stand to have this earth proceed any longer. It shall not continue
further. Prepared yourselves. I come to fetch My Bride.
LORD YESHUA

HARVEST OF SOULS

Before the Day of the Lord

RAPTURE MIGHTY VISION DREAM (BLUE 21)

This dream began as two very large volcanoes
erupted. (A photo is show of the global seismic
indicators pegged with event data). While the first was
erupting many did nothing. But when the second
spewed fire and ash, the world’s attention turned
to it. In all, at least six volcanoes erupted within a
very close time.I heard the Emergency Broadcast
System throughout the neighborhood and went in to
watch. Fires were started throughout the U.S. The main
body of which was caused by an unexpected meteor.
The shuttle was forced to land because of the meteor
showers. When the burning objects hit the ground, they
started oil, coal and gas fires from Texas to Virginia. (…)
Events that I saw, but am not sure of their order.
Earthquake affecting the East Coast of the United
States. Large amounts of water affecting the East
Coast. Power outage in scattered parts of the
U.S. Starvation within the U.S. (…)

http://z6mag.com/featured/two-alaska-volcanoes-are-placed-on-high-alert-due-to-possibleeruption-1621195.html

POPOCATEPETL, MEXICO CITY,
VOLCANOES, FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
Vision of What’s Coming to America

Aug 13, 2012
Randy Hecker
spiritofprophecy.maxforum.org/
www.randyhecker.wordpress.com
Anyway here goes. The sequence I am watching (as a
Watchman of the Lord) begins with Mt. Popocatepetl in
Mexico. There will be a sudden very powerful eruption
that will blow its lid off. Within hours an 8+ magnitude
earthquake will strike Mexico City and virtually level it.
Thousands will be killed. Hundreeds of thousands will be
injured. And millions will be displaced from their homes.
The economy of Mexico, bad as its, will collapse
except for precious metal values. There will be anarchy
throughout the land.
This event will radically increase pressure on the San
Andreas Fault to the north. The fault is locked up in an
area from Palm Springs in the south to Palm Dale to the

north. HAARP will be used to create a super earthquake
in this area. The magnified and duration n of the quake
will both be magnified. The earthquake will strike (I
believe) in the afternoon either this coming October or the
following May. It will occur just after a complete
economic meltdown of the American dollar. The
magnitude of this quake will reach somewhere
between 9.5 and 10.5 and it will last for nearly three
minutes. Two to three million people will be killed
outright. Millions more will be injured.
The worst part of this is not the earthquake itself but the
events that will be associated with it. The ground shock
from this quake will cause every other stressed fault
within 1,500 to 2,000 miles to release all pent-up stresses.
As the ground shockwave moves to the north the Sierra
Nevada volcanoes will be triggered, the Cascadia
volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone super volcano
will also be triggered. This is both a blessing and a curse.
The nation will be so disorganized after this event that
martial law will be declared , but it will be completely
unenforceable.

Two to four days after this earthquake America will be
further devastated a nuclear sneak attack on
American cities, that will coordinated and started by our
own Shadow Government. There will also be some
Russia n and Chinese nukes as well. The world will
very quickly descend into global thermonuclear war (Gog
Magog war).

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-22535495

PLAY - CNN Mexico on Alert as Popocatepetl
Blows Steam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9m8Zc0nBIA&fe
ature=youtube_gdata_player

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Cataclysmic Event, Pause,
The Sudden Destruction

BLUE 21 ARTICLE
ELECTRICAL GRID GOES DOWN

1996 - DAVID DOUGERTY
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/feb2009/davidd210.htm

By remembering these visions, it will or can save you much
needless suffering.
The Lord does not want to hurt his bride.
The Appearance of a Large Sphere in the Sky
There is going to appear above the earth (in the sky) a strange
object, it will be large and sphere shaped, like a ball. It will look
like it’s been built in sections, like a football with huge rivets at the
seams. Many will call this a UFO, I don’t know. It will have the
color of copper or bronze. It will be on every TV around the world.
People will be shocked like the World Trade Center. People will be
glued to their TV’s but you don’t.
The minute you see this, run to the closest food store and get
enough canned food and bottled water for about three weeks,
because between one and 24 hours after this object is seen world
wide there is going to be a massive impact or collision on
our sun’s surface. It is going to happen on our blind side, we
can’t see it coming. It’s going to be a super size twin asteroid
hitting the sun in a vital spot, releasing a major solar storm,
knocking out all of earth’s electricity, all over the world.
Those of you who read this will save yourself and your family
much misery.
2 to 3 Weeks of Trial and Miracles
Now, this is what’s going to happen in the next 2 or 3 weeks, while
the electricity is off. Within a few days the whole world will start
to go crazy with hunger. The banks and ATM’s can’t work without
electricity. No gas pumps for food transportation, no

refrigeration, total darkness. The robbers, rapists, and
murderers will see right away that no one can call the police for
help, because the solar storm has burned up all communication
satellites, cell phones and telephones. The law can’t even call each
other. It’s going to be total breakdown in large cities. There
will be gun shots and screams all night long. Millions will be
behind locked doors, praying and begging for God’s
mercy, for help and protection. He will answer millions of
prayers. Millions will ask for forgiveness, and the Lord
and his saints will perform millions of miracles during
these three weeks.
3 Weeks Later “The Rapture”
Then after about 3 weeks of this, the Rapture will happen.
Although there are different time zones around the world, the
Lord showed it will be night here in Florida, USA. In this vision, I
was taken in the spirit out in the woods behind my house in
Florida.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8b1MqwMBwbs

PLAY - Ed Dames - Comet ISON, Financial
Collapse, Huge Solar Flares (3mins)

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - It Comes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFari0tha2M

(Complete Darkness Blankets the Earth)

My loves, the catching away of My bride is at hand. It
is more than just in sight - you are moments away.
The earth shall be pummeled with calamity and it
comes. I shall retrieve My Bride. There shall be
sudden destruction - complete darkness shall
blanket the earth.

FINANCIAL COLLAPSE &
NUKE
DAVID WILKERSON MEXICO & MACY'S
David Wilkerson's prophecy about Mexico. This volcano, when it
blows, will cause Mexico's economy to collapse.
“It is just about to happen very soon; and I am speaking prophetically.
If I’ve ever heard anything from God in my life I heard it! About the
notions! Poland owes $30 billion and they haven’t even paid the
interest in two years! Saudi Arabia is behind on their payments on $8
billion – the richest country in the world as far as Arab states and it is
not paying its bills! Very soon a European or North African or Eastern
nation is going to default on its international loan and when that
happens within two weeks Mexico is going to default. Mexico owes
$100 billion – 80% of it to American banks – and here is what is going
to happen: About two weeks after the first country goes bankrupt we
are going to survive that because most of that money is owed to
European banks; German, Swiss and French banks. THe 2nd country
is going to go down probably Argentina or Brazil and we will kind of
live that out and people will settle down and say “Well maybe its not
going to hurt.” But two weeks!
after the first country goes down, Mexico is going to default on $100
billion. And When the banks open the next day at 9:00 am in the
morning $15 billion an hour is going to be withdrawn from our
American banks. They are going to be running our banks; the Arabs,
all the Latin American countries. They are going to be running our
banks – and before the day is over the United States is going to have
to declare a bank holiday. And we are going into six months of the
worst hell America has ever seen! THere is going to be chaos! Not
even the National Guard is going to be able to quiet it down. We are
going to have to call out the whole United States Army.

“Now I’ve had visions recently for I’ve been in New York City and I
was in Macy’s in vision and I say people walking around stunned
because they couldn’t get their money out the bank. Now I’m going to
give you a word of advice. The first country that goes bankrupt, and
I’ve documented this and I’ve got it sealed in an envelope and I’m
going to call all my friends and I’m telling you – this is the first time I’ve
said it in a public meeting like this – but the first country that bellies up
you get every dime you have – church get your money out of the bank
because you’ve got two weeks because there’s going to be a bank
holiday and you won’t be able to get a dime for six months. Now of
course, there is going to be order restored, but the nation will never be
like it is again. There is going to be fear like we’ve never known.
Judgment is at the door!
“When I was at Macy’s department store in a vision and I watched
people walking around stunned. They didn’t even know what to do.
They didn’t know what was happening. Then a bunch of young people
walked into Macy’s and suddenly went wild and began to steal. Within
an hour everybody, I saw their sprit, everybody in that store = and
they were robbing and stealing. They raped Macy’s and destroyed all
five floors of Macy’s. It was raped and ruined in period of an hour or
two. That is just the beginning.”

GOLDEN GATE NUKE EVENT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jx0akWa7GcU#!

PLAY - Russian Kremlin Pastor - Financial Collapse, Riots
and Nuclear Attack

This Russian pastor told him that Russia is about to
attack the United States west coast with nuclear
weapons, shortly after an orchestrated and planned
FINANCIAL COLLAPSE, AND RIOTS. Here comes
the martial law.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San
Andreas Fault

CALIFORNIA MEGAQUAKE
JOE BRANDT DREAM SUMMARY
8) Happens at 4:30 PM Pacific Time
9) Smell of Sulfur in the Air
10)

Land appears to fall off into the Ocean

11)

Boulder Dam (Hoover Dam) Collapses

12)

Affects parts of Nevada / Utah

13)

Flooding (tsunamis) inland (East Coast)

14)

Earthquake affects Other parts of the Word

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/joebrandt.htm

OWUOR - EARTHQUAKE IN THE
WEST

PLAY – pp – Owuor Earthquake in West (short)
http://youtu.be/ZDpRHTTm0Zc

Owuor - Second Earthquake
Coming (East Coast USA)

http://youtu.be/9_utwge9M0Y

PLAY – Owuor Second Quake

PROPHECY UPDATES
Before the Day of the Lord
Acts 2:17-21

Rev 6:12-17

17 'And it shall come to pass in the last
days, says God,
That I will pour out of My Spirit on all
flesh;
Your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy,
Your young men shall see visions,
Your old men shall dream dreams.
18 And on My menservants and on My
maidservants
I will pour out My Spirit in those days;
And they shall prophesy.

12 I looked when He opened the sixth
seal, and behold, there was a great
earthquake; and the sun became black
as sackcloth of hair, and the moon
became like blood. 13

19 I will show wonders in heaven above
And signs in the earth beneath:
Blood and fire and vapor of smoke.
20 The sun shall be turned into
darkness,
And the moon into blood,
Before the coming of the great and
awesome day of the Lord.
21 And it shall come to pass
That whoever calls on the name of the
Lord
Shall be saved.'
NKJV

15 And the kings of the earth, the great
men, the rich men, the commanders, the
mighty men, every slave and every free
man, hid themselves in the caves and in
the rocks of the mountains, 16 and said
to the mountains and rocks, "Fall on us
and hide us from the face of Him who
sits on the throne and from the wrath of
the Lamb! 17 For the great day of His
wrath has come, and who is able to
stand?"
NKJV

And the stars of heaven fell to the
earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs
when it is shaken by a mighty wind. 14
Then the sky receded as a scroll when it
is rolled up, and every mountain and
island was moved out of its place.

RAPTURE MIGHTY VISION DREAM
(BLUE 21)
1) as two very large volcanoes erupted.
2) But when the second spewed fire and ash, the
world’s attention turned to it. In all, at least six
volcanoes erupted within a very close time.

3) Fires were started throughout the U.S. by an
unexpected meteor.

4) Earthquake affecting the East Coast of the
United States.

5) Large amounts of water affecting the East
Coast.

6) Power outage in scattered parts of the U.S.
Starvation within the U.S. (…)

POPOCATEPETL, MEXICO CITY,
VOLCANOES, FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
Vision of What’s Coming to America

Aug 13, 2012
Randy Hecker
spiritofprophecy.maxforum.org

1) Mt. Popocatepetl EXPLODES in Mexico. Mexico City
and virtually level it.
2) The economy of Mexico Collapses

3) economic meltdown of the American dollar.
4) The magnitude of this quake will reach somewhere
between 9.5 and 10.5

5) Sierra Nevada volcanoes will be triggered, the
Cascadia volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone super
volcano will also be triggered.

6) Martial Law

7) Two to four days after this earthquake America will be
further devastated a nuclear sneak attack on
American cities, Russia n and Chinese nukes as well.

BLUE 21 ARTICLE
ELECTRICAL GRID GOES DOWN

1) large and sphere shaped, like a ball

on every TV around the

world.

2)

there is going to be a massive impact or collision on
our sun’s surface.

3)

releasing a major solar storm, knocking out all of
earth’s electricity, all over the world. TOTAL DARKNESS

4)

Millions will be behind locked doors, praying and
begging for God’s mercy, for help and protection.

5) He will answer millions of prayers. Millions will ask

for forgiveness, and the Lord and his saints will perform
millions of miracles during these three weeks.

6) 3 Weeks Later “The Rapture”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9m8Zc0nBIA&feature=youtube_gdata_player

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Cataclysmic Event, Pause,
The Sudden Destruction

CONFIRMATION - SIXTH SEAL

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JuQNykYnjc&feature=em-uploademail

PLAY - Godshealer7 - Can You Show Me the
Cataclysm

COMETS!
PLAY - CNN Huge Hidden Object in Space
PLAY - Fire in the Sky Green Meteor Lights Up the
East Coast
PLAY - Fireball UFO Arizona News Reporters Baffled
PLAY - Meteor Hits Russia Lighting up Sky Shattering
Windows

PLAY - NBC News - Proof Nibiru Coming
November 2013 (moon sized daylight object)

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - It Comes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFari0tha2M

ELECTRICAL GRID GOES DOWN?
(Complete Darkness Blankets the Earth)

My loves, the catching away of My bride is at hand. It
is more than just in sight - you are moments away.
The earth shall be pummeled with calamity and it
comes. I shall retrieve My Bride. There shall be
sudden destruction - complete darkness shall
blanket the earth.

FINANCIAL COLLAPSE &
NUKE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jx0akWa7GcU#!

PLAY - Russian Kremlin Pastor - Financial Collapse, Riots
and Nuclear Attack

This Russian pastor told him that Russia is about to
attack the United States west coast with nuclear
weapons, shortly after an orchestrated and planned
FINANCIAL COLLAPSE, AND RIOTS. Here comes
the martial law.

GOLDEN GATE NUKE EVENT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKPJqXqQg

PLAY – Godshealer7 – Golden Gate Bridge and San
Andreas Fault

CALIFORNIA MEGAQUAKE
JOE BRANDT DREAM SUMMARY
1) Happens at 4:30 PM Pacific Time
2) Smell of Sulfur in the Air
3) Land appears to fall off into the Ocean
4) Boulder Dam (Hoover Dam) Collapses
5) Affects parts of Nevada / Utah
6) Flooding (tsunamis) inland (East Coast)
7) Earthquake affects Other parts of the Word
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/joebrandt.htm

OWUOR - EARTHQUAKE IN THE WEST

PLAY – pp – Owuor Earthquake in West (short)
http://youtu.be/ZDpRHTTm0Zc
Owuor - Second Earthquake Coming (East Coast
USA)

http://youtu.be/9_utwge9M0Y

PLAY – Owuor Second Quake

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7rf-L5r0eM&feature=youtube_gdata_player

PLAY - Sara Fatou Traore - The One Who
Sustains You (5:35mins)
Children, My beloved Chosen and Elect, I the King of all the universe
beseech you,
I call you now to bask in My glory, to revel in My greatness. Children dwell
not upon your troubles but upon the grace, the power and mercy of God
that has been your lot. The blessings of God that have been your portion.
For far more is in store for you. Children now you too shall know that I AM
God - that I AM truly your God. The One whom you trust shall deliver, shall
repay, shall make manifest. I shall rebirth what was dead and lost, I shall
recover and make restored what was damaged and corrupted.

Trust not appearances or mans notions of the hand of God which moves.
You know not the full extent of how all shall come to pass - you know not
truly what to expect - have I not told you beloveds to expect the
unexpected?
Children I shall continue to make known the unknown for still there is much
to be revealed. I reveal unto you My little ones many secrets of the
Kingdom, mysteries and truths not of this world. Your coming reality and
blessed fortune.
Children praise the name of God. Praise Me for who I AM - the I AM the I
A. The Great I AM. God Almighty, El Shaddai - El Elyon. I AM ever near
children, never far. I AM with you always. Fret not but be strong and
courageous in faith. Resist the devil and He shall flee. Truly I tell you when
you submit to God, the powers of hell are defeated, they have no authority
against you. Submit and the devil shall not be. Children you have the
ultimate victory. These times are trying for all of you, most difficult but the
Lord your God will make good upon the promises sanctified.
Children, it is you faith that makes whole, you shall all be whole who abide
in Me. I shall see you through, I shall establish you. Trust, for My favor is
upon you My little ones. I AM with thee, by your side. Children, I will never
leave you. Hold fast to what you know is true. That I AM great for mighty is
your God who saves you. I AM you keeper, the light that shines upon you,
the One who graces you from Heaven - the One who shall sustain you.
Take delight in My name, only in the hope that is I.
Children, this walk, your journey is a love affair between you and I. Love
Me children, in deed and word, In works and fruit. Be ye bearers of My
love. Flourish, let My love abide for it only is everlasting, My love and My
word live on forever. Let My love in you be full, let you love for Me abound.
Children I care for you. Each and everyone of you shall be cared for. It is in
My hand, under My control your end. I shall see you to it. This is My
Promise. It is so.
Endure now children. Finish the race. The Crown of life belongs to those
who overcome. Do as I say, follow me where I guide you. Pursue that
which you are lead and you shall prosper. I love you My beloved. You shall
succeed. The end is come. I AM ready to bring a close this age. Time is up.

My sickle is about to fall, sharp it is and swift. Make ready My Bride. I soon
come for you. In but a moment, the last trump shall sound. Children I come
quickly.
LORD YESHUA

TD Hale’s Dreams Tell the
Future of America
JANUARY 16, 2013 11:38 AM BY JAMES BAILEY 26
COMMENTS
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The following is a transcript of an
interview with Pastor TD Hale fromCalvary Christian Center in Galipolis, Ohio.
In the interview, Pastor Hale describes the details of two dreams that he
received from the Lord. The first dream was on December 28, 2011. The
second dream was the very next night.
The interview was conducted on March 27, 2012 by Rick Wiles, and was
broadcast on Trunews.com. You canlisten to the interview here.

TRANSCRIPT OF THE FIRST DREAM
With the situation that we see going on in America, with the president and the
administration certainly there are warning signs coming up. On December 28,
2011, I had been seeking the Lord for a word to give to our assembly. I went
to bed that night just like any other night. The Lord just really dealt with me in
the middle of the night concerning things that were coming.
I certainly was shocked when I saw what I saw. In the dream I began to see
myself going across America. I was floating, suspended in the air going
across America. I had no fear about what I was seeing. Then all of a sudden I
began to see bombs had landed everywhere. The land was totally destroyed.
It looked like things were totally just wiped off, grass, trees, everything.
Everything was gone, burned. There was nothing left. There was nothing on
the trees. There was just total disaster. I don’t know if it was everywhere but it
was everywhere that I could see, from the point I was at.
When I saw this I saw people standing around their homes and things that
were left, holding onto each other. I saw people that laid dead, and I heard the
cries of the people saying, “This should never have happened, this should
never have happened.”
It was like they just kept saying it over and over again, “This should never
have happened, oh Lord, this should never have happened.”
You could tell that life had changed. There was no food. There was no water. I
could see babies crying, grownups, men all crying, holding onto their families.
They were begging God for mercy. As I moved along I saw people running,
looking for their loved ones who were missing and they were completely,
completely out of their minds. Insanity had taken over.
I could see people slinging themselves off of bridges, committing suicide. It
was just so vivid what I could see.
Then I came over a big city that looked like Columbus, Ohio. That is when all
of a sudden I saw mass hysteria, riots and all kinds of things breaking out in
the streets of the city. There were windows being busted. There were people
just grabbing things left and right. But when I saw it, I did not see them
grabbing things like TVs and electronics. They were grabbing food. They were
grabbing chips. They were grabbing water. They were grabbing anything they
could get in their hands to sustain their lives. It was all about survival. I could
tell that this was different from riots that we have seen in the past.
They had come into the stores by the thousands, as many as could come in. I
saw them pushing shelves over and pushing electronics aside. They were
trying to grab the food, the bread, the cases of water. They were seeking
everything they could get for survival.

The rioters were fighting among themselves. I saw one man grab a gun out of
his pocket and shoot another man right in the head.
The next part of the dream was the most startling for me. As I left that place, I
was going like at the speed of light. I found myself standing on the backside of
the White House. As I stood there I looked up. I heard a voice say, “Look up to
the Truman balcony.” I knew what a balcony was, but I did not know the
balcony had a name. I did not know that there was a Truman balcony until I
later shared this with a friend who told me there is a balcony by that name at
the White House. In my mind, I believe the Lord identified that to let me know
that my dream was from the Lord.
I saw the president of United States, President Obama, standing on the
balcony and I saw in his hands a shotgun. All of a sudden, to my left hand
side I heard a loud scream, real loud. When I turned my head to see where
the scream was coming from I saw flying high in the air was a majestic eagle
flying in the air around Washington DC. I knew that scream. I knew it was an
eagle.
I saw all of a sudden the president of United States point that shotgun and
shot that eagle dead and it fell to the ground. When it did I looked back up at
him and he just had a smile on his face like a smirk. And these were the
words I heard in the dream, “I’ve done it and I won’t have to deal with this in
my administration.”
Then there was dead silence. Then I heard a voice say “Tell the people that
this is my will, that this is my hand, this is the hand of the Almighty both upon
the generation of the righteous and the cursed. The righteous will find their
way and will know what to do. The cursed will wander around with no
compass because the cup is full.”
There will be people running around saying we don’t understand why these
things are happening, but people need to understand that God has everything
under control. The Lord let me know that this is his will. This is his hand upon
the righteous and the cursed and we have to accept that.
It amazes me how people have their heads buried in the sand when God is
sending so many warnings to people through all kinds of His servants and yet
they still will not believe. It is just like in the Bible (with ancient Israel). God
sent the prophets and warned them there is going to come destruction, there’s
going to come to come trouble, the nations are going to come in and take
over. But the people said, “No that’s not going to happen, God is not going to
let that happen. God won’t do something like that.” But then it did happen.
Then the people went back to God and apologized to him and said we are
sorry, but it was too late.
It is like people have fallen asleep. They don’t have a prayer life. They
constantly just go on as if nothing is going to happen. They act like life is

going to continue on as it is, like America is going to continue on as it is, and
there is no urgency. They have their heads buried in the sand, but God is
saying “it is time to wake up. Things are getting ready to happen. It is going to
move at a fast rate. It is time to get a prayer life back.”
At that point in the dream I knew we were coming to a showdown between
good versus evil. I saw people gathering in their homes and there were prayer
meetings. People were praying in the spirit. Then I heard the Lord say, “Tell
my servants and my handmaidens a special anointing will reside on you in the
last days. Hold not back your voices but speak your hearts for out of them
come the issues of life. Pick up the mantle of prayer and cover yourselves in a
secret place of prayer. Your eyes will be anointed with a special anointing.
There will be others who will be blinded to my word. All things will be revealed
in their due course. There will be a supernatural wave of the spirit that will
come over this generation very soon.”
The final voices are in the land to speak one last time. Yet through the
ministries of tapes and DVDs and books that people would have in their
possession that God will give them that spiritual food to sustain them during
these times that are coming upon us. The Lord said, “There are harsh days
coming.”
All of a sudden, things changed in the dream and I began to hear a voice, the
voice of God. I saw in front of me a very old antique table. I knew there had
been documents signed on this table, special documents. I am hesitant to say
this but I saw a voting ballot laying there on the table. As I looked at the ballot
I saw two names on it. I saw the President’s name and I saw Mitt Romney’s
name on it. Then all of a sudden I looked and I saw the president of United
States name check marked. I knew then what that meant. I looked at the
ballot and I saw written on the ballot, “This is the will of the Lord.” Then I woke
up.
America’s days are numbered. The handwriting is on the wall. I am telling my
church to be prepared and to get their house in order. I am telling them that
whatever they need to do for their families do it quickly.
TRANSCRIPT OF THE SECOND DREAM
The very next night I had a second dream in which I saw the American people
going into slavery. In this dream I came upon a wooded area where I saw
some people that were camping. They were not camping like we normally
think. They were hiding. They were all standing by their tents. There were two
tents. The people looked tattered. They looked like they had not taken a bath
in ages. There were gallon jugs of water and they were trying to light a fire but

they didn’t want to bring attention to themselves. But they had already been
found out.
I saw some federal officials coming up around and they took these families.
They handcuffed the adults and took them to the cars, and they took their
children with them. I also saw two elderly people and they took them and put
them in the car. I saw the federal agents and they said “We are from the
United States government and you are under arrest.”
I knew that these people had been running to get away from being arrested.
They took these people to some kind of a processing place. I was standing in
front of this building where I watched them being taken in and processed. To
me, it was like I was looking at the days of Hitler again. The building looked
like it had been modernized and updated and painted, but it looked tattered
and things were very run down. I knew they were old military bases that had
been shut down. I saw them take the people inside where they were being
processed. I even saw them being fingerprinted.
I saw rail cars that came up beside this place. I did not go into the rail cars so I
did not see inside them. That frightened me. It really disturbed me. I knew
America was in trouble when I saw that. I knew we were headed down a path
that was not going to be turned around.
I felt like I had entered into a death camp. What I saw literally sickened me. I
knew that America was about to change.
MY COMMENTS
An interesting point about TD Hale is that when he saw Barack Obama for the
very first time back in 2004, the Lord showed him Obama would eventually
become the president. So he got that right. Also, the dreams were given to
him in December 2011, which was about six months before Mitt Romney
secured the Republican nomination. Pastor Hale saw Mitt Romney’s name on
the ballot in the 2012 election so he got that right too.
At the time of this posting, it is Nov 2, 2012. The election is now only four days
away. We will know then whether or not Pastor Hale’s dream is correct
regarding the outcome of the election. If Obama wins then Pastor Hale’s track
record remains good. If not, this post will likely not stay on my site and I will be
left wondering where this dream came from.
The first dream has four parts:
1. Scene One – total destruction from bombs
2. Scene Two – mass riots in a large city in America
3. Scene Three – President Obama shooting the American eagle
4. Scene Four – election ballots with Obama winning re-election

Since we are just four days away from the election, it is safe to say the scenes
are not in chronological order. In fact, my guess is they are in reverse
chronological order. So my comments are listed below in reverse order.
Scene Four: This is very straightforward, Obama gets re-elected. The current
polls show the race is very close. We will know in a few days whether or not
the dream was accurate.
Scence Three: At some point after the election, Obama completes his
destruction of our constitutional form of government and the freedoms we
enjoy. It sounds like Obama will take over as a dictator at that point.
Scene Two: Many other prophetic voices have already warned about mass
riots coming to America including John Paul Jackson, Terry Bennett, Shane
Warren, and others. The dream did not provide any details on the timing,
which is why it is important to note that John Paul Jackson connects the riots
with the election. He said the riots would come because there was going to be
such a furor over the election and over the fact that the American dollar has
become worthless. The riots ultimately lead to martial law in many parts of
America, with most of the violence and suffering concentrated in large urban
areas. If you are living in the downtown area of a large city it would probably
be a good idea to move out to a rural area. It would also be a good idea to
stock up on canned foods, rice, beans, water, batteries, cash, and things like
that. It sounds like a massive disruption is coming to our food and water
supplies. Rick Joyner from Morningstar Ministries says he believes the worst
part of it will last about three months and in some areas it will be less than
that. Grocery stores get wiped out fast in panic situations so it is important to
act before the crisis starts.
Scene One: This is very disturbing. TD Hale did not know what part of the
country was hit or if all of it was hit. John Paul Jackson said a dirty bomb will
explode in a coastal city making it uninhabitable for over 30 years. He also
saw the tunnels that run under water in a large American city were completely
filled with water. Others have seen missiles striking several large cities
bringing massive destruction. No dates are provided so we do not know if this
happens during the Obama administration or perhaps years later or even
decades later. As with any prophetic words, we only see part of the picture. It
is very important to avoid drawing conclusions beyond the details revealed to
us. That only leads to misinterpreting the revelation. It is clear that this is a
warning to all who have ears to hear in America. God is calling us to repent of
our sins and turn to Him. John Paul Jackson said the Lord told him things will
continue to get worse until we do that.
TD Hale’s second dream is also very disturbing. Others have shared similar
words about American citizens being forced into concentration camps. It

sounds similar to the horrible camps now used in North Korea and the Nazi
camps from World War 2.
There are no dates provided so this might be very soon or it could also be
years away. Based on other prophetic words received by other people, my
guess is we have at least a few years before the concentration camps come.
This is only a guess and could be way off. However, the reason I say that is
because other prophets have indicated 2012 was the beginning of the great
harvest of lost souls and that the harvest period would last about 12-15 years.
The harvest will require lots of laborers so all believers cannot be locked up.
Of course, it is also possible that concentration camps occur during the
harvest season with some believers locked up while others are still free to
bring in the harvest. This is the great harvest of the last days. We are blessed
to live during these times. What an honor to be chosen by God to live during
this awesome time.
My advice is to stay close to the Lord, just as Pastor Hale said. Spend time in
prayer. Stay filled with the Spirit. Take no regard for your own life. Be bold to
speak whatever God puts in your heart. Your words are life or death to those
around you. God bless you fellow soldiers!
Update: Don’t miss our article on TD Hale’s 4th prophetic dream about the
rain of fire coming to America!
You can download or print a PDF file copy of this article.

THE JOE BRANDT DREAM OF 1937
In 1937 Joe Brandt saw an Earthquake sink Los Angeles, much of
California and Japan

THE COMING EARTHQUAKE — Introduction by Jessica Madigan (Mei Ling)
On Christmas Eve, in 1965, my husband—my closest friend, Fran Brandt, and her husband,
Joe, were celebrating with sandwiches, and coffee, and fruit cake, in the meditation room,
downstairs. Carols poured from the TV, upstairs, a holiday dinner was in the making. For
some reason, Joe—Fran's husband—ventured to speak of the coming California earthquake.
It did not seem a moment to talk about earthquakes—because Christmas is the most
precious time in the world. The huge tree, ablaze with tiny star-lights seemed to presage
only goodness, and love, and beauty. Joe was saying that he had an accident—a fall from a
horse when he was 17, and for days he had a concussion. During this period, a continuous
dream came again and again—as if he were viewing a tremendous earthquake and
inundation in California and other parts of the world.
I listened—politely—made some comment, and turned to talk to Fran about a new movie—
or some equally world shaking event. I was vaguely aware that Joe had brought in a sheaf
of papers—and he said he would put it in my downstairs desk [in 1965] until I had time to
read the "dream". That time did not arrive, until, by accident, I came across them this last
week [in 1967]—pages after pages after pages—written in a boy's handwriting, about the
coming California earthquake. It would take weeks to research all this material—but I
phoned my former geology professor and read portions to him. COULD THIS HAPPEN?
COULD CALIFORNIA GO DOWN IN JUST THIS WAY? WOULD OTHER AREAS BE AFFECTED IN
A MATTER OF HOURS? He answered in the affirmative. Joe had written (sleeping and
dreaming—and in drowsy awakening—about positions of various FAULTS, strata of rock,
earth movements, so much material that a geologist of many years would scarcely attempt
such a work [this geological data was omitted from Jessica's book]. Yet—here it was—
waiting for me to find it for two years. Since that night, Fran has changed worlds [in 1966
or 1967]—and my husband is very ill—other unforseen events which I could not have
imagined have taken place—and all this, perhaps, precluded my finding of the "earthquake
papers".
This book is already very long—double its size—and I realize that this vision given to a 17
year old boy must be placed, as it is, into a book. Consciously, he knew nothing of geology
or of the possibility of a coming earthquake. The notes are 30 years old—yellowed with
age—and yet there is a clarity and an unbelievable reality in them. Some of the highlights
must be given—because, I am certain now, as I was not certain on Christmas Eve of 1965,
that the California earthquake WILL come . . . and its coming is close at hand. Since Joe
covered the AREAS AROUND THE WORLD WHICH WOULD BE AFFECTED, not all of these can
be given (although perhaps we can write a booklet on this experience), but for those of us
in THIS LAND . . . especially the CALIFORNIA LAND, these are the highlights of that vision.

I woke up in the hospital room with a terrific headache—as if the whole world was revolving
inside my brain. I remember, vaguely, the fall from my horse—Blackie. As I lay there,
pictures began to form in my mind—pictures that stood still. I seemed to be in another
world. Whether it was the future, or it was some ancient land, I could not say. Then slowly,
like the silver screen of the "talkies," but with color and smell and sound, I seemed to find
myself in Los Angeles—but I swear it was much bigger, and buses and odd-shaped cars
crowded the city streets.
I thought about Hollywood Boulevard, and I found myself there. Whether this is true, I do
not know, but there were a lot of guys my age with beards and wearing, some of them,
earrings. All the girls, some of them keen-o, wore real short skirts. . . and they slouched
along—moving like a dance. Yet they seemed familiar. I wondered if I could talk to them,
and I said, "Hello," but they didn't see or hear me. I decided I would look as funny to them
as they looked to me. I guess it is something you have to learn. I couldn't do it.
I noticed there was a quietness about the air, a kind of stillness. Something else was
missing, something that should be there. At first, I couldn't figure it out, I didn't know what
it was—then I did. There were no birds. I listened. I walked two blocks north of the
Boulevard—all houses—no birds. I wondered what had happened to them. Had they gone
away? Again, I could hear the stillness. Then I knew something was going to happen.
I wondered what year it was. It certainly was not 1937. I saw a newspaper on the corner
with a picture of the President. It surely wasn't Mr. Roosevelt. He was bigger, heavier, big
ears. If it wasn't 1937, I wondered what year it was. . . My eyes weren't working right.
Someone was coming—someone in 1937—it was that darned, fat nurse ready to take my
temperature. I woke up. Crazy dream.
The next day: Gosh, my headache is worse. It is a wonder I didn't get killed on that horse.
I've had another crazy dream, back in Hollywood. Those people. Why do they dress like
that, I wonder? Funny glow about them. It is a shine around their heads—something
shining. I remember it now. I found myself back on the Boulevard. I was waiting for
something to happen and I was going to be there. I looked up at the clock down by that big
theater. It was ten minutes to four. Something big was going to happen.
I wondered if I went into a movie (since nobody could see me) if I'd like it. Some cardboard
blond was draped over the marquee with her leg six feet long. I started to go in, but it
wasn't inside. I was waiting for something to happen outside. I walked down the street. In
the concrete they have names of stars. I just recognized a few of them. The other names I
had never heard. I was getting bored, I wanted to get back to the hospital in Fresno, and I
wanted to stay there on the Boulevard, even if nobody could see me. Those crazy kids. Why
are they dressed like that? Maybe it is some big Halloween doings, but it don't seem like
Halloween. More like early spring. There was that sound again, that lack of sound. Stillness,
stillness, stillness. The quiet is getting bigger and bigger. I know it is going to happen.
Something is going to happen. It is happening now! It sure did. She woke me up, grinning
and smiling, that fat one again.
"It's time for your milk, kiddo," she says. Gosh, old women of thirty acting like the cat's
pajamas. Next time maybe she'll bring hot chocolate.
Where have I been? Where haven't I been? I've been to the ends of the earth and back. I've
been to the end of the world—there isn't anything left. Not even Fresno, even though I'm
lying here right this minute. If only my eyes would get a little clearer so I can write all this
down. Nobody will believe me, anyway. I'm going back to that last moment on the

Boulevard. Some sweet kid went past, dragging little boys (twins, I guess) by each hand.
Her skirt was up—well, pretty high—and she had a tired look. I thought for a minute I could
ask her about the birds, what had happened to them, and then I remembered she hadn't
seen me. Her hair was all frowzy, way out all over her head. A lot of them looked like that,
but she looked so tired and like she was sorry about something. I guess she was sorry
before it happened—because it surely did happen. There was a funny smell. I don't know
where it came from. I didn't like it. A smell like sulphur, sulfuric acid, a smell like death. For
a minute I thought I was back in chem. [Chemistry class].
When I looked around for the girl, she was gone. I wanted to find her for some reason. It
was as if I knew something was going to happen and I could stay with her, help her. She
was gone, and I walked half a block, then I saw the clock again. My eyes seemed glued to
that clock. I couldn't move. I just waited. It was five minutes to four on a sunny afternoon.
I thought I would stand there looking at that clock forever waiting for something to come.
Then, when it came, it was nothing. It was just nothing. It wasn't nearly as hard as the
earthquake we had two years ago. The ground shook, just an instant. People looked at each
other, surprised. Then they laughed. I laughed, too. So this was what I had been waiting
for. This funny little shake. It meant nothing.
I was relieved and I was disappointed. What had I been waiting for? I started back up the
Boulevard, moving my legs like those kids. How do they do it? I never found out. I felt as if
the ground wasn't solid under me, knew I was dreaming, and yet I wasn't dreaming. There
was that smell again, coming up from the ocean. I was getting to the 5 and 10 store and I
saw the look on the kids' faces. Two of them were right in front of me, coming my way.
"Let's get out of this place. Let's go back East." He seemed scared. It wasn't as if the
sidewalks were trembling—but you couldn't seem to see them. Not with your eyes you
couldn't. An old lady had a dog, a little white dog, and she stopped and looked scared, and
grabbed him in her arms and said: "Let's go home, Frou, Frou. Mama is going to take you
home." That poor lady, hanging on to her dog.
I got scared. Real scared. I remembered the girl. She was way down the block, probably. I
ran and ran, and the ground kept trembling. I couldn't see it. I couldn't see it. But I knew it
was trembling. Everybody looked scared. They looked terrible. One young lady just sat
down on the sidewalk all doubled up. She kept saying, "earthquake, its the earthquake,"
over and over. But I couldn't see that anything was different.
Then, when it came, how it came. Like nothing in God's world. Like nothing. It was like the
scream of a siren, long and low, or the scream of a woman I heard having a baby when I
was a kid. It was awful. It was as if something—some monster—was pushing up the
sidewalks. You felt it long before you saw it, as if the sidewalks wouldn't hold you anymore.
I looked out at the cars. They were honking, but not scared. They just kept moving. They
didn't seem to know yet that anything was happening. Then, that white car, that baby halfsized one came sprawling from the inside lane right against the curb. The girl who was
driving just sat there. She sat there with her eyes staring, as if she couldn't move, but I
could hear her. She made funny noises.
I watched her, thinking of the other girl. I said that it was a dream and I would wake up.
But I didn't wake up. The shaking had started again, but this time different. It was a nice
shaking, like a cradle being rocked for a minute, and then I saw the middle of the Boulevard
seem to be breaking in two. The concrete looked as if it were being pushed straight up by
some giant shovel. It was breaking in two. That is why the girl's car went out of control. And
then a loud sound again, like I've never heard before—then hundreds of sounds—all kinds of

sounds; children, and women, and those crazy guys with earrings. They were all moving,
some of them above the sidewalk. I can't describe it. They were lifted up.
And the waters kept oozing—oozing. The cries. God, it was awful. I woke up. I never want
to have that dream again.
It came again. Like the first time which was a preview and all I could remember was that it
was the end of the world. I was right back there—all that crying. Right in the middle of it.
My eardrums felt as if they were going to burst. Noise everywhere. People falling down,
some of them hurt badly. Pieces of buildings, chips, flying in the air. One hit me hard on the
side of the face, but I didn't seem to feel it. I wanted to wake up, to get away from this
place. It had been fun in the beginning, the first dream, when I kind of knew I was going to
dream the end of the world or something. This was terrible. There were older people in cars.
Most of the kids were on the street. But those old guys were yelling bloody murder, as if
anybody could help them. Nobody could help anybody. It was then I felt myself lifted up.
Maybe I had died. I don't know. But I was over the city. It was tilting toward the ocean—like
a picnic table.
The buildings were holding, better than you could believe. They were holding. They were
holding. They were holding.
The people saw they were holding and they tried to cling to them or get inside. It was
fantastic. Like a building had a will of its own. Everything else breaking around them, and
they were holding, holding. I was up over them—looking down. I started to root for them.
"Hold that line," I said. "Hold that line. Hold that line. Hold that line." I wanted to cheer, to
shout, to scream. If the buildings held, those buildings on the Boulevard, maybe the girl—
the girl with the two kids—maybe she could get inside. It looked that way for a long time,
maybe three minutes, and three minutes was like forever. You knew they were going to
hold, even if the waters kept coming up. Only they didn't.
I've never imagined what it would be like for a building to die. A building dies just like a
person. It gives way, some of the bigger ones did just that. They began to crumble, like an
old man with palsy, who couldn't take it anymore. They crumbled right down to nothing.
And the little ones screamed like mad—over and above the roar of the people. They were
mad about dying. But buildings die.
I couldn't look anymore at the people. I kept wanting to get higher. Then I seemed to be
out of it all, but I could see. I seemed to be up on Big Bear near San Bernardino, but the
funny thing was that I could see everywhere. I knew what was happening. The earth
seemed to start to tremble again. I could feel it even though I was high up. This time it
lasted maybe twelve seconds, and it was gentle. You couldn't believe anything so gentle
could cause so much damage. But then I saw the streets of Los Angeles—and everything
between the San Bernardino mountains and Los Angeles. It was still tilting towards the
ocean, houses, everything that was left. I could see the big lanes—dozens of big lanes still
loaded with cars sliding the same way. Now the ocean was coming in, moving like a huge
snake across the land. I wondered how long it was, and I could see the clock, even though I
wasn't there on the Boulevard. It was 4:29. It had been half an hour. I was glad I couldn't
hear the crying anymore. But I could see everything. I could see everything.
Then, like looking at a huge map of the world, I could see what was happening on the land
and with the people. San Francisco was feeling it, but she was not in any way like Hollywood
or Los Angeles. It was moving just like that earthquake movie with Jeanette McDonald and
Gable. I could see all those mountains coming together. . . I knew it was going to happen to

San Francisco—it was going to turn over—it would turn upside down. It went quickly,
because of the twisting, I guess. It seemed much faster than Hollywood, but then I wasn't
exactly there. I was a long way off. I was a long, long way off. I shut my eyes for a long
time—I guess ten minutes—and when I opened them I saw Grand Canyon.
When I looked at Grand Canyon, that great big gap was closing in, and Boulder Dam was
being pushed, from underneath. And then, Nevada, and on up to Reno. Way down south,
way down. Baja, California. Mexico too. It looked like some volcano down there was
erupting, along with everything else. I saw the map of South America, especially Colombia.
Another volcano—eruption—shaking violently. I seemed to be seeing a movie of three
months before—beforethe Hollywood earthquake. Venezuela seemed to be having some
kind of volcanic activity. Away off in the distance, I could see Japan, on a fault, too. It was
so far off—not easy to see because I was still on Big Bear Mountain, but it started to go into
the sea. I couldn't hear screaming, but I could see the surprised look on their faces. They
looked so surprised. Japanese girls are made well, supple, easy, muscles that move well.
Pretty, too. But they were all like dolls. It was so far away I could hardly see it. In a minute
or two it seemed over. Everybody was gone. There was nobody left.
[Brother Branham said: "Japan . . . she's ready to rock to pieces right now. And there's no
way you can stop it, because they have neglected to do exactly what God told them to do.
Instead of preach of Gospel, they have built buildings, and had fine scholarships, and
educations" (Uncertain Sound, #61-0415E)].
I didn't know time now. I couldn't see a clock. I tried to see the island of Hawaii. I could see
huge tidal waves beating against it. The people on the streets were getting wet, and they
were scared. But I didn't see anybody go into the sea.
I seemed way around the globe. More flooding. Is the world going to be drenched?
Constantinople. Black Sea rising. Suez Canal, for some reason seemed to be drying up.
Sicily—she doesn't hold. I could see a map. Mt. Etna. Mt. Etna is shaking. A lot of area
seemed to go, but it seemed to be earlier or later. I wasn't sure of time, now.
England—huge floods—but no tidal waves. Water, water everywhere, but no one was going
into the sea. People were frightened and crying. Some places they fell to the streets on their
knees and started to pray for the world. I didn't know the English were emotional. Ireland,
Scotland—all kinds of churches were crowded—it seemed night and day. People were
carrying candles and everybody was crying for California, Nevada, parts of Colorado—
maybe even all of it, even Utah. Everybody was crying—most of them didn't even know
anybody in California, Nevada, Utah, but they were crying as if they were blood kin. Like
one family. Like it happened to them.
New York was coming into view—she was still there, nothing had happened, yet water level
was way up. Here, things were different. People were running in the streets yelling—"end of
the world." Kids ran into restaurants and ate everything in sight. I saw a shoe store with all
the shoes gone in about five minutes. 5th Avenue—everybody running. Some radio
blasting—bigger—a loud speaker—that in a few minutes, power might be shut off. They
must control themselves. Five girls were running like mad toward the YMCA, that place on
Lexington or somewhere. But nothing was happening in New York. I saw an old lady with
garbage cans filling them with water. Everybody seemed scared to death. Some people
looked dazed. The streets seemed filled with loud speakers. It wasn't daylight. It was night.
I saw, like the next day, and everything was topsy turvey. Loud speakers again about fuel
tanks broken in areas—shortage of oil. People seemed to be looting markets.

I saw a lot of places that seemed safe, and people were not so scared. Especially the rural
areas. Here everything was almost as if nothing had happened. People seemed headed to
these places, some on foot, some in cars that still had fuel. I heard—or somehow I knew—
that somewhere in the Atlantic land had come up. A lot of land. I was getting awfully tired. I
wanted to wake up. I wanted to go back to the girl—to know where she was—and those two
kids. I found myself back in Hollywood—and it was still 4:29. I wasn't up on Big Bear at all,
I was perched over Hollywood. I was just there. It seemed perfectly natural in my dream.
I could hear now. I could hear, someplace, a radio station blasting out—telling people not to
panic. They were dying in the streets. There were picture stations with movies—some right
in Hollywood—these were carrying on with all the shaking. One fellow in the picture station
was a little short guy who should have been scared to death. But he wasn't. He kept
shouting and reading instructions. Something about helicopters or planes would go over—
some kind of planes—but I knew they couldn't. Things were happening in the atmosphere.
The waves were rushing up now. Waves. Such waves. Nightmare waves.
Then, I saw again. Boulder Dam, going down—pushing together, pushing together breaking
apart—no, Grand Canyon was pushing together, and Boulder Dam was breaking apart. It
was still daylight. All these radio stations went off at the same time—Boulder Dam had
broken.
I wondered how everybody would know about it—people back East. That was when I saw
the "ham radio operators." I saw them in the darndest places, as if I were right there with
them. Like the little guy with glasses, they kept sounding the alarm. One kept saying: "This
is California. We are going into the sea. This is California. We are going into the sea. Get to
high places. Get to the mountains. All states west—this is California. We are going into the.
. . we are going into the. . ." I thought he was going to say "sea," but I could see him. He
was inland, but the waters had come in. His hand was still clinging to the table, he was
trying to get up, so that once again he could say: "This is California. We are going into the
sea. This is California. We are going into the sea."
I seemed to hear this, over and over, for what seemed hours—just those words—they kept
it up until the last minute—all of them calling out, "Get to the mountains—this is California.
We are going into the sea."
I woke up. It didn't seem as if I had been dreaming. I have never been so tired. For a
minute or two, I thought it had happened. I wondered about two things. I hadn't seen what
happened to Fresno and I hadn't found out what happened to that girl.
I've been thinking about it all morning. I'm going home tomorrow. It was just a dream. It
was nothing more. Nobody in the future on Hollywood Boulevard is going to be wearing
earrings—and those beards. Nothing like that is ever going to happen. That girl was so real
to me—that girl with those kids. It won't ever happen—but if it did, how could I tell her
(maybe she isn't even born yet) to move away from California when she has her twins—and
she can't be on the Boulevard that day. She was so gosh-darned real.
The other thing—those ham operators—hanging on like that—over and over—saying the
same thing:
"This is California. We are going into the sea. This is California. We are going into the sea.
Get to the mountains. Get to the hilltops. California, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, Utah. This
is California. We are going into the sea."

I guess I'll hear that for days.

Joe Brandt's Dreams agree with the Prophecies of William Branham
A prophecy that I made about 1935 or something like that, said: "The time would come (It's
written in a book somewhere) that the sea would weep it's way into the desert." Look
what'll take place. If that thousands of square miles falls down into the lava of the earth and
slides in, there'll be millions die at one time. And that'll cause such a tidal wave. . .
Remember, plumb up into the Salton Sea is a hundred or two hundred feet lower than the
sea level. That water will probably come almost to Tucson with that tidal wave coming
across there. And the sea shall weep its way into the desert (William Branham, Trying to do
God a Service without being in the Will of God, p. 6:25).
[The Spirit of the Lord came upon the Prophet as he was preaching in Los Angeles]: "We
don't know what time. And you don't know what time that this city one day is going to be
laying out here in the bottom of this ocean."
"O, Capernaum," said Jesus, "Thou who exalted into heaven will be brought down into hell,
for if the mighty works had been done in Sodom and Gomorrah, it'd have been standing till
this day." And Sodom and Gomorrah lays at the bottom of the Dead Sea, and Capernaum's
in the bottom of the sea. Thou city, who claims to be the city of the Angels, who's exalted
yourself into heaven and sent all the dirty filthy things of fashions and things, till even the
foreign countries come here to pick up our filth and send it away, with your fine churches
and steeples, and so forth the way you do; remember, one day you'll be laying in the
bottom of this sea. You're great honeycomb under you right now. The wrath of God is
belching right beneath you. How much longer He'll hold this sandbar hanging over that,
when that ocean out yonder a mile deep will slide in there plumb back to the Salton Sea.
It'll be worse than the last day of Pompeii. Repent, Los Angeles. Repent the rest of you and
turn to God. The hour of His wrath is upon the earth. Flee while there's time to flee and
come into Christ." Let us pray." (Choosing a Bride, p. 35:3-5).
[And again]: "The last meeting I had in California, while speaking, and didn't know nothing
happened till I got on the street, It told California, said, "Capernaum, Capernaum, the city
that's called by the name of the angels (that's Los Angeles), you've exalted yourself into
heaven, but you'll be brought down into hell. For if the mighty works had been done in
Sodom that's been done in you, it would've been standing till this day."
"Now, the last few days, the great roaring and popping. Then, here come out a paper of
science, said, "It's all honeycombed; it's got to go under." They just know it." "And you
watch, the water will come plumb back into the Salton Sea. Los Angeles is doomed for
judgment. I tell you before it happened, that you might know when it does happen. I never
spoke that by myself. And I've never had Him to tell me one thing but what happened. And
you can bear record of that. That's right. When? I don't know." "I went out, and they told
me what I said. And I listened, went back and searched the Scripture. You know, Jesus said,
almost in them same words about Capernaum; and Sodom and Gomorrah was in the
bottom of the Dead Sea, I suppose was then. And later, about a hundred years later,
Capernaum slid into the sea, and it's in the sea. The same God that put Sodom in the sea
for its sins, the same God that put Capernaum in the sea for its sins, the same God will put
Los Angeles in the sea for its sins, that city of corruption." (Works is Faith Expressed, p.
8:61-64).
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NIBIRU / PLANET X - CATACLYSM
DREAMS FROM RUSSIA
Tatyana

11:29 AM (1
hour ago)

to me

These are dreams Russian speaking people have about the
end of the world. They are just secular people. No
indications that they are Christians.
I apologize for broken English, but I used google.translate.com to do it quick (
it may take many hours to translate properly)
I still hope you would be able to grasp the meaning of what people saw in
dreams.
When I read them, was quite impressive.
Maybe you could use it somehow sometime.
Tatyana
Here they are: (there goes a name or a nickname in front of each dream)
In the visions of dreamers neutron star in the sky looks like a serpent, "black
hole", rotating swastika cross, fiery rainbow, glowing ball, comet, the second
moon, or a red-hot planet. Dreams describe this cataclysm in sufficient detail.
Leo Tolstoy once asked Maxim Gorky tell him my worst dreams. Writer long
strained his memory and finally remembered one of them: "One day I saw
some scrofulous, gnilenkoe sky, greenish-yellow, the stars in it were round,
flat, without rays, without luster, like sores on the skin skinny . Between them
rotten sky gliding, slowly, reddish lightning, very similar to a snake, and when
it touches the stars, she instantly swelled, became a ball and burst silently,
leaving in its place little dark spot, like smoke - it quickly disappeared in
purulent, liquid sky. So one after another burst, killing all the stars, the sky
became dark, scary, then - zaklubilos, boiled and torn to shreds, began to fall
on the head of my liquid jelly, and breaks between tufts was a shiny black
roofing iron. "
Carl Jung in his scientific work «Ein moderner Mylhus» (1958), which
developed the theory of the collective unconscious mind, described the dream
of his friend: "When this area is rapidly approaching the Earth, at first I

thought it was Jupiter descended from its orbit, but when she came closer, I
saw, despite its huge size, it is too small for a planet like Jupiter. ... When we
realized that it must be the worst way to hit the Earth, we felt conscious
horror. But it was a horror, which is dominated by awe. It was a cosmic action,
inspiring awe and amazement ... The second area, and the third, and another
approaching at high speed. And each of them hit the ground ... ".
Georgy Kuznetsov. Sochi. I see all these catastrophes, as if from the outside.
Gray sky, but sometimes there is a sun. State of depression and apathy. Very
few people, but they know what is coming another terrible disaster. Some try
to hide underground. At night, in the gaps between the clouds, visible rapidly
rotating star (swastika) surrounded by a luminous cloud. It approaches closer
and closer. Falls many stars (meteorites?). In heaven and on earth fire. Black
rain pours. Begins to hurricanes, earthquakes. The earth trembles and
hesitates. On the horizon, there is a huge black-and-gray wave and glowing
pillar, consisting of water, rubble stones, which reaches to the skies.
Monstrous lightning cut through the space. Star sucks like a vacuum cleaner
planet's atmosphere. I wake up from suffocation. Heart pounding. For a long
time I can not sleep .
VA Patrushev. Perm, Lysva. Read your book "Apocalypse Tomorrow Comes",
which refers to the neutron star. Amazingly, I have for several years dreaming
the dream of such a cataclysm. In the dream, he is shown as the alternation of
frames from the cartoon. By approaching the Earth spinning star black and
brown, around which several satellites and maintains a huge gas-dust plume.
It is getting closer and closer. Star pulls the Earth's atmosphere in different
directions, and it looked like a bagel. On the planet begin terrible hurricanes,
storms and earthquakes. Huge waves fall on the continents and poured
considerable space. The earth is turned on its axis and the northern
hemisphere is becoming south. I hear a voice: "Fear the rays." Probably - an Xray or gamma radiation of a neutron star. In this dream ends, and I always
wake up. Is all of this happens in real life. It may seem ridiculous, but I'm
digging a bunker under his home ... ".
Erzhanov Shuhrad. Uzbekistan. If I and my companion are standing in the
office. Office in a high-rise building, a decent room, rich. Something to
discuss. We have been in business their suits. Ornate look. Suddenly, I look
out the window and there in half the sky, visible to the black hole! Companion
to run away. And I stood there and looked at her. She was beautiful, went
spiral circles funnel. She was in heaven. Was the day, the sky was blue, and in
the center - a black hole. I stood and looked, and I knew it ... End of the World.
"
Ksana. Ukraine. In the dream, I looked out the window at the starry sky. I saw
the stars black arachnid funnel. Decided that it was a "black hole." "Black

Hole" spun like a top, threw themselves upon the stars and they disappeared. I
was very scared for our solar system ... and woke up. A lasting impression.
Beresta Gu Re. Here's a more a dream. I go around the city, look at the sky and
see on it two suns, it was very scary. What is this !?
Crow. Today I dreamed that I was going through the city. Then I looked at the
sky - it was 2 sun:
- The first - the usual sun;
- A second spiral-shaped. I've never had ever seen. I did not know what to
expect from this sun and decided not to look at him. Once in memory surfaced
moments from movies and cartoons when different spirals hypnotized, so I
decided that it is possible and it is. So it is better in any case not to look at the
long second sun ...
Most interesting is that my husband also had a dream today is 2 sun, and one
of them was also spiral. In his dream, it was designated as the sun from
another galaxy, who knocked from its orbit. And this was the end of the world
....
In reality, we were in different cities at this time.
Katya. Recently had a dream that the sun in the sky 2!
Iralend. Dreamed of 20 to 21. I'm in the garden on a hill or some hill because
the terrain goes down somewhere, but smoothly. Around trees, shrubs, lots of
greenery. Time of day - like twilight. Close to my father on the stairs, put to the
tall tree, trim branches, doing something in the crown of the tree. I, too, was
standing on some stairs or site-level tree crowns. I look along the slope of the
hill toward the horizon, because there begin to occur the following
phenomena: the sky darkens, appear twisted into clouds and whirlwinds at the
same time appears as if the full moon, but in a haze, not bright. At some
distance from it is the same second. I look and I understand that this may not
be the moon for any scenario, because on the other side of the horizon in the
sky hangs a real full moon, bright, such as must be the full moon in the clear
sky. I comes the realization that these two luminaries - the sun, but I can not
understand why they came almost night and why there are two. Becomes very
scary, I understand that rolls inevitable. I do not know where I go. Then
everything is as it speeds up. I look at all this while standing on a wooden
staircase, but why am above the trees. From these suns on the ground rolling
wave of fire that burns everything in its path. I feel that now we all will burn
and that's come PD wave passes beneath me, I'm not touching. Then on the
same side wall is water, but not like a tsunami wave, but just by a high wall,
but somehow slowly, as if slowly filling the tank. I'm still on the ladder, which
is already on what does not rely just stands as a pillar, the water is getting to
the legs all around flooded, some giant whirlpools around, comes to me
already on the belt. I realize that I have left a few minutes, my head is beating

only one thought that all this is the end, but I need to be sure to suppress fear,
because it is the most important thing for me, nothing is more important, and
I begin to pray ...
MarMattaru. I dream that I was in my apartment, I said something to my
mother, and all of a sudden I have a vision (in a dream): two suns. And I see
them not as if looked at the sky, and as if I'm in space and watch them on a
background dark blue sky, almost black. They are absolutely the same, fire,
such as the sun looks like in space, and I have an understanding of the vision,
as if the words appear in my head: "Soon the time will come soon!". Vision
ends as abruptly as it began. I turned to my mother, I was very scared, but at
the same time I'm happy because I waited so long, no longer believe that the
time will come, but my vision has indicated that the wait a little more. I told
her that I had a vision that soon the time will come, she hugged me and said
that she knew.
In this dream ended, and I immediately woke up. It was one of the highlights
of my dreams, after which the first few seconds seem like it was real. This
dream I dreamed somewhere a couple of months ago, I do not remember
exactly when, but sleep remember so clearly, even the details (especially
vision), not some actual events are not remembered me so clearly!
Vladimir. Vorkuta. I wake up in an empty apartment. After some time, turn on
the radio and alert system works civil defense headquarters - in writing. A
woman's voice constantly repeats that the people do not go out on the street
that all communications are disabled. Completed recording the words of the
end of the world, which happens because of two suns. After listening to my
brother and I looked out the window and found nothing unusual except the
empty streets, the sky was clear. Thought that everything was ok, but just a
few minutes notice on the horizon two suns. They were at different levels, and
with each passing hour aligned with each other. The woman who spoke about
the disaster on the radio, do not say exactly the start time of the apocalypse.
By counting the number allotted to us time, my brother and I went to the last
walk, meet different people, who told us that many lucky ones sent to a safe
place (did not understand where exactly). Later, after returning home, looking
at the sky, we saw two suns almost leveled. Then I grabbed the phone in a
panic trying to reach somewhere, but in the tube sounded another record.
"End of the world comes, say goodbye to this world and pray to God," And it's
very, very sad barely audible music. Next, a bright light began to roll closer to
our windows in the room. And, in the end, the flame that devoured all the
ground outside the window, to reach us. I woke up.
Alsavya. Me on Good Friday before Easter in 2008, dreamed of two suns rise.
And I was really scared and at the same time fascinating. And the feeling of

something new, like a new life. And the voice: "That you, the IRA, the second
life."
And I'm with my son 12 years (actually 25). Look out the window and see the
sunrise one, followed by a second sun. I rummaged all downers, and only just
now you have found similar.
But sleep is really bright and incredibly impressive.
Tinteite. Well, the buggy had a dream I Sedna: polubutaforsky Gondor, two
suns in the sky (under one of them, I realized my sick mind meant sauronovu
zyrkalku), all Th-run, with somewhere already sunset, steam trucks on horsedrawn ... Mliin.
Darinka. I dreamed that I was resting with his family and friends on some
island somewhere in the Pacific Ocean. Around palms, sun, sand, snow-white,
light waves rolled ashore. Beauty. Suddenly the clouds gather on the horizon,
somehow begins tide (in a dream vacationers me say that this is always the
case in the afternoon). Storm begins and all the people that on the beach, run
up to their hotels. We also go, but found that my grandmother was gone. We
are looking for her in the rain on the island, around a downpour, thunder and
lightning. I find it intact in some arbor. Then the rain ends. Suddenly, from
behind the clouds out not one, but as many as two suns, and one high in the
sky and the other on the horizon!
Maxim. Krasnoyarsk. Before you wake up, I dream that I woke up in the
morning, no I did not feel tired, even the opposite lifting forces and
indescribable happiness. Because rays of the sun fell into my room. I got out of
bed and go to the window. Look at the sky and see the sun (and think to
myself, what a beautiful) I looked a little bit to the side in the sky, I saw
another sun. Almost the same size. The eyes are not blind at all, though
shining brightly. I do not know if there were clouds, but even if these were two
of the sun was shining so brightly that they could not be seen. And what is
most interesting, in that moment, when I saw the second sun comes my
understanding of this vision, the words (thoughts) if there are in my head:
"Soon the time will come soon!". I seem to be waiting for something, looking
out the window at the sun ...
G10ne. I had an end. In short, I go out for a walk. Then see opachki, two suns
one ogromennoe orange, as in America the Moon. I feel the earth changes pole
goes somewhere ... And then bang tsunami waves everywhere! In general, I
wake up.
Sonia. This dream I dreamed seven years ago, when I was 27 years old. I was
so impressed by bright colors, feelings that remembered him for a lifetime. I
dream that I am present in a space reminiscent of the form of open space in
which large golden sun, surrounded by a gray haze and away from him,
dazzling white smaller star. The sun radiates heat and light and dark blue

space near it warmed up and acquired tender green. Star emits cold white
light. I have a feeling that the star must be connected with the sun, but it is
hampered by a gray haze surrounding it. I feel frustrated by this, but I know
that it will happen when the sun warms up so that gray haze simply evaporate.
I understand that this is all I dream about. I wake up with a feeling of aching
longing.
Hel. In the dream, I'm a guy, tall, 3.4 meters, with me hunting breed dog, too
big, we sit with her at the shore of a small lake. Around the wilderness of the
land, on the one side of the mountain, everything has a shade of red, the earth,
seems to dry up - it cracks. I'm sad. In the sky two moons and two suns and
one small red sun, another large orange.
Chris. In general, I do not remember everything. 3 dreamed of the sun or the
Tipo. I remember someone said that among these suns have Uranus. More I
rummaged in the book about astrology. There was still time, you know how
the eclipse, only partial. Half before the sun and goes, it was two-fold. I also
remember that one of said, "they may encounter, and then all kaput."
Anonymous. Dreamed a strange dream about the End of the World. I used to
dream such dreams, but I do not really pay attention to it, but now there was
something else that I do not know, but I'll try to describe. I went outside and
the sun disappeared, the rain came, and then the sky flashed 3 Suns. Or our
planet, or other planets swept past us, from this were large flows of wind,
people screaming, but I did not cry. I just stood there and realized that this is
the end, the wind blowing my clothes and began a meteoric rain, one of them
fell near me, and I threw the blast, then at me falling meteorite and I woke up.
I do not know why, but it has given some anxiety in me, I do not know whether
to take it so seriously.
Mila. Ulyanovsk. It's a dream for a long time. In the dream, I saw the sky
brightened with splashes as when the northern lights and three suns in the
sky. Two identical and huge, the third smaller slightly. About feelings and
treatment of sleep - does not matter. Drawn to the sun, which was in the
center with the full knowledge of his, home of the Hierarchy of Light. Imagine
my surprise when, one morning, read the newspaper about such a dream one
woman. The same sky with flashes of rainbow light, but only two huge sun on
it.
Erana. Of Moldova. Chisinau. I dreamed 7 suns. I'm standing in the
middle of the ruined city, similar to Babylon. I look at the sun and wonder.
Someone comes up to me and says, like, this is nonsense: "That's when you'll
see the 9 suns, come Armageddon."

Ekkr. Saratov. Dream about the End of the World. Look at the sky (the
time it was late in the afternoon, a little getting dark already, but still relatively
light) and where the stars appear, and I look, look, and then there are some
very bright star appears (as seen in the summer of Mars), then it becomes as
the moon. Everyone thinks it's a full moon, and I say, "You fools, what the
moon! Moon over there, in the form of the Month. " Was spectacular - Monthmoon and weird object in the sky.
And then these things "miracle" comes close to Earth! Getting closer
and closer ...
Ray. In fact, these dreams were a few, but the meaning of one - I'm out
of a building, such as the theater, and I notice the sky the moon. Go, for some
time, toward the house and accidentally corner of my eye, I notice another
moon, which is not like the color and the size of the first one. It is understood
that the moon I've seen and this is the second moon, and some kind of
anomaly. I do not know why, but it's in a dream cause panic. Was still sleeping
when the sky is covered all areas (like the moon) different color and diameter,
and the response is the same - the fear and the desire to get away from this
place ... ".
Andree. I want to write about my dream. About Me: I am a priest.
Everything that is written is true. Had a dream about six months before I read
this article and realized that it would be something similar. I go with my father
down the mountainside after sunset and pay attention to the moon and see
that the Moon be in size and brightness of the second moon (think to myself in
a dream, that it is). After a few minutes the whole earth begins to tremble and
our house with us slide down the mountain, but the worst happens then - a
noise of approaching waves. All becomes clear (my family) that there is no
salvation. I wake up in the excitement and anxiety for the upcoming tests to
invade us.
Alex. I called a dream: "Day of the end of the World". It was like this: I
was walking down the street, as in others have shown that the world froze for
a second, and all was quiet. I raise my head and see the planet, HZ what it
was like. It is unlikely that the Sun, the Moon, even more, but she was so
close that it seemed very large. Then suddenly the calm is broken wind and
cold, then immediately I saw the earthquake, and the magma (lava) rose! I

was on the main street of the city and so everything has changed there. It is
difficult to convey ...
After all seen me, I rushed home, only to come to the yard, I saw a
friend. I started to tell the story, when suddenly ... I saw the light ... a bright
blinding light ... I fell and did not hear anyone's voice! I woke up in some place
where he could not make out, but I have seen I did not like very much, it was
as if some CARBON BLACK! The houses were dilapidated, and how to blow
up the car. It feels that "BP down to Earth." From all of my neighborhood left,
just nothing ... 100-130 of 1000 ... The food was not suitable, and the water is
poisoned. But after some time, people learned to draw water from which is
similar to the Fungi, which began to grow on rocky surfaces, and extract them
with water, then life is normal. It's just a dream, but it was like a reality!
Yana30. Again dream within a dream (as it was once when I lived for
several weeks in a dream one night and woke up "in a dream" several times
until you wake up in reality). I hear the hum, vibration, open my eyes, I look dark outside. I realize that it's time to get up already. At 9 am local time, and
the window night! I called my mom, she was in a panic, crying, says, is that
the truth may be. I called my grandmother, she said that the dawn should start
at 4 am, and is only now beginning. Asks me what it means. In the dream, I
understand that this is the beginning. I regret that I did not have time to buy a
house in the village, which, incidentally, looked a week ago.
We start going somewhere. On the street the strongest hurricane,
knocking down, but there is no panic in his sleep, as if - this is done, which
means that we must act, not snot dissolve. In the dream on TV news
transmitted that the sun has risen to 4.5 hours later than usual, and it has
caused panic and fear around the world show a crowd of people running
somewhere, looters, some killed themselves, someone jumps from the roof,
someone passionately praying ....
Next Story - go out, see a red moon completely horns up just above the
horizon, it is huge, half the sky. Someone next to me says: "It is strange to be
a full moon, why such a strange sickle."
Then feel the same vibration, and wake up. At this time in reality.
Vibration continues, the body as if everything is buzzing (or is it on the street

was buzzing?), It was difficult to distinguish from the hum hum from the inside
out. Effort of will try to get rid of this drone is not obtained. Then realize that he
does not need to fight, it only weakens my strength, and immediately feel like
a failure in the aircraft in an air pocket, and the feeling of weightlessness ...
hum stopped. Came the realization communication hum - weightlessness
(dizziness, etc.). Hum their vibrations like "beats" from you something that
prevents fly. Will you resist - only to lose power. In general, very clear night, I
knew that with this drone (like vibrations nat. Body) - you can fly. In the
morning, the picture is not so clearly evolved, but the feeling remains ...
P.S. It is still remembered that someone brought calculations, as was
the ratio change Earth - Sun. Remember numbers 90 and 120 degrees.
Pashockz. Today dreamed we Batya day walking down the street. We
each his camera. Suddenly we see the second moon in the sky next to the
first one. The first was almost complete, and the other looked like a thin
month. We decided to shoot this thing. As soon as I pulled out my ph, it
became clear that the second moon became larger and fuller. Whence came
the name of the second moon, it begins with the letter T (I think the first
syllable was Tan, enough beautiful name). It seems like sometimes the moon
appeared briefly in the sky, and then disappeared. Then it became more and
more, and we have not seen, as she grew up, just look at the next it was
more. Dad also took out his camera, but it turned out that it is not visible
through the lens, because should bring ph on her as she was hiding
somewhere, over the house, behind a tree. Despite the fact that it has
become a truly huge (about 10-15 diameters of the visible moon), we shoot it
and failed.
In general, I periodically take countries various celestial phenomena.
For example, it happens that I'm in a dream in the country and then the sky
changes color, there appear some dark-colored swirls. Begins such a
monstrous thunderstorm with lots of lightning. I'm starting to feel something
quite insignificant, and perceive what is happening as the true end of the
world. Often in these dreams also seen the Moon and other celestial bodies.
Stepochkina Julia. I ask, if possible, to explain my dream. He was so
impressed me that still can not get over it. I saw the End of the World. Very
low sky with amazingly bright colors, dark, and in the distance, as if the bright

sun rises, as a band of fire in the sky 2 huge moon, as fantastic pictures. Very
creepy. Rushing people screaming, crying, I'll leave the youngest child in the
house, go and mutter, "What End of the World, and how Sasha, she was only
1 year and 7 months, and she should live a long life." Meet some
acquaintance with the work, he with 2 bottles of liquor wondered why I was
the last day of my life drunk "as a lord." I shouted to him, do not go, and he
staggers and said that he was waiting for. Raised a strong wind storm and
suddenly all was quiet in the sky is clear, though dark, it is illuminated and
there are signs of the zodiac. Someone whispers, "This is the end." Suddenly
ahead rises like a mirage, a huge Orthodox church, dazzling white. And how
yelled: "Lord, forgive and have mercy." And it's not gone, not crawled to him.
And I do too. What does this mean? I was very worried.
Battie. During the long and rather gloomy slumber I was shown the solar
disk in black and blue sky, everything is somehow sketchy. And it suddenly hit
drive (apparently) the moon, and somehow started here and there to make a
reciprocating motion is not completely go beyond the first disc, with quickly.
Then it was shown how it looks in the world - it seems like a child flickers
sunbeams from almost complete darkness to bright sunlight. It was scary, but
do not panic and abruptly, but somehow otuplyayusche scary.
There is no stain. It specifically some other celestial body, I do not know,
maybe not the moon (and perhaps there were two) ...
Mad-soft. No, it was not something in that spirit, as it is usually taken to
represent fire, explosions, all in ruins, etc. Everything was completely
different. I was at home, in the hallway. With me were two close more human.
I do not know exactly who, but it seems that the father and mother - And,
perhaps more symbolically than my real parents. And from somewhere in the
head came the news that now the world will end - just a couple of minutes. As
if the angel said, or someone from a higher power. There was no threat,
nothing. Everything was quiet and peaceful. I suddenly remembered the
photos that have recently finished shooting, but has not yet done anything
with them. Wanted to tell someone you know about them that were with me
that they are with them something done, brought the matter to the end. But
then he realized that this is a universal End of the World, and they, too, will

not - and calmed down. Went to the window in the unlit room in silence
pushed back the curtain. Among the dark blue sky hung round the moon, it
was a total eclipse. Very strange eclipse, more like a sun: the shadow was
less disk of the Moon, her end of the world, and indeed the shadow was not
black and blue, and in the center of the moon could still see the craters.
Amazing, fascinating spectacle. I remembered that my camera can
photograph the moon well, and I thought to drag it, while there is still the last
minute, but then realized that it was no good. The amazing thing - to be able
to see what no one has ever seen or will see it being understood that even
pictures of pointless, because a minute later there will be neither you nor
those with whom you could share this, nothing. Only silence. How to tape reel
tape recorder - the tape comes to an end and the sound stops. No panic, no
fear, no pain - just a magnetic track is over, as it should be. End of program.
Stop.
Sunpet. Dusk, began to appear stars in the sky, a lot of stars. But the
sky was very bright. I noticed that the two stars move across the sky, as if
chasing each other. Got the idea that it's aliens and finally I saw a UFO.
Timidity woke up. Then he fell asleep, and continued to stare sleep on, but I
realized that few events missed, because were not stars, and two balls in the
sky, similar to the moon, but they were different colors and they even could be
seen as craters on the moon . They went down, overlapping each other in the
sky. Then I do not remember what happened.
Anna. Kiev. I had an end. This proved to be a big test for me. I was
sitting on a large area in the cafe and watched the passing cars from the early
20th - century. I looked at the sky, it was dark and heavy. Then he looked out
the moon, it was black and very large. The moon began to cover light small
spots like cracked black paint. I screamed and everyone looked at the moon.
And then, she said, with a crash and a bang, fell into the abyss. The earth
trembled under his feet, all swayed buildings began to crumble. I was as bad
as ever. Started to panic - all somewhere fled, shouting something. I ran into
the middle of the square and in the ears something buzzed. Gul quickly began
to grow, I became ill ears and head. I immediately woke up with a strong
heartbeat and in a cold sweat. Rumble gradually subsided. I do not find a
place for himself. And somewhere in a year I again had a doomsday.

Antariana. Sleep. The case went to some planetary catastrophe. I went
with a group of people for some terrible terrible place of power. We went, right
on the outskirts of the city. I realized myself in the moment when I saw in the
starry sky 3 moon. More precisely, it was one moon, then unknown planet and
the rotating galaxy. Then the sky began to fall fiery chunks stars became
visible and various other galaxies. Everything collapsed and we were taken to
some kind of school of magic, such as a safe haven ...
Vladimir. Orsk. Had a dream that I went to the balcony and looked at the
sky. There was a very entertaining and affecting its scale and unusual,
fantastic picture. The sky was three moons. One was very high in front of me,
it is twice smaller than normal, although complete. To the left was some
amorphous moon, she moved across the sky, changed its shape, and on it, as
if inside it appeared and disappeared some dark clots. On the right was a
normal full moon, it was nothing special. Beginning of the eclipse and the disk
of the moon in front of me began to move Saturn. I took a telescope and
began to watch, but clouds in the sky flying and barred the peak of the
eclipse. Clouds were also amazing - they glowed purple bottom, even purple
light, there were many, they were small. The main square of my city, or rather
the White House on it and the central park, which can be seen from my
balcony were also highlighted in purple. Yet the picture is revealed to me,
when the eclipse was at the peak. Against the background of dark blue sky
black disc - eclipsed moon. I stared at her for a few seconds and finally again
seemed bright edge of the disk of Saturn and quickly opened the moon. I was
delighted. When there was an eclipse, I wondered why I distinguish with the
naked eye, Jupiter and Mars, which should be seen as closer asterisk low
over the horizon. Looking through the telescope surface of the moon, I found
that it is only remotely similar to our usual on it as if I saw river valleys,
cultivated fields, and I started to look around buildings, city, but almost was
not. In the end, I made out a few objects, they were rare. Then I noticed the
moon on the left and watched as it flows, changing its shape, appearing and
disappearing dark clots inside. I came to the conclusion that it was not the
moon, and UFOs.
Previously, such a picture scared me when I dreamed of something as a
child, but in this dream, I felt calm observer. This kind of dreams I dreamed

rarely, but this time the pictures were opened for entertainment incomparable
to anything we had before.

Catherine. Late at night, the kids are asleep, my husband is watching
TV. I'm sitting at the computer (it is near a window). Casually look out the
window and do not understand what's going on - in the sky three moons. I am
interested I remove the curtain and keep looking. In the sky a lot of clouds, the
sky is black and that the moon took turns then disappear, then appear. I
began to feel that they are not three, and much more. Suddenly, from behind
the clouds the sun began to show. And the sun such as at sunset, but it was
rising! There was one. Somehow, I knew it was the end of the world. Very
scared, ran to wake the kids! Looking into the room, looking at the window the sky all is lost no moon, no sun. On the horizon wave went to a column of
smoke (it is still far away). I grab the youngest child in his arms, I resort to the
older, trying to wake him - does not work! I'm terrified! Once running, Tereblya
husband that he looked out the window. Husband all knew immediately
grabbed the child and covered him with his body. I keep yelling to the eldest
son woke up and ran to us. Finally he came. Wave is already there! We all
embrace with her husband are trying to crush children under him, as if closing
them. And then in the glass hit this wave of smoke! I'm sitting with his head
bowed and pray, "Lord help us! Jesus Christ protect! ".
Why is it that does not occur, I raise my head: the window that does not
seen and do not understand what's going on (all closed sandstone) very
strong wind and hear how there is a downpour, but the window is maintained.
I'm afraid that now the glass is cracked and we will cover. But the raging
elements, and keep the glass! I began to pray even more ... and woke up.
Skwo. St. Petersburg. Just repetitive Variations dream: War trenches
(catacombs, ruins of the city). I look at the night sky and see the stars begin to
move, spin, stall from their seats. Moon (for some reason red) forks. And
these two new moon begin to rotate around each other, from this circle such
horror spreads, some crowds of refugees everywhere, and the eerie clear
understanding - "will not be able to save anyone ..." As a rule, sleep with any
external shocks or events not connected, because even worse. Somewhere

read already and the Moon, and the Doomsday, but maybe it's all some kind
of genetic memory ...
Nat. Moscow. Dreamed that I got to the sea, somewhere in the middle
of winter, it was cold, but there was no snow! The sea was calm and quiet,
and the moon was full (totally normal), then something happened and there
were people who went to big waves. On the palate there are 3 months, only 4
of the moon. All months in one phase of "growth." Waves on the people hit by,
and I just stood there and looked at the sky, I do not touch anything. The sky
was dark blue and without stars, only these four moons!
Lodem. I feel that is about to come to an end! "It's great - I think - still
lived to doomsday!". Myself standing near his house, dusk, out in the yard all
my tenants and neighboring houses and something hard to discuss, to point
the finger at the sky and build the terrible faces to each other. I'm raising her
head, there where impoverished neighbors poke fingers. I see in the twilight
sky approach to the Earth in size giant planets (they take up almost half of the
sky), first one either red, or blue, with a bright glow around. Entirely can not
see it, but only some part, but its dimensions are impressive. It is followed, as
it were, in turn, another planet, smaller, some with rings, some uneven forms
and all different colors. The sky becomes burgundy color, and it is clearly
drawn all kinds of nebulae and star clusters. Somewhere flashed supernova
and all residents, including me, pour warm wave. Why - instead of the horror I
feel joy that had never felt before, I want to laugh with such rich colors and
flowers ...
Povarnitsin. I like that, too, had a dream. I walk in their village, sunny
day, everything is fine. Suddenly, one of the guys that walked with me, said look, there in the sky and points. I look, and there covered half the planet
similar to Earth but without the continents. She was all blue. And highlights
outlined in orange. Zdorovski looked beautiful. But then I thought about the
end of the world in a dream and the planet immediately began to draw near to
the ground, and later broke from her huge lava spots on outer space. I
screamed in panic this end of the world! All cried out, panicked, I really felt
fear, and I thought - is this it? Then she approached even more and has
already become like a piece of a meteorite. A huge chunk. I remember the last
seconds, it's smoky chunks of stones fallen from heaven, then again some

emission of lava into the air from the planet, and then a white flash. And the
silence ...
Think of everything? And no. Then suddenly I appear again in this
place, as soon noticed this planet in the air. If I rewind time back to fix it. This
time I wanted to film everything that happens on your phone's camera, but the
quality is there as luck - left much to be desired. Then I thought, why should I
take if still no one sees. Again, all of these actions were repeated, but I ran a
little further away from the road to the station, where he stood at the beginning
of the road and ran through the village. And surprisingly it saved my life. I kept
running and screaming - our planet is attracted to him! Well, something like
that blurted out. Then I see the panic, all somewhere leave. Building burning
fire, and for me a bunch of hot lava floats. I still continued to run down the
street. Then he saw my two brothers on a scooter, or on the tillers, shorter
drove towards the wreck. And died there, probably ...
CM. Ukraine. End of the World. Gloom, panic, depression and general
hopelessness, saturating everything around. Kind of like the world was
coming to some red-hot planet from heat which everything in the world was to
become extinct. Or the Earth approaches the Sun - it is not so important. I well
remember the time when I was with a few friends standing and looking on the
heat, moving us. I almost actually experienced a feeling of impending death.
It's a powerful experience, I can tell you. I remember a tear on the face of one
of the girls and all. Then heat envelops the body and ...
Comes, this is the afterlife. Before the moment of "death" and I just
thought about what will happen after we sweep away the heat. Do remember
that there was something after that. And I said to myself: "That's how it is,
after death." But that, unfortunately, can not remember. Quite possibly, it was
an excursion into their lives and attempt to specify their own mistakes. It is
quite possible, after the death of me thrown back in time, thus giving the
opportunity to escape. I just remember exactly what I dreamed of yet another
embodiment of the world. This time I did not stand and waited for death, but to
save his beloved. We ran, flew on a plane, traveling by car, fled again. That, in
the end, escape, return to the city and find a small handful of people who
survived. It was all so awake and so true. I think I went into the astral plane in

a dream, and not just sleeping. I do not know. But this is one of my dreams
that will leave a lasting real thrill.
Leopold71. Go outside and see that in the west the sky is clouded, or
rather they are set in motion, some unnatural. And there is a huge cross
clouds, it begins to rotate in a clockwise direction and in the sky, from the
clouds, formed various geometric shapes, can not remember exactly what ...
Gothic CAT. I had a dream about the Day of Judgment. The sky was
red, it was flying on a cross, and I went with friends and waiting for something.
They told me that you can not look at the sky. And I was not looking.
Stacy. Walk down the street and cross the sky a huge, wooden. And
suddenly he was one of the falls to the ground, scary! Then a lot of people, all
go somewhere out of town. What does that mean?
Wendy. A pair of vivid dreams Doomsday.
1. Cross in the sky of bright massive stars. Night and the feeling that the
sun has not risen. The crowd in the street. Quiet, pale woman, poking his
finger at the sky and saying something about sin. A feeling of horror. In the
end, I lay on the bed, in the vision of the cross, the fear of death. Eerie roar.
Wake up.
2. On the streets of ruined houses, dirty children and dogs. Between the
ruins fly any vehicle. I live in a shelter. Those that are behind walls, send a
message that the end of the world tomorrow. Everyone is happy, they
say tomorrow the 13th or the 14th, did not remember. For some reason, I'm
out of the shelter (I thinktomorrow after all). And when I leave too far,
remember that the video recording of the communication was yesterday (the
number stood down there on the screen, no one noticed). I understand. end of
the world today. I ran to the shelter and see that there is a huge wave from the
sea. Wake up.
Jaroslav Ascension. Closing my eyes, I saw people looking at the sky,
there in the clouds, bright light spot. It is flickering. Then I saw the Earth from
a tilted axis on its orbit rainbow. She would wrap the entire Earth. I stood on
the ground and saw, whether in the east, and whether in the south, the two
stars that burned during the day. They were, as it were, part of the
constellation, but is separated from it in a dream felt an earthquake.

Tamara Katkov. I see a black sky with a very large array of stars, and
they seemed to hang over me. I'm standing on some hill covered with soft (it is
very soft), green grass, flowers, which I distinguish from the light of stars.
Ahead of me abyss that beckons me like a magnet, but I do it at the same
time very afraid. The Catcher bright and some fiery rainbow (on black
background starry sky), the right side of my little tumbledown shack. And then
somewhere in the sky before I heard a voice that asks to get to the very
precipice. I obediently went up to the edge, and all the same voice asks me:
"Now you see that the End of the World exists. Watch and be amazed. " In
this dream, for some reason, I feel complete peace and at the same time I do
not want to know that I have a flock near the end of the world. Still remember
that look in the abyss, and there is also black with bright stars. And the voice, I
think I remember forever - male, quiet and very beautiful. What is this is my
dream. The main thing he remembered me all the way, although I rarely
remember them dreams?
I have recently become a very, very often dream dreams that was sure
to come to an end. Once I dreamed that in the sky there is a huge glowing
ball, like a bunch of lava. It was a fiery comet, which was to fall to Earth in a
few hours. Today I dreamed that blue-black sky there was a large
constellation of acid-green stars, which was called the Shadow of Helicon and
the ancient prophecy meant the beginning of the Apocalypse.
Richi. This dream I dreamed about two months ago, so to say that he is
inspired by the recent events in South East Asia, it is impossible. And So. It
takes place in late winter evening. The window is dark, the sky carry a heavy
low clouds, strong wind, cold, constrained land crust of ice. All this beauty I
see from the window of his room. I know that just as well, clinging to the
windows, now stand and others. Because on TV continuously transmit
warnings of impending disaster - that is about to land very close to a comet
and flies his tail hook earth's atmosphere. These things can cause a tsunami.
Even though I live in the Baltic Sea, but quite far from the coast, and our sea
too small for the giant waves. So afraid of, like, and nothing. But suddenly the
lead-gray sky begins crimson horizon. Glow expands and shines brighter from
behind the clouds. And after the glow from the horizon rises a huge mountain
is cast steel shine wave. On television reported that the wave will reach our

seats in three hours, and that all were saved, who as you can. I run into the
street to look for our WALKING cat throw which, of course, impossible. On it
and wake up. Wonderful dream. I still remember all its details.
Lisa. I'm walking down the street and see the day away in the sky, a
small dot with a fiery tail, it begins to grow, and I understand that this comet is
approaching the Earth. And here it is huge (the size of Earth, I can touch her
hand), I am seized with fear - now I'm going to die a horrible death - such
horror that I feel faint. She came all as street people home. Ask about the
comet, I respond that she passed.
Ltnemo. I'm late in the evening (warm dress - summer, but not quite, I
mean, somewhere sredine - late spring), quite crowded. Look at the sky, to
one side, and I see the moon. Turn my head to the other side (direction - to
the west, the moon - I do not remember where, but something between the
south and east, rather high, 15-20 degrees from the zenith). I see an object
the size of the moon, 30-40 degrees above the horizon, pale blue, bright
moon, but not too bright. The object moves across the sky noticeably, but not
rapidly. People pay attention to the object, it surprises them, but not much. All
doing their own thing. Then out of my back in the same direction, where the
object is flying fireball on a downward trajectory, about the same size (visible),
but at high speed. After a few seconds I feel a shiver in the world, somewhere
half a minute later came the sound and something like the air waves from the
impact. Visual effects - no. Well, I understand what all these classifications,
quickly going home, evacuate the family. Kick them out of the house to the
street, with things as they say, is located in a vacant lot, away from buildings,
power lines, etc., please wait until I go to investigate. What I was scouting hell knows already see myself returning from this intelligence, the dawn, but in
the air pink dust, the sky is covered, so the color is quite nasty. That he gave
me the most oppressed - gray-pink, a color look and it is immediately clear
that the end has come! Moves toward me rare, but purposeful flow of refugees
who what, who found that the most important for this case. People in full
trance obessmyslennye, irresponsible. They are not evil, not excited, not
aggressive, not afraid, just no, in a stupor as extras in the theater. Also show,

not to raise morale. Then I go back to his own. And we're going to blame too.
The End.
Hedra Aries. As I understand, now late summer. Hilly terrain, overgrown
with deciduous trees. Pretty steep slopes. We were enveloped night. And this
night, like a winter evening. But the sky for which I was looking, clean, blue
and black. Little stars. But remember, as mentally connected the brightest
point in the sky. Alas, I do not remember that as a sign we have. Then
someone interrupts my thoughts. I can not hear the words, but I know what to
say, if what I see now, is quite rare, something like a comet. But I am
convinced that it is a star. On the black sky background there is a big bright
ball in silver, and depart from it beams up and down, like the edge of a sword,
cut right through him, blazing white light. I do not know what this dream, but
drawing from memory the star seems to me that this is a sign, a symbol.
Lena Kurochkin. From the diaries. Dream № 75. «... look out the
window. Outside the window, I see quite unusual picture. Exposure plain on
the steppe. One can see the sky. Evening. The sky is unusually blue, dark
blue, piercing. Clouds on the horizon, dark purple, almost black, billowing. In
these clouds is the source of very bright light, something like a bright ball of
light, which differ from the bright rays. Spectacle indescribably beautiful. Move
across the sky a huge ten-figure, they seem to float, as if they are flat, but at
the same time, real, alive. On one piece long robe to toe, very beautiful. On
the head, something like a crown. I call my mother, so that she looked at this
phenomenon. I run to look for my mother through all the rooms, then go back
to the window. Through the window I see a bright light source is coming. I
covered quite indescribable feeling - on the one hand delight - an unusually
beautiful sight, and on the other side of fear - I understand that this is
something extraordinary, unearthly, alien. I intently looking at a bright light
source. The light is very bright, but does not shine. I wake up from this
unusually bright light.
Dream № 110. 20 January 2001 I walk down the street to the house. I
look at the sky, where the sun. On the palate notice something strange, some
black, like a thick black smoke from the fire, but because of the houses I do
not see the source of the smoke. Black moves across the sky, spreading
rapidly across the sky and the Sun is in this blackness. The sky turns into total

darkness, and the darkness can see the sun, it is bright as white disc
surrounded by an impenetrable black smoke. Around the disk of the sun
dazzling blue halo unusual, unusual pure blue. I am seized with horror. The
street becomes completely dark. I hurry home, I go to the apartment in the
dark. I feel that the apartment is very spacious and a half-empty. I do
something there. Then I remember that my parents were on the street near
the three-storey house. I feel unbearably terrible that I left them, and they left.
I hurry back. To my surprise, the street light, the sky is clear, the sun, as if
washed, dazzling shine. Maybe I imagined it all? Unusual black seems I had a
nightmare. I happily ran back to the three-story house. Then I suddenly see
that the sky appears impenetrable blackness. I see the disk of the sun in this
blackness, but only that the sun was on the opposite side of the sky. Disk of
the Sun is very big, just huge. I am seized with cosmic horror, truly cosmic
horror. I see that as a huge disk of the sun becomes blue and display a clear
image of something cosmic, ethereal, like two artificial wing-like blades. They
emerges some pattern.
Dream № 240. I stand by the window. Next to me is one of my friends.
Outside the window - the urban landscape: multi-storey buildings that cover
the wall as the horizon. Some of the buildings closed some fog. My friend
standing next to me, trying to do something to show me, he says, look, behind
the houses there is something there. But I see nothing, I see just not the fog,
not some sort of haze. For the tallest building as it gets dark cloud. I peered
intently into the cloud, and the more I peered into it, the worse I feel. I see that
behind the houses the horizon delayed some incredibly black clouds. Rapidly
darkens. Because of the very high-rise buildings like seeping black and some
live cloud that quickly absorbs all the light. Suddenly, there is something truly
horrible, all the land of the horizon as if swells, then cracks and ruptures of the
resulting water flows, which is about all the flood. I understand that under all
swollen and cracked earth is water that is poured onto the surface of the
earth, as the blood from the wound, from scratched and torn to shreds skin.
And that soon all the flood water, and all the houses, and all that is on the
surface of the Earth will fail and go underground and on the surface will only
have water, which is eroding the earth's surface in the mud to destroy
everything and leave nothing alive on the surface. I understand that this is all

that's End of the World, and that our civilization is living out its last hours. I
was seized by a feeling of indescribable horror, and this truly cosmic sense of
horror I have blood-curdling in his veins. I am trying to calculate how much
time we can still survive. My friend at this time includes a TV. On TV are the
latest news, stands some scientist who completely without emotion explains
what happened to the planet Earth. It shows some graphs or diagrams, which
clearly shows everything that has happened to the Earth, the Earth as it
capsized, causing the earth's axis shifted. Figuratively speaking, the Earth as
if tipped over on its back and broke, so to speak. As a result of this accident
literally come to an end in a matter of days or even hours in the world there
will be no one who would be able to survive the crash.
Aziza. Actually, I'm not special in these matters, but the fact that I once
dreamed of something like this for a long time. More precisely - a large
fireball, which is rapidly approaching the Earth.
Borilek. Creepy dream dreamed - End of the World. It's like a huge ball
of fire is approaching the Earth and the population of the city 4 days to
evacuate. It was an unfamiliar city. So far away from it can not sleep. Like not
terrible, but so strange.
Kaleb. About dreams Doomsday also would like to share. I often see
such dreams. Every time dream differently, and have never dreams do not
occur. I even used to, and stopped paying attention to them. But here's the
last dream scared me. Basically, everything happens like this: a nuclear
explosion, flood, incomprehensible star admits to us a ray of light, etc.
Everything is clear, everything is clear, everything is more or less
understandable and realistic.
Sonya. Sleep. Again, I'm running for my country and trying to find his
house. Walks around friendly people, all laughing, everyone is happy, and I'm
all up in the excitement. And suddenly the sky appear black clouds, the wind
begins and people start to panic. All flee their homes, and I could not find his
house. I'm, I'm scared of what is now something will happen, but I have
nowhere to go. I raise my head to the sky and see that huge fireball flies to the
ground and the end, of course, inevitable. It was the sun? (For those who
watched the movie The 5th element, then looked around the sun as well). I

start to cry in horror, turn my head to the other side, look at the sky and see
the exact same picture. But it was the moon. She also flew to the ground, but
was white and very big. Then I woke up and realized that the dream is not
good ...
Clara. Night. I was standing on the balcony of the apartment of his
childhood. I admire the darkness and the night sky. Suddenly I see hanging in
front of a planet the size of a large moon, the color of the sun at sunset.
Standing, watching. And this planet or star (?) Is heated as the metal when
heated and begins to melt! And, it looks very spectacular. Inside the circle I
see the sparkle as in salute. Very pretty. But the planet explodes, fireworks
again, the roar and vibration! While I was trying to figure out what it was (if the
moon, I probably had something to feel, what type of any changes in
sensation, but nothing has changed). Across the sky thundered explosions.
Everything happened exactly to the last detail! Planet raskalivanie flicker, a
blast! Many planets - 10-15! (Satellites neutron star - approx. SV) and flashes
of fire! Fear I have not experienced absolutely no, even when one of the
planets exploded very close, and her remains (meteorites?) Flying past my
balcony. One of them fell near me, but I managed to rebound. He began to go
out, having lastly break out and burn the backpack (?), Who was standing in
the same place! I effortlessly all extinguished. I think even picked up the
meteorite, do not remember. But it seems that it sparkled!
Most surprised me from this dream that I do not hear the sounds of our
planet - no voices, no shouting, no birds, no cars, nothing! Only the roar of
explosions!
Maybe I'm somewhere else to be?
Raulvbg. I had a dream, get out of the building where my workout. Go
out and see the night sky in a huge red planet, which was closer to the
ground, it was very scary. End of the world will be, all as with Noah, the story
of Noah is repeated ...
Lodem. I feel that is about to come to an end! "It's great - I think - still
lived to doomsday!". Himself standing near his house, dusk, out in the yard all
my tenants and neighboring houses and something hard to discuss, showing
thumbs up to the skies and build the horrible grimaces each other. I raises his
head to where disadvantaged neighbors poke your fingers and see in the

twilight sky approach to the Earth in size giant planets (they take up almost
half of the sky), first one either red, or blue, with a bright glow around the
whole it is not visible and only some part, but its dimensions are impressive,
followed, as it were, in turn, has the world smaller, some with rings, some
uneven forms and all different colors. The sky becomes burgundy color, and it
is clearly drawn all sorts of nebulae and star clusters. Somewhere flashed
supernova and all residents, including me, pour warm wave. For some
reason, instead of the horror I feel joy that had never felt before, I want to
laugh with such rich colors and flowers (This is not stoned - approx. Lodem).
Jteri. Then remembered, not if I dreamed something about the End of
the World? And, it turns out, dream, though for a long time, but oddly enough,
I'll remember that.
I sleep late at night, it seems summer. Suddenly I was awakened
something. It's light outside, both on the spotlights. Look out the window,
there's a lot of people, all looking up at the sky and something enthusiastically
discussing. Go out on the street, and there is ... The whole sky in holograms,
but they highlighted the inside, ie, the reverse side of the sky. Various
inscriptions, strange shapes, very beautiful, like a festive show, all this and
perceive. I read one of the inscriptions: People, your stay on earth is finished.
The second dream. From the sky huge meteorite fall, stones, everything
collapses, I try to hide ...
Tolstoj. I'm standing in the courtyard of his house, there are a lot of
people and everyone was looking at the sky. On the palate there is a glowing
ball, he moves in with great speed, it fascinates me with its beauty, but I feel
the fear, consternation (it was bright red and bright yellow, can be compared
to a flame of fire, round shape, but 10 times brighter ). At the same moment, I
understand that this End of the World. I'm not afraid, I enjoy its beauty. People
around screaming and crying, and I'm happy I did when life did not feel what I
felt in the dream. In the real world there is nothing so beautiful is not usually
carrying the death of all mankind. at the last minute, seconds before the end, I
say, "This is the end." All abruptly disappeared and was around as if in space,
but do not have anything that emits light. In my heart I was calm, however
when in life. I felt happy when I felt it. I woke up. Until now, when I think back,

trembling passes through the body. I think that I have experienced such
feelings would be if he saw God.

